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1.0 INTRODUCTION -- 

This document presents the Work Plan and Sampling and Ar~alysi~ Plan for performing a 

Phase III Hazardous/Toxic Waste Real Estate Acquisition Survey (Phase III Survey) for three 

properties under consideration for acquisition by the Department of the Navy in association 

with the Marine Corps Base (MCB), Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. The three properties are 

the Bostic, Reinhold, and Carlyle parcels, located in the southeast portion of Onslow County, 

North Carolina. 
: - . . 

1.1 Objectives 

This study is being conducted as a follow-up to Phase I and II surveys, conducted in 1991 and 

1992 by Roy F. Weston, Inc (WESTCN@). The objectives of the previous surveys were to locate 

areas of potential environmental concern and to ascertain the presence or absence of 

groundwater, subsurface soil, and surface water contamination. 

The objectives of the Phase III Survey are to acquire necessary data to define the nature and 

extent of contamination in order to afIord a qualitative assessment of potential risks to human 

health, welfare, and the environment, and to evaluate and estimate the costs of potential 

remedial actions that may be required if the properties are acquired by MCB Camp Lejeune. 

1.2 Project Plan Format 

The contents of this Project Plan are summarized below. A Health and Safety Plan has been 

prepared under separate cover. 

l Section 1.0 - Introduction 
l Section 2.0 -Background 
l Section 3.0 -Phase III Tasks 
l Section 4.0 - Project Management and Staffing 
a Section 5.0 - Schedule 
l Section 6.0 - Field Sampling and Analysis Plan 
l Section 7.0 -References 

Baker Environmental, Inc. (Baker) standard operating procedures to be followed during the 

Phase III field investigations are provided in Appendix A. 
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/-- 2.0 BACKGROUND 

I 

The U.S. Department of the Navy has proposed to acquire approximately 41,000 acre8 in 

Onslow County, North Carolina, for the purpose of expanding the Marine Corps Base, Camp 

Lejeune. As part of the acquisition evaluation process, the Atlantic Division, Naval Facilities 

Engineering Command (IANTDIV) conducted an environmental investigation to identify any 

contaminated land (parcels) which may require large scale environmental remediation 1 

activities. Any such parcels could then either not be acquired or acquired with appropriate. 

legal protection and cost allocations (Weston, 1992). 

The approach used to evaluate the potential for environmental contamination is systematic, 

using a standard Phase I/Phase II method currently in use by environmental professionals. 

The intent of the approach is to lower the risk of acquiring property which may require large 

&ale or expensive remediation. The results of this investigation do not imply that no 

additional contamination exist within the parcels and/or the acquisition area. To reach this 

level of certainty would require that each acre of land be thoroughly sampled, and the costs of 

such a sampling program would far exceed the nominal value of the land to be acquired 

(Weston, 1992). 

Phase I of the investigation included a review of pertinent historical information, site 

reconnaissance, and interviews with owners of the 164 individual land parcels. The large 

majority of the acquisition area was determined to have a low potential for environmental 

contamination due to its historical use for tree silvicuhure, farming, undeveloped swamp, and 

small single family dwellings. A portion of the southern end of the tract was used during 

World War II as part of the Camp Davis Military Base, and several parcels along the bordering 

state highways have been or are now being used for commercial or light industrial activities. 

In total, 14 individual parcels were identified as having a higher potential for environmental 

contamination, and these special interest parcels were targeted for Phase II sampling. These 

14 parcels comprised approximately 1,250 acres of the proposed 41,000-acre acquisition area 

(Weston, 1992). 

The Phase II investigations of the 14 special interest parcels involved the sampling of select 

areas to determine the presence or absence of contamination. The results were compared with 

applicable or relevant and appropriate environmental regulations to evaluate the likelihood 

that large scale remediation would be required (Weston, 1992). 
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. The Phase II investigation was conducted by Roy F. We&on, Inc. in the Fall of 1991. Reeulta 

and recommendation8 were presented in a Phase II Final Report in January 1992. As noted in 

the final report, WESTON concluded that two properties (Boetic and Reinhold properties) 

totaling 43 acre8 needed further evaluation in order to determine the extent to which 

environmental contamination, ifany, existed (Weston, 1992). 

Parcel8 122, 123, and 124 (totaling 30 acre8 and collectively known a8 the Boetic property] 

were only partially sampled when permission to sample wae withdrawn by the property - 

owner. Observations at the time of the initial Phase II investigation a8 well aa result8 of the 

limited number of samples collected, have identified numerous area8 of potential 

contamination. After site access wa8 granted by the owner of the Bo8tic property, additional 

investigations were conducted by Weston to adequately a88888 the need for any form of 

remedial action. 

-. / 

Parcel 058 (totaling 13.3 acre8 and known a8 the Reinhold property) ha8 been altered by 

landfilling. The fill material-originated from concrete debris resulting from the demolition of 

gasoline service stations. Initial Phase II sampling results identified concentration8 of heavy 

metal8 and other chemical constituents which exceeded North Carolina water quality 

standards. However, based upon the limited number of samples, Weston was unable to 

conclude that surface water8 had been directly impacted a8 a result of the 1andUing 

operations. Therefore, additional investigation of the Reinhold property wa8 required to 

identify the potential source of heavy metal and chemical contamination. The Becond 

increment of the Phase II investigation wa8 conducted in November 1992. 

In order to better define the extent of contamination, and to verify the results of the Phase II 

investigations, a Phase IIl Real Estate Acquieition Survey will be conducted at the Boetic, 

Reinhold, and Carlyle properties. The Phase III Survey will be conducted by Baker 

Environmental, Inc. (Baker). The Phase BI inveetigation include8 a third area of concern (the 

Carlyle property) that warrant8 additional study. The Carlyle property, which wa8 

investigated a8 part of the initial Phase II survey, was not included in the second increment of 

the Phaee II investigation. 

The remainder of this section provide8 site-specific information regarding the location, 

history, and existing status of the Boetic, Reinhold, and Carlyle parcele. 
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#--I. 2.1 Location 

The Bostic, Reinhold, and Carlyle parcels all border the west aide of U. S. Route 17, which ie a 

north-south highway that, for the most part, demarcates the current western boundary of 

MCB, Camp Lejeune. The Reinhold property is the northern-most of the three parcels. It is 

situated roughly 314 miles south of the intersection of U. S. .Route 17 and North Carolina 

Route 210 at the community of Dixon, North Carolina. The Carlyle parcel is located about 3 

miles south of the Reinhold parcel. The Bostic parcel I’s the southern-most of the three 

properties. It is situated roughly l-3/4 miles north of the community of Holly Ridge, North 

Carolina, and the junction of North Carolina Route 50 and U. S. Route 17. 

2.2 Bostic Property 

Parcels 122, 123, and 124, totaling approximately 30 acres, are collectively referred to as the 

Bostic property. The property is currently used for maintenance, storage, and repair of 

various types of construction equipment and material. Historically, these parcels were part of 

the former Camp Davis Motor Pool that wae located on Parcel 124. Previous uses of these 

parcels also include a sawmill that operated until the early 1980s. In 1989, Parcel 124 was 

subject to an investigation by the USEPA when 100 drums of dinitrophenol, a crystalline wood 

preservative, were discovered within the garage located on the parcel. The drums were 

subsequently removed and the site. was classified aa requiring no further action. 

The Phase I survey indicated that the site is traversed by a drainage ditch that flows past the 

Dixon Parcel (Parcel 127) and intersects several ditches that drain the Boetic Property. 

Stained soils and a sheen on the water of several ditches were observed. Other observations 

included two bulging 55gallon drums containing unknown liquids, stained soils beneath 

many of the vehicles stored on site, three steel aboveground fuel tanks and adjacent stained 

soils, and two overturned 9,500-gallon railroad tank cars. 

- 

Initially, Phase II sampling activities conducted in the Summer of 1991 were to have included 

collection of soil, sediment, surface water and groundwater samples at suspect areas. Indeed, 

a limited number of samples were collected, however, shortly after the initiation of sampling 

activities, Weston personnel were asked to leave by Mr. Bostic. At the request of LANTDIV, 

Weston relocated groundwater sampling points outside the perimeter of the Bostic property to 

asaesa the potential presence for off-site migration emanating from the Bostic parcels. 
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In general, the peripheral investigation failed to indicate the preeence of off-site migration of 

contaminants via groundwater. However, samples collected prior to Weston’s departure from 

the site indicated the presence of total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) contamination 

(700 mg/kg) in soil near the aboveground storage tanks, and the presence of several 

polynuclear aromatics, which are typical of fuel mixtures and/or residuals, in sediments 

collected from the drainage swale behind the garage. 

Phase II field activities were reinitiated within the Bostic property boundaries in November 

1992. Specific field activities included a soil gas survey, subsurface drilling’ and shallow 

monitoring well installation, surface water sampling, and groundwater sampling. 

The soil gas survey was conducted in an attempt to identify “hotspots.” Nine sampling 

locations were selected in areas where contamination may be present, based on visual 

evaluation of the site. The results were inconclusive due to the presence of methane, which 

may have been present due to high organic content in the soil (Weston, 1993). 

To evaluate the presence of TPH contamination in soil, and to determine whether the soil at 

the potential disposal areas are characteristically hazardous, 12 soil borings were augered at 

various areas of concern. Split spoon samples were collected continuously at 2-foot intervals to 

the top of the water table per ASTM Method D1586. A portion of each split spoon was collected 

and cornposited. The composite sample was analyzed for total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH), 

polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and RCRA hazardous waste characteristics (i.e., TCLP, 

corroeivity, reactivity, and ignitability). The results indicated that none of the soil samples 

were characteristically hazardous. No PCBs were detected in any of the samples. However, 

TPH was detected above the method detection limit (40 mg/kg) in 10 of the 13 samples (one 

duplicate sample was obtained). The TPH contaminant levels ranged in concentration from 

43 mg/kg to 5090 mg/kg. The highest level .of TPH contamination was detected in the soil 

sample collected near the aboveground storage tanks. The second highest TPH level 

(693 mg/kg) was detected in the soil sample obtained from stained soil south of the garage near 

the concrete pad (Weston, 1993). 

To evaluate on-site groundwater quality, three temporary monitoring wells were installed at 

the following areas: near the aboveground storage tanks; near the abandoned railroad 

tankers; and just south of the garage. Groundwater samples were collected and analyzed for 

volatile organic compounds (VOCs), semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs), total metals, 

PCBs, and pesticides. No volatile organic compounds were detected above method detection 
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levels in any of the three wells. SVOCs such as naphthalenes and polynuclear aromatic 

hydrocarbon8 @AHs) were detected in wells GW-02 and GW-03 (Weston, 1993). Well GW-03, 

which is located near the abandoned railroad tank csrs, exhibited the highest level of SVOC 

contamination. Because there are no Federal or State standards for those SVOCs present in 

groundwater at the Bostic property, the significance of this contamination with respect to 

potential impacts to human health cannot be assessed unless a quantitative risk assessment is 

performed. -- 

The inorganic contaminants arsenic (62 - 120 pg/L), chromium (190 - 730 pg/L), iron (107,000 - 

208,000 pg/L), manganese (410 - 2600 pgh), nickel (190 - 410 p&L), lead (250 - 820 pg/L), and 

selenium (11 - 59 pg/L) were detected in all three temporary wells above the North Carolina 

groundwater standard. However, groundwater samples collected at nearby sites (previous 

Phase II results) also indicated similar results with the exception of arsenic, lead, and nickel 

(Weston, 1993). It is possible that the elevated levels of inorganics is due to suspended 

particulates in the wells which may bias the results high. 

Two surface water and sediment samples were collected from on-site drainage areas to 

evaluate surface water and sediment quality due to potential runoff. The samples were 

collected downstream of the aboveground tank area and garage and analyzed for VOCs, 

SVOCs, and metals. None of surface water or sediment samples exhibited organic 

contamination. The results of the inorganic analysis for sample SW-02, which was obtained 

near the aboveground storage tanks, exhibited elevated levels of copper (20 pg/L), iron 

(1400 pg/L>, and lead (120 pg/L) above the North Carolina Freshwater Quality Standards 

(NCFWQS) for the protection of aquatic life (Weston, 1993). 

2.3 Reinhold Property 

The Reinhold property is owned by L. Reinhold and has been altered by landfilling. The fill 

material originated &om concrete debris resulting from the demolition of service stations. No 

testing of the fill excavated from the former service stations was completed prior to placement. 

Materials including pipes, concrete and scrap metal were observed in the fill during the 

Phase II survey. The fill material is located within probable jurisdictional wetland areas of 

Bull Branch. No evaluation for the need to obtain a permit to fill wetland areas was 

reportedly considered prior to placement of the fill material. 
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-- Following the Phase I Survey, the initial Phime II survey focused on assessing potential 

impacts to surface water. The second increment of the Phase II survey assessed soil 

conditions, groundwater quality, and potential impacts to eurface water and sediment. 

In order to evaluate soil conditions within the former fill area, three test pits were excavated 

and soil samples were collected at one-foot intervals for compositing. In addition, three 

shallow soil borings were augered at the boundary of the fill area. A composite soil sample 

was collected at each boring. All soil samples were analyzed for TPH, PCBs, and RCRA .. - - 

hazardous waste characteristics (full TCLP, corrosivity, reactivity, and ignitability). Results 

indicated that none of the soil is characteristically hazardous. In addition, TPH levels were 

below the method detection level of 40 mg/kg. Low levels of PCB Aroclor 1254 (less than 

0.1 ppm) were detected in one of the soil samples collected from soil boring No. 1. 

-- 

Temporary monitoring wells were subsequently installed at each of the three soil borings. The 

wells were installed to ev&ate potential impacts of the fill material to groundwater. One 

round of groundwater samples were collected and analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, and total 

metals. No VOCs were detected in any of the wells. The only SVOC detected above method 

detection levels was Aroclor 1254, which was detected in one groundwater sample at a 

concentration of 0.79 pg/L. This level is slightly above the Federal drinking water standard of 

0.5 pg/L. In addition, the location of the well corresponds with the soil boring which exhibited 

low levels of PCB Aroclor 1254 in soil (i.e., sample location No. 1). Inorganic levels in 

groundwater exceeded the North Carolina Groundwater Quality Standards (NCGWQS) for 

chromium, iron, manganese, lead, and selenium. 

During the initial Phase II, two surface water samples .were collected from Bull Branch 

upstream and downstream of the fill area. One sediment sample was collected downstream of 

the fill area. Low levels of 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (13 pg/kg) were detected in the sediment 

sample. The corresponding surface water sample revealed low levels of 1,ldichloroethene 

(1 pg/L). Metals were detected above NCFWQS upstream and downstream of the fill area. 

During the second increment of the Phase II survey, four surface water samples were collected 

from drainage areas around the fill area to evaluate potential surface runoff. or 

infiltration/leaching. The samples were analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, and inorganics. No 

organic contaminants were detected in any of the samples above method detection levels. Iron 

slightly exceeded the North Carolina Water Quality Standard of 1,000 pg/L for Freshwater 

Classes (Aquatic Life) in three of the four samples. Iron concentrations ranged from 1,100 to 
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4,600 pg/L. Zinc was detected in one sample at a concentration of 880 pg/L, which is above the 

NCWQS of 50 pg/L. 

2.4 Carlvle Property 

This one-acre parcel, owned by E. D. Carlyle, includes a former cabinet shop, an automotive 

garage, a retail store/gas station and a mobile home. _ 

,  

Three gasoline USTs (2,000, 1,000, and l,OOO-gallon) owned by Page Oil Company of 

Jacksonville, North Carolina, are present at the east corner of the retail storage/gas station. 

The tanks were recently replaced as the previous tanks were reported to have been leaking. 

Three fill pipes were also previously observed between the mobile home and Route 17. This 

location was reportedly‘ occupied by a gasoline station during the 1940s. However, no 

definitive information pertaining to these tanks was identified during the investigation. Two 

former gas stations are also present directly across Route 17 eoutheast of the site.. 

2-. 
c 

Large areas of the ground surface surrounding Carlyle’s garage were visibly stained and a 

drainage ditch adjacent to the building appeared to contain oil-like residues. Waste 

management practices for the garage operation included the disposal of oils onto the ground 

and into the drainage swales surrounding the parcel. The garage yard contained leaking 

waste oil tanks, drums, and various engine parts. The site was occupied historically by a 

turpentine manufacturing plant. 

The Phase II investigations focused on assessing groundwater, soil, and surface 

water/sediment quality. The number and types of samples collected are as follows: 

l Two existing monitoring wells near the active underground storage tanks at parcel 

132 were sampled (eample numbers F-GWOl and F-GW-02). _ 

l One groundwater sample (F-GW-04) and one soil sample (F-SS-0408) were obtained 

near the inactive USTs near the mobile home (in the southern portion of parcel 132). 

l One groundwater sample (F-GW-05) and one soil sample (F-SS-0102) were obtained in 

an area where stained soils were noted behind the wood shop. 



l One groundwater sample (F-GW-6) and one soil sample (F-SS-0306) were collected in 

an area where stained soils were noted behind the .garage. 

l One groundwater sample (F-GW-03) wae collected behind the store in the apparent 

downgradient direction of the active USTB. 

l Two surface water samples (F-SW-01 and -02) and two sediment samples (F-SD-01 and 
. 

-02) were collected from a drainage ewale behind the wood shop and garage areas. - 

All samples were analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, TPH, and total metals. 

The results of the Phase II survey are presented by for each area of concern. 

Active UST Area of Concern 

-. ,- 

Samples collected from the two existing monitoring wells near the active USTS did not reveal 

organic or inorganic contamination above State or Federal groundwater standards. Elevated 

levels of chromium (370 pg/L), iron (2,500 pg/L), and selenium (570 pg/L) were detected in well 

GW-3, which is located near the store downgradient of the active USTe. 

Inactive USTs Area of Concern (Near the Mobile Home) 

Groundwater sample F-GW4, which was obtained from the monitoring well near the inactive 

USTs, exhibited elevated levels of benzene (80. pg/L), toluene (29 pg/L), ethylbenzene 

(140 pg/L), and xylene (730 pg/L). With the exception of xylene, the contaminant levels exceed 

the NCGWQS. Total petroleum hydrocarbons were detected at a concentration of 5,000 pg/L. 

The corresponding soil sample, obtained from the monitoring well borehole, also exhibited the 

presence of benzene (42 pg/kg), toluene (7 pg/kg), ethylbenzene (18 &kg), and xylene 

(200 pg/kg), and TPH (330 mg/kg)(Weston, 1992a). 

Stained Soil Area of Concern (Behind the Wood Shop) 

=- 

Groundwater sample F-GW-05 did not exhibit organic contamination above method detection 

levels. Iron (3,800 pg/L) and manganese (220 pg/LJ were the only inorganic contaminants 

detected above NCSGWS. The composite soil sample (F-SS-01-S) from the monitoring well 

boring exhibited several VOCs and SVOCs including TCE (8 pg/kg), benzene (6 pgkg), PCE 
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/-. (38 pg/kg), toluene (8 pg/kg), napMmlene (510 pgkg), -phenmtlmne (730 u&g), 

fluoranthene (660 pg/kg), pyrene (2,800 pg/kg), benzo(a)anthracene (910 pgflrg), chrysene 

(920 @kg), benzo(b)fluoranthene (970 pg/kg), benzo(k)fluoranthene (580 @kg), 

benzo(a)pyrene (960 pg/kg), indeno (1,2,3-cd)pyrene (1,100 @kg), and benzo(g,h,i)perylene 

(1,800 pg/kg). In addition, TPH was detected at a level of 120 mg/kg in soil. 

Stained Soil Area of Concern (Behind the Garage) 

Groundwater (sample F-GW-06) quality in this area of the property exhibited elevated levels 

of iron, manganese, lead, and selenium at concentrations in excess of NCGWQS. No organic 

contaminants or TPH were detected in groundwater above method detection levels. Soil 

analyses did not reveal organic or inorganic contamination (Weston, 1992a). 

Drainage Swale 

Surface water sample F-SW-01 (collected behind the wood shop) exhibited chromium, iron, 

mercury, lead, and zinc in excess of NCFWQS for the protection of aquatic life. No organic 

contaminants or TPH were detected in this sample. However, the corresponding sediment 

sample revealed ‘ICE (14 pg/kg), PCE (24 pg/kg), 1,1,2,2tetrachloroethane (69 &kg), 

benzo(b)fluoranthene (290 pgkg), benzo(k)fluoranthene (150 pg/kg), and benzo(a)pyrene 

(120 pg/kg)(Weston, 1992a). 

. 

Surface water sample F-SW--2 (collected behind the garage) exhibited cadmium (39 pg/L), 

lead (690 pg/L), copper (120 pg/L), iron (7,200 pg/L), mercury (0.39 pgiI.J, and zinc (640 pgL) 

above NCFWQS for the protection of aquatic life. No organic constituents were detected above 

the method detection level. The corresponding sediment sample revealed lY!E (11 @kg), 

PCE (16 pg/kg), 1,1,2,2tetrachloroethane (22 pg/kg), tcluene (9 pg/kg), pyrene (5,400 pg/kg), 

and chrysene (590 pg/kg). 

2.5 Physical Setting 

The following summary of geology and hydrogeology was originally presented in the Second 

Increment Phase II Report (Weston, 1993). 
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A+=-. 
5 2.5.1 Geology 

The Greater Sandy Run Area (GSRA) is located in the coastal area of North Carolina. The 

Atlantic Plain Province consists of a Cambrian Granite basement (Pamilco Basin in the north 

and Cape Fear Arch or Great Carolina Ridge on the south), Tertiary and Upper Cretaceous 

sedimenta, and a layer of Pleistocene and Recent sand, gravel, and clay. 

The geologic history of the Coastal Plain is a record of periodic inundation by the .sea, 

deposition of marine and coastal sediments, subsequent withdrawal of the sea, and erosion of 

newly formed sediments. At the beginning of the Cretaceous period, the granite basement had 

been worn down to a plain of crystalline rock, and was tilted to the southeast causing much of 

eastern North Carolina to be covered by a shallow sea. Weathered and decayed material 

washed down from the Piedmont, filling the Coastal Plain area and creating the various 

sedimentary formations. During the Tertiary and Quaternary periods, a similar set of 

circumstances occurred. The record is complicated by sporadic uplift of the Cape Fear Arch, 

and the probable subsidence of the Pamilco Basin. 

-h 2.5.2 Groundwater and Hydrogeology 

Surficial sands over the entire GSRA to a depth ranging from 10 to 30 feet. Three formations, 

the Yorktown, the Castle Hayne, and the PeeDee are under the surficial sand layer. The 

Yorktown Formation is a fossiliferous marine sandstone and shell marl (limestone composed 

of calcareous mud) approximately 75 feet thick, occurring at depths of 0 to 75 feet below mean 

sea level (msl). The aquifer is unconfined and used by many residences for potable water 

supplies. 

The Castle Hayne Formation is composed of white or gray shell material and white sand. 

Individual beds vary in degree of consolidation from a dense limestone to a loose shell and 

sand. The formation thickness rarely exceeds 100 feet, occurring approximately 75 to 100 feet 

below msl. Several properties in the GSRA obtain groundwater from this semiconfmed 

aquifer for their potable water supply. 

The PeeDee Formation is the oldest stratigraphic unit penetrated for well water in Onslow 

County. It is composed of layers of dark gray sandy clay alternating with layers of dark green 

to glauconitic sand. The formation is approximately 80 feet thick, occurring 175 to 200 feet 

below msl. Little water is pumped by the GSRA property owners from the PeeDee Formation 
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because the overlying Castle Hayne and Yorktown aquifers furnish adequate water supplies 

for the residents’ needs. 

2.5.3 Surface Water 

With respect to the Bostic property, surface water flow principally due to stkmwater runoff is 

intermittent through various drainage ditches originally constructed as a part of the former . 
Camp Davis Military Base during the early 1940s. Similarly, a drainage ditch ispresent _ 

along the Reinhold property adjacent to Route 17. 

2.5.4 Soils 

Based upon information provided by the United States Department of Agriculture, Soil 

Conservation Service, and the Onslow Soil and Water Conservation District, approximately 

77 percent of the GSRA is comprised of hydric soils or soils containing hydric inclusions. 

Hydric soils have a water table that may be within one foot of the ground surface for extended 

periods during the growing season. In generally, the hydric soils include layers of organic 

material, clays, loams, and sands. 

Approximately 23 percent of the GSRA is comprised of sandy upland soils which typically 

range from 1 to 4 feet below ground surface. AB such, infiltration from the ground surface to 

the surfkial water table readily occurs throughout the entire GSRA. 
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3.0 PHASE III TASKS 

This section presents a brief discussion of the specific tasks included under the Phase HI 

survey. These tasks include: 

l Task 1 - Project Management 

Task 2 - Background Review and Reparation of Project Plans 

Task 3 - Subcontractor Procurement 

Task 4 - Field Investigations 

Task 5 - Sample Analysis and Data Validation 

Task 6 - Data Evaluation 

Task 7 - Qualitative Risk Analysis and Nature/Extent of Contamination 

Task 8 - Remedial Alternatives and Cost Estimates 

Task 9 - Phase HI Survey Report 

Task 10 - Meetings ’ 

3.1 Task 1 - Project Management 

The project management task involves the following activities: daily technical support and 

oversight; budget, schedule review, and tracking; preparation and review of invoices; 

personnel resource planning and allocation; and coordination with UNTDIVMCB Camp 

Lejeune and the subcontractor’s project team. 

3.2 Task 2 - Background Review and Preparation of Prsiect Plans 

The Phase Ill Project Plans include a Work Plan, Field Sampling and Analysis Plan (FSAP), 

and a Health and Safety Plant (HASP). The Project Plans were prepared based on the 

observations made during a site visit by Baker personnel and information available in 

available environmental investigation reports (Phase I and Phase II surveys). 

3.3 Task 3 - Subcontractor Procurement 

This task includes the preparation and solicitation of bid specifications, evaluation of bids, and 

procurement of subcontractors. Where appropriate, the Basic Ordering Agreements, 

developed by Baker and approved by LANTDN, will be utilized. Subcontractors for 
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p-. drilling/well installation services, drive point sampling aervice8, IDW disposal services, and 

analytical laboratory services will be procured. 

3.4 Task 4 - Field Investigations 

In general, Task 4 cover8 the following activities: mobilization; field investigative activities; 

and coordination with all 8UbCOntriCtOr8. In addition, thia t&k includes efforts for _ . 
characterizing and di8pO&g of any field inveetigativederived waster, (e.g., drill cuttings, I 

decontamination liquids, etc.) after theee wastes are placed in storage drums and staged at a 

designated location within each parcel. It is aeeumed at thie time that all soil will be 

nonhazardous and will therefore be left at the site and “spread out.” All development/purge 

water and decon fluid8 will be transported to a TSDF and treated/disposed of a8 

“nonhazardou8” for costing purposes. 

The following discussion will address each property separately with respect to investigation 

activities. According to LA.NTDIV, it is likely that the Carlyle property will not be accessible 

concurrent with the field investigations of the Bostic and Reinhold propertiee. LANTDIV will 

notify Baker when an acce88 agreement for the Carlyle property has been signed and the field 

investigation can be initiated. A separate mobilization of Baker field personnel is anticipated. 

Prior to on-site work, the EIC (Mr. Byron Bra& and the Activity representative (Mr. Neal 

Paul) will be notified. In addition, Baker will be responsible for clearing all utilities near the 

areas delineated for drilling. 

3.4.1 Bostic Property 

The field investigation at the Bostic property is designed to provide data regarding 

groundwater quality acro88 the site. Five (5) Z-inch diameter, schedule 40 PVC shallow 

monitoring wells will be intilled at the Bostic property. All five wells will be installed witbin 

areas suspected to be contaminated (see Figure 3-l). Monitoring well boreholes will be 

augered in accordance with ASTM Method D1568-84. Split-spoon aamplee will be collected 

continuously and field screened with an HNu. No soil samples will be collected for chemical 

analysis. 

All monitoring wells will meet North Carolina well construction regulations and all other 

applicable regulations and specifications. Well locations were determined based on previous 

investigation results and observations made during the site visit. All wells will be installed to 
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a depth of approximately 15 to 20 feet below ground surface (bg$, depending on the depth of 

the water table. The anticipated depth to groundwater is 5 to 10 feet bga. Well screena will be 

a standard lo-foot length and will be installed to acreen the surface of the water table. 

Following installation of the monitoring well, the well will be developed using bailere, 

pumping, or surging using a surge block or air. The well will be finished with locking caps and 

either be flush mounted with a concrete pad and manhole cover or stick-up-with a concrete pad 

and bumper posts, depending on the surrounding conditions. 

, 
Groundwater samples will be collected from each of the five monitoring welle and analyxed for 

volatiles, semivolatiles, and Target Analyte List (TAL) metals (dissolved and total) in 

accordance with Contract Laboratory Procedures (UP). In addition, groundwater elevations 

will be obtained prior to sample collection. 

3.4.2 Reinhold Property 

- 

The purpose of the field investigation at the Reinhold property is to confirm or deny the 

presence of PCBs in site groundwater and to characterize the wastes in the two on-site 

landfills. Three (3) a-inch diameter schedule 40 PVC shallow monitoring wells will be 

installed at the Reinhold property (see Figure 3-2). One well will be installed in each of the 

two fill areas. In addition, one well will be installed upgradient of suspected groundwater flow 

to provide background results. The monitoring well borehole will be augered in accordance 

with ASTM Method D1568-84. Split-epoon Boil samples will be obtained continuously to the 

top of the water table and field screened with an HNu photoionization detector. No samples 

will be collected for chemical analysis. Due to nature of the fill material (construction debris), 

auger refusal may be encountered. If refimal is encountered, the borehole shall be backzfilled 

with bentonite and a new boring installed within close proximity (approximately 10 feet away) 

of the initial boring. 

All monitoring wells will meet North Carolina well construction regulations and all other 

applicable regulation6 and specifications. The shallow wells will be installed to a depth of 

approximately 15 to 20 feet bgs, depending on the depth of the water table. Well screens will 

be a standard 10 foot and shall be set to Screen the surface of the water table. All wells will be 

finished with locking caps and either be flush mounted with a concrete pad and manhole cover 

or stickup with a concrete pad and manhole cover or stick-up with a concrete pad and bumper 

posts, depending on surrounding conditions. 
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Groundwater samples will be collected from each of the three monitoring wells and analyzed 

for volatile, semivolatile, and PCB organic compounds in accordance with USEPA SW 846, 

and TAL metals (dissolved and total) in accordance with CLP. In addition, groundwater 

elevations will be obtained prior to sample collection. 

Three test pit excavations will be performed along transects across each fill area (see 

Figure 3-2). Test pits will be excavated approximately 20 feet across and 10 feet deep to 
- . 

characterize the till ma&ial. Subsurface soil samples (assume two samples) will be collected _ 

from each test pit to characterize the contents of the pit. In addition, one sample will be 

collected from the bottom of each test pit for a total of three soil samples. Samples will be 

collected to characterize visually contaminated soil at the discretion of the site geologist. If no 

contamination is evident, one composite soil sample will be collected from each test pit. Soil 

samples will be analyzed for volatiles, semivolatiles, pesticide/PCBs in accordance with 

USEPA SW 846 and TAL metals per CLP. 

3.4.3 Carlyle Property 

The field investigation at the Carlyle property (see Figure 3-3) will include the utilization of a 

drive point sampler and subsurface drilling. The purpose of the investigation is to provide 

groundwater quality data across the site and to identify the presence of soil contamination in 

the vicinity of the mobile home located along Route 17 where USTs may be located. 

Drive point samples via the geoprobe or hydropunch will be collected along a pre-established 

grid system at 50-foot spacings covering the entire one-acre parcel (No. 132). Drive point 

sample locations will be determined based on previous investigations and/or from the site visit 

(not conducted prior to the preparation of this Draft Work Plan due to the lack of an access 

agreement). All drive points will be grouted up to the ground surface subsequent to sample 

collection. All samples will be field screened via a CC analyzer for benzene, toluene, 

ethylbenzene, and xylene (BTEX). 

Two soil borings will be performed adjacent to the underground storage tanks (USTs) near the 

mobile home. Soil borings will be advanced to the water table (approximately 15 feet) in 

accordance with ASTM Method D1568-84. Soil samples will be collected continuously for 

-logging purposes. However, samples for chemical analysis will be collected at approximately. 

6 feet below ground surface and just above the water table. All samples will be analyzed for 

BTEX and total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH). Additionally, two soil borings will be 
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advanced to the water table in the stained soil areas identified in previous investigations. One 

composite sample will be collected from each boring and analyzed for oil and grease, full 

Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedures (TCLP), and Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act (RCRA) parameters per 40 CFR Part 260. 

3.4.4 Investigative Derived Waste (IDW) Characterizati?n and Disposal 

_ 

Investigative Derived Wastes (IDW) such as drill cuttings, decontamination fluids, and: 

development/purge water will be characterized and properly disposed of based on the 

analytical results. One composite sample of drill cuttings will be obtained from drums at each 

parcel (i.e., a total of 3 composite samples) and analyxed for full TCLP and RCRA 

characteristics (corrosivity, ignitability, and reactivity). One composite sample representing 

all drums of decon fluids. will be obtained and analyzed for full TCLP and RCRA hazardous 

waste characteristics. Development/purge water will be sampled (at each site) and analyzed 

for only RCRA corrosivity (total of 3 samples). For costing purposes, assume three drums per 

well location: one drum for containing drill cuttings; one drum for containing 

development/purge water; and one drum for containing decon fluids. 1 

It is assumed (for costing purposes) that all IDW soil and water will be nonhazardous. IDW 

soil will be disposed of (spread out) at each parcel. IDW water will be transported to a TSDF 

(by a subcontractor) and properly treated/disposed of. 

3.5 Task 5 - Sample Analysis and Data Validation 

It is intended that a NEESA-certified laboratory be utilized for sample analysis of organics, 

inorganics, TCLP/RCBA, TPH, and oil/grease by the following methods: 

Analysis Analvtical Method _ 

Volatiles 
Semivolatiles 
PesticidesPCBs 
Metals 
BTEX 
TPH 
oil and Crease 
TCLP Volatiles 
TCLP Semivolatiles 
TCLP Herbicides 
TCLP Metals 

EPA 601/602 
EPA 8270 
EPA 8080 
CLP sow 
SW 503018020 
EPA 35505030 
EPA 9071 
SW 131118240 
SW 1311/8080 
SW 1311/8150 
SW 6010/7470 
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y--- ‘. 
Ignitability 
Corrosivity (pH) 
Reactivity 
Cyanide 
Sulfide 

SW 1010 
SW 9045 

SW1310 - 
SW 1310 

All analytical results will be received from the laboratory within fourteen days of receipt of 

samples. As analytical data arrive from the laboratory, samples will be tracked against the ’ 

corresponding chain-of-custody form to ensure that all analyses have been performed.. ’ . 

All analytical data will be validated by Baker personnel. Note that sample analytical data 

will undergo 100 percent validation in accordance with Quality Assurance requirements as 

prescribed in the USEPA Solid Waste Methods, and the National Functional Guidelines for 

Inorganics Validation. 

3.6 Task 6 - Data Evaluation 

The evaluation of analytical data includes compiling and summarizing all of the validated 

chemical data collected during the previously conducted Phase II survey and this Phase HI 

investigation. This work encompasses entering the data onto spreadsheets, and evaluating 

the data to determine the contaminants present (if any), their concentrations, toxicity, 

persistence, mobility, and health-based or environmental standards for each. Once the 

analytical data are received, the information will be compiled, organized and evaluated. This 

data will be used as the basis for conclusions regarding the nature and extent of site 

contamination and for the evaluation and cost estimation of remedial alternatives. Also 

included in this task is the organization of all field generated records and logs (i.e., test boring 

logs, well construction logs, etc.). 

3.7 Task 7 - Qualitative Risk Analysis and Nature/Extent of Contamination 

The results of the sampling and analysis program will be qualitatively reviewed to applicable 

and or appropriate ARARs. Baker will evaluate all data generated and discuss qualitatively 

whether contamination has the potential to or is presently impacting the environment or 

human health. Baker will present the findings in a Phase III Survey Report. 

A number of criteria will be utilized, which include but are not limited to, Federal Maximum 

Contaminant Levels (MCLs), Ambient Water Quality Criteria, North Carolina Water Quality 
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/a Standards (for surface water and groundwater), and RCRA regulatory limits per 40 CFR Part 

260. 

3.8 Task 8 - Remedial Alternatives and Cost Estimates 

The combined Phase I, II, and IU data will be used to evaluate various options for the 

remediation of impacted soil, riediment, and groundwater. at the Bostic, Reinhold, and Carlyle 

properties. Volumes of impacted media will be computed and regulatory clean-up &andards 

will be identified. In the absence of regulatory clean-up standarde, qualitative risk-based 

clean-up criteria will be developed. Remedial option8 ranging from no action (with 

monitoring), to off-site treatment/disposal to on-site treatment/disposal will be considered. A 

list of advantages/disadvantages will be prepared for each option along with an estimate of the 

duration and cost. 

3.9 Task 9 - Phase III Survey Report 

- 
F 

The Phase lIl Survey Report will include a description of all sampling and chemical analytical 

methods used; a presentation and evaluation of the analytical data; site maps with sampling 

locations; boring logs; table of potential Applicable Relevant, and Appropriate Requirements 

(ARARs) published by the USEPA and State of North Carolina; the qualitative risk 

assessment; and recommended remedial action alternatives and cost estimates. It is 

anticipated that due to site access restrictions, the Carlyle property field investigation will be 

performed subsequent to the investigations at the Bostic and Reinhold properties. As a result, 

the results of the Carlyle property investigation will be presented in an addendum to the 

Phase IlI Survey Report. 

A draft and final Phase III report will be prepared. 

3.10 Task 10 - Meetings 

The Project Manager and Project Engineer will attend one meeting at MCB Camp Lejeune as 

part of this Phase III Survey. This meeting will be conducted after submittal of the Draft 

Phase III Report tc review the results and recommendations. 
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- .  F 4.0 PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND STAFFING 

The Baker project team will be managed by Mr. Raymond P. Wattraa. His primary 

reBponBibility will be to monitor technical performan ce, cost, and Schedule, and to maintain 

close communication with the ILNTDIV Technical Manager, Mr. Byron C. Brant, P.E. Ae 

Mr. Wattras will report to Mr. William D. Trimbath, P.EL Mr. Thomas Artman will be * 

responsible for overall Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QdiQC). . 

The Project Geologist (Mr. John Zimmerman) will be responsible for installation of monitoring 

wells and excavation of test pits. The Project Geologist will also assist in the preparation of 

the reports. The Site Manager/Field Team Leader (Mr. Pete Monday) will assist in all 

investigations and will coordinate the efforts with the Project Manager. Mr. Monday also will 

act as the Site Health and Safety Officer. 

The qualitative risk m&BiB will be managed by Mr. Matthew Bartman. Engineering 

evaluations/cost estimating will be led by Mr. Dan Bonk, P.E. 
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P 5.0 SCHEDULE F 

This project will be performed in accordance with the schedule and milestones graphically 

shown in Figure 5-1. The schedule assumes a notice to proceed date of September 3,1993. 

Draft and Final Project Plans will be submitted on or before September 6, 1993, and 

September 10, 1993, respectively. ‘The submittal of the Final Project Plans is based on 

receiving Government Comments no later than September 8,1993. The Draft Phase III report _’ 

will be submitted on or before November 1,1993, assuming that site access is granted and the 

field investigations can begin on September 13, 1993. The Final Phase III report will be 

submitted within 7 days from receipt of Government comments. 
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6.0 FIELD SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN 

This Field Sampling and Analysis Plan (FSAP) provides a compendium of Standard Operating 

Procedures (SOPS) to be used during the field investigation portion of the Phase HI 

HazardouaToxic Waste Real Estate Acquisition Survey (Phase HI Survey) at the Bostic, 

Reinhold, and Carlyle properties. 

The primary purpose of the FSAP is to provide guidance for all field activities by describing in’. 

detail the sampling and data collection methods to be used to implement the various field 

tasks identified in the Phase III Survey Work Plan. The guidance also helps to ensure that 

sampling and data collection activities are carried out in accordance with EPA Region IV and 

Navy Energy and Environmental Support Activity (NEESA) practices so that data obtained 

during the field investigation are of sufficient quantity and quality to evaluate the nature and 

magnitude of contamination in various media, estimate human health and environmental 

risks, and to evaluate potential technologies for remediation of contaminated media. 

Standard operating procedures to be used during the Phase III Survey include the following 

FlOl 

F102 

F103 

F104 

F106 

F202 

F203 

F301 

F302 

F303 

F501 

F502 

F504 

Borehole and Sample Logging 

Soil and Rock Sample Acquisition 

Monitor Well Installation 

Groundwater Sample Acquisition 

Test Pit and Trench Excavation 

Water Level, Water-Product Level, and Well Depth Measurements 

Photoionization Detector (PID) 

Sample Preservation and Handling 

Chain-of-Custody 

Field Logbook 

Decontamination of Drilling Rigs and Monitoring Well Materials 

Decontamination of Chemical Sampling and Field Analytical 

Handling of Site Investigation Wastes 

These SOPS are provided in Appendix A. 
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BOREHOLE AND SAMPLE LOGGING 

1.0 PURPOSE 

This SOP provides general reference information and technical guidance on borehole and 

sample logging. Borehole loge provide information that ie used in the determination of . . 

geological conditions, assessment of conta minant distribution, and the evaluation of remedial - 

actions. 

2.0 SCOPE 

This SOP provides descriptions of the standard techniques for borehole and sample logging. 

These techniques ahall be. wed to provide consietent descriptions of subsurface lithology for 

each boring that is logged. While experience is the only method to develop confidence and 

accuracy in the description of soil and rock, the field geologitiengineer may develop adequate 

classifications through careful, thorough observation and con&tent application of the 

classification procedure. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

Soil claeaificatione and terma are given in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Rock classification and terms 

are presented in Section 5.4. 

4.0 BESPONSIBIIJTIES 

Project Manager - It ie the respormibility of the Reject Manager to ensure that field personnel 

responsible for borehole logging are familiar with these procedures. It also ia the 

responsibility of the Project Manager to ensure that the appropriate documents (e.g., teat 

boring logs, field logbooks, etc.) have been correctly and completely filled out by the drilling 

inspector. 

Field Team Leader - The Field Team Leader is responsible for the overall supervision of the 

drilling and boring activitiee, and for ensuring that each borehole is completely logged by the 

responsible drilling inepector. The Field Team Leader also is responsible for ensuring that all 

drilling inspectors have been briefed on theee procedures. 
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Drilling Inspector - The drilling inspector (site geologist) is responsible for the direct 

supervision of boring and sampling activities. It is the Drilling Inspector’s responsibility to 

log each boring, document subsurface conditions, complete the appropriate forms, and direct 

the drilling crew (or drilling supervisor). 
_ 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

The classification of soil and rock is one of the most important jobs of a drilling inspector or site 

geologist. It is imperative that the drilling inspector understand and accurately use the field 

classification system described in this SOP to maintain a consistent flow of information. This 

identification is based on both visual examination and manual tests. The results of the boring 

activities, including soil and rock classifications, shall be recorded on a Field Test Boring 

Record (see Figure 1) or the field notebook. 

5.1 Test Botin Record 

Each boring shall be fully described in a Field Test Boring Record (Figure 1). The drilling 

inspector shall log the boring, as it is being drilled, by recording relevant data on the Boring 

Record. It may be more appropriate to record the boring information in a bound field log book 

in cases where the information will not easily fit on the boring record. Field Test Boring 

Records may then be transcribed from the field log book, but must be completed at a minimum, 

on a weekly basis. The Field Test Boring Records must be completely filled out and signed 

prior to demobilization from the field activity. Field Test Boring Records must also be legible. 

Completed Field Test Boring Records shall be converted to report format using a Test Boring 

Record. An example of a completed Test Boring Record is provided in Attachment A. 

The data which is to be included on the Boring Records, when applicable is listed below. 

1. Project name, location, and Contract Task Order Number. 

2. Date(s). 

3. Identifying number and location of each boring. 

4. If required, soil classifications and associated depths in accordance with the‘ Unified 
Soil Classification System (see Section 5.2 and Attachment B). These classifications 
will be noted in the field by the drilling inspector- and revised, if necessary, based on 
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5. 

6. 

Depth limits, and the type and number of samples taken. 

7. 

The number of blows required for each six-inch penetration of a split-spoon sampler 
and for each 12-inch penetration of casing. The percentage of sample recovered, - 
hammer weight, fall length, and hydraulic pressures to push thin-walled tubes. . 

Depth to water as first encountered during drilling operations, along with the method ’ 
of determination. Any distinct water be&ing zones shall also be delineated. 

8. Loss of drilling fluid and the interval over which loss occurred. 

9. Identification of equipment used, including type of drilling rig, auger types and sizes, 
etc. 

laboratory analysis and review. Both field determined USCS soil classification and a 
soil deecription shall be included on the log. 

10. Start date and completion dates for the boring. 

11. Name of the drilling company and the driller. 

12. Size and length of the casing used in each hole. 

13. Observations of visual contamination. 

14. Field instrument readings (i.e., photoionization detector, organic vapor analyzer). 

As the boring is advanced, the inspector shall evaluate the samples and the cuttings to 

determine the location of each stratigraphic unit. The descriptions should contain color, 

grain-size, consistency moisture, etc., in addition to the USCS classification category 

(Section 5.3.7). 

Each sample collected for chemical or geotechnical analysis shall be -handled as described in 

SOP #F102. 

5.2 Soil Classification 

The data shall be recorded on a Field Test Boring Record, or in a field logbook. The method of 

deriving the classification should be described, or reference made to this SOP or other 

applicable manuals. Both the soil classification and the soil descriptions must be entered on 

the Field Test Boring Record. If required, the soil classification shall consist of the two-letter 

USCS classification; the soil description shall be much more detailed. 
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Where required, soils will be classified according to the Unified Soil Classitkation System 

(USCS). This method of classification is detailed in Attachment B and identifies soil types on 

the basis of grain-size and liquid limits, and categorizes them through the use of two letters, 

Although some laboratory testing is required for full USCS classification, preliminary 

classifications may be made in the field. 

_. 

Fine-grained soils are smaller than the No. 200 sieve and are of two types: silt (M) and clay 

(C). Some classification systems define size ranges for these soil particles, but for field 

classification purposes, they are identified by their respective behaviors. Organic material (0) 

is a common component of soil but has no size range; it is recognized by its composition; peat is 

designated by “pt.” Coarse-grained soils are divided into sand (S) or gravel (G). The careful 

study of the USCS will aid in developing the competence and consistency necessary for the 

classification of soils. 

The second letter of the two-letter USCS symbol provides information about the gram size 

distribution of granular soil, or the plasticity characteristics of fine-grained soils. These 

second letter modifiers are (P) poorly graded/well sorted, (W) well graded/poorly sorted, (C) 

clayey, (M) silty, (L) low plasticity, or (H) high plasticity. 

5.3 Soil Descriptions 

The Test Boring Records shall contain complete soil descriptions in addition to the two-letter 

USCS classification, if required. Soil descriptions include the following components: grain size 

identification with descriptive terms indicating the relative percentage of each gram size, 

color, consistency or relative density, moisture content, organic content, plasticity, and other 

pertinent Ob8eITatiOn8 such as visual contamination, mu measurements, etc. A Bummary of 

the soil description components is given in Attachment C. 
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5.3.1 Grain Size Identification 

In nature, soils are comprised of varying size, shape, and combinations of the various grain 

types. The following terms are used to indicate soil grain size: 

Cobbles 
Coarse gravel 
Fine gravel 
Coarse sand 
Medium sand 
Fine sand 
Silt 
Clay 

Size Limits 

3-inches to X&inches 
3Knches to 3-inches 
4.76 mm (# 4 sieve size) to 3kinches 
2 mm (# 10 sieve size) to 4.76 mm 
0.42 mm (# 40 sieve size) to 2 mm 
0.074 mm (# 200 sieve size) to 0.42 mm 
0.002 mm to 0.074 mm 
less than 0.002 mm 

The proportion of each g&n size (by weight percent) is indicated using the descriptive terms: 

Trace 0 to 10 percent 
Little 10 to 20 percent 
Some 20 to 35 percent 
And (or an adjective form of the grain size, i.e., sandy, silty, clayey) 35 to 50 percent 

Some examples of soil grain size descriptions are: 

l Silty fine sand: 50 to 65 percent fine sand and 35 to 50 percent silt. 

l Medium to coarse sand, some silt: 65 to 90 percent medium to coarse sand, 20 to 35 
percent silt. 

l Fine sandy silt, trace clay: 50 to 65 percent silt, 35 to 50 percent fine sand, and 0 to 10 
percent clay. 

The soil type may be classified as noncohesive, granular soils or as cohesive, fine-grained soils 

as discussed in Section 5.3.3. The grain shape of a soil usually does not need to be determined 

unless unusual or unique features are readily apparent. 

5.3.2 Color 

Soil colors shall be described utilizing a single color descriptor preceded, when necessary, by a . 

modifier to denote variations in shade or color mixtures. A soil could therefore be referred to 

as “gray” or “light-gray” or “blue-gray”. Since color can be utilized in correlating units 
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between sampling locations, it is important for color deacriptiona to be consihent between 

borings. 

Colors must be d-&bed while the sample is still moist. Soil samples shall be broken or split 

vertically to describe colors because sampling devices tend to amear the sample surface 

creating color variations betieen interior and exterior. c 

The term “mottled” shall be used to indicate soil irregularly marked with spate of different 

colors. Soil color charts shall not be used unless specified by the Project Manager. 

5.3.3 Relative Density and Consistency 

To classify the relative density and/or consistency of a coil, the drilling inspector first shall 

identify the soil type. Granular soils contain predominantly WI& and gravels. These types of 

aoil are noncohesive (particles do not adhere.well when compressed). Conversely, fine-grained 

soils which contain predominantly silts and clays are cohesive (particles will adhere when 

compressed). 

The density of noncohesive, granular soils or the consietency of cohesive soils is classified 

according to standard penetration resistances obtained fi-om split barrel sampling performed 

according to ASTM D-1586. Standard penetration resi&mce is the number of blows required 

to drive a split-barrel sampler with a two-inch outside diameter 12-inches into the material 

using a 140~pound hammer falling freely through 30-inches. In cases were geotechnical 

information is required, the Btandard penetration test is performed by driving the sampler 

through an 18-inch sample interval, the number of blowe will then be recorded for each six- 

inch increment. The density designation of granular soils is obtained by adding the number of 

blows required to penetrate the last 12 inches of the sample interval. - It is important to note 

that if gravel and rock fragments are broken by the sampler, or ifrock fragments are lodged in 

the tip, the resulting blow count will be erroneously high, reflecting a higher density than 

actually exists. This must be noted on the Field Test Boring Record and referenced to the 

sample number. In case8 where soil sampling for environmental analytical analysis is 

required, 24inch spoon barrels can be used in order to obtain a su&ient quantity of sample 

for required analysis. Accordingly, the second and third six-inch increments will be used to 

calculate the relative density. 
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The relative density designations for noncohesive soils are: 

DesiPnation Standard Penetration Resistance (Blows per Foot1 

Very loose 
Loose 
Medium dense 
Dense 
Very dense 

Lemthan4 
4tolO 
lOto 
3oto50 
Greater than 50 - 

The consistency of cohesive soils is also determined by blow counts a8 shown: 

Designation Standard Penetration Resistance (Blows per Foot) 

Very Soft 
soft 
Medium Stiff 
stiff 
Very Stiff 
Hard 

kdh8.112 
2te4 
4to8 
8t.cl5 
15to30 
Over 30 

5.3.4 Moisture Content 

Moisture content is estimated in the field according to four categories: dry, damp, moist, and 

wet: 

Designation Moisture Content Descriptive 

Dry 
Damp 
Moist 
Wet 

.O to 10 percent 
10 to 20 percent 
20 to 35 percent 
35 to 50 percent 

Little/no perceptible moisture 
Some perceptible moisture - not compactable 
Compactable 
Above compactable range 

Little or no water should appear in dry soil. Wet soils appear to contain all the water they can 

possibly hold (i.e., saturated). Damp and moist are subjective. Laboratory tests for water 

content shall be performed if the natural water content is important. 
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6.3.5 Stratification 

Stratification can only be determined after the &t-barrel sampler is opened. TypicaIly, 

bedding thicknesses are described as followe: 

Designation .Bedding Spacing 

, Indistinct 
Laminated 
Very thin 
Thin 
Medium 
Thick 
Massive 

No bedding apparent 
Leas than l/2-inch 
l/2-inch to l-inch 
l-inch to 4inches 
4inches to l-foot 
l-foot to 3-feet 
Greater than three feet 

5.3.6 Texture/Fabric/Bedding 

The texture/fabric/bedding of a soil shall be described, where appropriate. Texture is 

described as the relative angularity of the soil particles: rounded, subrounded, subangular, 

angular. Fabric shall be noted as to whether the particles are flat or bulky and whether there 

is a particular relation or orientation. The bedding structure also shall be noted (e.g., 

stratified, lensatic, nonstratified, heterogeneous varved, etc.). 

5.3.7 Summary of Soil Descriptions 

In summary, soils shall be classified in a similar manner by each drilling inspector. The soil 

description shall include: 

o Soil grain size with appropriate descriptors 
0 Color 
l Relative density an&or consistency 
l Moisture content 
0 Stratification 
l Texture/fabric/bedding 
l Other distinguishing features 

These descriptors are evaluated and the soil classified according the USCS system. All 

information, measurements and observations shall be legibly recorded on a Field Test Boring 

Record. 
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6.4 Sedimentary Rock Classifications 

Rocks are grouped into three main divisions: sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic. 

Sedimentary rocks are the most predominant type exposed at the earth’s surface. As such, this 

section will consider only classification of sedimentary rocks. Standard geologic references 

should be used for the complete classification of sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks: 

For the purpose of completing the Field Test Boring Record in the field, sedimentary rocks 

should be classified using the following hierarchy: 

Rock type 
Color 
Bedding thickness 
Hardness 
Fracturing 
Rock Quality Designation 
Weathering 
Other characteristics 

5.4.1 Rock Type 

There are numerous names for sedimentary rocks such as sandstone, shale, silt&one, 

claystone, conglomerate, limestone, dolomite, coal, etc. The drilling inspector should select 

the most appropriate rock type based on experience. Some of the references listed in 

Section 7.0 provide a more complete discussion of sedimentary rock types. 

In addition to selecting a rock type, the drilling inspector should record. the grain size (and 

composition of grains and cement, if apparent) on the Field Test Boring Record. The following 

designation should be used to describe grain size in sedimentary rocks: 

Designation Grain Size Diameter 

Cobbles 
Pebbles 
Granules 
Very Coarse Sand 
Coaree Sand 
Medium Sand 
Fine Sand 
Very Fine Sand 
Silt 
Clay 

Greater than 64 mm (2.5inches) 
4 mm (0.16~inches) to 64 mm 
2 mm (0.08~inches) to 4mm 
lmmto2mm 
0.5mmtolmm 
0.25 mm to 0.5 mm 
0.125 mm to 0.25 mm 
0.0625 mm to 0.125 mm 
0.0039 mm to 0.0625 mm 
Smaller than 0.0039 mm 

-- 
2= 
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For individual boundaries of grain size, a ecale can be used for coarse-grained rocks. However, 

the division between silt and clay likely will not be measurable in the field. This boundary 

ahall be determined by use of a hand lens. If the grains cannot be seen with the unaided eye, 

but are diatinguiahable with a hand lens (6x magnification) the grain size is silt. If the grains 

are not distinguishable with a hand lens, the grain size is clay. 

54.2 Color 

The color of rock can be determined in a manner similar to that for soil samples. Rock cores or 

fragments shall be claaaified while wet, when possible. Rock color charts ahall not be used 

unless specified by the Project Manager. 

5.4.3 Bedding Thickness 

The bedding thickness designation for soils (Section 5.3.5) ahall alao be used for rock 

descriptions. 

5.4.4 Hardness 

The hardness of a rock is a function of the compaction, cementation, and mineralogical 

composition of the rock. -A relative scale for sedimentary rock hardness follows: 

l Very Soft - Very soft indicates that the rock is easily gouged by, a knife, easily 
scratched by a fingernail, and/or easily broken by hand 

l Soft - Soft indicates that the rock may be gouged by a knife, scratched by a fingernail, 
difficult to break by hand, and/or powders when hit by a hammer. 

l Medium Hard - Medium hard indicates that the rock is easily scratched by a knife 
and/or is easily broken when hit by a hammer. 

l Hard - Hard indicates that the rock is difficult to scratch with a knife but may be 
broken with a hammer. 

l Very Hard - Very hard indicates that the rock is diflicult to break with a hammer. 

Note the difference in usage between the words “scratch” and “gouge”. A scratch shall be 

considered a slight depression in the rock while a gouge is much deeper. 
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5.4.6 Fracturing 

The degree of fracturing or brokenness of a rock is described by measuring the fractures or 

joint spacing. After eliminating drilling breaks, the average spacing is measured and is 

described by the following terms: 

: 
l Very Broken - Less than a two-inch spacing between fractures 
l Broken - A two-inch to one-foot spacing between fractures 
l Blocky - A one-foot to three-foot spacing between fractures 
l Massive - A three-foot to ten-foot spacing between fractures 

5.4.6 Rock Quality Designation 

The structural integrity of the rock can be approximated by calculating the Rock Quality 

Designation (RQD) of cork recovered. The RQD is determined by adding the total lengths of 

all pieces exceeding four inches and dividing by the total length of core run: 

RQD (%I = r/lx100 

Where: 

r = Total length of all pieces of the lithologic unit being measured, which are greater than 
four inches, and have resulted from natural breaks. Natural breaks include 
slickenslides, joints, compaction slicks, bedding plane partings (not caused by drilling) 
friable zones, etc. 

1 = Total length of core run. 

The results of the RQD calculations shall be recorded on the Field Test Boring Record. 

5.4.7 Weathering 

The degree of weathering is a significant parametzr that is important in determining 

weathering profiles and also is useful in engineering designs. The following terms can be 

applied to distinguish the degree of weathering 

l Decomposed - Soft to very soft, bedding and fractures indistinct, no cementation. 

’ l Highly weathered - very soft to soft, with medium hard relic rock fragments, little to 
moderate cementation. Vugs and openings in bedding and fracture planes, some of 
which may be filled. 
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l Weathered - Soft to medium hard. Good cementation, bedding and fractures are 
pronounced. Uniformly stained. 

l Slightly weathered - Medium hard. Fractures pronounced, nonuniform staining, 
bedding distinct. 

l Fresh - Medium hard to hard, No staining. Fractures may be present, bedding may or 
may not be distinct. _ . 

. ‘, 

5.4.8 Other Characteristics 

The following items should be included in rock description, where applicable: 

l Description of contacts between rock uniti (sharp or gradational) 
0 Stratification 
l Description of any filled cavities . 
l Cementation (calcareous, siliceous, hematitic, etc.) 
l Description of joints and open fractures (with strike and dip, if possible) 
l Observation of the presence of fossils 

5.4.9 Additional Terms 

The following terms also are used to further identify rocks: 

l Seam - thin (12-inches or less), probably continuous layer. 

l Some - Indicates significant (15 to 40 percent) amounts of an accessory material. 

l Few - Indicates insignificant (0 to 15 percent) amounts of an accessory material 

l Interbedded - Indicates thin or very thin alternating seams of material occurring in 
approximately equal amounts. 

l Interlayered - Indicates thick alternating seams of material occurring in 
approximately equal amounts. 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Quality Assurance Records shall consist of completed Field Test Boring Records and Test 

Boring Records. 
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TEST BORING RECORD 
PROJECT: 
5.0. NO.: 
COORDINATES: EAST: 
ELEVATION: SURFACE: 

BORING NO.: 
NORTH: 
TOP OF PVC CASING: 

RIG: 

WATER . 
SPLlT CORE PROGRESS DEPTH 

SPOON CASING AUGERS BARREL DATE .(FT) WEATHER (FT) TIME 

SIZE (DIAM.) 

LENGTH 

TYPE 

HAMMERWT. 

FALL 

STICK UP 

IEMARKS: 

SAMPLE TYPE 
S = Split Spoon A = Auger 
T = ShelbyTube W = Wash 
R = Air Rotary C = Core 
D = Denison P = Piston 

N = No Sample 

Depth 
Ft.1 

l- 

2- 

3- 

4- 

5- 

6- 

7- 

8- 

9- 

I’“l 

s ;ampl 

Type 
and 
No. 

Samp 
Rec. 
Ft. 
84 
% 

- 

SPT 
Dr 
RQD 
- 

- 

Lab. 
Class. 

or 
Pen. 
Rate 

DEFlNmONS 
SPT = Standard PenetrationTest(ASTM D-1586) (Blows/OS’) 
RQD = Rock Quaky Designation (%) 
Lab Class. = USCS (ASTM D2467) or AASHTO (A!ifhl D-3262) 
Lab Moist = Moisture Content(ASTM D-2216) Dry Weight Basis 

Visual Description 

. 

Natch to Sheet 2. 

Elevatic 

DRILLING CO.: BAKER REP.: 

DRILLER: BORING NO.: SHEET 1 OF _ 
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TEST BORING RECORD 
PROJECT: 
5.0. NO.: BORING NO.: 

SAMPLE TYPE 
f  = Split Spoon A = Auger 
T = ShelbyTube W = Wash 
R = Air Rotary C = Core 

D = Denison P = Piston 

DEFINITIONS 
SPT = Standard Penetration Test (ASTM D-l 586) (Blo~V0.5’) 
RQD = RockQuality Designation (%I 
lab Class. = USCS (ASTM D-2487) or AASHTO (ASTM D-3282) 
Lab Moist = Moisture Content (ASTM D-2216) Dry Weight Basis 

Depth 
(Ft.1 

l- 

2- 

3- 

4- 

s- 

6- 

7- 

8- 

9- 

O- 

l- 

2- 

3- 

.4 - 

15- 

16 - 

17 - 

I8 - 

!9- 

I 
to- 

N = NoSi 

and 
No. 

amp 
Rec. 
(Ft. 

de 

PT 

bD 

- 

Lab. 
Jass. 

or 
Pen. 
Rate 

Visual Description Elevatic 

DRILLING CO.: _ BAKER REP.: 

DRILLER: BORING NO.: SHEET 2 OF _ 
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MAJOR GROUP 

DIVI$Iotd$ SYMBOLS 
TYPICAL NAMES 

Well.Gro&d Grovels ond Grovel- 

GW Sond Mirturer, Little or No 
z2 
Ki: 

Fines 
54 

3 “5 
Poorly Grodcd Grovelr ond Grovcl- 

Z? GP Sond Mixture& Little or No 
&.$ Finer 
WI0 
Q 9,, GM’ 

Silty Grovels. Grovel-Sand-Sill 

2 
g’ru . Mixlurel 

2sE 
5 0 GC 

I 

Cloyey Grovels, Grovel-Send-Cloy 

G 
Mixlurec - 

Ii Well-Groded Sands ond Gravelly 
VI I” SW 

CP I 

2 v&t7 

Sondr, Li:lle or No Fines 
ZZ 

s g1 
SP 

Poorly Groded Sands ond Gravelly 
Sands. Little or No Finer 

1 

SM I Silty Sands, Send-Silt Mixtures 

SC I Cloyey Sondr, SondKloy Mixtures 

HIGH!Y 
ORGANIC 

SOrLS 

ML 

CL 

01 

MH 

CH 

OH 

Pi 

Inorganic Sills, Very Fine Sondr, 
Rock flour, Silty or Clayey Fine 

Sondr - 

lnorgonic Cloys ol Low 10 Medium 
Plorticity, Gravelly Cloy, Sondy 

Cloys, Silty Cloys, Leon Cloys 
Orponic Silts ond Orgonic Silty 
Silty Cioys of Low Plorticity 

lnorpdnic Silts, Micoceour or 
Diotomoceour Fine Sondr or 

Siltr, Elortic Silts 

lnorgonic Cloys 01 High Plorticity, 
iol Cloys . 

Oreonic Cloys 01 Medium to High 
Ploaicity 

Peat; Muck ond Other HiBhly 
Orponic Soils 

ASTM.GEOLOGICAl DESCRlPTlON CHECKLIST 
FOR FINE-GRAINED AND PARYlY ORGANIC $O(LS 

1. TYPICAL NAME: Sandy Sill 
Slcr CIO~ 
Cloyry $41 
Ol(pml< Sill 

2. MAXIMUM ?ARTlClE SIZE 

3. SIZE DlS7RlfiLJllON 

$41 
Cloy 
Son+ CLor 
O*PO*C Cloy 

4. DRY STRENGIH: None. Vwy 10;. Lo--. Medium, Haoh. Very n,+ 

5. DILATENCY: None. Slow. Ropid _ _ -. 

6. PLASTIC 7HREAD: WcoL ond SO(I. medium, Still..ver,. .$Gff 

7. PLASTICITY OF FINES: Nont. 10-t. Medium. HiQh 

C. COLOR: Utc wnrcll No~ouon. II Potr;blc 

9. ODOR: done. co+. Oqonic 

IO. MOfSTURE CONTENT: Drr. Moo!. Wet. Socuroccd 

Il. CONSISTENCY: SoIt. farm (Medium), Stif(. Very Srif(. ttord 

12. STRUCIURE: Swotikd. lomkotcd. Firwed. Skirnsided. 61o+ 
Lenred. homogcnrouc 

13. CEMEN7ATIOt-k Wrot. Swong 

14. LOCAL OR GEOLOGIC NAME 

ASTM GEOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION CHECKLIST 
FOR COARSE GRAINED SO115 

1. TYPIC&l NAME: boulders. Cobble&. Grove: Sand (Add OcscripS*c 
Aoic&*cc for Minor Con8li1ucnu) 

2. GRADUATION: Wctl Crodcd. Poorly Grodcd 

3. MAXIMUM PARTICLE SIZE 

4. SIZE DlSlRIMJflON: Fcrccni Growl. Sand and Fiier 

5. GRAIN SHAPE: &.npulor. Subonpulor. S&wounded. Rounded 

6. MINERALOGY: Roe4 Type For Grorcl, Frtdominon4 Mineral 
in. Sand 

7. COLOR: Use MunreU Notocion. if Possible 

e. ODOR: None. Eonhy. Organic 

9. MOISTURE CONTENI: 0~. -isi. WC:. Sowrated 

10. NATURAL DENSliY: Loose Ocnte 

11. STRUCTURE: 31ro1ilicC. lensci.‘ Nonrrroliiied 

12. CEMENTATION: Wcot. Srrong 

13. LOCAL OR GEOLOCK NAME 
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. SOIL DESCRIPTION 

GRAIN SIZE IDENTIFICATION 

NAIvIE SIZE LIMITS 

Boulder 
Cobbles 
Coarse Gravel 
Fine Gravel 
Coarse Sand 
MediumSand 
Fine sand 

Silt 
Clay 

12: OR M-ORE 
3"-12" 
3i4"-3" 
4.76 mm (#4) - 3/4” 
2 mm (#lo1 - 4.76 mm (#4) 
0.42 mm (#40) - 2 mm (#lOI 
0.074 mm (#2001-0.42 mm 
(#40) 
0.002 mm-O.074 mm (#2001 
Less than 0.002 mm 

RELATIVE DENSITY 

. NONCOHESIVE SOIL 
TERM WI’ (Blow&l. 

Very Loose 
Loose 
Medium Dense 
Dense 
Very Dxse 

Below 4 
4-10 
10-30 
30-50 
OVER 50 

COHESIVE SOILS 
TERM SPT (Blows/ftI 

Very sd ~ BELOW 2 
soft 2-4 
Medium Stiff 4-8 
stiff 8-15 * 
Very Stiff 15-30 
Hard OVER 30 

MOISTURE DESCRIPTIVE 
TERIMS - 

Dry - 
Damp 
Moist 
Wet 

Trace O-lo% 
* Little 10-2046 
Some 20-358 
And 35-5096 

CONTACTS: 

= DEFINITE 

=. INDEFINITE 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . = GRADATIONAL 

ROCK DESCRIPTIONS 

HARDNESS 

irery Soft - 

bft- 

Easily gouged by knife, easily scratched by 
fingernail, easily broken by hand 
Gouged by knife, scratched by fingernail, 
diff’cult to break by hand, powders with 
hammer 

Iedium Hard - 

[ard - 
‘ery Hard - 

Easily scratched by knife, easily broken 
with hammer 
Difficult to scratch, breaks with hammer 
Difftcult to break, rings whenstruck’ 

WEATHERING 

becomposed - Soft to Very soft, bedding and fractures 
indistinct, no cementation. 

Highly - 
Yeathered 

Very soft to soft. with medium hard relict 
rock fragments: little to moderate 
cementation. Vugs, openings in bedding 
and fractures (may be filled). 

veathered - Soft to medium hard. Good cementation. 
bedding and fractures are pronounced. 
Uniformly stained. 

Jightly - >Iedium hard. Fractures pronounced, non- 
leathered uniform staining, bedding distinct. 

Yesh e 11edium hard to hard. Xo staining. 
Fractures may be present. Bedding may or 
may not be indistinct. 

BEDDING AND FRACTURES: 

iPACING BEDDING FRACTL’RES 
Indistinct 

.ESS THAN lf2” (1 cm1 Laminated Fiiile 
12” to 1” (lcm-3cml Very Thin . Very Close 
“TO 4” (3cm-l&ml 
;“TO 1’ (lCkm-3Ocml 

Thin _ Close 
hloderate Moderate 

‘To 3’(30cm-lm) . 
;‘TO lO’(lm-3m) 

Thick Wide 
&ssive Very Wide 

;A,MPLE TYPE 

5 = Split Spoon 
i’ = Shelby Tube 
I= Air Rotary 
D = Denison 
A=Auger 
W = Wash (Roller Bit1 
C = Core 
P = Piston 
N = No Sample Taken 

ABBREVIATIONS 

KS = Hollow Stem 
.\‘P = Xon Plastic 
-PL = Below the Plastic Limit 
PL = At the Plastic Limit 

+PL= Above the Plastic Limit 
+LL= Above the Liquid Limit 
w-r = Standard Penetration 

Test 
RQD= Rock Quality Designation 



. . 

SPACING 

ESSTMAH%-(lclcm) 
H’ to 1’ (lclrcfcm) 

1’ TO 4’ (acm-l&m) 

4’ To 1’ (loob-focm) 

1’ To r (Xuo-tm) 
r To 10’ (lacbr) 

HARDNESS 

. 
V. St$ . CORE RECOYERY Cjors WELY QOUGED’8Y KNIFE 

OR SCREWDK~ER WILY SCRATCHED BY flNCOSHIJL 

*WILY DRocm 6Y MAN0 

som - cow n~covmt~ s4 - 7sy. aciuttzo a~ utarr on 
ScJtEwDAlvER, scfuTcMED.BY fINuEnNA& 
0lrnCut.T To lREM BY wo. POWDERS r/nAMYEII . 

V. MD. - DlfflWLT YO BRW RINGS WHEN SlRUCU 

. 

BEDDING FIUCIURES 

IHDlSnNCT 

WIMATED FtS5lE 

VERY THIN VERY aosE 

nuu aoSE 

YODERATg MODERATE 

TMICU .WOC 

bBNXWE VERY WIDE 

. 

WUTHEJ?lNG 

DECDYPOfED - SOFT-V. m, BEDDING AND FWRES 

INOUYINCY. NO CEMENTATION 

NL WYNR - v. SOFT - sofr, v&D. MD. RaIcT ROCK 

FIucMEmszulnE TO UOR cE)ramncw 

WCS, DPDtNGS IN DEDDING AND fRAcNREf 

(UAYBECUYDRCACfUED) 

COMMON LOCAL SEDIMENTARY 

ROGU CwiswxnoNs 

ma. LOFT~O um. m, GOOD uscxwnoa 

DEDDtNC WO fRACTURlES ARE PRONOUNCED. 

UNIFORULY mAINED 

. 
fL WWlt - Ua. HO, RACtUIES PRONOWNCED. NOWNWOAY 

=AlNING. SEDOlNC OmNCl 

FRESH - MED. NO. To MD, NO ZtAfNtNG. FMCNRES 

MAY BE -. BE001NC KAY OR UAY NOT 

BE DI!AWZ 

L -TOTAL LENGIl IN A RUN OF CORE FfECfS 

LONGERTMAN4- - 

EOCK DESCRIPTIONS 



4Tb Designation: D 2488 - 90 

Standard Practice for 
Description and Identification of Soils (Visual-Manual 
Procedure)’ 

This standard is iuucd under the htl dd~nrtion D 248S; the number immediately MloGng the designation indiaa the year of 

original rdoption or, in the case of twision. the year ohst revision. A numbu in pvcnthcscs indicates the year ohst fupproval. A 
rupcrscript epsilon (c) indiates l editorill change sina the IN revision or rtrppftwal. 

This srandard bus brrn approudjbr use by agencies $rht Depnmm~ ~D&nst. Con& rhr hD Index dSp&tk~ims and. 
Standards fw Ir spa$c JW~ qf issue wlricb has bm adqnrd hy the Drwmm~ c#D&xu. -. 

1. scope 
1. I This practice covers procedures for the description of 

soils for engineering purposes. 
I .2 This practice also describes a procedure for identifying 

sooils, at the option of the user, based on the classification 
system described in Test Method D 2487. The identification 
is based on visual examination and manual tests. It must be 
clearly stated in reporting an identification that it is based on 
visual-manual.proccdurcs. 

1.2.1 When precise dassification of soils for engineering 
purposes is required, the procedures prescribed in Test 
Method D 2487 shall be used. 

1.2.2 In this practice, the identification portion assigning 
a group symbol and name is limited to soil paxticks smaller- 
than 3 in. (75 mm). 

1.2.3 The identification portion of this practice is limited 
to naturally occurring soils (disturbed and undisturbed). 

NOTE I-This pnctia may lx used LI I descriptive system applied 

to such materials as shale, cloystone, she& c~sbcd rock. ctc (See 

Appendix x2). 

1.3 The descriptive information in this practice may be 
used with other soil classification systems or for materials 
other than naturally occurring soils. 

1,4 This standard does not purport IO address all o/~he 
safely problems associated with its use. II is [he responsibility 
o/the user of this standard 10 establish appropriate safefy’and 
health practices and determine Ihe applicability of regulaiory 
limirarions prior IO u!e. For specific precautionary state- 
ments see Section 8. 

1.5 The values stated in inch-pound units are to be 
regarded as the standard. 

2. Referenced Documents 

2. I ASTM Standards: 
D653 Terminology Relating to Soil, Rock, and Contained 

Fluids’ 
D 1452 Practice for Soil Investigation and Sampling by 

Auger Borings’ 
D 1586 Method for Penetration Test and Split-Barrel 

Sampling of Soils’ 

’ This pncticc is under the jurisdiction ofASTh4 Committee Dill on Soil and 
Rock and is the dirw responsibility of Subcommittee DlU.07 on Idcntitiation 

and Classifiation of Soilr 
. Current cdition approved June 29. 1990. Published August 1990. Drigintiy 
published u D 2488 - 66 T. Last previous edition D 2488 - 84”. 

’ Annual Book of ASTM Sfandards. VolO4.08. 

D I587 Practice for Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of So& 
D 2113 Practice for Diamond Con Drilling for Site 

D2487 Test Method for Qassitication of Soils for Engi- 
neering Purpose? 

D4083 Practice for Description of Frozen Soils (Visual- 
Manual Procedure)’ 

3. Terminology 

.3.1 DeJnirions: 
3.1.1 Except as listed below. all definitions are in accord- 

ance with Terminology D 653. 

NOTE 2-For p&da ret&cd on a Xa (75.mm) US standard 
sieve, the followiq defitlitions are suggested: 

Cobbles-partides of rodr that win w  I 12-i& (mm) s~uarc 
opening and be retbed on a Ua (7~tam) sicv~ 8od 

Bouidcrs-pmkla of rock that will not pass a 12-ia (300.mm) 
sqlurc OpenirlL. 

3.1.1.2 clay-soil passing a No. 200 (75ym) sieve that can 
be made to exhibit plasticity (putty-like properties) within a 
range of water contents, and that exhibits a&d&able . 
strength when air-dry. For- classification, a clay is a fine- : 
grained soil, or the fine-grained portion of a soil with a 
plasticity index equal to or greater than 4, and the plot of 
plasticity index versus liquid limit falls on or above the “A” 
line (see Fig 3 of Tcs! Method D 2487). 

3.1.1.3 gravel-particles of rock. that will pass a 3-h. 
(75-mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve 
with the following subdivisions: 

course-passes a 3-in. (75-mm) sieve and is retained on a 
G-in. (19-mm) sieve. 

jine-passes a K-in. (19-mm) sieve and is retained on a 
No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve. 

3. I. I .4 organic clay-a clay with sufftcient organic content 
to influence the soil properties. For classification. an organic 
clay is a soil that would be classified as a clay, except that its 
liquid limit value after oven drying is less than 75 % of its 
liquid limit value before oven drying. 

3. I. 1.5 organic M-a silt with sufficient organic content to 
influence the soil properties. For classification. an organic silt 
is a soil that would be classi!ied as a silt except that its liquid 
limit value aficr oven drying is less than 75 % of its liquid 
limit value bcfon oven drying. 

3.1. I .6 war-a soil composed primarily .of vegetable tissue 
in various stages of decomposition usually with an organic 
odor, a dark brown to black color, a spongy consistency, and 
a texture ranging from fibrous to amorphous. 

3.1.1.7 sand-particles of rock that will pass a No. 4 



/+QOUP SYMBOL GROUP NAME 

eo% pk48 No. 200 
15.25% plus No. 200 Lwn c&y w-hh ntd 

CL 
< 

XnnI<X#lrnl- 1m-a day with ~4 
lb und 2% of grrrrl <lSX(rrrrl- mf.n* 

rjox ptur No. 200 2lS% wad- Sandy km dry with wad 
x und <x grrrrl asx rind - Gfwdly km * 

YlSX nod - GImulfy km clay rid, rind 

<30x plu1 No. 2w 
7 

<15X plus No. 200 *sat 
15.25% plur No. 200 

ML 
< 

-silt with prrwl : -.. 

x und 2% of grrrrl 
go% @UC No. 200 

% und <x #wd <IS% rind - GmdJv sat 
ZlSX wnd - Gr8wffy tilt with urd 

CW%PlUCNO.200 *<15X plus No. 200 *FM* 
%nnd~%Qwel -Fnd~~wichund 

CH 
< 

- 1525% pkrr No. 200 e %ufd<%gwal-----, Fat dw with gmd 
% und 2% of grrv*l 

230% plus No. 200 

x sand cx gravel 

< 

c30% dus No. 200 -w <lS% plus No. 200 
L 15-25X plus No. 200 

WEktk#ilt 
-Elerticsiltwi&urd 

MH %nnd<%gmd- Elastic rilt with m 
x und 2% of grrwl 

230% @UC No. 200 >lS% #rarrl- Wa3y rktii tilt wiel @Wol 
x sand <% ~rarrl <15x urd - Grrverly dwtic sat 

>lS% und -Gravelly rlattic rift rirh wd 

~~4~~tsges~basedonestimatingvnanko(Ihas,rsnd.Md~~~~~thet~I. 
F”“~ FIG lr Flow Charl for Identifying lnorgank FIne-GraIned Soil (50 I or more Iha81 

(4. IS-mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 200 (E-pm) sieve 
with the following subdivisionr . 

come-passes a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve and is retained on 
a No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve. 

medium-passes a No. IO (2.00-mm) sieve and is retained 
on a No. 40 (425~pm) sieve. 

fine-passes a No. 40 (425~pm) sieve and is retained on a 
No. 200 (75~pm) sieve. 

3.1.1.8 sill-soil passing a No. 200 (754m) sieve that is 
nonplastic or very slightly plastic and that exhibits little or no 
strength when air dry. For classification, a silt is a tine- 
pined soil, or the fine-grained potion of a soil, with a 
plasticity index less than 4, or the plot of plasticity index 
versus liquid Iimit falls below the ‘A” line (see Fig 3 of Test 
Method D 2487). 

GROUP SYMBOL 

4. Summary of Practice 
4.1 Using visual examination and simple manual tests, 

this practice gives staodardkd criteria and procedures for 
describing and identifying soils. 

4.2 The soil can be given an identification by assigning a 
group symbol(s) and name. The flow chans. Figs la and 1 b 
for ii&grained soils. and Fig. 2, for coarse-graincd soik, can 
be used to assign the appropriate group symbol(s) and name. 
If the soil has properties which do not distinctly place it into 
a specific group, borderline symbols may be us4 see 
Appendix X3. 

NOIT J-It is ruggcstcd UMI a distinction be made ktu-een dual 
symbols and borderhe qmbds. 

Dual Symbol-A dual qmbol is two symbols scplntcd by a bkphca, 
for example. GPCiM. W-SC. CL-ML used to indiate that the soil has 
been identified as having the properties of a clrssifiatioa in axmdancc 
with Tar Mcthcd D 2487 -&xc iwo symbols arc qui~A Two 
symbols UC required when tbc soil has Mwccn 5 and 12 W 6acs or 

GROUP NAME 

* <30X phu No. 200 - <15X plus No. 200 
y 15.25% plus No. 200 

* Orghc wit 
-.Oqmic wiI with und 

OL/OH x und <I - agmic roil with #tad 

<ts yeld - sadv ownic soil 
R--. < 230% plus No. 200 <% sand 2r @““” - rtsx *tweI - sandy orpGc wil rid 8mrl 

% “nd <% @““*’ T 
<t!ix ud - trrwny orwk soil 
~tsx d - GrwIIy ocqanic UriI ridr un6 

N~r~~Pemedages are based on estimating emounts d fwms, sand. an4 gravel to tM nearest 5 S. 

FIG. lb Flow Chart for Identifying Organk Fine-Grain4 soil (50 % w mom fines) 
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GROUP SYMBOL GROUP NAME 

\ 
when the liquid limit and plasticity index values plot in the CL-ML arta wults for apical soils of each type with their visual and manual 
of the plasticity chart. char;laetidcs 

Borderline Synbl--A borderline symbol is two symbols separated 
by a zlash, for example, WCH, GM/!SM. CL/ML A bordertine symbol 
should be used to indicate that the soil has ban identified as having 
properties that do no1 distinctly place the soil into a specific group (see 
Appendix X3). 

5. Significance and Use 

5.1 The descriptive information required in this practice 
can be used to describe a soil to aid in the evaluation of its 
significant properties for engineering use. 

5.2 The descriptive information required in this practice 
should be uxd to supplement the classification of a soil as 
determined by Test Metho&D 2487. 

5.3 This practice may be used in identifying soils using the 
classification group symbols and names as prescribed in Test 
Method D 2487. Sine the names and symbols used in this 
practice to identify the soils are the same as those used in 
Test Method D 2487, it shall be clearly stated in reports and 
all other appropriate documents, that the classification 
symbol and name are based on visual-manual procedures. 

S.3 This practice is to be used not only for idcntikatiofi 
of soils in the field, but also in the offkc, laboratory, or 
wherever soil samples are inspected and described. 

5.5 This practice has particular value in grouping similar 
soil samples so that only a minimum number of laboratory 

F-- tests need be run for positive soil classification. 

r NOTE 4-The ability IO describe and identify soils correctly is learned 
bore readily under the guidance of experienced personnel, but it may 
also be acquired systemaka.lly by comparing numerical labotatov test 

5.6 When dcscriiing and identif$ng soil samples from a 
given boring tesl pit. or group of borings or pits, it is not 
ncccssaq to follow all of the procedures in this practice for 
every sample. Soils which appear to be similar can be 
grouped together, one sample completely described and 
identified with the others referred to as similar based on 
performing only a few of the descriptive and identification 
procedures described in this pnctke. 

5.7 This practice may .be used in combination with 
Practice D 4083 when working with frozen soils. 

6. Apparatus 

6. I Required Apparatus: 
6. I. 1 Pocket Kni/e or Small Spatula. 
6.2 Useful Auriliaty rippatams: 
6.2. I Small Tesr Tube and Slopper (or jar with a lid). 
6.2.2 Smali Hand Lenr. 

7. Reagents 

7.1 Purify o/ Waler-Unless othensix indicated, refer- 
ences to water shall be understood to mean water from a city 
water supply or natural source, including tion-potable water. 

7.2 Hydrochloric Acid-A small bottle of dilute hydra- 
chloric acid. HCl. one part HCl (IO 6) to three parts water 
(This reagent is optional for ux uith this practice). See 
section 8. 

3 



8. Safety Precautions 
8.1 When preparing the dilute HQ solution of one part 

concentrated hydrochloric acid (10 IV) to three parts of 
distilled water, slowly add acid into water following necessq 
;L*ty precautions. Handle with caution and store safely. if 

.ion comes into contact with the skin, rinse thoroughly 
: water. 

a.2 Cllution-Do not add water to acid. 

9. Sampling 

9.1 The sample shall be considered to be representative of 
the stratum from which it was obtained by an appropriate, 
accept+, or standard procedure. 

NOTE S-Preferably, the sampling procedure shoild be identified as 
having been conducted in accordance with Practim D 1452. D 1587. or 
D2113.orMcfhodD1586. 

9.2 The sample shall be carefully identified as to origin. 

NOTE 6-Remarks as to the origin may take the form of a boring 
number and sample number in conjunction with a job number. a 
geologic stratum. a pcdologic horizon or a location description with 
respect to a permanent monument, a grid system or a station number 
and o&t with respect IO a stated centerline and a depth or elevation. 

9.3 For accurate description and identification, the min- 
imum amount of the specimen to be examined shall be in 

TABLE 1 Criteria for Describing Angularity of Coarse-Grained 
Particles (see Fig. 3) 

accordance with the following schedule: 
hi&urn P&de Siz Minimum SpedmmSizS 

-0ptoilu Dry wdehr 

4.75 mm (Ho. 4) IcO1WW 
93 mm (3% in) mos(OJ M 
19.0 mm (V. in) I.Ob(Utb) 
31.1 mm (I45 in) LO kg(l8 lb) 
75.0 mm (3 in) 60.0 kg(132 lb) 

NOTE 7-U random isolated panicks are encountered that arc 
JgniEicaatlylvger~tbeputidesintbc~oilmatrtstbesoPmr~ .__. _ ._ . -.- - 
can be accunttly dcscrikl and i&n&&-in icuxdana with tbc 
precudiag schedule. 

9.4 If the field sample or specimen being examined is 
smaller than the minimum recommended amount, the 
report shall include an appropriate remark 

IO. Descriptive Information for Soils 
10.1 Angulurir)-Dexribe the angularity of the sand 

(coarse sizes only), gravel, cobbles, and boulders, as angular, 
subangular, subroundad or rounded in accordance with the 
criteria in Table 1 and Fig. 3. A range of angularity may be 
stated, such as: subrounded to rounded. 

10.2 Shape-Describe the shape of the gravel, cobbles, 
and boulden as flat, elongated, or Bat and elongated if they 
meet the criteria in Table 2 and Fig 4. Othetwise, do not 
mention the shape. Indicate the fraction of the parkles that 
have the shape, such as: one-third of the gravel particles are 
flat. 

10.3 Color-Des&be the color. Color is an important 
property in identifying organic soils, and within a given 

criteria 
Partides have sharp edges and relatiwty prane sides with 

M-- c- 
unpolished sulaoss 

Padiis are shiiar to zing* descsiptiot~ but have 
1-w 

A&mu&d ParWes have nearly plane sides but have we0~ourded 
-sandedges 

Rarnded Partides have smoothly curved sides and 8-n e&es 



A-. PARTICLE SHAPE 

W =WIDTH 
T = THICKNESS 
L =LENGTH 

f-. 
( 

FLAT: W/T) 3 
ELONGATED: L/W >3 
FLAT AND ELONGATED: 

-meets both criteria 
PIG. 4 Criteda for Particle Shape 

TABLE 3 Criteria for DesuMng Moisturs~~on 

OesaiptDn c-9 

Dry Abserw d mokllm. dusty. dry to the touch 

locality it may also be useful in identifying materials of 
similar geologic origin. If the sample contains layers or 
patches of varying colors, this shall be noted and all 
representative colors shall be described. The color shah be 
described for moist samples. If the color represents a dry 
condition, this shall be stat& in the report. 

10.4 Odor-Describe the odor if organic or unusual. Soils 
containing a significant amount of organic material usually 
have a distinctive odor of decaying vegetation. This is 
especially apparent in fresh samples, but if the samples are 
dried, the odor may often be revived by heating a moistened 
sample. If the odor is unusual (petroleum product, chemical, 
and the like), it shall be described. 

10.5 Moisrure Condition-De&be the moisture condb 
tion as dry, moist, or wet, in accordance with the criteria in 
Table 3. 

H--+ c 10.6 HCI Reaction--Describe the reaction with HCl as 
none, weak, or strong, in accordance with the c&era in 

. Table 4. Since calcium carbonate is a common cementing 
agent, a repon of its presence on the basis of the reaction 
with dilute hydrochloric acid is important. 

TABLE 4 Cdteris for Describing the Reaction With HCI 

cfilaria 

None Novisibkreaction 
WsJ( 
S-Xl 

somarsrction.~bubbksf~sbw)y 
vm’e4ltmacum*rvtmbubb’es~~tsly 

10.7 Conrise~~~-For intact fine-grained soil, des&& 
the consistency as very soft, soft, fum, hard, or very hard, in 
accordance with the criteria in Table 5. This observation is 
inappropriate for soils with significant amounts of gravel. 

10.8 Ce~er&z~ion-Describe the cementation of intact 
&.rse-grained soils as wtak, moderate, or strong, in accord- 
ance with the criteria in Table 6. 

10.9 slrucfure-De&be the structure of intact soils in 
accordance with the criteria in Table 7. 

10.10 Range of PwicIe Sizes-For gravel and sand corn- 
pooencs, de&i the range of particle sixes within eaoh 
component as defined in 3.1.2 and 3.1.6. For example, about 
20 % fine to coarse grave.!, about 40 % fine to coarse sand. 

10. I 1 Maximum ParMe Sk-Dewii the maximum 
particle size found in the sample in accordana with the 
following information: 

10.11.1 Sand Size-If the maximum particle size is a 
sand size, de&i as fine, medium, or coarse as defined in 
3.1.6. For examplei maximum particle size, medium s&d. 

10. I 1.2 Gravel Size-If the maximum particle size is a 
gravel size, describe the maximum particle size as the 
smallest sieve opening that the particle will pass. For 
example, maximum particle size, 1 t/z in. (will pass a 1 Win. 
square opening but not a ‘/r-in. square opening). 

10.11.3 Cobble or Boulder Size-If the maximum particle 
size is a cobble or boulder size, describe the maximum 
dimension of the largest particle. For example: maximum 
dimension, 18 in. (450 mm). 

10.12 Hurdness--Describe the hardness of coarse sand 
and larger panicles as hard, or state what happens when the 
particles are hit by a hammer, for example, gravel-size 
particles fracture with considerable hammer blow, some 
gravel-size particles crumble with hammer .blow. ‘Hard” 
means mcles do not crack, fracture, or crumble under a . 
hammer blow. 

10.13 Additional comments shall be noted, such as the 
presence of roots or root holes, difficulty in drilling or 
augering bole, caving of trench or hole, or the presence of 
mica. 

IO. 14 A local or commercial name or a geologic interpre- 
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a. I ., GABLE 7 C&aria for DerctiMng StrucGe 

I cksaiptiorl cdlah 

.I Atibd AnerMtinglayersdvaryingmatsridoccda*rittlbyaat 
~st6mmthick;notemidvrssr 

tAmiMtAd AltanAtinghyersdvaryingrMtatalaalkrwithuie 

Fis Wed 
bye1slessU1an6rm1thWnotettWmasa 

Breaks along bet%& planes d h&we w&h Htlo 
resism to tmlarhg 

SMtmsided Fracture planea appe-~ @shed or gbrsy. aanatimes 
strbted 

WY cohsslvesoithltcMbebrokendovrnhtormdAngubr 
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tation of the soil, or both, may be added ifidentified as such. 
10.15 A classification or identification of the soil in 

accordance with other classification systems may be added if 
identified as such. 

11. Identification of Peat 
11.1 A sample composed primarily of vegetable tissue in 

various’ stages of decomposition that has a. fibrous to 
amorphous texture, usually a dark brown to black color, and 
an organic odor, shall be designated as a highly organic soil 
and shall be identified as peat, PT, and not subjected to tbe 
identification procedures described hereafter. 

r Preparation for Identification 

i 2.1 The soil identification portion of this practice is 
. rsdd on the portion of the soil sample that will pass a 3-h. 

(75-mm) sieve. The larger than 3-in. (75-mm) particles must 
be removed, manually, for a loose sample, or mentally, for 
an intact sample before classifying the soil. 

12.2 Estimate and note the percentage of cobbles and the 
percentage of boulders. Performed visually, thez estimates 
will be on the basis of volume percentage. 

NOTE 8-Sina the pcrcentagcs of the particle-size distribution in 
Test Method D 2487 arc by dry weight, and the estimates of perantagcs 
for gravel, sand. and fines in this practice arc by dry weight, it is 
recommended that the repon statt that the pcrcentaga of cobbles and 
boulders are by volume. 

12.3 Of the fraction of the soil smaller than 3 in. (75 mm), 
estimate and note the percentage, by dry weight, of the 
gravel, sand, and fines (see Appendix X4 for suggested 
procedures). 

NOTE 9-Since the pafliclc-size components appear visually on the 
basis of volume, considerable experience is required to estimate the 
pcrcentaga on the basis of dry weight. Frequent comparisons with 
laboratory particle-size analyses should be made. 

12.3.1 The percentages shall be estimated to the closest 
5 %. The percentages of gravel, sand, and fines must add up 
to loo 96. 

12.3.2 If one of the components is present but not in 
sufftcient quantity to be considered 5 % of the smaller than 
22. (7S-mm) portion, indicate its presence by the term 

for example, trace of fines. A trace is not to be 
.$#ered in the total of 100 % for the components. 

13. Preliminary Identification 

13.1 The soil is fine groined if it contains SO % or more 

fines. Pollow the procedures for identifying fine-gmined soils 
ofSection 14. 

13.2 The soil is CbafJegfuined if it contains less than 50 % 
fines. Follow the procedures for identifying --grained 
soils of Seaion IS. 

14. Procedure for Identifying Fine-Gained Soils 
14.1 Select a representative sample of the material for 

examination. Remove particles larger than the No. 40 sieve 
(medium sand and la&r) until a specimen. equivalent to 
about a handful of material is available. Use this specimen 
for performing the dry strength, dilatancy, and toughness 

14.2 Dry Strength.- 
14.21 From the specimen, select enough material to mold 

into a ball about 1 in. (25 mm) in diameter. Mold the 
material until it has the consistency of putty, adding water if’ 
n-. 

14.22 From the molded material, make at least three test 
specimens. A test specimen shall be a ball of material about 
!A in. (12 mm) in diameter. Allow the test specimens to dry 
in air, or sun, or by artificial means, as long as the 
temperature does not exceed 6OC. 

14.2.3 If the test specimen contains natural dry lumps, 
those that are about *A in. (I 2 mm) in diameter may be used 
in place of the molded balls 

NOTE lO-Tbc process of molding and drying usually produrn 
higher slrcnglhs than arc found in natural dry lumps of soil 

14.24 Test the strength of the dry balls or lumps by 
crushing between tbe fingers. Note the strength a~ none, low, 
medium, high, or very high in aceorance with the aiteria in 
Table 8. If natural dry lumps are used, do not use tbe results 
of any of the lumps that are found to contain particles of 
coarse sand. 

14.2.5 The presence of b&h-strength water-soluble ce- 
menting materials, such as calcium carbonate, may cause 
exceptionally high dry strengths. The presence of calcium 
carbonate can usually be detected from the intensity of the 
reaction with dilute hydrochloric acid (see 10.6). 

14.3 Dihancy: 
14.3. I From the specimen. select enough material to mold 

into a ball about ‘12 in. (12 mm) in diameter. Mold the 
material, adding water if ncccssary. until it has a soR but not 
sticky, consistency. 

14.3.2 Smooth the soil ball in the palm of one hand with 
the blade of a knife or small spatula Shake horizontally, 
striking the side of the hand vigorously against the other 
hand several times. Note the reaction of wtcr appearing on 

TABLE 8 Criteria for Describing Dry Strength 
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TABLE 9 Criteria (01 Dercribinp Dllatanq 

Desal0tlon crited 

TABLE 10 Criteria for Describing Toughnerr 

&saiolioll clitada 

-- 

\ 

the surface of the soil. Squeeze the sample by closing the 
hand or pinching the soil between the fingers, and note the 
reaction as none, slow, or rapid in accordance with the 
criteria in Table 9. The reaction is the speed with which 
water appears while shaking, and disappears while squeezing 

14.4 Toughness: 
14.4.1 Following the completion of the dilatancy test, the 

test specimen is shaped into an elongated pat and rolled by 
hand on a smooth surface or between the palms into a thread 
about r/a in. (3 mm) in diameter. (If the sample is too wet to 
roll easily, it should bc spread into a thin layer and allowed 
to lose some water by evaporation.) Fold the sample threads 
and reroll repcatcdly until the thread crumbles at a diameter 
of about *A in. The thread will crumble at a diameter of r/r 
in. when the soil is near the plastic limit. Note the pressure 
required to roll the thread near the plastic Limit. Also, note 
the strength of the thread. After the thread crumbhx, the 
pieces should bc lumped together and kneaded until the 
lump crumbles. Note the toughness of the material during 
kneading. 

14.4.2 Describe the toughness of the thread and lump as 
low, medium, or high in accordance with the criteria in 
Table 10. 

14.5 Plusricify--On the basis of observations made during 
the toughness test, describe the plasticity of the material in 
accordance with the criteria given in Table I 1. 

14.6 Decide whether the soil is an inorganic or an orgunic 
fine-grained soil (see 14.8). If inorganic, follow the steps 
given in 14.7. 

14.7 Idenri/ica!ion of Inorganic Fine-Grained Soik 

.--. 

TABLE 11 Criteria for Describing Plasticity 

Oescriptm crileria 

Nonpla5liC A Sin. (bun) thread cannot be roiled al any water artteat 
Low melhrl?adcanbarelyberonedandulelumpCMnotba 

fonned~drierlhanthaphstiLimit 
Medium Thethreadireasytorollandno~muchtimekrequisdto 

rea~theplasticcimit.Thethreadcannotbarecoaedafta 
reading the p&tic knit. The lump aumbks wtpnaer 
than the prastii ti 

w It takes oxsiderable lime rc4ing and kneading lo reach me 
pkstii m. ma thread can ba rerolled sevarai limes afla 
reachioptkplastiilimi(.mek*npcanbeformedwittrout 
dngwhandriecthantheplasticlimi( 

14.7.1 ldentify the soil as a km clqv, CL, if the soil has 
medium to high dry strength, no or slow dilatancy, and 
medium toughness and plasticity (see Table 12). 

14.7.2 Identify the soil as a jbl cfuy, CH. if the soil has 
high to very high dry strength, no dilatancy. and high 
toughness and plasticity (see Table 12). 

14.7.3 Identify the soil as a sill, ML, if the soil has no to 
low dry strength, slow to rapid dilatancy. and low toughness 
and plasticity, or is nonplastic (see Table 12). 

14.7.4 Identify the soil as an elurfic sill, MH, il the soil has 
low to medium dry strength, no to slow dilatancy. and low to 
medium toughness and plasticity (see Table .I 2). 

Norm t I-Thcsc prop&a arc similar to those for a lean clay.. 
However. rhe 611 will dry quickly on the hand and bavc a smooth. silky 
feel when dry. Some so-& that would c&sib as MH io roc~m with 
the criteria in Test Method D2487 IIT visually diflicult to dhiaguish 

from kan clays, CL It may k ouxssaty to petform labotatory testing 
for proper identification. 

14.8 IdentQictiion oJOrganic Fine-Grained Soils: 
14.8.1 Identify the soil as an organic soil, OL/OH, if the 

soil contains enough organic particles to intlucna.the soil 
properties. Organic soils usually have a dark brown to black 
color and may have an organic odor. Often, organic soils will 
xhange color, for example, black to brown, when exposed to 
the air. Some organic soils will Lighten in color significantly 
when air dried. Organic soils normally will not have a high 
toughness or plasticity. The thread for the toughness test will 
be spongy. 

NOTE 12-In some OSQ through plactice ad c%puiC~ it mry be 
mile to funha idcotifj the organic soils as or@c silts or organic 
clq~. OL or OH. Correlations bctwan the diitancy. dry strength, 
toughnm tcs& and labontory tests an be made to identify organic soils 
in certain deposits of similar materials of known @ogic origin. 

14.9 If the soil is estimated to have I5 to 25 56 sand or 
gravel, or both, the words .‘with sand” or ‘with gravel”. 
(whichever is more predominant) shall bc added to the group 

name. For example: ‘lean clay with sand, CL” or ‘silt with 
gravel, ML” (set Ftgs. la and Ib). If the percentage of sand is 
qual to the pcrccntagc of gravel, use “with sand.” 

14. IO If the soil is estimated to have 30 % or more sand or 
gravel, or both, the words ‘sandy” or ‘gtavclly” shall bc 
added to the group name. Add the word “sandy” if there 
appears to Lx more sand than gravel. Add the word 
“gravelly” if there appears to bc more gravel than sand. For 
example: ‘sandy lean clay, CL”, ‘gravelly fat clay, CH”. or 
‘sandy silt ML” (set Figs. la and lb). If the percentage of 
sand is equal to the percent of gravel, ux “sandy.” 

IS. Froccdure for Identifying Coarse-Cnincd Soils (Con- 
tains less than 50 I fines) 

15. I The soil is a gravel if the percentage of gravel is 
cstimatcd to bc more than the percentage of sand. 

TABLE 12 Identification of inorganic Fure-Grained Soils from 
Manual Tests 

sod 
w s-w 

SW 
m-3 -an= 

ML N-nelobv SbWt0rap;d Loworwraad~k 
b-me4 

a Mcbvn to tq Nontos&w h%!Oiun 
MH i0lvt0w Nonelodw l.U-10- 

CH W'mralhigh Now H9h 
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15.2 The soil is a sand if the percentage of gravel is 
F- imatcd to be equal to or less than the percentage of sand. 

5.3 The soil is a clean gravel or clean sand if the 
. .centage of fines is estimated to be 5 56 or less. 

15.3.1 Identify the soil as a well-gruded iravel, GW, or as 
a well-graded sand, SW, if it has a wide range of particle sizes 
and substantial amounts of the intermediate particle sizes. 

15.32 Identify the soil as apoorlygradedgravel, GP, or as 
a poorly graded sand, SP, if it consists predominantly of one 
size (uniformly graded), or it has a wide range of sizes with 
some intermediate sizes obviously missing (gap .or skip 
grad@. 

15.4 The soil is either a gravel with jnes or a sand with 
Jnes if the percentage of fines is estimated to be 15 % or 
DlOR. 

15.4. I Identify the soil as a clayey gravel, GC, or a clayey 
sand, SC, if the fines are clayey as determined by the 
procedures in Section 14. 

15.42 Identify the soil as a silly gravel, GM, or a siby 
sand, SM, if the fines are silty as determined by the 
procedures in Section 14. 

15.5 If the soil is estimated to contain 10 36 fines, give the 
soil a dual identification using two group symbols. 

15.5. I The first group symbol shall correspond fo a clean 
gravel or sand (GW, GP, SW, SP) and the second symbol 
shall correspond to a gravel or sand with fines (GC, GM, SC, 
SW. 

15.52 The group name shall correspond to the first group 
symbol phts the words ‘with clay” or ?vitb silt” to indicate 

c’ 
e-4 elasticity characteristics of the fines. For example: 

graded gravel with clay, GW-GC” or “poorly graded 
;- m, with silt, SP-SM” (see Fig. 2). 

15.6 If the specimen is predominantly sand or gravel but 
contains an estimated IS % or more of the other coarse- 
gmined constituent, the words ‘with gravel” or “with sand” 
shah be added to the group name. For example: ‘poorly 
graded gravel with sand, GP” or ‘clayey sand with gravel, 
SC” (see Fig. 2). 

15.7 If the field sample contains any cobbles or boulden, 
or both, the words “with cobbles” or “with cobbles and 
boulders” shall be added to the group name. For example: 
‘silty gravel with cobbles, GM.” 

16. Report 
16.1 The report shall include the information as to origin, 

and the items indicated in Table 13. 

NQTE 13--Example: Cluyey Gravel with Sand and Cobbles. GC- 
About 50 % fine to coa&c, subrounded IO subangulargravel; about 30 X 
fine to coarse. subrounded sand; about 20 96 fines with medium 
>laslicity, high dry strength. no dilatancy, medium toughness; weak 

13. Toughmss: bw. fnoalm& hlgl 
14. cdor(hm&tcxldta) 
15. odor(mentbnmlyI~or~ 
16. Mdsture: dry. moist, wt 

reaction with HQ, original field sample had about 5 56 (by volume) 
subrounded cobbles, maximum dimcasi0n, ISO mm. 

In-Place Conditions-Fw. bomogeeeour dxy. brown 
Geologic Interpretation-AIbid fdl 
NOTE l4-Other exampks of roil descriptions and identification are 

given in Appendixes Xl and X2 
Non IS-If desired, the percentages of gxavcl, sand, and fina may 

be stated in terms indicating a nngc Of perantages, as f0UowS 
Trace-Particles arc present bur estimated to be less than 5 k 
Few-S to IO W 
LMe-15 10 25 W 
Some-30 to 45 % 
Mosfl}-so to IOO w 

16.2 If, in the soil description, the soil is identified using a 
classification group symbol and name as described in Test 
Method D 2487, it must be distinctly and clearly stated in log 
forms, summw tables, reports and-the like, that the symbol 
and name are based on visual-manual procedures. 

17. Precision and Bias 
17.1 This practice provides qualitative information only, 

therefore, a precision and bias statement is not applicable. 

!8. Keywords 
18.1 classification; clay; gravel; organic soils; sand; silt; 

soil classification; soil description: visual classification 
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APPENDIXES 

(Nonmandatory Information) 

Xl. EXA,MPLES OF VISUAL SOIL DESCRIPTIONS 

XI. I The following examples show how the information 
required in 16.1 can be reported. The information that is 
included in descriptions should be based -on individual 
circumstances and need. 

X 1.1.1 Well-Gruded Gravel wirh &nd (GW-About 
75 % fine to coarse, hard, subangular gravel; about 25 % fine 
to coarse, bard, subangular sand, trace of fines; maximum 
size, 75 mm, brown, dry; no reaction with HCL 

X1.1.2 Silty Sand with Gravel (SMJ-About 60 % pre- 
dominantly fine sand; about 25 % silty fines with low 
plasticity, low dry strength, rapid dilataacy, and low tough- 
ness; about 15 % fine, hard, subrounded gravel, a few 
gravel-size particles fractured with hammer blow, maximum 
size, 25 mm; no reaction with HCl (Note-Field sample size 
smaller than recommended). 

In-Place Condiliom-Fm, stratified and contains lenses 
of silt 1 to 2 in. (25 to 50 mm) thick, moist, brown to gray; 

in-place density 106 lb/R’; in-plaa moisture 9 86. 
X 1.1.3 Organ& Soil (OL,/Ok+-About 100 96 fines with 

low plasticity, slow dilatancy, low dry strength, and low 
toughness; wet, dark brown, organic odw,. weak reaction 
WithHa. ~ ‘. 

X 1.1.4 Sifty Sand mtih Orgokc Fines (Sh+Aboi~t 75 96 
fine to coarse, hard, s&angular reddish sam$ about 25 % 
organic and silty dark brown nonplastic tines with no dry 
strength and slow’ dilatancy wet; maximum size, .coarse 
sand; weak reaction with HCl. 

X 1.1.5 Poorly Graded Gravel n+th Silt, Sa& Cobbles and 
Boulders (GP-GM)-About 75 96 fine to ooarse, hard, 
subrounded to subangular grave& about 15 86 fine, hard, 
subrounded to subangular s& about 10 % silty nonplastic 
@es; moist, brow no reaction with HC$ original field 
sample had about 5 96 (by volume) hard, subrounded 
cobbles and a trace of hard, subrounded boulders, with a 
maximum dimension of 18 in. (450 mm). 

X2. USING THE IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE AS A DESCRMIW SYSIEM FOR SHALE, CLAYSl-GNE, 
.i 

t- 
SHELLS, SLAG, CRUSHED ROCK, AND THE LlKE 

‘.. X2.1 The identification procedure may be used as a 
descriptive system applied to materials that exist in-situ as 
shale, claystone, sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, ctc, but 
convert to soils after field or laboratory processing (cnrshing, 
slaking, and the like). 

X2.2 Materials such as shells, crushed rock, slag, and the 
like, should be identified as such. However, the procedures 
used in this practice for describing the particle size and 
plasticity characteristics may be used in the description ofthe 
material. If desired, an identification using a group name and 
symbol according to this practice may be assigned to aid in 
describing the material. 

X2.3 The group symbol(s) and group names should be 
placed in quotation marks or noted with some type of 
distinguishing symbol. See examples. 

X2.4 Examples of how group names and symbols can be 
incororated into a descriptive system for materials that are 
not naturally occurring soils are as follows: 

X2.4.1 Shale Chunks-Retrieved as 2 to 4-in. (50 to 

lOO-mm) pieces of shale from power auger hole, dry, brown, 
no reaction with HCl After slaking in water for 24 b, 
material identified as Andy Lean Qay (CL)“; about 60 % 
fines with medium plasticity, high dry strength, no dilatancy, 
and medium toughness; about 35 % tine to medium, hard 
sand; about 5 X gravd-size pieces of shale. 

X2.4.2 Cashed SimdstoneLProduct of commercial 
crushing operation; ‘Poorly Graded Sand with Silt (SP- 
SM)“; about 90 W fine to medium sand; about 10 A 
nonplastic fines: dty. reddish-brown, strong reaction with 
HCl. 

X2.4.3 Broken SheUs-About 60 % gravel-size broken 
shells; about 30 W sand and sand-size shell pims; about 
10 R fines; ‘Poorly Graded Gravel with Sand (GP).” 

X2.4.4 Cmhed Rock-rProccxd from gravel and cob 
bles in Pit No. 7; ‘Poorly Graded Gravel (GP)“; about 90 % 
fine, hard, angular gravel-size particles; about 10 % coarse, 
hard, angular sand-size particles; dry, tan; no reaction with 
HCl. 

X3. SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR USING A BORDERLINE S1’MBOL FOR SOILS Wl-lH TWO POSSIBLE 
IDENlIFICATIONS. 

X3.1 Since this practice is based on estimates of particle possible basic groups. a borderline symbol may be used with 
size distribution and plasticity characteristics, it may be 
dificult to clearly identify the soil as belonging to one 

the wo symbols separated by a slash. For example; SC/CL or 
CL/CH. 

‘. category. To indicate that the soil may fall into one of two X3.1.1 A borderline symbol may be used when the 

9 . 
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percentage of fines is estimated to be between 45 and 55 9%. 
One symbol should be for a coane-grained soil with fines 
and the other for a fine-grained soil. For example: GM/ML 
or CL/SC. 

X3.1.2 A borderline symbol may be used when the 
percentage of sand and the percentage of gravel are estimated 
to be about the same. For example: GP/SP, SC/I%, GM/ 
SM. It is practically impossible to have a soil that would have 
a borderline symbol of GW/SW. 

X3. I.3 A borderline symbol may be used when the soil 
could be either well graded or poody graded. For example: 
GWfGP, SW/SP. 

X3.1.4 A borderline symbol may be used when the soi! 
could either be a silt or a clay. For example: CL/ML, 
CH/h4H, SC/SM. 

X3.1.5 A borderline symbol may be used when a fine- 

grained soil has properties that indicate that it’is at the 
boundary between a soil of low compressibility and a soil of 
high compressibjlity. For example: CL/CH. MH/ML. 

X3.2 The order of the borderline symbols should reflect 
similarity to surrounding or adjacent soils. For example: soils 
in a borrow area have been identified as CH. One sample is 
considered to have a borderline symbol of CL and CH. To 
show similarity, the borderline symbol should be CH/CL 

X3.3 The group name for a soil with a borderfine symbol . 
should be the group name for the first symbol, except for: 

CL/CH lean to fat clay 
ML/CL clayey silt - 
CLJML silty clay 

X3.4 The use of a borderline symbol should not be used 
indiscriminately. Every effort shah be made to first place the 
soi! into a single group. 

X4. SUGGESTED PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING THE PERCENTAGES OF GRAVEL, SAND, 
AND FINES IN A SOIL SAMPLE 

X4.1 Jar Method-The relative percentage of coarse- and 
fine-grained material may be estimated by -thoroughly 

present. The percentages of sand and !ks in the minus sieve 
size No. 4 material can then be estimated from the wash test 

shaking a mixture of soil and water in a test tube or jar, and (X4.3). 
then allowing the mixture to settle. The coarse particles wi!! 
fall to the bottom and successively finer partides will be 

X4.3 Wash l2.u flor relative percentages of sand and 

deposited with increasing time; the sand sizes wi!! fa.!! out of 
fines)-Select and moisten enough minus No. 4 sieve size 

$uspension in 20 to 30 s. The relative proportions can be 
material to form a l-in (2S-mm) euh& of soil. Cut the cube in 
half, set one-half to the side, and place the other half’in a 

estimated from the relative volume of each size separate. small dish. Wash and decant the fines out of the material in 
;- :s method should be correlated to particle-size laboratory 

( ‘e&nations. 
the dish until the wash water it dear and then compare the 

X4.2 Visual Merho&Menta!ly visuahi the grave! size 
two samples and estimate the percentage of sand and fines. 

particles placed in a sack (or other a-mtainer) or sacks. Then, 
Remember that the percentage is based on weight, not 

do the same with the sand size particles and the fines. Then, 
volume. However, the volume comparison w!!! provide a 

mentally compare the number of sacks to estimate the 
reasonable indication of gmin size percentages 

X4.3. I 
percentage of plus No. 4 sieve size and minus No. 4 sieve size 

While washing, it may be necessary to break down 
lumps of fines with the finger to get the correct percentages. 

This srandard is subject to nwisicn U~ytimebyfhsrsspcnsiMbI~eCrmmee~mr0r&rtvihybdcv(yy~y(uTs~ 
Elmx revis8d. e&her reapprowd or whirawn. Your oommems are inwTed either fu revision d this aukfud or tu edd&onal sun&in% 
and rhcuhl be addrwwd to ASTM tfeadqrwrcws. Your cmmems wm receh 
techniwl oofnm&e, wtdch you m8y attend. It you feel ma your 

weM consmera~ a a meerag d me respmsrbk 
canmemsh8venot~edrtrbhearingya,sharrdm8keyou 

views lrnown f0 fhe *TM lknmlil8a (n S7anduds. 7976 &W St.. PhIlam. PA 19703. 
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Standard Test Method for 
Classification of Soils for Engineering Purposes’ 

..’ 1. scope 
1 .l This test method dexribcs a system for ck&fLing 

mineral and organo-mineral soils for tnginaxing purpases 
based on laboratory determination of particle-size charactcr- 
istics, liquid limit, and plasticity index and shall bc used 
when precise classification is rapircd. 

Norc: I-Use of this standard witl result in c sin& classificpd~n 
group symbol and group nami: except when a soil oontaias 5 to 12 % 
fines or when the plot of the liquid limit and PI&city iada values hb 
into the crosshatched area of the pktkity charL In the two CLFes, l 
dual symbol is used. for example, GPGhf, CLML. When the l&on- 
tory test results indicate that the soil Is close to another soil dassifikation 
group, the borderline condition can be indicated with two symbols 
scpamcd by a Jarh. The first symbol should be the one based on this 
standard, for example, CKH, GM/W SC/a, Bordcriine symbo& 
are particularly useful when the liquid limit value ofdaycy soils is ckc 
tO~.TkstIoilscanhvcexplndVCchancleristia1Ddtheusc~a 

- 

2. Referenced Documents 

2. I ASTM staJldaf~ 

borderline symbol (CL/CH, CH/CL) WiIl alert tic user d the a&fled 
classifications of expansive potential. 

1.2 The group symbol portion of this sytem is based on 
laboratory tests performed on the potion of a soil sample 
passing the 3-k (75mm) sieve (see Specification E 11). 

1.3 As a classification system, this test method is limited 
to naturally occurring soils 

NOTE 2-The group names and symbols used in this test method 
may be used as a descriptive zyncm applied to such materials as s!&, 
claystone, shells. crushed rock. ctc see Appdii x2. 

1.4 This twt method is for qualitative application only. 

C 117 Test Melhod for Materials Finer Than 7S+n (No. 
200) Sieve in Miicral Aggregates by Washings 

C 136 Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse 
Aggngates’ 

C 702 Practice for Reduting Field Samples of Aggregate 
to Testing sii 

D420 Practice for Investigating and Sampling Soil and 
Rock for Engineering Pmposes4 

D 421 Praece for F Preparation of $il Samples for 
Pa$.ie-S~ AnaIysu and Determinatton of Soil Con- 

D422 Meth@ for Particl$ii Analysis of Soils’ 
D~6Sbmtim$gy Relatmg to Soii Rock, and Con- 

D 1140 Test Method for Amount of Mat&l in Soils 
Finer than the No. 200 (7S-pm) Sieve4 

D2216 M&xl for Laboratory Dcmmination of Water 
EL?) Content of Soii Rc& and Soil-Aggregate 

D2217 Practice for We! Preparation of Soil Samples for 
Partic!&ii Analysis and Determination of Soil Ccn- 

D?$ Practice for Dtxription and Identification of Soils 
(Visual-Manual Prccedurc)’ 

D4083 Practia for Description of Frozen Soii (Visual- 
Manual Procedu.re)‘ 

NOTE 3-When quantitative information is required for detaile+j 
designs of important structures, this test method must k supplemented 
by Worntory tests or other quantitative data to determine performance 
characteristics under expected field conditions 

D4318 Test Method for Liquid Limit, Plastic Limit, and 
Plasticity index of Soils‘ 

D 4427 Classification of Peat Samples by Laboratory Test- 
ing’ 

1.5 The system is based on the widely recognized Unified 
Soil Classification System which was adopted by several U.S. 
Government agencies in 1952 as an outgrowth of the Airfield 
Classification System developed by A. C%agrandc.2 

1.6 This standard does nor purport to address the safety 
problems associated with its use. It is the responsibility o[the 
user 01 this standard to establish appropriate safety a& 
health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory 
limifations prior to use. 

E I 1 Specification for Wut-Cloth Sieves for Testing Pur- 
pod 

3. Terminology 

,- ’ This lti method is under the jurisdiction ofA.tXM Commitlee D.18 on W 

wd Rock and is the direct rcsponsibili~y of Subcommit:ce D18.07 on Idcnrifio 
lion mnd Cksifialion 0lsOik 

3.1 D&itionr-Except as listed below, all definitions BIG 
in accordana with Terms and Symbols D 653. 

Non CFor particks retained on a f-in. (7Smm) U.S. ~lrndud 
sieve, the folhing definitions arc suggcsltd: 

Cobbles-panida of rock that will pass a 12-in. (300-mm) square 
opening and tx r&acd on a l-in. (7%mm) US star&A sieve, aad 

Bould~-partkks of ruck that will not pass a 12in. (3CXkmm) 
square openin; 

3.1.1 gravel-particles of rock that will pass a 3-ins 
curmr edition rpprovcd June 29. 1990. F’ublishcd~ August 1990. Origi~Oy 

publish4 as D 2487 - 66 T. L~I previous c&ion D 2487 - 85”. 
’ CasagEmde. A.. ‘Cltific~tion rnd ldcnli6calion of Soik’ Transaciichq 

Asac 1948. p. 901. 
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.~~ -{75-mm)sieve and be relained on a No. 4 (4.75mm) U.S. 
landard sieve with the following subdivisions: 

Coorrc-passes 3-in. (73.mm) sieve and retained on %-in. 
(I g-mm) sieve, and 

Fine-passes J/&in. (19.mm) sieve and retained on No. 4 
(4.75mm) sieve. 

3.1.2 sand-particles of rock that will pass a No. 4 
(4.75.mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 200 (75+m) U.S. 
standard sieve with the following subdivisionsz 

CLXVS~--passes No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve and retained on 
No. 10 (2.00.mm) sieve, 

Medium-passes No. 10 (2.00.mm) sieve and retained on 
No. 40 (42Sym) sieve, and 

Fine-passes No. 40 (425ym) sieve and retained on No. 
200 (75+m) sieve. 

3. I .3 thy-soil passing a No. 200 (7Sym) U.S. standard 
sieve that can be made to exbiit plasticity (putty-like prop 
erties) within a range of wata contents and tbat exbibits 
considerable strength when air dry. For classification, a clay 
is a fine-grained soi!, or tbe fine-gmined portion of a soil, 
with a prasticity index equal to or greater tban 4, and tbe plot 
of plasticity index versus liquid limit falIs on or above the 
‘A” line. 

3.1.4 &-soil passing a No. 200 (75-pm) U.S. ‘standard 
sieve that is nonplastic or very slightly plastic and that 
exhibits little or no strength when air dry. For classification, 
a silt is a fine-gmiaed soil, or tbe finegrained portion of a 
soil, with a plasticity index less than 4 or if the pIot of 

;‘_utcity index versus liquid limit falls below tbe ‘A” line. 

! 
-1.5 organic &y-a clay with sufficient organic content 
influence the soil properties. For classification, an organic 

clay is a soil tbat’would be classified as a clay except that its 
liquid limit value after oven drying is less than 75 % of its 
liquid limit value before oven drying 

3. I .6 organic xi/c-a silt with sufficient organic content to 
influence the soil properties. For classification, an organic silt 
is a soil that would be classified as a silt except that its liquid 
limit value after oven drying is less than 75 % of its liquid 
limit value before oven drying, 

3.1.7, pen&--a soil composed of vegetable tissue in various 
stages of decomposition usually with an organic odor, a 
dark-brown to black color, a spongy consistency, and a 
texture ranging from fibrous to amorphous. 

3.2 Descriptions of Terms Specific 10 This Standard: 
3.2.1 cotfxienl o/cutvature, Cc-the ratio (DJ$/(D,e x 

Da), where D,, DJe, and D,a are tbc particle diameters 
corresponding to 60, 30, and 10 % finer on tbc cumulative 
panicle-size distribution curve, respectively. 

3.2.2 coeflcienl of uni/ormify, Cu-the ratio D&l& 
where D, and D,a are the particle diameters corresponding 
to 60 and 10 % finer on tbe cumulative particle-size distri- 
bu tion curve, respectively, 

4. Summary of Test Method 
4. I As illustrated in Table I, this classilication system iden- 

tifies three major soil divisions: coarse-grained soils, f-me- 
p - d soils, and highly organic soils. These three divisions 

.rther subdivided into a total of IS basic soil groups. 
..2 Based on the results of visual observations and pre- 

xribd laboratory tests, a soil is catalog& according to tbe 
basic soil groups, assigned a group symbol(s) and name, and 

thereby dassified. TIBC now charts, Fig. 1 for fine-grained 
soils, and Fig 2 for coarse+mined soils, can be used to assign 
the appropriate group symbol(s) and name. 

5. SignVIcnncc and Vse 

5.1 This test method dassifii soils from any geographic 
location into categories representing the results of prescribed 
laboratory tests to determine the particle-size characteristics. * 
tbe liquid limit, and the plasticity index. 

5.2 The assigning of a group name and symbol(s) along 
with the descriptive intonnation required ia Practia D 2488. 
onkusedlodescnbeasoiltoaidinthcevaluationofiu 
significant properties for engineering u3c. 

5.3 The various groupipgt of this classification system - 
have ban devised to correlate in a general way with the 
engineering behavior of soils lbis test method provides a 
usehrl first step in any fiekl or laboratory investigation for 
gcotcchnical engineering purposts. 

5.4 This test method may also be used as an aid in 
training pemmnd in theuse of Racticc D 2488. 

5.5 This test metbod may be used in combination with 
Practia D 4083 when wo&ing with Zen soils. 

6. Apparatus 
6.1 In addition to the appamtus tbat may be required for 

obtaining and pxquing the samples and conducting the 
presc&ed laboratory tests, a plasticity chart, similar to Fe 
3, and a cumulative particle& distribution ewe, similar 
to FS 4, are required. 

7. Sampling 
7.1 Samples shall be obtained and identified in accord- 

ance with a method or methods, recommended in Recom- 
mended Practia D 420 or by other accepted procedures. 

7.2 For accurate identificatioa; the minimum amount of 
test sample required for this test metbod will depend on 
which of tbe laboratory tests need to be performed. Where 
only tbe particle-size analysis of the sample is required 
specimens having the following minimum dry weights are 
requirrd: 

Mtimum Panick Sk. Mioimum Sptcimeo sirz 
skc opcw w Wcithl 

4.15 cm (Na 4) loo g (0.25 lb) 
95 mm(Hin.) rna(O5Ib) 

19.0 mm (% in) la40.2a) 
IS.1 mm(IHia) LO~(lllb) 
751) mm (J ia) 6O.Okg(l#Ib) 

Whenever possible, the field samples sboukl have weights 
two to four times larger than shown. 

7.3 When the liquid and plastic limit tests must also be 
performed, additional material will be required suficient to 
provide I SO g to 200 g of soil finer than the No. 40 (425ym) 
sieve. 

7.4 If the field sample or test specimen is smaller than tbe 
minimum recommended amounL tbc’repon shall include an 
appropriate remark 

2 
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GROUP 
SYMBOL QROUP NAME 

FIG lr Flow Chart for Ctacrlfying Fine-Grelned Soil (SO % o( More Pauer No. 200 Skve) 

8. Classilication of Peat 
8.1 A*‘sample composed primarily of vegetable tissue in 

various stages of decomposition and has a fibrous to amor- 
phous texture, a dark-brown to black color, and an organic 
odor should be designated as a highly organic soil and shall 
be classified as peat, PT, and not subjected to the classifica- 
tion procedures described hereafter. 

8.2 If desired, classification of type of peat can be per- 
formed in accordance with Classification D 4427. 

9. Preparation for Classification 
9.1 Before a soil can be classified according to this test 

method, generally the particle-size distribution of the minus 
3-in. (75mm) material and the plasticity characteristics of 
the minus No. 40 (425ym) sieve material must be deter- 
mined. See 9.8 for the specific required tests. 

9.2 The preparation of the soil specimen(s) and the testing 
for particle-site distribution and liquid limit and plasticity 
index shall be in accordance with accepted standard proce- 
dures. Two procedures for preparation of the soil specimens 
r- - testing for soil classification purposes are given in 

.’ tndixes X3 and X4. Appendix X3 describes the wet 
4 -p&tion method and is the preferred method for cohesive 

soils that have never dried oGt and for organic soils. 
9.3 When reporiing soil classifications determined by this 

test method, the preparation and test procedures used shall 
be reported or referenced. 

9.4 Although the test jwacedure used in determining the 
particle-size distribution or other considerations may require 
a hydrometer analysis of the material, a hydrometer analysis 
is not neceswy for soil classification. 

9.5 The percentage (by dry .tieight) of any plus 3-in. 
(75-mm) material must be determined and reponed as 
auxiliary information. 

9.6 The maximum particle size shall be determined (mea- 
sured or estimated) and reponed as auxiliary information. 

9.7 When the cumulative particle-size distribution is re- 
quired, a set of sieves shall be used which include the 
following sizes (with the largest size commensu~te with the 
maximum particle size) with other sieve sizes as needed or 
required to define the particle-size distribution: 

3-k (7S-mm) 
J/r-in.( 19.0-mm) 
No. 4 (4.75-mm) 
No. 10 (2-Wmm) 
No. 40 (42Sym) 
No. 200 (7-m) 

9.8 The tests required to be performed in preparation for 
classification are as follows: 

9.8.1 For soils estimated to contain less than 5 % fines, a 
plot of the cumulative particle-size distribution curve of the . 
fraction coarser than the No. 200 (75~pm) sieve is required. 
The cumulative particle-s* distribution curve may be 
plotted on a graph similar to that shown in Eg 4. . 

. 
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F-. 
.2 For soils estimated to contain 5 to IS 96 fines, a 

\ ulativc par-We-size distriiution curve, as described in 
$.&I, is required, and the liquid limit and plasticity index are 
required. 

9.8.2.1 If sufficient material is not available to determine 
the liquid limit and plasticity index, the fines should be 
estimated to be either silty or clayey using the procedures 
described in Practice D 2488 and so noted in tbe report. 

9.8.3 For soils estimated to contain 15 96 or more fines, a 
determination of the percent fines, percent sand, and percent 
gravel is. required, and the liquid limit and ph&icity index 
are required. For soils estimated to contain 90 % fines or 
more, the percent fines, percent sand, and peroent gravel 
may be estimated using the procedures described in Practice 
D 2488 and so noted in the repoh 

10. Preliminary Classification Procedure 

10.1 Class the soil as fine-pined if 50 % or more by dry 
weight of the test specimen passes the No. 200 (Z-pm) sieve 
and follow Section 11. 

10.2 Class the soil as coarse-grained if more than 50 % by 
dry weight of the test specimen is retained on the No. 200 
(75ym) sieve and follow Section 12. 

11. Procedure for Classification of Fine-Grained Soils (50 % 
or more by dry weight passing the No. 200 (75-pm) 
sieve) 

~=A. The soil is an inorganic clay if the position of the 
-It) index versus liquid limit plot, Fig. 3, falls on or 

athrde the “A” line, the plasticity index is greater than 4, and 
the presence of organic matter does not influence the liquid 
limit as determined in 1 I .3.2. 

Norm 6-Tbc plasticity index and liquid limit ace detent&d 00 tb? 
minus No. 40 (425 pm) sieve material 

11.1.1 aassify the soil as a l~an cfuy, CL if the liquid 
limit is less than 50. See area identified as CL, on Fe 3. 

11.1.2 Qassify the soil as a&f duy, CH, if the liquid limit 
is SO or greater. See area identified as CH on Fig 3. 

Non 7-h cases where the liquid liit exceeds I10 or tbc plastkity 
index exe&s 60, the plasticity durt may k expanded by akataining 
the yme sale on both ucs and extending the “A- tine at tbc indiated 
d%. 

I I .l.S aassify the soil as a Jiffy ckry, CLML if tie 
position of the plasticity index versus liquid limit plot falls 
on or above the -A” line and the plasticity index is in the 
range of 4 to 7. See area identified as CL&L. on Fig. 3. 

11.2 The soil is an inorganic silt if the position of the 
plasticity index versus liquid limit plot, Fig. 3, falls below the 
“A” fine or the plasticity index is less than 4, and presena of 
organic matter does not influence the liquid limit as deter- 
mined in 11.3.2. 

11.2.1 Qassify the soil as a sib, ML, if the liquid limit is 
less than SO. See area identified as ML on Pig. 3. 

11.2.2 Classify the soil as an elastic s/k, MH, if the liquid 
limit is SO or pter. See area identified as MH on Fig. 3. 

11.3 The soil is an organic silt or clay if organic matter is 
present in sufficient amounts to influence the liquid limit as 
determined in 11.3.2. 

11.3.1 If the soil has a dark color and an organic odor 
when moist and warm, a second liquid limit test shalI be 
performed on a test specimen which has been oven dried at 
I10 f ST to a constant weight. typically over night 

11.3.2 The soil is an organic silt or organic clay if the 
liquid limit tier oven drying is less than 75 % of the liquid 

. 
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SIEVE ANALYSIS 

I SCREEN - IN I SIEVE NO. I 
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fl 
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limit of the original specimen determined Won OYCKI drying 
(see Procedure B of Practice D 2217). 

example, sandy lean clay, CL; gravelly fat day, CH, sandy 
silt, ML If the percent of sand is equal to the percent of 

I 1.3.3 Classi@ the soil as an organic sill or ofganic cfay, gravel, use “sandy.” 
Ot, if the liquid limit (not oven dried) is less than 50 R. 
Classify the soil as an organic silr, OL, if the plasticity index 
is less than 4, or the position of the plasticity index versus 
liquid limit plot falls klow the “A” line. Classify the soil as 
$9 organic cloy, OL, if the plasticity index is 4 or greater and 
the position of the plasticity index versus liquid limit plot 
falls on or above the “A” line. See area identified as OL (or 
CL-ML) on Fig. 3. 

12. Procedure for QnsrIcadon of Coarse-craIned SoUs 
(more than SO % retained 6n the No. 200 (?S+m) sieve) 

12.1 Class the soil &gravel if more than 50% of the 
coarse fraction Iplus No. 200 (?Sym) sieve] is re@ined on 
the No. 4 (4.75-mm) sie~ 

I 1.3.4 Classify the Soil as an organic clay ‘or organic A, 
OH, if the liquid limit (not oven dried) is 50 or greater. 
Classify the soil as an organic silt, OH, if the position of the 
plasticity index versus liquid limit plot falls below the ‘A” 
line. Classify the soil as an organic clay, OH, if the position 
of the plasticity index versus liquid-limit plot falls on or 
above the “A” line. See area identified as OH on Fig. 3. 

12.2 Class the s&I as sand if’ 50 % or more of the coarse 
fraction [plus No. 200 (75~pm) sieve] passes the No. 4 
(4.7S-mm) sieve. 

11.4 If less than 30 % but 15 % or more of the test 
specimen is retained on the No. 200 (75ym) sieve, the words 
“with sand” or “with gravel” (whichever is predominant) 
shall be added to the group name. For example, lean clay 
with sand, CL; silt with gravel, ML. If the percent of sand is 
equal to the percent of gravel, use “with sand.” 

11.5 If 30 % or more of the test specimen is retained on 
the No. 200 (7Sym) sieve, the words ‘sandy” or “gravelly” 

-. shall be added to the group name. Add the word ‘sandy” if 
30 % or more of the test specimen is retained on the No. 200 

‘. (75ym) sieve and the coarse-gained portion is predomi- 
nantly sand. Add the word ‘gravelly” if 30 % or more of the 
test specimen is retained on the No. 200 (75ym) sieve and 
the coarse-grained portion is predominantly gravel. For 

12.3 If 12 % or kss of the test specimen passes the No. 
200 (75-pm) sieve, plot the cumulative particle-size diiuibu- 
tion, F% 4, and compute the coeflicient of uniformity, Cu. 
and coefftcient of ctuvature, Cc, as given in Eqs 1 and 2. 

cu = DsdD,o (11 

cc - (D,ol%D,o x W (21 

where: 
D,, Da and Da = the particle-size diameters corm 
spondiog to 10, 30, and 60 %, rcspcctivdy, passing on the 
cumulative particle-size distribution curve, Fig 4. 

NOTE 1-h may be #Kmsmy to extnpolrle the curve lo obtain Ihe 
D,, diameter. 

12.3.1 If less than 5 % of the test specimen passes the NO. 
200 (7-m) siivc, danify the soil as a uull-graded gravel, 
GW, or null-graded sand, SW, if Cu is greater than 4.0 for 
gravel or gmtter than 6.0 for sand, and Cc is at least 1.0 but 
not more than 3.0. 

12.3.2 If less than 5 Q of the test $ecimen passes the No. 
200 (75ym),sieve, dnrzirt the soil as poor/y graded gravel, 

. 
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~-7 GP, -or’ poorly graded sand, SP, if either the Cu or the Cc 
criteria for well-graded soils arc not satisfied. 

12.4 If more than 12 % of the test specimen passes the 
No. 200 (75~pm) sieve, the soil shall be considered a 
coarse-grained soil with fines The fines are determined to be 
either clayey or silty based on the plasticity index versus 
liquid limit plot on Fig. 3. (See 9.8.2. I if insulkient material 
available for testing). (See NOTE 6) 

12.4.1 Classify the soil as a clayey gravel, GC, or ckzyey 
sand, SC, if the fines are clayey, that is, the position of the 
plasticity index versus liquid limit plot, Fig. 3, falls on or 
above the ‘A” line and the plasticity index is greater thaa 7. 

12.4.2 Classify the soil as a silty grave!, GM, or siky sand, 
SM. if the fines are silty, that is, the position of the plastkity 
index versus liquid limit plot, Fs 3, falls below the “A” line 
or the plasticity index is less than 4. 

12.4.3 If the fines plot as a silty clay, CLML, cIassifL the 
soil as a siicy, cluyey gravel, GC-GM, ifit is a gravel or a sifry, 
dayey sand, SC-SM, if it is a sand 

12.5 IfSto 12%ofthetestspecimenpassestheNo.200 
(75ym) sieve, give the soil a dual classification using two 
group symbols. 

1251 The first group symbol shall correspond to that for 
a gravel or sand having less than 5 % fines (GW, GP, SW, 
SP), and the second symbol shall correspond to a gravel or 
sand having more than 12 X fines (GC, GM, SC, SM). 

12.5.2 The group name shall correspond to the fii group 
symbol plus ‘with clay” or ‘with siIt” to indicate the 

~7 -1asticity characteristics of the fines. For example, well- 

c 
aded gravel with clay, GW-GC; poorIy graded sand with 

.11t, SP-SM (See 9.8.2.1 if insufficient material available for 
testing). 

Nm 9-K the fines plot as a silty &y, CL&L the second group 
symbol should bc ehhcr GC or SC For urmplc, a poorly gmd4 sand 
with 10 56 fines, a liquid limit of 20. and a plasticity index of 6 would k 
class&d as a poorly grad&d sand with silty clay. SPSC 

12.6 If the specimen is predominantly sand or gravel but 

contains I5 % or more of the other coarse-gmined constit- 
uent, the words “with gravel” or ‘with sand“ shall be added 
to the group name. For example, poorly graded gravel with 
sand, clayey sand with gravel. 

12.7 If the field sample contained any cobbles or boulders 
or both, the words “with cobbles,” or ‘with cobbles and 
boulders” shall be added to the group name. For example, 
silty gravel with cobbles, GM. 

13. Report ‘~ . 

13.1 The report should include the group name, group - 
symbol, and the results of the laboratory tes& The particle- 
size distniutioa shall be given in terins of percent of gravel, 
sand, and fines. The plot of the cumulative particle&e 
diitribution curve shall be reported if used in classifying the 
soil. Report appropriate descriptive information accord& to 
the procedures in Practice D 2488. A local or commercial 
name or geologic interpretation for the material may be 
added at the end of the descriptive information if identiIied 
as such. The test procedures used sha.lI be refcrrnad. 

NOTE tO-Emmpk C7a.w~ Gmvd with Sand und COMICS (cc)- 
46%hLUtOeouu.hu&SU~adedylvd;3O%fi8netOawsc.hrrd 

rubrouadedund;24%~~Fioa.U-UI.PI~19;Pakrrrccion 
wilb HO, original tXd sample had 4 I hani, subrou&d cubhI= 
maximum dimension IS0 mm. 

In-Place Conditions-fmn, homogeneous, dry. brown. 
Geologic Interpmahn-alluti fan. 
NOTE I I-Other examples of soil bacripdons art pivcn in Appendix 

Xl. 

14. Precision and Bins 
14.1 This test method provides qualitauve data only, 

therefore, a precision and bii statement is nonapplicable. 

15. Keywords 
15.1 Atterberg limits; da&cation; clay, gradation; 

gravel; laboratory classik.ation; organic soils; sand; silt; soil 
classification; soil tests 

APPENDIXES 

(Nonmandatory Information) 

XI. EXAMPLES OF DESCRIPTIONS USING SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

X I.1 The following examples show how the information 
required in 13.1 can be reported. The appropriate descriptive 
information from Practice D 2488 is included for illustrative 
purposes. The additional descriptive terms that would ac- 
company the soil classification should he based on the 
iotended use of the classification and the individual circum- 
stances. 

X 1, I. 1 Well-Graded Gravel with Sand (GH3-73 % fine 
to coarse, hard, subangular gravel; 23 % fine to coarse, hard, 

F.+ngular sand; 4 % fines; Cc = 2.7, Cu = 12.4. 
I, 1.2 Silty Sand with Gravel (SW-61 % predomi- 

lntly fine sand; 23 % silty fines, LL = 33, PI = 6, 16 % fine, 
hard, subrounded gravel; no reaction with HCl; (field sample 

smaller than recommended). In-Place Condirionr-Fm, 
stratified and contains lenses of silt 1 to 2 in. thick. moist, 
brown to gray, in-place density = 106 Ib/ft’ and io-place 
moisture = 9 96. 

X1.1.3 Organic Clay (OJ!.&100 96 fines, LL (not dried) 
- 32, LL (oven dried) = 2 1, PI (not dried) = 10; wet, dark 
brown, organic odor, weak reaction with HQ. 

X 1.1.4 Silty Sand with Organic Fines (SM)-74 56 fine to 
coarse, hard, jubaogular reddish dnd; 26 W organic and silty 
dark-brown fines, LL (not dried) = 37, LL (oven dried) = 26, 
PI (not dried) = 6, wet, weak reaction with HCL 

X I. I .5 Poorly Graded Gravel wirh Silr. Sand. Cobbles and 
Boulders (GP-GM)-78 % fine to coarx. hard, subrounded 
to subangular gravel; 16 % tine to Coarse. hard, subrounded 

8 
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to subangular sand; 6 % silty (estimated) fines; moist, brown; subrounded wbblcs and 2 % hard, subrounded boulders 
no reaction with HCl; original field sample had 7 % hard, with a maximum dimension of 18 in. 

X2. USING SOIL CLASSIFICATION AS A DESCRIPTIVE SYSTEM FOR SHALE, CLAYSTOME, SHELIS, 
SLAG, CRUSHED ROCK, En=. 

X2.1 The group names and symbols used in this test 
method may be used as a descriptive system applied to 
materials that exist in situ as shale, claystone, sandstone, 
siltstone, mudstone, etc., but convert to soils after field or 
laboratory processing (crushing, slaking’etc.). 

X2.2 Materials such as shells, crushed rock, slag, etc., 
should be identified as such. However, the proccdurcs used 
in this method for describing the particle size and plasticity 
characteristics may be used in the description of the material. 
If desired, a classification in accordance with this test method 
may be assigned to aid in descriing the material. 

X2.3 If a classification is used, the group symbol(s) and 
group names should be placed in quotation marks or noted 
with some type of distinguishing symbol. See examples. 

X2.4 Examples of how soil classifications could be &or- 
poratcd into a description system for materials that are not 
naturally occurring soils arc as follows: 

X2.4.1 Shok Chunks-Retrieved as 2 to 4-in. pieces of 
shale from power auger hole, .dry, brown, no reaction with 
HCl. After laboratory processing by slaking in water for 24 h, 
material dassified as “Sandy Lean Clay’(C&)?-6 1 %.daycy 
fines, LL - 37, PI - 16, 33 % fine to medium sand, 6 % 
gravel-size pieces of shale. 

X2.4.2 Crushed Sart&fone--Product of commercial 
crushing operation;- ‘Poorly Graded Sand with Silt (SP- 
SM)“-91% fine -to medium sand; 9 56 silty (estimated) 
fines; dry, reddish-brown, strong reaction with HCl. 

X2.4.3 Broken Shekk-62 96 gravel-size broken shells, 
31 % sand and sand-size shell pieces; 7 96 fines, would be 
dassilied as “Poorly Graded Gravel with Sand (GP)“. 

X2.4.4 Crushed Rock-Procused gravel and cobbles 
from Pit No. 7; uPoorly Graded Gravel (GP)“-89 96 fine, 
hard, angular gravel-sire partides; 11% coarse, hard, angular 
sand-sire particles, dry, tan; no reaction with HCI; Cc = 2.4, 
cu - 0.9. 

X3. PREPARATION AND TESTING FOR CLASSIFICATION PURPOSES BY THE WET METHOD 

X3.2 SampIes prepared in accordance with this procedure 

X3. I 

should contain as much of their natural water content as 

This appendix describes the steps in preparing a soil 

possible and every effort should be made during obtaining, 

sample for testing for purposes of soil classification using a 

preparing, and transportating the samples to maintain the 
nqtural moisture. 

wet-preparation procedure. 

X3.3 The procedures to bc followed in this test method 
assume that the field sample contains fines, sand, gravel, and 
plus 3-in. (75mm) particles and the cumulative particle&e 
distribution plus the liquid limit and plasticity index values 
are required (see 9.8). ‘Some of the following steps may be 
omitted when they are not applicable to the soil being tested. 

X3.4 If the soil contains plus No. 200 (75~urn) particles 
that would degrade during dry sieving, use a test procedure 
for determining the particle-size characteristics that prevents 
this degradation. 

X3.5 Since this classification system is limited to the 
portion of a sample passing the 3-in. (75-mm) sieve, the plus 
3-m. (75-mm) material shall be removed prior to the 
determination of the particle-size characteristics and the 
liquid limit and plasticity index. 

X3.6 The portion of the field sample finer than the 3-in. 
(75-mm) sieve shall be obtained as follows: 

X3.6.1 Separate the Celd sample into two fractions on a 

--- 3-in. (75-mm) sieve, being careful to maintain the natural 
water content in the minus 3-in. (75-mm) fraction. Any 

I particles adhering to the plus 3-in. (7S-mm) particles shall be 
brushed or wiped off and placed in the fraction passing the 
3-in. (75-mm) sieve. 

X3.6.2 Determine the air-dry or oven-dry weight of the 

X3.6.3 T%oroughIy mix the fraction passing the 3-m. 
(75-mm) sieve. Detamine the water conten& in accordance 

fraction retained on the j-in. (75-mm) sieve Determine the 

with Method D2216, of a representative rpccimen with a 
minimum dry weight as requ*&d ia 7.2. Save the water- 

total (wet) weight of the fraction passing the 3-in. W-mm) 

content specimen for determination of the particle-size 
analysis in accordance with X3.8. 

Sieve. 

X3.6.4 Compute the dry weight of the fraction passing the 
3-in. (75-mm) sieve based on the water content and total 
(wet) weight. Compute the total dry weight of the sample and 
calculate the percentage of material retained on the 3-in. 
(?5-mm) sieve.. 

X3.7 Determine the liquid limit and plasticity index as 
follows: 

X3.7.1 If the soil disaggregatw readily, mix on a clean, 
hard surface and select a representative sample by quartering 
in accordance with Methods C 702. 

X3.7.1.1 If the soil contains coarse-grained particles 
coated with and bound together by tough clayey material, 
take extreme care in obtaining a representative potion of the 
No. 40 (425ym) fraction. Typically, a larger portion than 
normal has to be selected, such as the minimum weights 
rquirul in 7.2. 

X3.7.1.2 To obtain a representative specimen of a basi- 
tally cohesive soil, it may be advantageous to pass the soil 
through a K-in. (19-mm) sieve or other convenient size so 
the material can be more easily mixed and then quartered or 
split to obtain the representative specimen. 

X3.7.2 Process the representative specimen in accordance 
with Procedure 6 of Practice D 22 17. 

. 
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x3.7.3 Perform the liquid-limit test in accordance with 
Test Method D 43 18, except the soil shall not be air dried 
prior to the test. 

X3.7.4 Perform the plastic-limit test in accordance with 
Test Method D 4318, except the soil shall not be air dried 
prior to the test, and calculate the plasticity index. 

X3.8 Determine the particle-size distribution as follows: 
X3.8.1 If the water content of the fraction passing the 

3-in. (7S-mm) sieve was required (X3.6.3), use. the water- 
content specimen for determining the particle-size distribu- 
tion. Otherwise, select a representative specimen in accord- 
ance with Practice C 702 with a minimum dry weight ns 
required in 7.2. 

X3.8.2 If the cumulative particle-size diiiution in- 
cluding a hydrometer analysis is required, determine the 
particle-size distribution in accordance with Method D 422. 
See 9.7 for the set of required sieves. 

X3.8.3 If the cumulative particle-size distribution without 
a hydrometer analysis is required, determine the particle&e 
distribution in accordance with Method C 136. See 9.7 for 
the set of required sieves. The specimen should be soaked 
until all clayey aggregations have softened and then wasbed 
in accordance with Test Method C 117 prior to performing 
the particle-size distribution. 

X3.8.4 If the cumulative particle-size distribution is not 
required, determine the percent fines, percent sand, and 
percent gravel in the specimen in accordance with Test - 
Method C 117, being sure to soak the specimen long enough - 
to soften all dayey aggregations, followal by Method C 136 
using a nest of sieves which shall include a No. 4 (4.75~mm) 
sieve and a No. 200 (7Sym) sieve 

X3.8.5 Calculate the percent fines, percent sand, and 
percent gravel in the minus 3-m. (75~mm) fraction for 
classification purposes. 

X4. AIR-DRIED METHOD OF PREPARATION OF SOIIS FOR TESTING FOR CLASSIFICATION PURKISES 

X4.1 This appendix describes the steps in preparing a soil 
sample for testing for purpose5 of soil classification when 
airdrying the soil before testing is specified or desired or 
when the natural moisture content is near that of an air-dried 
state. 

X4.S Determine the particle-size distribution and Iiquid 
l&it and plasticity index as follows (see 9.8 for when these 
tests are required): 

X4.5.1 Thoroughly mix the fraction passing the 3-in. 
(7S-mm) sieve. 

X4.2 If the soil contains organic matter or mineral 
colloids that are irreversibly affected by air drying, the 
wet-preparation method as described in Appendix X3 should 
bellsed. 

X4.3 Since this classification system is limited to the 
portion of a sample passing the 3-in. (7S-mm) sieve, the plus 
3-in. (75-mm) material shall be removed prior to the 
determination of the particle-size characteristics and the 
liquid firnit and plasticity index. 

X4.4 The portion of the field sample finer than the 3-in. 
(75-mm) sieve shall be obtained as follows: 

X4.4.1 Air dry and weigh the Iield sample. 
X4.4.2 Separate the field sample into two fractions on a 

3-in. (75-mm) sieve. 

X4.5.2 If the cumulative particle&e diitriiution in- 
duding a hydrometer analysis is required, deternine the 
particle-size diiiution in accordance with Method D 422. 
See 9.7 for the set of sieves that is required. 

X4.5.3 If the cumulative particle-size distribution witbout 
a hydrometer analysis is required, determine the partid& 
distribution in accordana with Tut Method D 1 I40 fol- 
lowed by Method C 136. See 9.7 for the set of sieves that is 
WpkCd. 

X4.5.4 If the cumulative particle-size distriiution is not 
required, determine the percent fines, percent sand, and 
percent gravel in the specimen .in accordance with Test 
Method D I 140 followed by Method C 136 using a nest of 
sieves which shall include a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve and a No. 
200 (75ym) sieve. 

X4.4.3 Weigh the two fractions and compute the per- 
centage of the plus 3-in. (7%mm) material in the field 

X45.5 If required, determine the liquid limit and the 

sample. 
plasticity index of the test specimen in accordance with Test 
Method D 4318. 

X5. RATIONALE 

X5.1 Significant revisions were made to the standard 
which appeared as D 2487 - 83 from the previous version of 

addition of 8.2 on classification of peat, the addition of 4.5 

D 2487 - 69 (1975). The changes are documented in the 
on classification of frozen soils, the addition of NOTE 6 for 

literature. 
clarification of materials used to determine the plastkitY 

X5.2 Changes in this version from the last include the 
index and liquid limit, and the addition of Appendix X5 on 
Rationale. 
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SOIL AND ROCK SAMPLE AdQUISl’IXON 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this procedure ia to describe the handling qf rock cores and subsurface soil 

samples collected during drilling operations. Surface soil sampling also is described. 

2.0 SCOPE 

The methods described in this SOP are applicable for the recovery of subsurface soil and rock 

samples acquired by coring operations or soil sampling techniques such as split-barrel 

sampling and thin-walled tube sampling. Procedures for the collection of surface soil samples 

also are discussed. T&e SOP does not discuss drilling techniques or well installation 

procedures. ASTM procedures for “Penetration Test and Split-Barrel Sampling of Soils,” 

‘Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of Soils,” and “Diamond Core Drilling for Site Investigation” 

have been included aa Attachmenta A through C , respectively. 

3.0 DEFT.NITIONS 

Thin-Walled Tube Sampler - A thin-walled metal tube (also called Shelby tube) used to 

recover relatively undisturbed soil samples. These tubes are available in- various sizes, 

ranging from 2 to 5 inchee outer diameter (OD.) and 18 to 54 inches length. A etationary 

piston device is included in the sampler to reduce sample dieturbance and increase recovery. 

Split-Barrel Sampler - A steel tube, split in half lengthwise, with the halves held together by 

threaded collars at either end of the tube. Also called a split-spoon sampler, this device can be 

driven into unconsolidated materials using a drive weight mounted on the drilling string. A 

standard split-spoon sampler (used for performing Standard Penetration Tests) is two inches 

O.D. and 1-3/8-inches inner diameter (I.D.). This standard spoon is available in two common 

lengths providing either 20-inch or 26-inch internal longitudinal clearance for obtaining 18- 

inch or 24-inch long samples, respectively. 

Grab Sample - An individual sample collected from a single location at a’ specific time or period 

of time generally not exceeding 15 minutes. Grab samples are associated with surface water, 
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groundwater, wastewater, waste, contaminated surfacea, soil, and sediment sampling. Grab 

samples are typically used to characterize the media at a particular instant in time. 

Composite Samples - A sample collected over time that typically consists of a series of discrete 

samples which are combined or “cornposited”. Two types of composite samples are listed 

below: _: 

l Area1 Composite: A sample collected from individual grab samples collected on an 

area1 or cross-sectional basis. Area1 composites shall be made up of equal volumes of 

grab samples. Each grab sample shall be collected in an identical manner. Examples 

include sediment composites from quarter-point sampling of streams and soil samples 

from grid points. 

l Vertical Comnosite: A sample collected from individual grab sampl 
7 

collected from a 

vertical cross section. Vertical composites shall be made up of equal volumes of grab 

samples. Each grab sample shall be collected in an identical manner. Examples 

include vertical profiles of soil/sediment columns, lakes and estuaries. 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

Project Manager - The Project Manager is responsible for ensuring that, where applicable, 

project-specific plans are in accordance with these procedures, or that other approved 

procedures are developed. Furthermore, the Project Manager is responsible for development 

of documentation of procedures which deviate from those presented herein. 

Field Team Leader - The Field Team Leader is responsible for selecting and detailing the 

specific sampling techniques and equipment to be used, and documenting these in the 

Sampling and Analysis Plan. It is the responsibility of the Field Team Leader to ensure that 

these procedures are implemented in the field and to ensure that personnel performing 

sampling activities have been briefed and trained to execute these procedures. 

Drilling Inspector - It is the responsibility of the drilling inspector to follow these procedures, 

or to follow documented, project-specific procedures as directed by the Field Team Leader 

and/or the Project Manager. The Drilling Inspector is responsible for the proper acquisition of 

rock cores and subsurface soil samples. 
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Sampling Personnel - It ie the responsibility of the field sampling personnel to follow thee 

procedures, or to follow documented, project-specific procedurea as directed by the Field Team 

Leader and/or the Project Manager. The sampling personnel are reeponaible for the proper 

acquisition of samples. ._ 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

Subsurface aoil and rock samples are used to characterize the three-dimensional subsurface 

stratigraphy. This characterization can indicate the potential for migration of contaminants 

from various sites. In addition, definition of the actual migration of contaminants can be 

obtained through chemical analysis of aubeurface soil samples. Where the remedial activities 

may include in-eitu treatment, or the excavation and removal of the contaminated soil, the 

depth and area1 extent of contamination must be known as accurately as possible. 

Surface soil samples 8erve to characterize the extent of m&ace contamination at various &es. 

These samples may be collected during initial site screening to determine gross contamination 

levels and levels of personal protection required as part of more intensive field sampling 

activities, to gather more detailed site data during design, or to determine the need for, or 

success of, cleanup actions. 

Site construction activities may require that the engineering and physical properties of soil 

and rock be determined. Soil types, bearing &rength, compressibility, permeability, 

plasticity, and moisture content are some of the geotechnical chara&ristics that may be 

determined by laboratory tests of soil samples. Rock quality, Btrength, stratigraphy, 

structure, etc. oRen are needed to design’ and cormtruct deep foundations or remedial 

components. 

5.1 Rock Cores 

Once rock coring has been completed and the core recovered, the rock core must. be carefully 

removed from the barrel, placed in a core tray (previously labeled “top” and “bottom” to avoid 

confusion), claaaified, and measured for percentage of recovery, a~ well as the rock quality . 

designation (RQD) (see SOP FlOl). If split-barrels are used, the core may be measured and 

classified in the split barrel after opening and then transferred to a core box. 
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Each core ahall be described and classified on a Field Test Boring Record using a uniform 

system a~ presented in SOP FlOl. If moisture content will be determined or if it is desirable to 

prevent drying (e.g., to prevent ehrinkage of hydrated formations) or oxidation of the core, the 

core must be wrapped in plastic sleeves immediately after logging. Each plastic sleeve ahall 

be labeled with indelible,i& The boring number, run number and the footage represented in. 

each sleeve shall be included, as well as the top and bottom of the core run. 

After sampling, rock cores must be placed in the sequence of recovery in wooden or plastic core 

boxes provided by the drilling contractor. Rock cores from two different boringa shall not be 

placed in the same core box. The core boxes should be constructed to accommodate at least 20 

linear feet of core in rows of approximately five feet each and should be constructed with 

hinged tops secured with screws, and a latch (usually a hook and eye) to keep the top securely 

fastened. Wood partitions shall be placed at the end of each core run and between rows. The 

depth from the mu-face of the boring to the top and bottom of the drill run and the run number 

shall be marked on the wooden partitions with indelible ink. The order of placing cores ahall 

be the mrne in all core boxes. The top of each core obtained should be clearly and permanently 

marked on each box. The width of each row must be compatible with the core diameter to 

prevent lateral movement of the core in the box. Similarly, any empty space in a row shall be 

filled with an appropriate filler material or spacers to prevent longitudinal movement of the 

core in the box. 

The inside and outside of the core-box lid shall be marked by indelible iuk to show all 

pertinent data pertaining to the box’s contents. At a minimum, the following information 

must be included: 

Project name 
Date 
CT0 number 
Boring number 
Footage (depths) 
Run number(s) 
Recovery 
Rock Quality Designation (RQD) 
Box number (x of x) 

It is also useful to draw a large diagram of the core in the box, on the inaide of the box top. Thia 
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provides more room for elevations, run numbers, recoveries, comments, etc., than could be 

entered on the upper edges of partitions or apacee in the core box. 

For easy retrieval when core boxes are stacked, the sides and ends of the box should also be 

labeled and include CT0 number, boring number, top and bottom depths of core and box 

number. 

Due to the weight of the core, a filled core box should always be handled by two people. Core 

boxes stored on site should be protected from the weather. The core boxes should be removed 

from the site in a careful manner as soon as possible. Exposure to extreme heat or cold ahould 

be avoided whenever possible. 

5.2 Subsurface Soil Samples 

This section discusses three methods for collecting subsurface soil samples: (1) split-spoon 

sampling; (2) shelby tube sampling; and, (3) bucket auger sampling. All three methods yield 

samples suitable for laboratory analysis, Copies of the ASTM procedures for split-spoon 

sampling and Shelby-tube sampling are provided in Attachments A and B, respectively. 

52.1 Split-Barrel (Split-Spoon) Sampling 

The following procedures are to be used for split-spoon, geotechnical soil sampling: 

1. Clean out the borehole to the desired sampling depth using equipment that will ensure 
that the material to be sampled is not disturbed by the operation. 

2. Side-discharge bits are permissible. A bottom-discharge bit should not be used. The 
process of jetting through the sampler and then sampling when the desired depth is 
reached shall not be permitted. Where casing is used, it may not be driven below the 
sampling elevation. 

3. The two-inch O.D. split-barrel sampler should be driven with blows from a 140~pound 
hammer falling 30 inches in accordance with ASTM D1586-34, Standard Penetration 
Test. 

4. Repeat this operation at intervals not longer than 5 feet in homogeneous strata, or as 
specified in the Sampling and AnalysisPlan. 

5. Record on the Field Test Boring Record or field logbook the number of blows required 
to effect each six inches of penetration or fraction thereof. The first six inches is 
considered to be a seating drive. The sum of the number of blows required for the 
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second and third six inches of penetration is termed the penetration resistance, N. If 
the sampler is driven leas than 18 inches, the penetration resistance is that for the last 
one foot of penetration. (If less than one foot is penetrated, the logs shall state the 
number of blows and the fraction of one foot penetrated.) In cases where samples are 
driven 24 inches, the sum of second and third six-inch increments will be used to 
calculate the penetration resistance. (Refusal of the SPT will be noted as 50 blows over 
an interval equal to or less than 6 inches; the interval driven will be noted with the 
blow count.) 

6. Bring the sampler to the surface and remove both-ends and one half of the split-spoon. 
such that the soil recovered rests in the remaining half of the barrel. Describe 
carefully the recovery (length), composition, structure, consistency, color, condition, 
etc. of the recovered soil according to SOP FlOl; then put into jars without ramming. 
Jars with samples not taken for chemical analysis should be sealed with wax, or 
hermetically sealed (using a teflon cap liner) to prevent evaporation of the soil 
moisture. Affi labels to the jar and complete Chain-of-Custody and other required 
sample data forms (see SOP F302). Protect samples against extreme temperature 
changes and breakage by placing them in appropriate cartons stored in a protected 
area. 

7. Split-spoon samplers shall be decontaminated after each use and prior to the initial 
use at a site according to SOP F501. 

In addition to collecting soils for geotechnical purposes, split-spoon sampling can be employed 

to obtain samples for environmental analytical analysis. The following procedures are to be 

used for split-spoon, environmental soil sampling 

1. Follow sample collection procedures 1 through 6 as outlined in Section 5.2.1. 

2. After sample collection, remove the soil from the split-spoon sampler. Prior to filling 
laboratory containers, the soil sample should be mixed thoroughly as possible to 
ensure that the sample is as representative as possible of the sample interval. Soil 
samples for volatile organic compounds should not be mixed. Further, sample 
containers for volatile organic compounds analyses should be filled completely without 
head space remaining in the container to minimize volatilization. 

3. Record all pertinent sampling information such as soil description, sample depth, 
sample number, sample location, and time of sample collection in the Field Test 
Boring Record or field logbook. In addition, label, tag, and number the sample 
bottle(s). 

4. Pack the samples for shipping (see SOP F300). Attach seal to the shipping package. 
Make sure that Chain-of-Custody Forma and Sample Request Forma are properly 
filled out and enclosed or attached (see SOP F301). 

5. Decontaminate the split-spoon sample as described in SOP F501. Replace disposable 
latex gloves between sample stations to prevent cross-contaminating samples. 
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For obtaining composite soil samples (see Definition& a slightly modified approach i8 

employed. Each individual discrete soil aample from the desired aample interval will be 

placed into a 8tainless-ateel, decontaminated bowl prior to filling the laboratory sample 

containers. Special care should be taken to cover the bowl between samples with aluminum 

foil to minimize volatilization. Immediately after obtaining aoile from the desired sampling 

interval, the sample to be analyzed for Volatile organic Compound8 (VOCs) should 6e. _ 

collected. Care should be taken to obtain a representative sampling of each sample interval. 

The remaining soils should be thoroughly mixed. Adequate mixing can be achieved by 

etirring in a circular fashion and occasionally turning the soils over. Once the remaining soils 

have been thoroughly combined, samples for analysee other than VOCs should be placed into 

the appropriate sampling containers. 

5.24 Thin-Wall (She!by Tube) Sampling 

When it is desired to take undisturbed samples of soil for phy8ical laboratory testing, thin- 

walled seamless tube samplers (Shelby tubes) will be used. The following method applies: 

1. Clean out the hole to the eampling elevation, being careful to minimize the chance for 
disturbance or contamination of the material to be sampled. 

2. The use of bottom discharge bit-a or jetting through an open-tube sampler to clean out 
the hole shall not be allowed. Any side discharge bit8 are permitted. 

3. The sampler must be of a stationary piston-type, to limit sample disturbance and aid 
in retaining the sample. Either the hydraulically operated or control rod activated- 
type of stationary piston sampler may be used. Prior to inserting the tube sampler in 
the hole, check to ensure that the Bampler head contains a check valve. The check 
valve is necessary to keep water in the rods from pushing the sample out of the tube 
sampler during sample withdrawal and to maintain a euction within the tube to help 
retain the sample. 

4. With the sampling tube resting on the bottom of the hole and the water level in the 
boring at the natural groundwater level or above, push the tube into the soil by a 
continuous and rapid motion, without impacting or twisting. In no case shall the tube 
be pushed further than the length provided for the soil sample. Allow a free space in 
the tube for cuttings and sludge. 

5. After pushing the tube, the sample ehould eit 5 to 15 minutes prior to removal. 
Immediately before removal, the sample must be sheared by rotating the rods with a 
pipe wrench a minimum of two revolutions. 

6. Upon removal of the sampler tube from the hole, meamue the length of sample in the 
tube and also the length penetrated. Remove disturbed material in the upper end of 
the tube and measure the length of sample again. After removing at least an inch of 
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coil, from the lower end and after inserting an impervious disk, 8eaI both end8 of the 
tube with at least a l/2-inch thickness of wax applied in a way that will prevent the 
wax from entering the sample. Newspaper or other type8 of filler mu8t be placed in 
voids at either end of the sampler prior to sealing with wax. Place plaetic cap8 on the 
end8 of the sampler, tape them into place and then dip the end8 in wax to seal them. 

7. AfIb label8 to the tubes and record sample number, depth, penetration, and recovery 
length on the label. Mark the same information and “up”.direction on the tube with. 
indelible ink, and mark the end of the sample. Complete chain-of-y and other 
required form8 (see SOP F302). Do not allow tube8 to freeze, and etore the sample8 
vertically (with the Bame orientation they had in the ground, i.e., top of sample is up) 
in a cool place out of the 8un at all timea. Ship samples protected with suitable 
resilient packing material to reduce chock, vibration, and disturbance. 

8. From soil removed from the end8 of the tube, make a careful de8cription ueing the 
methods presented in SOP FlOl. 

9. When thin-wall tube sampler8 are u8ed to collect soil for certain chemical analysee, it 
may be necessary to avoid using wax, newspaper, or other fillers. The SAP for each 
site should address epecific material8 allowed dependent on analytes being tested. 

Thin-walled undisturbed tube 8amplere are re8tricted in their usage by the coneistency of the 

soil to be sampled. O&n very loose and/or wet samples cannot be retrieved by the samplers, 

and soil8 with a COn8i8tenCy m exce88 Of very stiff CannOt be penetrated by the BarnpIer. 

Device8 such a8 Dension or Pitcher core8 can be used in conjunction with the tube 8ampler8 to 

obtain undisturbed samples of BtifY soils. Using these device8 normally increases sampling 

costs and, therefore, their u8e should be weighed against the increased cost and the need for an 

undieturbed sample. In any ca8e, if a sample cannot be obtained with a tube nnmpler, an 

attempt should be made with a split-spoon sampler at the same depth BO that at least one 

sample can be obtained for classification purposes. 

5.2.3 Bucket (Hand) Auger Sampling 

Hand augering is the most common manual method used to collect sub8urface samples. 

Typically, Pinch auger bucket8 with cutting head8 are pushed and twieted into the ground 

and removed a8 the bucket8 are filled. The auger holes are advanced one bucket at a time. 

The practical depth of investigation using a hand auger is related to the material being. 

sampled. In 8and8, augering is usually easily accomplished, but the depth of investigation is 

controlled by the depth at which sands begin to cave. At this point, auger hole8 usually begin 

to collapse and cannot practically be advanced to lower depths, and further samples, if 

required, muet be collected using 8ome type of pushed or driven device. Hand augering may 
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also become dificult in tight clays or cemented sands. At depths approaching 20 feet, torquing 

of hand auger extensions becomes so severe that in resistant materials, powered methods must 

be used if deeper samples are required. 

When a vertical sampling interval has been established, one auger. bucket is used to advance 

the auger hole to the first desired trampling depth. If the sample at this location is to be a , _ 

vertical composite of all intervals, the same bucket may be used to advance the hole, aewe - 

collect subsequent samples in the same hole. However, if discrete grab samples are to be 

collected to characterize each depth, a new bucket must be placed on the end of the auger 

extension immediately prior to collecting the next sample. The top several inches of soil 

should be removed from the bucket to minimize the chances of cross-contamination of the 

sample from fall-in of material from the upper portions of the hole. The bucket auger should 

be decontaminated between samples a8 outlined in SOP F502. 

In addition to hand augering, powered augers can be used to advance a boring for subsurface 

soil collection. However, this type of equipment is technically a sampling aid and not a 

sampling device, and 20 to 25 feet is the typical lower depth range for this equipment. It is 

used to advance a hole to the required sample depth, at which point a hand auger is usually 

used to collect the sample. 

5.3 Surface Soil Samples 

Surface soils are generally classified a~ soils between the ground surface and 6 to 12 inches 

below ground surface. For loosely packed surface soils, stainless steel ‘(organic analyses) or 

plastic (inorganic analyses) scoops or trowels, can be used to collect representative samples. 

For densely packed soils or deeper soil samplea, a hand or power soil auger may be used. 

The following methods are to be ueed: 

1. Use a soil auger for deep samples (greater than 12 inches) or a scoop or trowel for 
surface samples. Remove debris, rocks, twigs, and vegetation before collecting the 
sample. 

2. Immediately transfer the sample to the appropriate sample container. Attach a label 
and identification tag. Record all required information in the field logbook and on the . 
sample log sheet, chain-of-custody record, and other required forms. 
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5. Pack and ship aa de&bed in SOP F300. 

6. Mark the location with a numbered stake if possible and locate sample points on a 
sketch of the site or on a sketch in the field logbook. 

When a representative cornposited sample is to be prepared (e.g., samples taken from a 
gridded area or from several different depths), it is best to compoeite individual 
samples in the laboratory where they can be more precisely composited on a weight or 
volume basis. If this ie not possible, the individual samples (all of equal volume, i.e., 
the sample bottles should be full) should be placed in a stainless &eel bucket, mixed 
thoroughly using a stainleas &eel spatule or trowel, and a composite Bample collected. 
In some cases, aa delineated in project-specific sampling and analysis plans, laboratory 
compositing of the samples may be more appropriate than field cornpositing. Samples 
to be analyzed for parameters sensitive to volatilization should be cornposited and 
placed into the appropriate sample bottles immediately upon collection. 

7. 

-F- 
6.0 
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Classify and record a description of the sample, as discussed in SOP FlOl. 
Descriptions for surface coil sample6 should be recorded in the field logboolr; 
descriptions for soil samples collected with power or hand augere shall be recorded on a 
Field Test Boring Record. 

Store the sampling utensil in a plastic bag until decontamination or disposal. Use a 
new or freshlydecontaminated sampling utensil for each sample taken. 

- - : 

QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Where applicable, Field Teet Boring Records and Test Boring Record8 will 8erve as the quality 

assurance records for subsurface coil samples, rock cores and near surface soil samples 

collected with a hand or power auger. Observations shall be recorded in the Field Logbook as 

described in SOP F303. Chain-of-Custody records shall be completed for samples collected for 

laboratory analysis as described in SOP F302. 
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ASTM, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

2. American Society for Testing and Materials, 1987. Standard Practice for Thin-Walled 

Tube Sampling of Soils. Method D1587-83, Annual Book of Standards, ASTM, 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
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ASTM, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

4. U. S. EPA, 1991. Standard Operating Procedures and Qualitv Assurance Manual. 

Environmental Compliake Branch, U. S. EPA, Environmental Services Division, Athens,. - _ 
Georgia. 
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It is also useful to draw a large diagram of the core in the box, on the inside of the box top. This 

provides more room for elevations, run numbers, recoveries, comments, etc., than could be 

entered on the upper edges of partitions or spaces in the core box. 

For easy retrieval when core boxes are stacked, the sides and ends of the box should also be. 

labeled and include CT0 number, boring number, top and bottom depths of core and box 

number. 

Due to the weight of the core, a f&d core box should always be handled by two people. Core 

boxes stored on site should be protected from the weather. The core boxes should be removed 

from the site in a careful manner as soon as possible. Exposure to extreme heat or cold should 

be avoided whenever possible. 

53 Subsurface Soil Samples 

This section discusses three methods for collecting subsurface soil samples: (1) split-spoon 

sampling, (2) shelby tube sampling, and, (3) bucket auger sampling. All three methods yield 

samples suitable for laboratory analysis. Copies of the ASThI procedures for split-spoon 

sampling and Shelby-tube sampling are provided in Attachments A and B, respectively. 

6.2.1 Split-Barrel (Split-Spoon) Sampling 

The following procedures are to be used for split-spoon, geotechnical soil sampling 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Clean out the borehole tc the desired sampling depth using equipment tbat will ensure 
that the material to be sampled is not distmbed by the operation. 

Side-discharge bits are permissible. A bottom-discharge bit should not be used. The 
process of jetting through the sampler and then sampling when the desired depth is 
reached shall not be permitted. Where casing is used, it may not be driven below the 
sampling elevation. 

The two-inch O.D. split-barrel sampler should be driven with blows from a 140-pound 
hammer falling 30 inches in accordance with ASTM D1586-84, Standard Penetration . 
Test. 

Repeat this operation at intervals not longer than 5 feet in homogeneous strata, or as 
specified in the Sampling and Analysis Plan. 
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5. Record on the Field Test Boring Record or field logbook the number of blows required 
to effect each six inches of penetration or fraction thereof. The fust six inches is 
considered to be a seating drive. The sum of the number of blows required for the 
second and third six inches of penetration is termed the penetration resistance, N. If 
the sampler is driven less than 18 inches, the penetration resistance is that for the last 
one foot of penetration. (If less than one foot is penetrated the logs shall state the 
number of blows and the fraction of one foot penetrated.) In cases where samples are 
driven 24 inches, the sum of second and third six-inch increments will be used to 
calculate the penetration resistance. (Refusal of the SPT will be noted as 80 blows over - 
an interval equal to or less than 6 inches; the interval driven will be noted with the 
blow count.) 

6. Bring the sampler to the surface and remove both ends and one half of the split-spoon - 
such that the soil recovered rests in the remaining half of the barrel. Describe 
carefully the recovery (length), composition, structure, consistency, color, condition, 
etc. of the recovered soil according to SOP FlOl; then put into jars without ramming. 
Jars with samples not taken for chemical analysis should be sealed with wax, or 
hermetically sealed (using a teflon cap liner) to prevent evaporation of the soil 
moisture. Affix labels to the jar and complete Chain-of-Custody and other required 
sample data forms’(see SOP F302). Protect samples against extreme temperature 
changes and breakage by placing them in appropriate cartons stored in a protected 
area. 

7. Split-spoon samplers shall be decontaminated after each use and prior to the initial 
use at a site according to SOP F501. 

In addition to collecting soils for geotechnical purposes, split-spoon sampling can be employed 

to obtain samples for environmental analytical analysis. The following procedures are to be 

used for split-spoon, environmental soil sampling: 

1. Follow sample collection procedures 1 through 6 as outlined in Section 5.2.1. 

2. After sample collection, remove the soil from the split-spoon sampler. Prior to Nling 
laboratory containers, the soil sample should be mixed thoroughly as possible to 
ensure that the sample is as representative as possible of the sample interPaL Soil 
samples for volatile organic compound8 should not be mixed. Further, sample 
containers for volatile organic compounds analyses should be filled completely without 
head space remaining in the container to minimize volatilization 

3. Record all pertinent sampling information such as soil description, sample depth, 
sample number, sample location, and time of sample collection in the Field Test 
Boring Record or field logbook. In addition, label, tag, and number the sample 
bottle(s). 

4. Pack the samples for shipping (see SOP F3001. Attach seal to the shipping package. 
Make sure that Chain-of-Custody Forms and Sample Request Forms are properly 
filled out and enclosed or attached (see SOP F301). 

6. Decontaminate the split-spoon sample as described in SOP F501. Replace disposable 
latex gloves between sample stations to prevent cross-contaminating samples. 
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For obtaining composite soil samples (see Definitions), a slightly modified approach is 

employed. Each individual discrete soil sample from the desired sample interval will be placed 

into a stainless-steel, decontaminated bowl prior to filling the laboratory sample containers. 

Special care should be taken to cover the bowl between samples with aluminum foil to 

minimize volatilization Immediately after obtaining soils from the desired sampling interval, - 

the sample to be analyzed for Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) should be collected. Care 

should be taken to obtain a representative sampling of each sample interval. The remaining 

soils should be thoroughly mixed. Adequate mixing can be achieved by stirring in a circular 

fashion and occasionally turning the soils over. Once the remaining soils have been 

thoroughly combined, samples for analyses other than VOCs should be placed into the 

appropriate sampling containers. 

6.2.2 Thin-Wall (Shelby Tube) Sampling 

When it is desired to t&e undisturbed samples of soil for physical laboratory testing, thin- 

walled seamless tube samplers (Shelby tubes) will be used. The following method applies: 

1. Clean out the hole to the sampling elevation, being careful to minimize the chance for 
disturbance or contamination of the material to be sampled. 

2. The use of bottom discharge bits or jetting through an open-tube sampler to clean out 
the hole shall not be allowed. Any side discharge bits are permitted. 

3. The sampler must be of a stationary piston-type, to limit sample disturbance and aid 
in retaining the sample. Either the hydraulically operated or control rod activated- 
type of stationary piston sampler may be used. Prior to inserting the tube sampler in 
the hole, check to ensure that the sampler head contains a check valve. The check 
valve is necessary to keep water in the rods from pushing the sample out of the tube 
sampler during sample withdrawal and to maintain a suction within the tube to help 
retain the sample. 

4. With the sampliig tube resting on the bottom of the hole and the water level in the 
boring at the natural groundwater level or above, push the tube into the soil by a 
continuous and rapid motion, without impacting or twisting. In no case shall the tube 
be pushed further than the length provided for the soil sample. Allow a free space in 
the tube for cuttings and sludge. 

5. After pushing the tube, the sample should sit 5 to 15 minutes, prior to removal. 
Immediately before removal, the sample must be sheared by rotating the rods with a 
pipe wrench a minimum of two revolutions. 
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6. Upon removal of the sampler tube from the hole, measure the length of sample in the 
tube and also the length penetrated. Remove disturbed material in the upper end of 
the tube and measure the length of sample again. After removing at least an inch of 
soil, from the lower end and after inserting an impervious disk, seal both ends of the 
tube with at least a l/2-inch thickness of wax applied in a way that will prevent the 
wax from entering the sample. Newspaper or other types of filler must be placed in 
voids at either end of the sampler prior to sealing with wax. Place plastic caps on the 
end8 of the sampler, tape them ‘into place and then dip the ends in wax to seal them. ‘. . 

. * 

- 7. Affix labels to the tubes and record sample number, depth, Penetration, and recovery 
length on the label. Mark the same information and “up” direction on the tube with 
indelible ink, and mark the end of the sample. Complete chain-ofcustody and other 
required forms (see SOP P302). Do not allow tubes to freeze, and store the samples 
vertically (with the same orientation they had in the ground, i.e., top of sample is up) 
in a cool place out of the 8un at all times. Ship samples protected with suitable 
resilient packing material to reduce shock, vibration, and disturbance. 

8. prom soil removed from the ends of the tube, make a careful description using the 
methods presented in SOP FlOl. . 

9. When thin-wall tube samplers are used to collect aoil for certain chemical analyses, it 
may be necessary to avoid using wax, newspaper, or other tillers. The SAP for each 
site should address specific material8 allowed dependent on analytes being tested. 

Thin-walled undisturbed tube samplers are restricted in their usage by the consistency of the 

soil to be sampled. Oiten very loose and/or wet sample8 cannot be retrieved by the samplers, 

and soils with a consistency in excess of very stiff cannot be penetrated by the sampler. 

Device8 such as Dension or Pitcher core8 can be used in conjunction with the tube samplers to 

obtain undisturbed sample8 of stiff soils. Using these device8 normally increase8 sampling 

costs and, therefore, their use should be weighed against the increased cost and the need for an 

undisturbed sample. In any case, if a sample cannot be obtained with a tube sampler, an 

attempt should be made with a splitspoon sampler at the same depth so that at least one 

sample can be obtained for classification purposes. 

5.2.3 Bucket (aand) Auger Sampling 

Hand augering is the meet common manual method used to collect subsurface samples. 

Typically, Pinch auger buckets with cutting heads are pushed and twisted into the ground and 

removed as the buckets are filled. The auger holes are advanced one bucket at a time. The 

practical depth of investigation using a hand auger is related to the material being sampled. 

In sands, augering is usually easily accomplished, but the depth of investigation is controlled 

by the depth at which sands begin to cave. At this point, auger hole8 usually begin to collapse 
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and cannot practically be advanced to lower depths, and further samples, if required, must be 

collected using some type of pushed or driven device. Hand augering may also become difficult 

in tight clays or cemented sands. At depths approaching 20 feet, torquing of hand auger 

extensions becomes so severe that in resistant materials, powered methods must be used if 

deeper samples are required. 

When a vertical sampling interval has been established, one auger bucket is used to advance 

the auger hole to the fast desired sampling depth If the sample at this location is to be a 

vertical composite of all intervals, the same bucket may be used to advance the hole, as well 

collect subsequent samples in the same hole. However, if discrete grab samples are to be 

collected to characterize each depth, a new bucket must be placed on the end of the auger 

extension immediately prior to collecting the nest sample. The top several inches of soil 

should be removed fium the bucket to minimize the chances of cross-contamination of the 

sample from fall-in of material from the upper portions of the hole. The bucket auger should 

be decontaminated between samples as outlined in SOP F502. 

In addition to hand augering, powered augers an be used to advance a boring for subsurface 

soil collection.. However, .this type of equipment is technically a ssmpling aid and not a 

sampling device, and 20 to 25 feet is the typical lower depth range for this equipment. It is 

used to advance a hole to the required sample depth, at which point a hand auger is usually 

used to collect the sample. 

6.3 Surface Soil Samples 

Surface soils are generally classified as soils between the ground surface and 6 to 12 inches 

below ground surface. For loosely packed surface soils, stainless steel Iorganic analyses> or 

plastic (inorganic analyses) scoop8 or trowels, can be used to collect representative samples. 

For densely packed soils or deeper soil samples, a hand or power soil auger may be used- 

The following methods are to be used: 

1. Use a soil auger for deep samples (greater than 12 inches) or a scoop or trowel for 
surface samples. Remove debris, rocks,. twigs, and vegetation before collecting the 
sample. 
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2. Immediately transfer the sample to the appropriate sample container. Attach a label 
and identification tag. Record all required information in the field logbook and on the 
sample log sheet, chain-of&stody record, and other required forms. 

3. Classify and record a description of the sample, as discussed in SOP FlOl. 
Descriptions for surface soil samples should be recorded in the field logbook; 
descriptions for soil samples collected with power or hand augers shall be recorded on a 
Field Test Boring Record. 

4. Store the samplii utensil in a plastic bag until decontamination or disposal. Use a 
new or freshly-decontaminated sampling utensil for each sample taken. 

5. Pack and ship as described in SOP F300. 

6. Mark the location with a numbered stake if possible and locate sample points on a 
sketch of the site or on a sketch in the field logbook. 

7. When a representative composited sample is to be prepared (e.g., samples taken from a 
gridded area or from several different depths), it is best to composite individual 
samples in the laboratory where they can be more precisely composited on a weight or 
volume basis. If this is not possible, the individual samples (all of equal volume, i.e., 
the sample bottles should be full) should be placed in a stainless steel bucket, mixed 
thoroughly using a stainless steel spatula or trowel, and a composite sample collected. 
In some cases, as delineated in project-specific sampling and analysis plans, laboratory 
compositing of the samples may be more appropriate than field cornpositing. Samples 
to be analyzed for parameters sensitive to volatilization should be composited and 
placed into the appropriate sample bottles immediately upon collection. 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Where applicable, Field Test Boring Records and Test Boring Records will serve as the quality 

assurance records for subsurface soil samples, rock cores and near surface soil samples 

collected with a hand or power auger. Observations shall be recorded in the Field Logbook as 

described in SOP F303. Chain-of-Custody records shall be completed for samples coKxt.ed for 

laboratory analysis as described in SOP F302. 

7.0 REFERENCES 

1. American Society for Testing and Materials, 1987. Standard Method for Penetration Test 
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Standard Method for 
Penetration Test and Split-Barrel Sampling of Soils’ 

This sundard is issued under the tixaJ designation D 1586; the aumba immodiatcly folhiag the dkgnatioa indkatu the yar d 
ofigind adopfion or. in the asc of misio& lhc yard last rhsion. A mmbcf in pmrcati indhta lbc yar of La fuppmd. A 
rupmaipf qdon (t) indicates aa dimid change since fhc let &a of rclporovd. 

This method has been appnwaifor use by agnuies of the Dcpanment ~D&ue at&in list& in he DOD Inakx d~knrimrs and 
Siamfar&. 

I. scope 

1.1 This method describes the procedure, generally 
known as the Standard Penetration Test (SPT), for driving a 
split-barrel sampler to obtain a rcprcsentative soil sample 
and a measure of the resistance of the soil to penetration of 
the sampk. 

1.2 This standard may involve hazardous materials, oper- 
ations, and equipment. This stanakrd does not purport to 
address all of the safety problems associated with its use. It is 
the responsibiiity of whoever uses this standard to consult and 
establish appropriate safzty and health pcaaices and deter- 
mine the upplicability of regufarory limitufions prior to use. 
For a specific precautionary statement, see 5.4.1. 

1.3 The values stated in inch-pound units are to be 
~regardedasthestandaxd 

2. Referenced Documents 

2. I ASTM Standa&: 
. 

D2487 Test Method for Classification of Soils for Engi- 
neering Purpose52 

D 2488 Practice for Description and Identification of Soii 
(visual-Manual Proadmy 

D4220 Practices for Preserving and Transporting Soil 
SamplCS2 

3. Descriptions of Terms Specific to This Standard 

3.1 anvil-that portion of the ~driveweight assembly 
which the hammer strikes and through which the hammer 
energy passes into the drill rods. 

3.2 catheud-the rotating drum or windlass in the rope- 
cathead lift system around which the operator wraps a rope 
to lift and drop the hammer by successively tightening and 
loosening the rope turm around the drum. 

3.3 drill ro&--rods used to transmit downward force and 
torque to the drill bit while drilling a borehole. 

3.4 drive-weight assembly-a device consisting of the 
hammer, hammer fall guide, the anvil, and any hammer 
drop system. 

3.5 hummer-that portion of the drive-weight assembly 
consisting of the 140 f 2 lb (63.5 f 1 kg) impact weight 
which is successively l&d and dropped to provide the 
energy that accomplishes the sampling and penetration. 

.@- ’ This method is unda the jmisdicfioa of ASTM Cammincc Dl8 oa Suil ad 
Rock mui is the dim rrsponribility of Subcommitte 018.02 on SImpLiag and 
Rdatcd Add Tchg for Soil hvcnigatioar 

Cumnt edition approved Sept. I 1.1984. Pubhhcd November 1984. Drigirully 
pubhhed LI D 1586 - 58 T. Last pmvious edition D 1586 - 67 (1974). 

1 Annual Bask of ASTM Slandards, VolO4.08. 

. 

3.6 hammer drop system-that portion of the dtive 
weight assembly by which the’ operator accomplishes the 
lifting and dropping of the hammer to produce the blow. 

3.7 hammer fall guide-that part of the driveweight 
assembly used to guide the fail of the hammer. 

3.8 N-vdue-the blowcount rqmscntation of the pcne 
tmtion msistana of the soil. The N-value, reported in blows 
per foot, equals the sum of the number of blows nxp&d to 
drive the sampler over the depth interval of 6 to 18 in. (150 
to 450 mm) (see 7.3). 

3.9 AN-the number of blows obtained Corn each of the 
6-in. (150-mm) intm of sampler pcnetxation (see 73). 

3.10 number of rope twnt--thc total axtact an@e Ix- 
tweentheropcandthtcatheadatthebeginniagofthc 
operator’s rope slackening to drop the hammer, divided by 
360’ (see Fa 1). 

3.1 I sampling ruds-rods that conned the drive-weight 
assembly to the sampler. Dtill mds are of&n used for this 
Purpose. 

3.12 SFT*bbreviation for Standard Penetration Ta a 
term by which engineers commonly r&r to this method. . 

4. Sicana and Use 
4.1 This method provides a soil sample for identification 

purposes and for laboratory tests appropriate for soil ob- 
tained from a sampIer that may produa large shear strain 
dimrbma in the sample. 

4.2 This method is used extensively in a great variety of 
geotazhnical exploration projcctr Many local correlations 
and widely published comlations which &ate SPT blow- 
count, or N-value, and the engineering behavior of earth- . 
works and foundations are available. 

5. Apparatus 

5.1 Drilling Equipment-Any billing equipment that 
provides at the time of sampling a suitably dean open hole 
before insertion of the sampler and ennves that the pcnetra- 
tion M is performed on undisturbed soil shah be acoeptable. 
The following pieces of equipment have proven to be 
suitable for advancing a borehole in some subsurface cot& 
tiOns. 

5.1.1 Drag, Chopping, and Fishuil Bits, less than 6.5 in. 
(162 mm) and grcatcr than 2.2 in. (56 mm) in diamctCr.r!IaY 
be used in conjuction with open-hole rotary drilli!@ or 
casing-advanameat drilling methods To avoid disturba 
of the underlying soil, bottom dkharge bits are not per- 
mittad; only side discharge bits an permitted 

5. I.2 Roller-Cone Biu. less than 6.5 in. (162 mm) and 
greater than 2.2 in. (56 mm) in diameter may be used in 

. 
I 
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Standard Practice for 
Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of Soils’ 

This standard is iwed under Ihe fixed designation D 1587; the number immcdiatdy fbllorving the dcsignatim indiitcs Ihc )+u of 

original adoption or. in the cast of revision, ~hc yar of Im revision. A number in paremhhaa indiitcs the yeu of last rrrppmva,l. A 
supe&pt epsilon (4) indicrter an editorial change since the Lm revision M rapprwrl. 

1. scope 
1 .l This practice covers a procedure for using a thin- 

walled metal tube to recover relatively undisturbed soil 
samples suitable for laboratory tests of structural properties. 
Thin-walled tubes used in piston, plug, or rotary-type sam- 
plers, such as the Denison or Pitcher, must comply with the 
portions of this practice which describe the thin-walled tubes 
(5.3). 

NOTE I-This praaia does not apply to liners used within the above 

SiUllpluS. 

2. Referenced Documents 

2.1 ASTM Slandar&: 
. D 2488 Practice for Description and Identification of Soi& 

(Visual-Manual Proced~re)~ 

- D 3550 Practice for Ring-Lined Barrel Sampling of So@ 

(- 
D4220 Practices for Preserving and Transporting Soil 

SampIes 

3. Summary of Practice 
3.1 A relatively undisturbed sample is obtained by 

pressing a thin-wall& metal tube into the in-situ soil, 
removing the soil-filled tube, and sealing the ends to prevent 
the soil from being disturbed or losing moisture. 

4. Sigdficance and Use 

.4.1 Thii practice, or Practice D 3550, is used when it is 
necessary to obtain a relatively undisturbed specimen suit- 
able for laboratory tests of structural properties or other tests 
that might be influenced by soil disturbqnce. 

5. Apparatus 
5.1 Drillirzg Equipmenl-Any drilling quipment may be 

used that provides a reasonably clean hole; that does not 
disturb the soil to be sampled; and that does not hinder the 
penetration of the thin-walled sampler. Open borehole 
diameter and the inside diameter of driven casing or hollow 
stem auger shall not exceed 3.5 times the outside diameter of 
the thin-walled tube. 

5.2 Sampler Insertion Equipment. shall be adequate to 
provide a relatively rapid continuous penetration force. For 

.--- ’ This pm&c is under tic jutisdiaion ofA!XM Commiltcc D-18 on Soil and 
I Lock and is the direct rcsponsibilily’of Subcommitlcc Dl8.02 on Sampling and 

Re!atcd Field Testing for Soil Invertigations. 
Cut-mm edition appmved Aug. 17. 1983. Published October 1981. Originally 

published as D 1587 - 58 T. Last prwious edition D 1587 - 74. 

2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards. VolO4.01. 

hard formations it may be necessary, although not recom- 
mended, to drive the thin-walled tube sampler. 

5.3 Thin-Walled Tubes, should be manufactured as 
shown in Fe 1. They should have an outside diameter of 2 
to 5 in. and be made of metal having adequate strength for 
use in the soil and formation intended. Tubes shall be clean 
and free of all surface irregularities including projecting weld 
seams. 

5.3.1 Length of Tubes-Sa Table 1 and 6.4. 
5.3.2 Tolerances, shall be within the limits shown in Table 

2. 
5.3.3 Inside Clearance Ratio. should be I X or as speci- 

fied by the engineer or geologist for the soil and formation to 
be sampled. Genetally, the inside clearance ratio used should 
increase with the increase in plasticity of the soil being * 
sampled. See Fig. 1 for definition of inside clearance ratio. 

5.3.4 Cot7osion Prorection~msioa, whether from gal- 
vanic or chemical reaction, can damage or destroy both the 
thin-walled tube and the sample. Severity of damage is a 
function of time as well as interaction between the sample 
and the tube. Thin-walled tubes should have some form of - 
protective coating. Tubes which will contain samples for 
more than 72 h shall be coated. The type of coating to be 
used may vary depending upon the material to be sampled. 
Coatings may include a light coat of lubricating oil, lacquer. 
epoxy, Teflon, and others Type of coating must be specified 
by the engineer or geologist if storage will ticeed 72 h. 
Plating of the tubes or alternate base metals may be specified 
by the engineer or geologist. 

5.4 Sampler Head, serves to couple the thin-walled tube 
to the insertion equipment an4 together with the thin-walled 
tube, comprists the thin-walled tube sampler. The sampler 
head shall contain a suitable check valve and a venting area 
to the outside qual to or greater than the area through the 
check valve. Attachment of the head to the tube shaIl be 
concentric and coaxial to assure uniform application of force 
to the tube by the sampler insetion equipment .a 

6. Procedure 

6.1 Clean out the borehole to sampling elevation using 
whatever method is preferred that will ensure the material to 
be sampled is not disturbed. Ifgroundwater is encountered, 
maintain the liquid level in the borehole at or above ground 
water level during the sampling operation. 

6.2 Bottom discharge bits are not permitted. Side dis- 
charge bits may be used, with caution. Jetting through an 
open-tube sampler to clean out the borehole to sampling 
elevation is not permitted. Remove loose material from the 
center of a casing or hollow stern auger as carefully as 

. 
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Designation: !I 2113 - 83 (Reapproved 1987) 

Standard Practice for . 
Diamond Core Drilling #IF Site Invqtigationl 

. , 

1. SC-#* 
1.1 This piwticc describes bqulpment and proccdurts for 

diamond core drilling to suxux core samples of ti ;urd 
some soils that are too hard to sample by Soil-sunpIing 
methods. This method is ckscribcd in the context of ob- 
taining data for foundation design and geotccbnical to& 
nccring purposes rather than for mineral and mining cxplo- 

WlOll. 

2. Referenced ‘Documents 

2 I ASTAd Standards: 
D 1586 h4ethod for Penetration Test and Split-Barrel 

Sampling of Soils2 
D 1587 practice for Thin+Wallcd Tube San&ng of Soi@ 
D3550 Practice lot Ring-L&d Banzl Sampling of Soil8 

3. ~S~csnce and Use 

3.1 This practice is used to obtain core spccimcns of 
;- sup&or quality that icfkct the i&situ conditions of the 

materiaI and structure and which arc suitabk for standard 
physical-properties tests and stwtural-htegrity dcxcnuina- 
tion. 

4, Apparatus 
4.1 Drilling Machine, capabk. of providing rotation, feed, 

and rcuaction by hydraulic or mechaaical muas to the drill 
rods. 

4.2 Fluid Pump or kir Compresmr, capable of dclivtring 
su&knt volume and pressure for the diameter and depth of 
hole to be drilled. 

4.3 Core barrels, as ccquircdt : 
4.3.1 Single Tube ripe, WG Design, c~asisting of a’ 

hollow steel tube, with a bead at one end threaded for drill 
rod, and a threaded connection for a rcamiug shell and core 
bit at the other end. A core lifkr, or rctaix~ located within 
the con bit is aormal, but may be omincd at the discretion 
of the geologist or engineer. 

4.3.2 Double Tube, Swivel-‘l)tpe, WG Design-An as- 
scmbly of two concentric steel tubes joined and supported at 
the upper end by means of a ball or rokr-bcariag wivci 
arranged to permit rotation of the outer tube without causing 
rotation of the itiaer tube. The upper end of the outer tube, 
of removable head, is threaded for drill rod. A tie&xi 
connection is provided on the lower end of the oura tube for 

thCC4XCbiL 
4.3.4 Double Tube. Swivel l)pe. WMDesign is &n&u 10 

tic double tube. swivm WG desk& wccent that k 

inllcr tube. inllcr tube. 
43.5 Doubk 2bbe Sviv&Type, LmgrDhaeter Desk 43.5 Doubk 2bbe Sviv&Type, LmgrDhaeter Desk 

hsimilartothcdoubktabc,swiv~~~~ hsimilartothcdoubktabc,swiv~~~~ 
thcablitionolaballval~tacontcolfluidffow.in~threc thcablitionolaballval~tacontcolfluidffow.in~threc 
a&labktizermdthcaddidonofasludgebar;el,~ca!A 
bawyaxttiPgs,oathctwolargcrzites.neIrrgabamno 
design double tub swivd-typc, core bsrrds arc wailabkh~ 
three core per hole sizes as f&m 2% in. (69.85 mm) by 31 
in. (98.43 nun), 4 in (101.6 mm) by SYa ia (139.3 mm), md 
6 ia. (152.4 mm) by 7% la.. (lS6.85 mm). Their WC k 
gcncrally resewed lar very dctsllcd iavcsdgative work a. 
where otkr m@hods do not yield adequarc recavuy. 

43.6 Double Ykbe, sWiv&T&t, Retrievuble ImudS 
Method in which tk ccuAaden inner-Me assembly ‘r 
retlieved to Ihc surfice aad an empty inncr-ulbc asscmMj 
rerurncd to the &cc of the borcholc through the ma* 
brgebce driU rods without .ned for withdrawal and fi 
plawncnt of the drill r&s in the botchok, The inncr=UAx 
assembly coosists of an inner tube with rfqov&lc COre.liAu 
case and con lifter’at one end and a runovahle inner-toh 
head, swivel bea&g. rusptzlsian adjustment, and latchiq 
device with rclcasc mechanism on the oppc&e end. ‘Ib 
inner-tube kching d&x locks into a compk.ncatary rats 
in the wall of the outer tube such that the outer tuk nUyb- 
rotated without causing rotation of the inner tube and adi 
that the latch may be actuated and the inner-tube as%m&f 
transported by appropciate surface control The outer tubcil 
threaded for the matching, large-bore drill rod aud interru$ 
amfigured to receive the inner-tube Latching device at 00. 
end and thmded for a reaming shell and bit, or bit ady,~, 
the other end. 

4.4 Ldngiwdinally $0/i; Inner Mu--As opposed B. . 
coavcntionai cylindrical inner tubc~, allow inspection of, baa 
access 10, the em by simply removing one of the two h&h 
They are not sk@udkd but arc available foi most ak 
barrels including many of the ret&able inner-r&e WCS ! 
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4.5 Core Bit.r-Corc bits shall be s&a set with dia- 
no& impregnated with small diamond paxti~‘inscttcd 
rithtungstca carbiie al= ore hard-facedwith wious 
,hrd surfacing mad& or fun&hod in saw-tooth form, all 
85 appropriate to the formation being cored and with 
~amurrct~cc of the gcolo&t or engineer, Bit matrix material, 
Jowl shape, watcwity type, location and nwabu of water 
q~, diamond size and carat weight, and bit &c&g materials 
‘hII be for gcncral purpose use tmkss othc&sc approved by 
+c gfzologist or engineer, Nomid rizt of some bits is shown 
a Tzblc 1. 

i 46 Reuming She& shall be surface set with diamonds, 
qxegnatcd with smaU diamond pa&k, inserted with 
rsngsten carbide strips or slugs, hard faced with various types 
I$ bad surfacing materi&, or fursMud bfapk, all a~ 
qpxpriafe to the formation being cotdd * 
: 4.7 Core L~ers-Cofc Iifkfs of tbo @it&g trpt, either 
itJain or hard-faced, shall bc fkrnishal and maintained, along 
6th curelifter cases of. iaacrW~3 cxtcndona or I4ner-tube 
i&oq in good condition. Basket or finger-type liRat, to- 
~pthcrwithanywwaryadap&s,sbaIfbconthcjoband 
pailabkforuscwithcachco~badifsodirc&dbythc 
i~ogist or ennincer, 
I- 4J-GWgs~ I- 4J-GWgs~ 

48.1 Drive Pipe or Drive caring, rhau be rtaabrd weight 48.1 Drive Pipe or Drive caring, rhau be rtaabrd weight 
$cbduIe 40), extra-heavy (scbcdulc 80), double extra-heavy $cbduIe 40), extra-heavy (scbcdulc 80), double extra-heavy 
jbkdule 160) pipe or w-dc!lign flush-*nt 4zadng as rc- jbzkdule 160) pipe or W-design flush-*nt casing as re 

1.18 , PO5 
1.47 

1.47 E 
156 47.6 
ii 47.6 

5B.5 
2.3!i 59.5 

ia4 z 
753 
755 
$7.5 

3.69 @oa 
3.63 @ad 

drcd by the nature of the owburdca or tk placement 
rstthodDrivcpipcorW~casingcbatlb~0fftilficien 
diamc&ztoplssthe~~~burdtobcuscd,andit~ 
bedrivtatobcd~orto~zeatingatmJewtionbelow 
~t~-sctdti~ fOrm;rtioa A ~&CJICXI drive shoe is to bc 
uscd;rsacuttiagadge~dthn;rdprotactiondevicconthe 
bottom of the dliv% pipe or wing The dliYc ahoe Inside 
diameter Ml be ~QC enough to PISS the toot intended far 
USG,andtheshaaadpipeOrcrsingrhallbcfroefrom~ris 
or obsfmcioas. - 

4.8.2 %cuing--whw nal;esraty to case through ionna- 
tions already pcnctratd by rbc borehok or &en ao d&c 
casinghasbcmsctawrihycad4gsh8Ubcpfoidcdt0fit 

iMicte the bordtok to a&w USC of the acxl smancr corn 

barrcLSumcbud*or~casiagarcsliowafn 

Table 2. Casing bits have an &twtioa in their interior and 
willnotpassthenutanaller~ngzize.Usca~cpotrr 
addition6l ttlcscoping is antidpated. 

4.83 GdiIgutrer-Plastic pipe or sbuMmai pi* alay 
betKedtoIincaacxiaungkgadiunttaqdpg,~so 
usc&6houldaotbedrivqandcate6b~bctalrtnto 
maillcain true digaalent lbmgbat the kagut of the liner. 

4.8.4 Hottow $tem Awer4ialkw stem auger may be 
usedascasingfwcoti& 

4.9 DrillRc& 
4.9.1 Drib A?& of T&&u Aled &nun&on arc nor- 

maliy used to tranmit feed, rotation, and rdtactioa forces 
fbmchcdtifIingmnminctotbcccccbadDrilkodsizu 
thatarep9enuysta&euitnstaownioTabk3. 

4.92 Large bore drill rods used with naicvahk inner- 
tUbCCQ~h3dStUCllOtSCZXl~DrillfOdSUSCdWftb 
mricvabk inner-tube toe bar&s &ould be thasc manuf& 
turcd by the c~~-barrcJ man- rpcdficsny for ?he 
axeband. 

4.9.3 Composite Drill Rodr arc specifically cotr#nrdtd 
from two or more materials intended to provide specific 
properties such 8s light weight or ekwical noaconductMty. 

4.9.4 iVcuunagmtic DriU Rata3 arc xnanUracturcd of 
nonferrous materia.Is such as atuminum or bxas and arc 
used primarily for hole suney w& Some nonmagm& rods 
have left-hand threads in order io furtkr th#r value in 
survey wmk. No standard exists for nonmagnctk rods. 

4.10 Auxiliary Equipment shall be fumiskd as rc&ccl 
by the work and shall include: roller zock bits, drag bits, 
chopping bii boulder bustuq fishtail bits, pipe wrenches, 
corr ban-cl wrenches, lubrication equlpmcnt, coec boxes, and 
marking dcvins. Other recommended equipment includes: 

. 
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core splitter, rwl wickin& pump-out tools or cxtn&rs, and 
hand sieve or sv8incr. . . 

5. Transportation lrnd Storage of Core Contalacrs 
5.1 cafe Boxes, hIi be cowtrucud of wood or other 

durdbkz material for the protectiod and sforage of cores while 
wute from the drill site to the I&oratory or othcc 
processing point. All axe boxes shall be provided with 
longitudinil scpamors and recovti cores sha!l bc laid out 
ns a book would read, from left to right and top b bottom, 
within the longitudinal scparato& Spacer bIooks or plugs 
shall be marked and inserted into the core c&mm within’the 
5cparntors to lndiute the beginning ofcach cofing run. The 
beginning point of storage in tach core box- is the upper 
lefi-hand comer. The upper Left-hand corn& of a hingcti core 
box is Ihe Ieft comer when the hinge is on the far side of the 
box and the box is right-s& up. AII I&cd core boxes musf 
be. permanently marked on the ourside to indate the top 
aad the bottom. AU other core boxes must bc pcrmanwdy 
marlccd on the outside to indicate Ihc top and the bottom 
and additionally, must be permanently marked internally to 
indicate the upper-left corner of tbc bottom with the lertcn 
UL or a splotch of red paint not less than I in.’ Lid or cover 
fit@(s) for core boxes must bc Of such quality as to ensure 
against mix up of the core ia the cvenf of impact or upsetting 
of the core box during transponation. 

5.2 Tm.nsportaCion of cores from the driIl site to the 
laboata~ or other procesing point shalI bc in dtibic core 
boxes so padded or suspended as to be isolated from shock or 
impact transmitted to the transporter by rough terrain or 
CW&S.5 O~tiOQ. 

5.3 Srsngc of cores, after initial Rsting or ins&on at 
the laboratory or .othcr processing point, may b in card- 
bo3rd or similar less costly boxes provided all layout and 
marking re&ircments as Specified in 5.1 arc foIlowcd. 
Additional spacer blocks or plugs shall be added if ncv 
at time of stor;ye to explain missing cofc. Cores shall be 
stored for a Nod of time specified by the engineer but 
should not normally be discarded 
project for which they were taken. 

prior to completion of the 

,6. Procedure 
6.1 Use core-drilling procedures when formalions arc 

cncountcrcd thar are too hard fo bc sampled by soil-sampling 
methods. A l-in. (X.4-mm) or less penetration for 50 blows 
in accordance with Method D 1586 or other c&e& es&- 
lished by the neologist or engineer, shall indicate that 
M-sampling methods arc not applicable. 

-- A ;. I. 1 Scat the casing on bedrock or in a firm formation to 
event raveling of rhe borehole and to prevent loss of 

drilling ffuid. Level ttk surface ofthe rock or htud foniwtioa 
at the bMtom of the casing when tlecswy, using the - - - 
appmpriatc bits, Casing may be omitted if the b&hole will 
sundopcllwithoutthecasing. . . 

6.1.2 Be&n the oorc billing usir~g an N-size doublatubc 
nvi~d-cype con barrel of other size of type approved by the 
cnginccr. CbnrInuc core m until core blockage occurs or 
until the-net kngtb of the oore b2utel has been drilled In. 
Remove tk am ban-d from the bole znd c&assembIe it as 
neccsrarycoremovctheum.Rus5cmbkchcwn~and 
return it to the bole. Resume coring, . 

6.1.3 PIaa the rwovercd core in the core box-with’tk 
upptr(aufhcc)cndofthtcortnthtupprr-ltftcorocxoftbt 
core box as kaibed iQ 5.1. coaciuue boxii owe. with 
appropriate mWngs, spa- and Moclcr as dcscribcd ia 
5.1, Wrap soft or fable awes or those which change 
matcriaIlyupoodryinginplasticfilmorsatIinwagorbotb, 
when such treatment is ttquind by the cng@x. Use spacer 
Mocksor8lugspropcrIymafk&lcoind;r#tcanynoficcabIc 
gap in reOavered wrc which might indicate 9 ch;mge or void 
in tbc formdon. Fil fiacturc, bedded, or jointed pieces of 
axe togetheras they natur&y OCCUITC& 

6.1.4 Stop the WCC drilling when soft materials arc en- 
wuntmdthiupmduwIcsschaaM%fcwvay.If~, 
seam nmples of sol? ma!criaIs’in accordanoc tii the 
pfoccdumdesQIkdMcthodD 1586,PracticcD1587,or 
Pracricc.D 3550, or by any other method acceptabIc to the 
solo& or engineer. Resume diamond core drilling when 
refusal maerids as described in 6.1 arc again encountered. 

6.2 Subsaufaa structure, incl&ng the dip of szrara, the 
omrrena of seams. fissures, cavities, and broken areas a~ 
among the most important items to be detected and da 
scribed. Take special care to obtain and rard informatioa 
about these futures. If eondicions prevent the continued 
advance of the core drilling, ti.u hole should be ccmcmcd 
add rcdlill4 or reamed and cased, or cased and advanad 
with the next smaller-size wre bztrrcL as required by the 
geologia or engineer. 

6.3 Drilling mud or groutiag techniques mun bc ap 
proved by the geologist or engineer prior to their use in tht 
borehole. 

6.4 Compatibilhy of Equipmenr: 
6.4.1 Whenever possible, wre bar& and &ill rods 

should bc selected from the same letter-tic d&g&on to 
ensure maximum eficiency. See Tables 1 and 3. 

6.4.2 Never use a combination of pump, drill rod, and 
core &arrcl rhar yields a clca+~les uphole velochy of ksr 
rlian I20 timin. 

6.4.3 Never USC a combination of air cornprsror driU 
rod, and core M that yields a dear-air up-bale velocity of 
Ia than 3000 fi/min. 
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SOIL AND ROCK SAMPLE ACQUISlTlON 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this procedqe is to describe the handling of rock Cores and subsurface soil 

samples collected during drilling operations. Surface soil sampling also is described. 

2.0 SCOPE 

The methods described in this SOP are applicable for the recovery of subsurface soil and rock 

samples acquired by coring operations or soil sampling techniques such as split-barrel 

sampling and thin-walled tube sampling. Procedures for the collection of suxface soil samples 

also are discussed. This SOP does not discuss drilling techniques or well installation 

procedures. ASTM procedures for “Penetration Test and Split-Barrel Sampling of Soils,” 

“Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of Soils,” and ‘TXamond Core Drillii for Site Investigation” 

have been included as Attachments A through C, respectively. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

Thin-Walled Tube Samnler - A thin-walled metal tube (also called Shelby tube) used to recover 

relatively-undisturbed soil samples. These tubes are available in various sires, ranging from 2 

to 5 inches outer diameter (09.) and 18 to 54 inches length. A stationary piston device is 

included in the sampler to reduce sample disturbance and increase recovery. 

Split-Barrel Samnler - A steel tube, split in half lengthwise, with the halves held together by 

threaded collars at either end of the tube. Also called a split-spoon sampler, this device can be 

driven into unconsolidated materials using a drive weight mounted on the drilling string. A 

standard split-spoon sampler (used for performing Standard Penetration Tests) is two inches 

O.D. and I-3/8inches inner diameter (I.D.). This standard spoon is available in two common 

lengths providing either 20-inch or 26-inch internal longitudinal clearance for obtaining 18- 

inch or 24inch long samples, respectively. 

Grab Sample - An individual sample collected from a single location at a specific time or period 

of time generally not exceeding 15 minutes. Grab samples are associated with surface water, 
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groundwater, wastewater, waste, contaminated surfaces, soil, and sediment sampling. Grab 

samples are typically used to characterize the media at a particular instant in time. 

Composite Samples - A sample collected over time that typically consists of a series of discrete 

samples which are combined or “cornposited”. Two typos of composite samples are listed 

below: . 

l Area1 Composite : A sample collected from individual grab samples collected on an areal 

or cross-sectional basis. Area1 composites shall be made up of equal volumes of grab 

samples. Each grab sample shall be collected in an identical manner. Examples include 

sediment composites from quarter-point sampling of streams and soil samples from grid 

points. 

l Vertical Composite: A sample collected f&m individual grab samples collected from a 

vertical cross section. Vertical composi&s shall be made up of equal wlumes of grab 

samples. Each grab sample shall be collected in an identical manner. Examples include 

vertical profiles of soil/sediment columns, lakes and estuaries. 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

Project Manager - The Project Manager is responsible for ensuring that project-specific plans 

are in accordance with these procedures, where applicable, or that other, approved procedures 

‘are developed. The Project Manager is responsible for development of documentation of 

procedures which deviate from those presented herein. 

Field Team Leader - The Field Team Leader is responsible for selecting and detailing the 

specific sampling techniques and equipment to be used, and documenting these in the 

Sampling and Analysis Plan. It is the responsibility of the Field Team Leader to ensure that 

these procedures are implemented in the field and to ensure that personnel performing 

sampling activities have been briefed and trained to execute these procedures. 

Drilling Inspector - It is the responsibility of the drilling iaspector to follow these procedures, 

or to follow documented, project-specific procedures as direct4 by the Field Team Deader 

and/or the Project Manager. The Drilling Inspector is responsible for the proper acquisition of 

rock cores and subsurface soil samples. 
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Sampling Personnel - It is the responsibility of the field sampling personnel to follow these 

procedures, or to follow documented, project-specific procedures as directed by the Field Team 

Leader and/or the Project Manager. The sampling personnel are responsible for the proper , 

acquisition of surface soil samples. - 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

Subsurface soil and rock samples are used to characterize the three-dimensional subsurface 

stratigraphy. This characterization can indicate the potential for migration of chemical 

contaminants from hazardous substance sites. In addition, definition of the actual migration 

of conta minants can be obtained through chemical analysis of subsurface soil samples. Where 

the remedial activities may include in-situ treatment, or the excavation and removal of the 

contaminated soil, the depth and area1 extent of contamination must be known as accurately 

as possible. 

Surface soil samples serve to characterize the extent of surface contamination at hazardous 

waste sites. These samples may be collected during initial site screening to determine gross 

contamination levels and levels of personal protection required as part of more intensive field 

sampling activities, to gather more detailed site data during design, or to determine the need 

for, or success of, cleanup actions. 

Site construction activities may require that the engineering and physical properties of soil 

and rock’ be determined. Soil types, bearing strength, compressibility, permeability, 

plasticity, and moisture content are some of the geot.echnica.l characteristics that may be 

determined by laboratory tests of soil samples. Rock quality, strength, stratigraphy, 

structure, etc. often are needed to design and construct deep foundations or remedial 

components. 

5.1 Rock Cores 

Once the rock coring has been completed and the core recovered, the rock core shall be 

carefully removed from the barrel, placed in a core uay (previously labeled “top” and bottom” 

to avoid confusion), classified, and measured for percentage of recovery, as well as the rock 
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quality designation (RQD) (see SOP FlOl). If split-barrels are used, the core may be measured 

and classified in the split barrel after opening and then transferred to a core box. 

Each core shall be described and classified on a Field Test Boring Record, using a uniform 

system as presented in SOP FlOl. If moisture content will be determined or if it is desirable to 

prevent drying (e.g., to prevent shrinkage of hydrated formations) or oxidation of the cor&‘the 

core must be wrapped in plastic sleeves immediately after logging. Each plastic sleeve shall be 

labeled with indelible ink. The boring number, run number and the footage represented in 

each sleeve shall be included, as well as the top and bottom of the core nm. 

After sampling, rock cores must be placed in the sequence of recovery in wooden or plastic core 

boxes provided by the drilling contractor. Rock cores from two different borings shall not be 

placed in the same core box. The core boxes should be constructed to accommodate at least 20 

linear feet of core in rows of approximately five feet each and should be constructed with 

hinged tops secured with screws, and a latch (usually a hook and eye) to keep the top securely 

fastened. Wood partitions shall be placed at the end of each core run and between rows. The 

depth from the surface of the boring to the top and bottom of the drill nm and the run number 

shall be marked on the wooden partitions with indelible ink. The order of placing cores shall 

be the same in all core boxes. The top of each core obtained should be clearly and permanently 

marked on each box. The width of each row must be compatible with the core diameter to 

prevent lateral movement‘of the core in the box. Similarly, any empty space in a row shall be 

filled with an appropriate filler material or spacers to prevent longitudinal movement of the 

core in the box. 

The inside and outside of the core-box lid shall be marked by indelible ink to show all pertinent 

data pertaining to the box’s contents. At a minimum, the following information must be 

included: 

Project name 
Date 
CT0 number 
Boring number 
Footage (depths) 
Run number(s) 
Recovery 
Rock Quality Designation (RQD) 
Box number (x of x1 
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MONITORING WELL INSTALIXI’ION 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this procedure is to provide general guidance and reference material regarding 

the installation of monitoring wells at various sites. 

2.0 SCOPE 

This SOP describes the methods of installing a groundwater monitoring well, and creating a 

Monitoring Well Installation Record. This SOP does not discuss drilling, soil sampling, 

borehole logging or related activities. These other activities are discuseed in SOPS FlO2 and 

FlOl entitled Soil and Rock Sample Acquisition, and Borehole and Sample Logging, 

respectively. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

=- 

Monitoring Well - A monitoring well is a well which is properly screened, cased, and sealed to 

intercept a discrete zone of the subsurface, and is capable.of providing a groundwater level and 

sample representative of the zone being monitored. 

Piezometer - A piezometer is a pipe or tube inserted intO an aquifer or other water-bearing 

zone, open to water flow at the bottom, open to the atmosphere at the top, and used to measure 

water level elevations. Piezometers are not &ed for the collection of groundwater quality 

samples or aquifer characteristic data other than water level elevations. 

4.0 RESPONSIBKJTIES 

Project Manager - It is the responsibility of the Project Manager to ensure that field personnel 

installing monitoring wells are familiar with these procedures. The Project Manager also is 

responsible for ensuring that all appropriate documenti (e.g., test boring loga, monitoring well 

construction logs, etc.) have been correctly and completely filled out by the drilling inspector. 

Field Team Leader - The Field Team Leader ie responsible for the overall supervision of all 

drilling, boring and well installation activities, and for ensuring that the well is completely 
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and correctly installed and logged. The Field Team Leader also is responsible for ensuring 

that all drilling inspectors have been briefed on these procedures. 

Drilling Inspector (Site Geologkt) - The Drilling In8pector or Site Geologist is responsible for 

the direct supervision of drilling and well ixmtallation activitik It is the Drilling In8pector’s 

responsibility to log each boring and detail8 of the weil installation, document subsurfac& 

conditions, complete the appropriate forms, and 8uperviee the drilling crew (or drilling. ’ 

supervisor). 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

-  
I  

The objective8 for the uee of each monitoring well and of the entire array of wells must be 

clearly defined before the monitoring system is designed. Within the monitoring system, 

different monitoring wells may serve different purposes and, therefore, may require different 

types of construction. During all phases of,the well design (both office and field), attention 

must be given to clearly documenting the basis for degign decisions, the detail8 of well 

conetruction, and the materials used. 

The objective8 for installing monitoring wells may include: 

l Determining groundwater flow direction8 and velocities. 
l Sampling or monitoring for groundwater contamination. 
l Determining aquifer characteristics (e.g., hydraulic conductivity). 
l Performing site remediation via injection or recovery. 

In cases where only the groundwater flow direction or velocity needs to be determined, cluster 

tiiezometers or wells (i.e., wells completed to Werent depths in different boreholes at one data 

collection 8tation) may be used. For groundwater quality monitoring oi aquifer characteristic 

determination, monitoring wells or cluster wells should be used. 

- / 

Siting of monitoring wells shall be performed after a preliminary estimation of groundwater 

flow direction. Typically, site visite, topographic mapping, regionaVloca1 hydrogeologic 

information, previously installed piezometers or monitoring wells, or information supplied by 

local drilling companies will provide information for siting wells. Flexibility should be 

maintained, so that well locations may be modified during the field investigation to account 
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for site conditions. The horizontal and vertical locatior~ of all monitoring wells shall be 

determined through a site survey upon completion of well installation. 

Guidelines for Navy underground storage tank (USI’) monitoring well construction are given 

in Attachment A. ._ 

5.1 Well Installation 

The methods discussed in this section are applicable to shallow, small diameter monitoring 

wells. Project-specific modifications to these methods shall be documented in the Sampling 

and Analysis Plan. Typical shallow monitoring well construction details are shown in 

Figures A-l and A-2 in Attachment A for wells with flush-mounted and stick-up wells, 

respectively. 

Note that these procedures discuss well in&a.llation using a PVC screen and riser pipe. Other 

materials such as tinless steel or Teflon are also available. However, PVC generally is 

much less expeneive and easier to work with than either stainless steel or Teflon. A 

disadvantage to using PVC is the potential for degradation of the materials, or release 

(leaching) of constituents into the groundwater. Because of these concerns, justification for 

using PVC must be developed on a project-specific basis. The checklist shown in Attachment 

B provides a format for developing this justification. 

Upon completion of each boring (refer to SOP FlOl and F102 for Borehole and Sample 

Logging, and Soil and Rock Sample Acquisition, respectively), monitoring wells will usually 

be constructed using either two-inch or four-inch inside diameter (I.D.) screen and riser. 

Schedule 40 PVC, threaded, flush-joint casings with a continuous #lO slot (0.010~inch), 

threaded, flu&-joint PVC green. If wells are to be constructed over 100 feet in length, or in 

high traffic areas, or under other unusual conditions, Schedule 80 PVC may be used because of 

its greater strength. 

An appropriate length of well screen shall be installed in each boring. The length of screen 

typically varies from one to 20 feet depending on &e-specific conditions. For UST 

applications, the screen should be installed such that at least two-feet’ of screen is above the . 

water table and the remainder of the screen extend8 below the water surface. Should very 

shallow water table conditions be encountered, the screened interval in both the saturated and 
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unsaturated xones may be reduced to ensure an adequate well seal above the screened 

interval. If this situation is expected, it should be addressed in the project plans, as necessary. 

A six-inch section of PVC casing may be placed at the bottom of each screen to act as a settling 

cup for fines which may pass through the filter pack and screen. 

Other applications may call for different screen placement depending on the zone-to be 

monitored and the expected contaminants. For example, monitoring for dense non-aqueous 

phase liquids (2NVAPI.S) may require placing the screened interval in a “sump” at the base of 

the aquifer. Depending on the purpose of the monitoring well, the riser pipe may extend from 

the top of the screened interval to either six inches below the ground surface (for flush- 

mounted wells) to between one and two feet above the ground surface for wells completed with 

stick-up. 

The annular space around the screen is to be successfully backfilled with a well graded quartz- 

sand, sodium bentonite and cementmentonite grout as the hollow&em augers are being 

withdrawn from the borehole. The aand size used in well construction will be appropriate for 

the formation monitored by the well. Sand shall be placed, preferably via tremie pipe, from 

the bottom of the boring to approximately tsvo feet above the top of the screened interval. A 

lesser distance above the top of the screened interval may be packed with sand if the well is 

very shallow to allow for placement of sealing materials. 

A sodium bentonite seal at least one-foot thick (but no more than three-feet thick) shall be 

place above the sand pack. The bentonite shall be allowed to hydrate for at least 20 minutes 

before further completion of the well. Distilled water will be added to the well to hydrate the 

bentonite, if necessary. 

The annular space above the be&mite seal will be backfilled with a cementmentonite and 

grout consisting of three to four percent bentonite powder (by dry weight) and seven gallons of 

potable water per 94 pound bag of portland cement. The grout mixture shall be specified in the 

project plans. The grout will be tremied into the annular space, preferably with a side- 

discharge tremie pipe, into annular spaces greater than ten feet high. If the annular space is 

less than ten feet high, the grout may be poured directly into the annular space. 

The depth intervals of all backfill materials shall be measured with a weighted measuring 
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tape to the neareet 0.1 foot and recorded on the Field Monitoring Well Construction Record or 

in a field logbook. 

5.2 Surface Completion 

There are several method8 for surface completion of monitoring wells. %o ,mch meth& are 

discussed below. 

The first method consider8 wells completed with atick-up. The aboveground section of the 

PVC riser pipe will be protected by installation of a four or six-inch diameter, five-foot long 

eteel casing with locking cap and lock into the cement grout. The bottom of the surface casing 

will be placed at a minimum of 2-112, but not more then 3-l/2 feet below the ground Burface, a8 

space permits, with an inverted taper to protect the casing from frost heaving. For very 

shallow wells, a steel casing of less than five-feet in length may be used, a8 space permits. The 

protective steel casing shall not fully penetrate the bentonite seal. 

The top of each well will be protected with the installation of three, three-inch diameter, five- 

foot long steel pipes for UST projects (four for IR projects) and have a concrete apron. The steel 

pipe8 shall be embedded to a minimum depth of 2.5-feet in 3,000 psi concrete. Each pipe shall 

also be filled with concrete. A concrete apron approximately five-feet by five-feet by 0.5-feet 

thick shall be placed at the 8ame time the pipe8 are inetalled. The steel pipe8 shall be painted 

with day-glo yellow paint, or equivalent. 

The second method considers flush-mounted wells, typically installed in tra& areas. The 

monitoring well shall be completed at the &ace using a “flush” mount type cover. If the well 

is installed through a paved or concrete 8urface, the annular space shall be grouted to a depth 

of at least 2.5feet end the well ahall be fmished with a concrete collar. If the well ha8 not been 

installed through a paved or concrete Burface, the well shall be completed by conetruction of a 

five-foot by five-foot by 0.5-foot thick apron made of 3,000 psi concrete. The concrete shall be 

crowned to meet the finished grade of the surrounding pavement, a8 required. If appropriate, 

the vault around the buried wellhead will have a water drain to the 8urrounding soil and a 

watertight cover. 
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All monitoring wells shall be labeled by metal stamping on the exterior of the protective steel 

casing locking cap, and also by label i ng on the exterior of the steel casing or manhole cover. 

For underground storage tankapplications, the labeling shall consist of the letters UGW (Us?’ 

, Groundwater), and a number specific to each well. A sign reading “Not For Potable Use or 

Disposal” also shall be firmly attached to each well. Al+nately, well identification 

information may be stamped on a metal plate and attached to the well protective steel casing 

or embedded in the concrete apron. 

5.3 Well Development 

There are two stages of well development, initial and sampling. Sampling development is 

described in SOP F104, Groundwater Sample Acquisition. Initial development ties place 

after the completion materials have stabilized, as the last part of well construction. 

The purposes of the initial development are to stabilize and increase the permeability of the 

filter pack around the well screen, to restore the permeability of the formation which may 

have been reduced by the drilling operations, and to remove fine-grained materials that may 

have entered the well or filter pack during installation. The selection of the well development 

method typically is based on drilling methods, well construction and installation details, and 

the characteristics of the formation. Any equipment that is introduced into the well during 

development shall be decontaminated in accordan= with the .SOP F501, entitled 

“Decontamination of Drilling Rigs, Heavy Equipment and Monitoring Well Materials.” A 

detailed discussion of well development is provided in Driscoll, 1986. 

Well development shall not be initiated until a minimum of 24 hours has elapsed subsequent 

to well completion. This time period will allow the cement grout to set. Wells typically are 

developed using bailers, low-yield pumping, or surging with a surge block or air. The 

appropriate method shall be specified in the ‘project plans. 

All wells shall be developed until well water runs relatively clear of fine-grained materials. 

Note that the water in some wells does not clear with continued development. Typical limits 

placed on well development may include any one of the following: 
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l Clarity of water baaed on visual determination. 

l A maximum time period (typically one hour for shallow wells 10 to 30 feet deep). 

o A maximum borehole volume (typically three to five borehole volumes). 

l Stability of specifit conductance and temperature measurements (typically leas than 
10 percent change between three successive measurements). 

l Clarity based on turbidity measurements (typically less than 50 NTU). 

In addition, a volume equal to any water added during drilling will be removed above and 

beyond the requirement specified above. 

Well development limits shall be specified in project-specific plans. A record of the well 

development (Figure A-3 in Attachment A) also shall be completed to document the 

development process. 

Usually, a minimum period of two weeks should elapse between the end of initial development 

and the first sampling event for a well. This equilibration period allows groundwater 

unaffected by the installation of the well to occupy the vicinity of the screened interval. 

However, this stabilization period may be adjusted based upon project-specific requirements. 

5.4 Contaminated Materials Handling 

SOP F504, entitled’“Handling of Site Investigation Wakes,” di souses the procedures to be 

used for the handling of auger cuttings, decontamination water, steam pad water, and 

development and purge water. Specific handling procedures should be delineated in the 

project plans. In general, all site investigation generated wastes shall be containerized unless 

otherwise specified by LANTDIV. The disposition of these wastes shall be determined after 

receipt of the appropriate analytical results. 

5.5 Well Construction Logs 

Field Well Construction Logs shall be completed by the Drilling Inspector for each monitoring 

well installed. These logs preferably ehall be completed as the well is being constructed. 

However, due to space limitations on this form it may be more practical to record well 
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installation information in the field logbook and later transfer it to the Well Construction Log. 

If well construction information is recorded in the field logbook, it must be transferred to the 

appropriate form within five days, or prior to demobilization from the field. 

Field Well Construction Logs (in Attachment 0, shall include not only well construction 

information, but also information pertaining to the amotit of materials used for construction.. 

Some of the following items shall be recorded on the Field Well Construction Log, or in the .- 

field logbook, as appropriate: 

Project name and location. 

CT0 number. 

Date and weather. 

Well identification designation. 

Drilling company and driller. 

Top of casing elevation (information collected after the site survey). 

Pay items including amount of screen and riser pipe used, amounts of cement, 
bentonite and sand used, and other well construction items 

Well casing and borehole diameters. 

Elevations of (or depth to) top of steel casing, bottom of well, top of filter pack, top of 
bentonite seal, top of screen. 

The information on the Field Well Construction Log will be used to generate a final Well 

Construction Log which combines the Field Boring and Well Construction Logs into one 

package. An example of all three documents is presented in Attachment C. 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

The Field Well Construction Record is the principle quality assurance record generated from 

well installation activities. Additionally, a Field Well Development Record shall also be 

completed, as well as pertinent comments in the field logbook. 
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ATTAC-NTA 

UST MONITORING WELL CONSTRUCTION AND FIELD OPERATIONS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Well permits required by state agencies are the responsibility of the contractor. All : _ - ’ 

monitoring wells will be installed in accordance with Navy UST monitoring well 

specifications. The wells will be constructed of either a 2-inch or 4inch inside diameter (I.D.) 

flush joint threaded PVC well screen and riser casing depending on conditions encountered 

during borehole completion. 

DRILLING 

During the drilling program, boreholes will be advanced using conventional hollow-stem 

auger drilling methods. If it is the opinion of the contractor that air or mud rotary drill 

methods are necessary, approval must be obtained from the Engineer-inCharge @XC). 

Presentation ofjustification for a boring method change shall be presented prior to drilling. 

Well construction details are shown in Figures A-l and A-2. A drill mounted on an All- 

Terrain-Vehicle (ATV) may be required for access to remote areas. Each rig XV i 11 use necessary 

tools, supplies and equipment supplied by the contractor to drill each site. 11 I I I I crews should 

consist of an experienced driller and a driller assistant for work on each rig. A geologist, 

experienced in hazardous waste site investigations, shall be on site to monitor the drillers 

efforts and for air monitoring/safety control, Additional subcontractor personnel may be 

needed to transport water to the rigs, clean tools, assist in the installation of the security and 

marker pipes, construct the concrete aprons/collars and develop the wells. A potable water 

source on base will be designated by the Government. 

Standard Penetration Tests (SPTs) will be performed in accordance with ASTM D-1586. 

Standard penetration tests will be performed at the following depths: O-O-1.5 feet; l-5-3.0 feet; 

3.0-4.5 feet; and B-foot centers thereafter. In cases where soil sampling for environmental 

analytical analysis is required, 24inch spoon barrels may be used in the SPT to obtain a 

sufficient amount of sample for required analysis. A boring log of the soil type, stratification, 

consistency, and groundwater level will be prepared. 
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SAMPLING 

; 

Soil samples of the subsurface materials will be collected every five feet or change in formation 

throughout the borehole in accordance with ASTM Method D-1586. Each soil sample will be 

screened in the field using an HNu photoionizer, organic vapor detector or similar type direct 

readout instrument to identify the presence of petroleum product within the soils. This field 

screening will provide a preliminary indication of the vertical and horizontal extent of. 

contamination in order to select the optimum locations of other monitoring wells during the - 

drilling program. Baaed on the field screening, two-inch or four-inch diameter monitoring 

wells will be installed at the locations where the most eignificant accumulation of fuel ie 

encountered. 

WELL INSTALLATION 

After completion of soil sampling and drilling to the specified depth, two-inch and/or four-inch 

(as required by the EIC) inside-diameter, flush-threaded Schedule 40 PVC (Schedule 80 in 

traffic areas) monitoring wells with slotted screens and well casings will be installed in the 

borehole. A 5- to 15-foot section of 0.01~inch elotted PVC well screen shall be used in each 

well. A sand pack will be placed around the slotted well screen extending to 2 feet above the 

top of the screen. A bentonite seal (minimum thickness of 1 foot) will be placed on top of the 

sand pack. Finally, a grout mixture of three to four percent bentonite powder (by dry weight) 

and seven gallons of watir per 94 pound bag of cement, thoroughly mixed, will be placed in the 

borehole to insure a proper seal. 

WELL DEVELOPMENT 

All wells will be developed not less than 24 hours following their installation to remove fine 

ground material6 that may have entered the well during construction. Welle shall be 

developed until water runs relatively clear of fine-grained materials. Note that the water in 

some wells does not clear with continued development. Typical limits placed on well 

development may include any one of the following 

l Clarity of water based on visual determination. 

l A maximum time period (typically one hour for shallow wells, well depth of 10 to 39 

feet). 

l A maximum well volume (typically three to five well volumes). 



r” ‘.’ l Stability of specific conductance and temperature measurements Uypically less than 

10 percent change between three successive measurements). 

a Clarity based on turbidity measurements (typically less than 50 NTUL 

In addition, a volume equal to any water added during drilling will be removed above and 

beyond the requirement specified above. 

Figure A-3 presents the Field Well Development Log used to document development data. 

This will be accomplished by either bailing or continuous, low-yield pumping. Equipment 

used for well installation that may have come in contact with potentially contaminated 

material will be decontaminated with a high pressure steam wash followed by a potable water 

rinse. It is assumed that all fluid generated from well development and equipment 

decontamination can be disposed of on the ground at each respective well site, unless 

otherwise specified. . 

The soil removed from the borehole will be piled beneath the drill rig while drilling. The drill 

equipment and tools will be cleaned prior to drilling each well using a portable 

decontamination system supplied by the contractor. Washwater at the sites will not be 

contained, unless otherwise directed by the Government, and may seep into the ground 

locally. 

Supplies and equipment will be transported to the lay-down area designated on the station by 

the Government. Any office space, trailers, etc., required for drilling, subsequent sampling 

and shipping shall be arranged and provided by the contractor. 

WELLHEAD COMPLETION 

A four-inch diameter security pipe with a hinged locking cap will be installed over the well 

casing top and will be embedded approximately 2.5 feet into the grout. 

There are two acceptable methods of completing the wellheads. 

In tranic areas (and non-traffic areas where required), a “flush” mount type cover shall be 

built into a concrete pad as shown in Figure A-l. If the well is installed through a paved or . 

concrete surface, the annular space between the casing and the borehole shall be grouted to a 

depth of at least 2.5 feet and finished with a concrete collar. If the well is not installed through 
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a concrete or paved medium and still finished as a high traffic area well, a concrete apron 

measuring 5-foot by 5-foot by 0.5 foot will be constructed around each well. This apron/collar 

will be constructed of 3,000 psi ready-mixed concrete. The concrete’will be crowned to provide 

and to meet the finished grade of surrounding pavement as required. The concrete pads can be 

constructed within five days after all of the wells have been installed. 

In non-traffic areas the acceptable method of finishing a wellhead is shown in Figure A-2. : . _ 

Each well will be marked with three, Schedule 40 steel pipes, three-inch I.D., embedded in a 

minimum of 2.5foot of 3,000 psi concrete. (The concrete used.to secure the three pipes will be 

poured at the same time and be an integral part of the 5-foot by 5-foot by 0.5-foot concrete 

apron described above.) The security pipes will extend a minimum of 2.5 feet and maximum of 

4.0 feet above the ground surface. The steel marker pipes will be filled with concrete and 

painted day-glo yellow or an equivalent. Attachment C presents Sample Field Test Boring 

Records and Field Well Construction Record Forms. 

In all finishing methods, the well covers will be properly labeled by metal stamping on the 

exterior of the security pipe locking cap and by labeling vertically on the exterior of the 

security pipe or manhole cover, as appropriate. The labeling shall consist of the letters UGW 

(UST Groundwater) (to describe the medium and the reason for the well) and a number 

specific to each well. 

A sign reading “NOT FOR POTABLE USE OR DISPOSAL” shall be firmly attached to each 

well. 

* The. contractor or project team may supplement these requirements, but may not modify or 

delete them, in total or in part, without prior approval of the EIC. 

If any part of the above specifications is in conflict with the regulations set forth by the State, 

the State regulations take precedent. 
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ATTACHMENTB 

ALTERNATEWi%LCASINGMATERIALrJUSTIFTCATION 

The following is EPA’s minimum seven point information requirements to justify the use of 

PVC as an alternate casing material for groundwater monitoring wells. If requested by EPA. 

- (USEPA Region IV), justification of the use of PVC should be developed by addressing each of 

the following items. 

1. The Data Quality Objectives CDQOs> for the samples to be collected from wells with 

PVC casing as per EPA1540/G-871003, ‘Data Quality Objectives for Remedial 

Response Activities.” 

2. The anticipated compounda and their concentration ranges. 

3. The anticipated residence time of the sample in the well and the aquifer’s productivity. 

:-- 

4. The reasons for not using other casing materials. 

5. Literature on the adsorption characteristics of the compounds and elements of interest 

for the type of PVC to be used. 

6. Whether, the wall thickness of the PVC casing would require a larger annular space 

when compared to other well construction materials. 

7. The type of PVC to be used and, if available, the manufacturers specifications, and an 

assurance that the PVC to be used does not leach, mash, react or otherwise interfere 

with the contaminants being monitored within the limits of the DQOs. 
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GROUNDWATER SAMPLE ACQUISITIGN 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this guideline is to provide general reference information on the. sampling of 

groundwater wells. The methods and equipment described are for the collection of water - 

samples from the saturated zone of the subsurface. 

2.0 SCOPE 

This guideline provides information on proper sampling equipment and techniques for 

g-roundwater sampling. Review of the information contained herein will facilitate planning of 

the field sampling effort by describing standard sampling techniques. The techniques 

described should be followed whenever applicable, noting that site-specific conditions or 

project-specific plans may require adjuetments in methods. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

None. 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

Project Manager - The Project Manager is responsible for ensuring that project-specific plans 

are in accordance with these procedures, where applicable, or that other, approved procedures 

are developed. The Project Manager is responsible for development of documentation of 

procedures which deviate from those presented herein. 

Field Team Leader - The Field Team Leader is responsible for selecting and detailing the 

specific groundwater sampling techniques and equipment to be used, and documenting these 

in the Sampling and Analysis Plan. It is the responsibility of the Field Team Leader to ensure 

that these procedures are implemented in the field and that personnel performing sampling 

activities have been briefed and trained to execute these procedures. 

Sampling Personnel - It is the responsibility of the field sampling personnel to follow these 

procedures, or to follow documented, project-specific procedures as directed by the Field Team 
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Leader and the Project Manager. The sampling personnel are responsible for the proper 

acquisition of groundwater samples. 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

To be useful and accurate, a groundwater sample must be representative of the particular Zone 

being sampled. The physical, chemical, and bacteriological integrity of the sample must be ’ 

maintained from the time of sampling to the time.of testing in order to minimize any changes 

in water quality parameters. 

The groundwater sampling program should be developed with reference to ASTM D4448-85A, 

Standard Guide for Sampling Groundwater Monitoring Wells (Attachment A). This reference 

is not intended as a monitoring plan or procedure for a specific application, but rather is a 

review of methods. Specik methods shall be stated in the Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP). 

Methods for withdrawing samples from completed wells include the use of pumps, compressed 

air, bailers, and various types of samplers. The primary considerations in obtaining a 

representative sample of the groundwater are to avoid collection of stagnant (standing) water 

in the well and to avoid physical or chemical alteration of the water due to sampling 

techniques. In a non-pumping well, there will be little or no vertical mixing of water in the 

well pipe or casing, and stratification will occur. The well water in the screened section will 

mix with the groundwater due to normal flow patterns, but the well water above the screened 

section will remain largely isolated and become stagnant. To safeguard against collecting 

non-representative stagnant water in a sample, the following approach should be followed 

during sample withdrawal: 

1. All monitoring wells shall be pumped or bailed prior to withdrawing a sample. 
Evacuation of three to five volumes is recommended for a representative sample. 

2. Wells that can be pumped or bailed to dryness with the sampling equipment being 
used, shall be evacuated and allowed to recover prior to sample withdrawal. If the 
recovery rate is fairly rapid and time allows, evacuation of at least three well volumes 
of water is preferred; otherwise, a sample will be taken when enough water is 
available to fill the sample containers. 

Stratification of contaminants may exist in the aquifer formation. This is from concentration 

gradients due to dispersion and diffusion processes in a homogeneous layer, and fkom 
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separation of’ flow streams by physical division (for example, around clay leases) or by 

contrasts in permeability (for example, between a layer of silty, fine sand and a layer of 

medium sand). 

Pumping rates and volumes for non-production wells during sampling development should be 

moderate; pumping rates for production wells should be maintained at the rate normal for that 

well, Excessive pumping can dilute or increase the contaminant concentrations in- the 

recovered sample compared to what is representative of the integrated water column at that 

point, thus result in the collection of a non-representative sample. Water produced during 

purging shall be collected, stored or treated and discharged as allowed. Disposition of purge 

water is usually site specific and must be addressed in the Sampling and Analysis Plan. 

5.1 Sampling, Monit.oring, and Evacuation Equipment 

Sample containers shall conform with EPA regulations for the appropriate contaminants and 

to the specific Quality Assurance Project Plan. 

The following list is an example of the type of equipment that generally must be on hand when 

sampling groundwater wells: 

1. Sample packaging and shipping equipment - Coolers for sample shipping and cooling, 
chemical preservatives, and appropriate packing cartons and filler, labels and chain- 
of-custody documents. 

2. Field tools and instrumentation - Thermometer; pH meter; specific conductivity meter; 
appropriate keys (for locked wells) or bbltcutter; tape measure; water-level indicator; 
and, where applicable, flow meter. 

3. Pumps 

a. Shallow-well pumps - Centrifugal, pitcher, suction, or peristaltic pumps with 
droplines, air-lift apparatus (compressor and tubing), as applicable. 

b. Deep-well pumps - Submersible pump and electrical power generating unit, 
bladder pump with compressed air source, or air-lift apparatus, as applicable. 

4. Tubing - Sample tubing such as teflon, polyethylene, polypropylene, or PVC. Tubing 
type shall be selected based on specific site requirements and must be chemically inert 
to the groundwater being sampled. 

5. Other Sampling Equipment - Bailers, tefloncoated wire, stainless steel single strand 
wire, and polypropylene monofilament line (not acceptable in EPA Region I) with 
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tripod-pulley assembly (if necessary). Bailers shall be used to obtain samples for 
volatile organice from shallow and deep groundwater welle. 

6. Pails -Plastic, graduated. 

7. Decontamination solutions - Decontamination materials are discussed in SOP F501 
and F502. 

- ‘. 

Ideally, sample withdra&al equipment should be completely inert, economical, easily cleaned; 

sterilized, and reusable, able to operate at remote sitea in the absence of power sources, and 

capable of delivering variable rates for well flushing and aample collection. 

5.2 Calculations of Well Volutie 

Calculation of gallons/linear feet from a well 

V=k2h 

Where: V = volume of standing water in well 
r = well radius 
h = feet of standing water in well 

Table 5-l lists gallons and cubic feet of water per standing foot of water for a variety of well 

diameter. 
TABLE 5-l 

WELL VOLUMES 

Notes: 
1. Gallons per foot of depth will be multiplied by amount of standing water to 

obtain well volume quantity. 
2. 1 gallon = 3.785 liters 

1 meter = 3.281 feet 
1 gallon water weighs 8.33 pounds = 3.785 kilograms 
1 liter water weighs 1 kilogram = 2205 pounds 
1 gallon per foot of depth = 12.419 liters per foot ofdepth 
1 gallonpermeter ofdepth = 12.419 I lO-3cubicmekrspermeterofdepth 
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To insure that the proper volume of water has been removed from the well prior to sampling, it 

is first necessary to determine the volume of standing water in the well pipe or casing. The 

volume can be easily calculated by the following method. Calculations shall be entered in the 

field logbook: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Obtain all available information on well construction (location, casing, screen& etc.). - 

Determine well or casing diameter. 

Measure and record static water level (depth below ground level or top of casing 
reference point), using one of the method6 described in Section 5.1 of SOP F202. 

4. Determine the depth of the well (if not known from past records) to the nearest O.Ol- 
foot by sounding using a clean, decontaminated weighted tape measure. 

5. Calculate number. of linear feet of static water (total depth or length of well pipe or 
casing minus the depth to static water level). 

6. Calculate the volume of water in the casing: 

WV = nDz(TD-Dw) 

Where: 

V gd = VW x 7.48 gallon&3 

V pu%e = Vgal ( # Well Vol) 

VW = Volume of water in well in cubic feet (i.e., one well volume) 

; . . 
= pi, 3.14 
= Well diameter in feet (use (D/12) if D is in inches) 

TD = Total depth of well in feet (below ground surface or top of casing) 
DW = Depth to water in feet (below ground surf&e or top of casing) 

V,d = Volume of water in well in gallons 
V purge = Volume of water to be purged fi-om well in gallons 
# Well Vol. = Number of well volumes of water to be purged from the well 

(typically three to five) 

7. Determine the minimum number of gallons to be evacuated before sampling. (Note: 
V purge should be rounded to the next highest whole gallon. For example, 7.2 gallons 
should be rounded to 8 gallons.) 

. 
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5.3 Evacuation of Static Water (Purgirw) 

The amount of flushing a well should receive prior to sample collection will depend on the 

intent of the monitoring program and the hydrogeologic conditions. Programs to determine 

overall quality of water reBource8 may require long pumping periods to obtain a sample that is 

representative of a large volume of that aquifer. The pumped volume may be specified prior to: 

sampling 80 that the sample can be a composite of a known volume of the aquifer. 

For defining a contaminant plume, a representative sample of only a amall volume of the 

aquifer is required. These circumstances require that the well be pumped enough to remove 

the stagnant water but not enough to induce significant groundwater flow from a wide area. 

Generally, three to five well volumes are considered effective for purging a well. 

An alternative method of purging a well, and one accepted in EPA Regions 1. and IV, is to 

purge a well continuously (usually using a low volume, low flow pump) while monitoring 

specific conductance, pH, and water temperature until the values etabilize. The well is 

considered properly purged when the values have stabilized. 

The Project Manager shall define the objectives of the groundwater sampling program in the 

Sampling and Analysis Plan, and provide appropriate criteria and guidance to the sampling 

personnel on the proper methods and volumes of well purging. 

5.3.1 Evacuation Devices 

The following discussion is limited to those devices which are commonly used at hazardous 

waste sites. Note that all of these techniques involve equipment which is portable and readily 

available. 

Bailers - Bailers are the simplest evacuation devices used and have many advantages. 

They generally consist of a length of pipe with a sealed bottom (bucket-type bailer) or, aa is 

more useful and favored, with a ball check-valve at the bottom. An inert line (e.g., Teflon- 

coated) ie used to lower the bailer and retrieve the sample. 
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Advantages of bailers include: 

l Few limitations on size and materials used for bailers. 
l No external power source needed. 
0 Inexpensive, 
a Minimal outgassing of volatile organic6 while the sample is in the bailer. 
l Relatively easy to decontaminate. 

Limitations on the use of bailers include the following: 

l Potentially excessively time consuming to remove stagnant water using a bailer. 
l Tkansfer of sample may cause aeration. 
l Use of bailers is physically demanding, especially in warm temperatures at 

protection levels above Level D. 

Suction Pumps - There are many different types of inexpensive suction pumps including 

centrifugal, diaphragm, peristaltic, and pitcher pumps. Centrifugal and diaphragm 

pumps can be used for well evacuation at a fast pumping rate and for sampling at a low 

pumping rate. The peristaltic pump is a low volume pump (generally not suitable for well 

purging) that uses rollers to squeeze a flexible tubing, thereby creating auction. This 

tubing can be dedicated to a well to prevent cross contamination. The pitcher pump is a 

common farm hand-pump. 

These pumps are all portable, inexpensive and readily available. However, because they 

are based on suction, their use is restricted to areas with water levels within 10 to 25 feet 

of the ground surface. A significant limitation is that the vacuum created by these pumps 

will cause significant loss of dissolved gases, including volatile organics. In addition, the 

complex internal components of these pumps may be difficult to decontaminate. 

Gas-Lift Samples - This group of samplers uses gas pressure either in the annulus of the 

well or in a venturi to force the water up a sampling tube. These pumps are alao relatively 

inexpensive. Gas lift pumps are more suitable for well development than for sampling 

because the samples may be aerated, leading to pH changes and subsequent, trace metal 

precipitation or loss of volatile organ&. An inert gas such as nitrogen is generally used a8 

a gas source. 

Submersible Pumps - Submeraible pumps take in water and push the sample up a sample 

tube to the surface. The power sources for these samplers may be compressed air or 
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electricity. The operation principles vary and the displacement of the sample can be by an 

inflatable bladder, sliding piston, gas bubble, or impeller. Pumps are available for two- 

inch diameter wells and larger. These pumps can lift water from considerable depths 

(several hundred feet). 

Limitations of this class of pumps include: 

l Potentially low delivery rates. 
l Many models of these pumps are expensive. 
l Compressed gas or electric power is needed. 
l Sediment in water may cause clogging of the valves or eroding the impellers with 

some of these pumps. 
l Decontamination of internal components ie difficult and time-consuming. 

5.4 Sampling 

The sampling approach consisting of the. following, should be developed as part of the 

Sampling and Analysis Plan prior to the field work: 

1. Background and objectives of sampling. 

2. Brief description of area and waste characterization. 

3. Identification of sampling locations, with map or sketch, and applicable well 
construction data (well size, depth, screened interval, reference elevation). 

4. Sampling equipment to be used. 

5. Intended number, sequence volumes, and types of samples. If the relative degrees of 
contamination between wells is unknown or in&@&ant, a sampling sequence which 
facilitates sampling logistics may be followed. Where some wells are known or 
strongly suspected of being highly contaminated, these should be sampled la& to 
reduce the risk of cross-contamination between wells aa a result of the sampling 
procedures. 

6. Sample preservation requirements. 

7. Schedule. 

8. List of team members. 

9. Other information, such as the necessity for a warrant or permission of entry, 
requirement for split samples, access problems, location of keys, etc. 



6.4.1 Sampling Method6 

The collection of a groundwater sample include8 the following steps: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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First open the well cap and use volatile organic detection equipment (HNu or OVA) - 
on the escaping gases at the well head to determine the need for respiratory 
protection. This task is usually performed by the Field Team Leader, Health and - 
Safety Off&r, or other deeignee. 

When proper respiratory protection ha8 been donned, eound the well for total depth 
and water level (decontaminated equipment) and record these data in the field 
logbook. Calculate the fluid volume in the well according to Section 5.2 of this SOP. 

Lower purging equipment or intake into the well to a short distance below the water 
level and begin water removal. Collect the purged water and dispose of it in an 
acceptable manner (e.g., DOT-approved %-gallon drum). 

Measure the rate of discharge frequently. A bucket and stopwatch are moet 
commonly used, other techniques include using pipe trajectory methods, weir boxes 
or flow meters. 

Cbaerve peristaltic pump intake for degassing ‘bubbles” and all pump discharge 
lines. If bubbles are abundant and the intake is fully submerged, thie pump is not 
euitable for collecting samples for volatile organice. The preferred method for 
collecting volatile organic sample8 and the accepted method by EPA Regions I 
through IV is with a bailer. 

Purge a minimum of three to five well volumes before sampling. In low permeability 
strata (i.e., if the well is pumped to dryness), one volume will suffice. Allow the well 
to recharge a8 necessary, but preferably to 70 percent of the static water level, and 
then sample. 

Record measurements of specific conductance, temperature, and pH during purging 
to ensure the groundwater stabilizes. ‘Generally, these measurements are made after 
three, four, and five well volumes. 

If sampling using a pump, lower the pump intake to midscreen or the middle of the 
open section in uncased wella and collect the sample. If sampling with a bailer, lower 
the bailer to the sampling level before filling (this requires use of other than a 
“bucket-type” bailer). Purged water should be collected in a designated container 
and disposed of in an acceptable manner. 

(For pump and packer assembly only). Lower assembly into well so that packer is 
positioned just above the Bcreen or open section and inflate. Purge a volume equal to 
at least twice the screened interval or unscreened open section volume below the 
packer before sampling. Packers should always be tested in a casing section above 
ground to determine proper inflation pressures for good sealing. 

In the event that recovery time of the well is very slow (e.g., 24 hours), sample 
collection can be delaved until the following dav. If the well ha8 been bailed earlv in 
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the morning, sufficient water may be standing in the well by the day’s end to permit 
sample collection. Jf the well is incapable of producing a sufficient volume of aample 
at any time, take the largest quantity available and record in the logbook. 

11. Add preservative if required (see SOP F301). Label, tag, and number the sample 
bottle(s). 

12. Purgeable organice vials (40 ml) should be completely filled to prevent volatilization 
and extreme caution should be exercised when filling a vial to avoid turbulence, 
which could also produce volatilization. The sample should be carefully poured down 
the side of the vial to minimize turbulence. Ae a rule, it ie best to gently pour the last 
few drops into the vial so that em-face tension holds the water in a “convex meniscus.” 
The cap is then applied and some overflow ia lost, but air space in the bottle ia 
eliminated. A.fter capping, turn the bottle over and tap it to check for bubbles; if any 
are present, repeat the procedure. 

13. Replace the well cap. Make sure the well is readily identifiable a8 the source of the 
samples. 

14. Pack the samples for shipping (see SOP F301). Attach cu&ody seals to the shipping 
container. Make sure that Chain-of-Custody forms and Sample Analysis Request 
forma are properly filled out and enclosed or attached (see SOP F302). 

15. Decontaminate all equipment. 

5.4.2 Sample Containers 

For most samples and analytical parameters, either glass or plaetic container8 are 

satisfactory. SOP F301.deecribee the required sampling containers for various analytes at 

variourr concentrations. Container requirements shall follow those given in 

NEESA 20.2-047B. 

5.4.3 Preservation of Samples and Sample Volume Requirements 

Sample preaervation technique8 and volume requirements depend on the type and 

concentration of the contaminant and on the type of analysis to be performed. SOP F301 

describes the sample preservation and volume requirements for most of the chemicals that 

will be encountered during hazardous waste site investigations. Sample volume and 

preservation requirements shall follow those given in NEESA 20.2-047B. 
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5.4.4 Field Filtration 

In general, preparation and preservation of water samples involve some form of filtration. All 

filtration must occur in the field immediately upon collection. The recommended method is 

through the use of a disposable in-line filtration module (0.45 micron filter) utilizing the 

pressure provided by the upstream pumping device for its operation. 

In Region I, all inorganics are to be collected and preserved in the filtered form, including 

metals. In Region II, metals samples are to be collected and preserved unfiltered. In 

Regions III and IV, samples collected for metals analysis are also to be unfiltered. However, if 

metals analysis of monitoring wells is required, then both an unfiltered and filtered sample 

are to be collected, regardless of regulatory requirements. Filtration and preservation are to 

occur immediately in the field with the sample aliquot passing through a 0.45 micron filter. 

Samples for organic analyses shall never be filtered. Filters must be prerinsed with organic- 

free, deionized water. 

5.4.5 Handling and Transporting Samples 

After collection, samples should be handled as little as possible. It is preferable to use self- 

contained “chemical” ice (e.g., “blue ice”) to reduce the risk of contamination. If water ice is 

used, it should be double-bagged and steps taken to ensure that the melted ice does not cause 

sample containers to be submerged, and thus possibly become crosscontaminated. All sample 

containers should be enclosed in plastic bags or cans to prevent cross-contamination. Samples 

should be secured in the ice chest to prevent movement of sample containers and possible 

breakage. Sample packing and transportation requirements are described in SOP F301. 

5.4.6 Sample Holding Times 

Holding times (i.e., allowed time between sample collection and analysis) for routine samples 

are given in NEESA 20.2-047R. 
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6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Quality assurance records will be maintained for each sample that ia collected. The following 

information will be recorded in the Field Logbook: 

0 

I 

0 

0 

0 

Sample identification (site name, location, project no.; sample name/number and 
location; sample type and matrix, time and date; sampler’s identity). 

Sample source and source description. 

Field observations and measurements (appearance; volatile screening, field chemistry; 
sampling method; volume of water purged prior to sampling number of well volumes 
w-ged) . 

Sample disposition (preservatives added; lab sent to; date and time). 

Additional remarks, as appropriate. . 

,- 

Proper chain-of-custody procedures play a crucial role in data gathering. SOP F302 describes 

the requirements for correctly completing a chain-of-custody form. Chain-ofcustody forms 

(and sample analysis request forms) are coneidered quality assurance records. 
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1. scope 
I .I This guide covers procedures for obtaining valid, 

representative samples from groundwater monitoring wells. 
The scope is limited to sampling and “in the field” presetva- 
tion and does not include well location, depth, well develop 
merit, design and construction, screening, or analytical 
procedures. 

1.2 This guide is only intended to provide a review of 
many of the most commonly used methods for sampling 
groundwater quality monitoring wells and is not intended to 
serve as a groundwater monitoring plan for any specitlc 
application. Because of the large and ever increasmg number 
of options available, no single guide can be viewed as 
comprehensive. The practitioner must make every effort to 
ensure that the methods used, whether or not they are 
addressed in this gu’ide, are adequate to satis@ the moni- 
toring objectives at each site. 

I .3 This standard may involve hazardous materi&, ‘oprr- 
ations, and equipment. This standard does not purport to 
address aI ofthe sajety problems associated with irr use. It ir 
the responsibility of whoever uses this standard to ansult and 
establish appropriate sa[ety and health practices and dete- 
mine the appkabitity of regulatory limitations prior to USC 

2. Summary of Guide 

2.1 The equipment and procedu&s used for sampling a 
monitoring well depend on many factors. These indude, but 
are not limited to, the design and construction of the well, 
rate. of groundwater flow, and the chemical species of 
interest Sampling pro&cuts will be Merent if anal& 
for trace organics, volatiles, oxidizable species, or trace 
metals is needed. This guide considers all of these factors by 
discussing equipment and procedure options at each stage of 
the sampling sequence. For ease of organiration, the sam- 
pling process can be divided into three steps: well flushing, 
sample withdrawzand field preparation of samples. 

2.2 Monitoring wells must be flushed prior to sampling so 
that the groundwater is sampled, not the stagnant water in 
the well casing. If the well casing can be emptiad, this may be 
done although it may be neccssaq to avoid oxygen contact 
with the groundwater. If the well cannot be emptied, 
procedures must be established to demonstrate that the 
sample represents groundwater. Monitoring an indicative 
parameter such as pH during flushing is desirable if such a 
parameter can be identified. 

’ This guide is under the jurisdictioq of ASThi Cornmine D-34 oa Waste 
Disposal and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee D34.01 on .%mpliqg and 
Monitoring. 

Current edition approved Aug. 23 and Oct. 25. 198% Publiied hiry 1986. 

1 

2.3 The types of species that are to be monitored as well a 
the conantration leveb are prime factors for sekctinl 
sampling devices (1, 2).’ The sampling devia. and at 
materials and devices the water contacts must be coustructe< 
of materials that will not introduce contaminants or alter the 
analyte chemically in any way. 

24 The method of sample withdrawal cati: vary with th( 
parameters of interest. The ideal sampIing scheme woult 
employ a completely inert material, would not subject t.hc 
sample to negative pssure and only moderate positive 
PRSSIMC, would not expose the sample to the atmosphere, OI 
pxekrably, any other gaseous atmosphere before oonveying i: 
to the sample container or flow cdl for on-site anal* 

2.5 lhedegreeandtypeofefhortandcarethatgoesintor 
sampling program is always dependent on the chemica 
species of interest and the concentration kvels of intercsL k 
the conantration kvel of the chemical species of ana!+& 
interest decrwsq the work and precautions necessary for 
sampIing are in- Thentort, the ampliag objective 
must dearly be dchal ahead of time For example, tc 
prepare equipment for sampling for mg/L (ppm) levels 01 
TotalOrganicCarbonOK)C)inwaterisaboutanorderof 
magnitude easier than prepariq to sample for pg/L (ppb] 
levels of a trace organic like benzene TIE specitic prccau- 
tionstobetalttninprrpariagtosam~efottraccorganicsarr 
different from those to be taken in sampling for trace metals 
No 6nal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) protocol is 
available for sampling of trace organ& A short guidana 
manual, (3) and an EPA document (4) concerning moni- 
toring well sampling, induding considerations for traa 
organics are available 

26 be must be taken not to cross contaminate samples 
or monitoring we.Ils with sampling or pumping devices or 
materials AU samples. sampling devices, and containers 
must be protected fkom the environment when not in use. 
Water level measuzments should be made before the well is 
flushed. Oxidation-reduction potentia& pH, dissolved ox- 
ygen. and temperature measurements and filtration should 
all be performed on the sample in the fidd, if possiik. All 
but temperature measurement must be done prior to any 
signSant atmospheric exposure, if possiie. 

2.7 The sampling procedures must be well planned and all 
sample containers must be prepared and labeled prior tc 
going to the field. 

3. SgrGcma and Use 
3.1 The quaky of groundwater has become an issue of 

national conam Groundwater monitoring wells are one of 

. 
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TABLE 1 Typical Container and Preservatiun Reg~ts for a Gmund-WatW @bsbing Program 

Vdume‘ Contincr P- 

Sample md Measurement Rcquirrd PdM+“= Pfactvativc 

(mL) G4Lcr 

Merals WWCdKrlFc Pb/Sel moo-moo 

A@.illlNI 

MCKUty 200-300 

RAioaWity alpbbcU&adium 

Phcnolics 

Jo00 

soo-1ooo 

Mirdlrncous two-2ow 

Fiuodc 3oMoo 

ChlOdC so-200 

SUlf& Iw-so0 

Nilnlt 100-250 
Colifonn loo 
condudticy loo 
PH loo 
Turbidity I00 

Toul oqwic arbn Croo 25-100 

bith purily niti 
uidIopHc2 

bi plfity nitric 
xidtopHc2 
+o.os * 

K&r,4 
hii purity nikc 

xidtopH<2 

aaL4-c 
Hz=. to 

24:. 

Maximum 

Holding 
Time 

6 momhs 

28 days 

6 months 

28 Lp 

28&p. 
28 dam- 
28 6~5 
48 houn 
6h 
on ait& b 
on rit46 h 

48 h 

f%2&dc&habicidauldtod 

wganic blown (TOX) 

Extr&aMeoiganics IODO-2@33 

El-I20 

cool4-c 

moc4’c 

24 h 

the more important tools for cvahtating the quality of 
groundwater, delineating contamination plumes, and estab- 
lishing the integrity of ha+dous material management 
facilities. 

3.2 The goal in sampling groundwater monitoring wells is 
to obtain samples that are truly representative of the aquifer 
or groundwater in question. This guide d&usses the advan- 
tages and disadvantages of various well Ihtshing, sample 
withdrawal, and sample preservation techniques. It reviews 
the parameters that need to be considered in developing a 
valid sampling plan. 

4. WeIl Flushing (Purging) 

4.1 Water that stands within a monitoring weIl for a long 
period of time may become unrepresentative of formation 
water because chemical or biochemical change may cause 
water quality alterations and even ifit is unchanged from the 
time it entered the well, the stored water may not be 
representative of formation water at the time of sampling, or 
both. Because the representativeness of stored water is 
questionable, it should be excluded from samples collects 
from a monitoring well. 

4.2 The surest way of accomplishing this objective is to 
remove ah stored water from the casing prior to sampling. 
Research with a tracer in a full scale model 2 in. PVC well (5) 
indicates that pumping 5 to 10 times the volume of the weU 
via an inlet near the free water surface is sufftcient to remove 
all the stored water in the casing The volume of the well may 

be cakulated to include the well screen and any gravel pack 
if natural flow through these is deemed insuf5cient to keep 
them flushed out. 

4.3 In deep or Iarge diameter wells having a volume of 
water so large as to make removal of all the water imprac- 
tica& it may be ftible to lower a pump or pump inlet to 
some. point well below the water surf- purge only the 
volume below that point then withdraw the sample from a 
deeper level. Research indicates this approach should avoid 
most contamination associated with stored water (5,6,7). 
SeaUng the casing above the purge point with a packer may 
make this approach more dependable by preventing migra- 
tion of stored water from above. But the packer must be 
above the top of the screened zone, or stagnant water from 
above the packer will flow into the purged zone through the 
we& gravel/sand pack. 

4.4 In low yielding wells. the only practical way to remove 
ah standing water may be to empty the casing. Since it is not 
always possible to remove all water, it may be advisable to let 
the well recover (refih) and empty it again at least once. If 
introduction of oxygen into the aquifer may be of concern, it 
would be best not to uncover the screen when performing the 
above procedures The main disadvantage of methods de- 
signed to remove all the stored water is that large volumes 
may need to be pumped in certain instances. The main 
advantage is that the potential for contamination of samples 
with stored water is minimized. 
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4.5 Another appcnach to well flushing is to monitor one 

or more indicator parameters such as pH, itmpcrature, or 
conductivity and consider the well to be flushed when the 
indicatofls) no longer change. The advantage of this method 
is that pumping can be done from any location within the 
casing and the volume of stored water present has no direct 
bearing on the volume of water t&t must be pumped 
Obviously, in a low yielding well, the well may be emptied 
before the parameters stabii. A disadvantage of this 
approach is that there is no assurance in all situations that 
the stabiiized parameters rcprcscnt formation water. Ifsign& 
icant drawdown has occurred, water from some distance 
away may be pulled into the screen causing a steady 
parameter reading but not a ruprescntativc reading. Also, a 
suitable indicator parameter and means of continuously 
measuring it in the field must be available. 

4.6 Gibb (4,8) has described a timedrawdown approach 
using a knowledge of the well hydraulics to predict the 
percentage of stored water entering a pump inlet near the top 
of the screen at any time after flushing begins. Samples are 

c taken when the percentage is acceptably low. As before, the 
advantage is that well volume has no direct effect in UK 
duration of pumping A current knowledge of the well’s 

c hydraulic characteristics is necessary to employ this ap- 
proach. Downward migration of stored water due to effects 

I other than drawdown (for example density differences) is not 
accounted for in thii approach. 

i -p 4.7 In any flushing approach, a withdrawal rate that 
minimizes drawdown while satisfying time constraints 

I : should be used. Fxccssive dmwdown distorts the natural flow 
patterns around a well and can cause contaminants that were 
not present originally to be drawn into the well. 

5. Materlqls and Manufacture . 
5.1 The choice of materials used in the construction of 

sampling devices should be based upon a latowlcdgc of what 
compounds may be present in the sampling environment 
and how the sample materials may interact via leaching, 
adsorption, or catalysis. In some situations, PVC or some 
other plastic may be sufEcient In 0th~ an ah glass 
apparatusmay~n-. 

5.2 Most analytical protocols suggest that the devices used 
in sampling and storing samples for trace organ& analysis 
@g/L levels) must be comcted of glass or 
Tn-nuomcarlxn resin. or both. One suggestion advanced 
by the EPA is that the monitoring weI be constructed so that 
only TPE-fluorocarbon tubing be used in that portion of the 
sampling well that extends from a few fact above the water 
table to the bottom of the borchok. (3,s) Although this type 
of well casing is now commercially available, PVC well 
casings are currently the most popular. If adhesives are 
avoided, PVC well casings a~ auxptabk in many cases 
although their use may still lead to some problems if trace - 
orgaaics are of conam. At present, the type of background 
presented by PVC and interactions occut@ between PVC 
and gmundwatcr arc not well understood. Tin, in the form of 
an oxganotin stabii added to PVC, may enter samples 
taken from PVC casing. (9) 

5.3 Since the most significant problem encountered in 
trace organ& sampling tcsults from. the use Of PVC 

adhesives in monitoring well construction, threaded joints 
might avoid the problem (3.5). Mi per live (parts per 
million) levels of compounds such as tetmhydrofuran, 
methylcthyl-ketone. and toluene are found to leach into 
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groundwater samples from monitoring we5 casings sealed 
with PVC solvent cement. Pollutant phthalate estem (8, 10) 
are often found in water samples at ppb levels; the EPA has 
found them on occasion at ppm levels in their samples. The 
ubiquitous presence of these phthalate esters is unexplained, 
except to say that they may be leached from plastic pipes, 
sampling devices, and containers. 

5.4 TFE-fluorocarbon resins are highly inert and have 
sufficient mechanical strength to permit fabrication of sam- 
pling devices and well casings. Molded parts are exposed to 
high temperature during fabrication which destroys any 
organic contaminants. The evolution of fluorinated com- 
pounds can occur during fabrication, will cease rapidly, and 
does not occur afterwards unless the resin is heated to its 

-- melting point. 

i 
5.5 Extruded tubing of TFE-fluorocarbon for sampling 

may contain surface traces of an organic solvent extrusion 
aid. This can be removed easily by the fabricator and, once 

removed by 5ushing. should not afkct the sample. TFE- 
tluorocarbon FEP and TFE-fluorocarbon PFA resins do not 
require thii extrusion aid and may be suitable for sample 
Nbing as well. Unsintered thread-sealant tape of 7’FE- 
fluorocarbon is available in an ‘oxygen servia” grade and 
contains no extrusion aid and lubricant. 

5.6 Louneman. et al. (11) alludes to problems caused by a 
lubricating oil used during TFE-fluorocarbon tubii extnr- 
sion. This reference also presents evidence that a 5uorinated 
ethylene-propylene copolymer adsorbed acetone to a degree 
that later caused contamination of a gas sample. 

5.7 Glass and stainless steel are two other materials 
generally considered inert in aqueous environments. Glass is 
probably among the best choices though it is not inconceiv- 
able it could adsorb some constituents as well as release Other 
contaminants (for example, Na. silicate, and Fe). Of course, 
glass sampling equipment must be handled carefully in the 
field. Stainless steel is strongly and easily machined to 
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fabricate equipment. Unfortunately, it is not totally immune 
to corrosion that could release metallic contaminants. Stain- 
less steel contains various alloying metals, some of these (for 
example Ni) are commonly used as catalysts for various 
reactions. The alloyed constituents of some stainless steels 
can be solubilized by the pitting action of nonoxidizing 
anions such as chloride, fluoride, and in some instances 
sulfate, over a range of pH conditions. Aluminum, titanium, 
polyethylene, and other corrosion resistant materials have 
been proposed by some as acceptable materials, depending 
on groundwater quality and the constituents of interest. 

5.8 Where temporarily installed sampling equipment is 
used, the sampling device that is chosen should be non- 
plastic (unless TFE-fluorocarbon), cleanable of trace or- 
gan&, and must bc cleaned between each monitoring well 
use in order to avoid cross-contamination of wells and 
samples. The only way to ensure that. the device is indeed 
“clean” and acceptable is to analyze laboratory water blanks 
and field water blanks that have been soaked in and passed 
through the sampling device to check for the background 
levels that may result from the sampling materials or from 
field conditions. Thus, all samplings for trace materials 
shouldbe accompanied by samples which represent the field 
background (if possible), the sampling equipment back- 
ground, and the laboratory background. 

5.9 Additional samples are often taken in the field and 
spiked (spiked-field samples) in order to verify that the 
sample handling procedures are valid. The American Cbem- 

ical Society’s committee on environmerita! improvement I 
published guideline for data acquisition and data evaluati 
which should be use&l in such environmental evaluatic 
(10, 12). 

6. Sampling Qnipment 
6.1 There is a fairly large‘ choice of equipment presen 

available for groundwater sampling from single screen 
wells and well dusters The sampling devices can be cam 
rizd into the following eight basic types. 

6.1.1 Down-Hole Collecfion Devices: 
6.1.1.1 Bailers, messenger bail- or thief samplers (; 

14) are examples of down-hole devices that probably provi 
valid samples once the well has been flushed. They are t 
practical for removal of large volumes of water. ThC 
devices can be constructed in various shapes and sixes Zion 
variety of materials. They do not subject the sample 
pressure extremes. 

6.1.1.2 Bailers do expose part of the sample to t 
atmosphere during withdrawal. Bailen used for sampling 
volatile organic compounds should have a sample cock 
draft valve in or near the bottom of the sampler allowi 
WithdrawaS of a sample from the weI below the expos 
surface of the water or the first f&v inches of the SarnC 
should be discarded. Suspension lines for bailers and 0th 

samplers should be kept off the ground and free of 0th 

contaminating materials that could be carried into the we 
Down-hole devices are not very practical for use in de 
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a.-- wells. However, potential sample oxidation during transfer of 
the sample into a collection vessel and time constraints for 
lowering and retrieval for deep sampling are the primary 
disadvantages. 

6.1. I .3 Three down-hole devices are the single and double 
check valve bailers and thief samplers. A schematic of a 
single check valve unit is illustrated in Fig. 1. The bailer may 
be threaded in the middle so that additional lengths of blank . 
casing may be added to increase the sampling volume. 
TFE-fluorocarbon or PVC are the most common materials 
used for construction (15). 

6.1.1.4 In operation, the single check valve bailer is 
lowered into the well, water enten the chamber through the 
bottom, and the weight of the water column closes the check 

NOTE-Taken frun Aef 

valve upon bailer retrieval. The specific gravity of the haII 
should be about 1.4 to 2.0 so that the ball almost sits on the 
check valve seat during chamber filling. Upon bailer with- 
drawal, the ball will immediately seat without any samples 
loss through the check valve. A similar technique involves 
lowering a scaled sample container within a weighted bottle 
into the well. The stopper is then pulled from the bottle via a 
tine and the entire assembly is retrieved upon !illing of the 
container (14, 16). 

6.1.1.5 A double check valve bailer allows point sourct 
sampling at a specilic depth (15,17). An example is shown in 
F% 2. In this double check valve design, water flows through 
the sample chamber as the unit is lowaxd. A venturi tapered 
inlet and outlet ensures that water passes freely through the 

FIG. 5 Pneumatic Water Sampler With lntmd kmsd~ 
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\, unit. When a depth where the sample is to be collected is 
reached, the unit is retrieved. Because the difference between 
each ball and check valve scat is maintained by a pin that 
blocks vertical movement of the check ball, both check 
valves close simultaneously upon retrieval. A drainage pin is 
placed into the bottom of the bailer to drain the sample 
directly into a collection vessel to reduce the possibility of air 
oxidation. The acrylic model in Fe 2 is threaded at the 
midsection allowing the addition of threaded casing to 
increase the sampling volume. 

6.1.1.6 Another approach for obtaining point source sam- 
ples employs a weighted messenger or pneumatic change to 
‘trip” plugs at either en4 of an open tube (for example, tube 
water sampler or thief sampler) to close the chamber (18). 
Foerst, Kemmerer, and Bacon samplers are of this variety 
(14, 17, 19). A simple and inexpensive pneumatic sampler 
was recently described by Giiam (20). The device (Fig. 3) 
consists of a disposable 50 mL plastic syringe modified by 
sawing off the plunger and the finger grips. The syringe is 
then attached to a gas-line by means of a rubber stopper 
assembly. The gas-line extends to the surface, and is used to 
drive the stem-less plunger, and to raise and lower the syringe 
into the hole. When the gas-line is pressurized, the rubber 
plunger is held at the tip of the syringe. The sampler is then 
lowered into the installation, and when the desired depth is 
reached, the pressure in the gas-line is reduced to atmo- 
spheric (or slightly less) and water enters the syringe. The 
sampler is then retrieved from the installation and the 
syringe detached from the gas-line. After the tip is sealed, the 
syringe is used as a short-term storage container. A number 

of thief or messenger dtvicts are available in vario~ 
materials and shapes. 

6.13 Suction fifi Pumps: 
6.1.2-l Tbra types of suction lift pumps are the dire 

line, cenuili@, and peGta.Itic A major disadvantage of ar 
suction pump is that it is limited in its ability to raise watg 
by the head available from atmospheric pcesurtRlus,iftl 
surface of the water is more than about 25 A below t.l 
pump, water may not be withdrawn. The theoretical suctia 
limit is about 34 R, but most suction pumps are capable ( 
maintaining a water Iifk of only 25 fi or krs. 

6.1.23 Many suction pumps draw the water throug 
some sort of volutc in which impelleq pistons, or 0th 
devices operate to induce a vacuum. Such pumps a: 
probably unacceptable for most sampling purposes becau: 
they are usually constructed of common materials such I 
brass or mild steel and may expose samples to lubricant 
They often induce very low prusures around rotating vane 
or other such parts such that degassing or even cavitatio 
may occur. They can mix air with the sample via small lea! 
in the casing, and they are difiicult to adequately &a 
between UKS. Such pumps are acceptable for purging c 
wells, but should not generally be used for sampling. 

6.1.2.3 0ne exaption to the above statements is a per 
staltic pump. A pcris&ic pump is a self-priming, lot 
volume suction pump which consists of a- rotor with .ba 
bearing rollers (21). Flexible tubing is inserted around tb 
pump nnor and squeezed by heads as they revolve in 
circular pattern around the rotor. One end of the tubing : 
placed into the weU while the. other end can be connecte 
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/- directly to a receiving vessel. As the rotor moves, a reduced 
pressure is created in the well tubing and an increased 

\ pressure (~40 psi) on the tube leaving the rotor head. A drive 
shaft connected to the rotor head can be extended so that 
multiple rotor heads can be attached to a single drive shaft 

6.1.2.4 The peristaltic pump moves the liquid totally 
within the sample tube. No part of the pump contacts the 
liquid. The sample may still be degassed (cavitation is 
unlikely) but the problems due to contact with the pump 
mechanism are eliminated. Peristaltic pumps do require a 

: fairly flexible section of tubing within the pumphead itself. A 
section of silicone tubing is kmmonly used within the 
peristaltic pumphead but other types of tubing can be used ._ . L-L%.. : particularly for the sections extending into the well or from 
the pump to the receiving container. The National Council 
of the Paper Industry for Air and Stream Improvement (22) 
recommends using medical grade silicone tubing for organic 
sampling purposes as the standard grade uses an organic 
vulcanizing agent which has been shown to leach into 
samples. Medical grade silicone tube is, however, limited to 
use over a restricted range of ambient temperatures. Various 
manufacturers offer tubing lined with TFE-fluorocarbon or 
Viton’ for use with their pumps. Gibb (1, 8) found little 
difference between samples withdrawn by a peristaltic pump 
and those taken by a bailer. 

6.1.2.5 A direct method of collecting a sample by suction 
consists of lowering one end of a length of plastic tubing into 
the well or piezometer. The opposite end of the tubing is 

_H--. connected to a two way stopper bottle and a hand held or 

’ Viloo is a tndemark of E. I. du Pant de Nemoun k Co., Wilmington. DE 
19898 and lus been found suitable for lhii purpose. 

mechanical vacuum pump is attached to a second tubing 
leaving the bottle. A check valve is attached between the two 
lines to maintain a constant vacuum controL A sample can 
then be drawn directly into the collection vessel without 
contacting the pump mechanism (5,23,24). 

6.1.2.6 A cenuifiqal pump can be attached to a length of 
plastic tubing that is lowered into the well. A foot valve is 
usually attached to the end of the well tubing to assist in 
priming the tube. lbe maximum lift is about 4.6 m (15 ft) 
for such an arrangement (23.25.26). 

6.1.2.7 Suction pump approaches offer a simple sample 
retrieval method for shallow monitoring. The direct line 
method is extremely portable though considerable oxidation 
and mixing may oaxr during collection. A anuifugal pump 
will agitate the sample to an even greater degree although 
pumping rates of 19 to 151 Lpm (5 to 40 gpm) can be 
attained. A peristaltic pump provides a lower sampling rate 
with less agitation than the other two pumps. The witb- 
dmwal rate of p&taltic pumps can be carefully regulated by 
adjustment of the rotor head revolution. 

6.1.2.8 AU thee systems can be specially designed so that 
the water sample contacts only the TFE flourocarbon or 
silicone tubii prior to sample bottk entry. Separate tubing 
is recommended for each well or piezometer sampled. 

6.1.3 Electric Submersible Pumps: 
6.1.3.1 A submersible pump consists of a sealed electric 

motor that powas a piston or helical single thread worm at a 
high rpm. Water is brought to the surfaa through an access 
tube. Such pumps have been used in the water well industry 
for years and many designs exist (5, 26). 

6.1.3.2 Submersible pumps provide relatively high dis- 
charge rates for water withdrawal at depths beyond suction 

8 . 
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lift capabilities. A battery operated unit 3.6 cm ( 1.4 in.) in 
diameter and with a 4.5 Lpm (1.2 gpm) flow rate at 33.5 m 
(110 ft) has been developed (27). Another submersible pump 

i 
has an outer diameter of 11.4 cm (4.5 in.) and can pump 
water from 91 m (300 ft). Pumping rates vaty up to 53.0 

i Lpm (14 gpm) depending upon the depth of the pump (28). 
t , _ 6.1.3.3 A submersible pump provides higher extraction 

rates than many other methods Considerable sample agita- 
tion results, however, in the well and in the collection tube 
during transport. The possibility of introducing trace metals 

Ire, into the sample from pump materials also exists. Steam 
cleaning of the unit.followed by rinsing with unchlorinated, 
deionized water is suggested between sampling when analysis 
for organics in the parts per million (ppm) or parts per billion 
(ppb) range is required (29). 

9 

6. I .4 Gas-L.ifi Pumps: 

6.1.4.1 Gas-lift pumps use compressed air to bring a wate 
sample to the surface. Water is forced up an eductor pip 
that may be the outer casing or a smakr diameter pip - 
inserted into the well annu.lus below the water level (30.31) 

6.1.4.2 A similar principle is used for a unit that consist 
of a small diameter plastic tube perforated in the lower end 
This tube is placed within another tube of slightly large 
diameter. Compressed air is injected into the inner tube; th 
air bubbles through the perforations, the&y lifting the wate 
sample via the annulus between the outer and inner tubis 
(32). In practice, the eduaor line should be submerged to r 
depth equal to 60 96 of the total submerged eductor let@ 
during pumping (26). A 60 % ratio is considered optima 
although a 30 X submergence ratio is adequate. 
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6.1.4.3 The source of comprc%d gas may be a band 
pump for depths generally less than 7.6 m (25 ft). For greater 
depths, air compressors, pressurized air bottles, and air 
compressed from anautomobileenginehavebecn used. 

6.1.4.4 As already mentioned, gas-li!I methods result in 
considerable sample agitation and mixing within the well, 
and cannot be us@ for samples which will be tested for 
volatile organ&s. The eductor pipe or weighted plastic tubing 
is a potential sounx of sample contamination. In addition, 
Gibb (8) uncovered difkulties in sampling for inorganics. 
Thest diffculties were attributed to changes in rcdox, pH, 

and species transformation due to solubiity constant 
changes muking from stripping oxidation, and pnssurt 
changes. 

6.1.5 Ga DirplcvemenlPum~~-. 
6.1.5.1 Gas displacement or gas drive pumps are distin- 

guished from gas-lift pumps by the mahod of sample 
transport. Gas displacement pumps force a dkxete column 
of water 10 the &a= via m&hankal lift without ktensive 
mixing of the prsrurized gas and water as occms with air-lift 
equipment. The principle is shown schematically in Fig. 4. 
Water fills the chamber. A pasitivc pressure is applied to the 
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gas line closing the sampler check valve and forcing water up 
the sample line. By removing the pressure the cycle can be 
repeated. Vacuum can also be used in conjun&on with the 
gas (30). The device can be permanently installed in the well 
(33,34,35) or lowered into the well (36,37). 

6.1.5.2 A more complicated two stage design constructed 
of glass with check valves made of TFE-fluoroqbon has 
been constructed (38,39). The unit was designed specifIcally 
for sample testing for trace level organics. Continuous flow 
rates up to 2.3 Lpm (0.6 gpm) are possible with a 5.1 cm (2 
in.) diameter unit. 

. 

. 

6.1.5.3 Gas displacement pumps have also been devel- 
oped with multiple functions. The water sample in Fig. 5 
provides piezometric data measurements with an internally 
mounted transducer (40). A sample with its transduar 
exposed externally for piezometric measurements is illus- 
trated in Fig. 6 (41). The sensor can activate the gas source at 
the surface to cause sample chamber pressurization at the 
predetermined depth. Another design can be used as a water 
sampler or as a tool for injecting brine or other tracers into a 
well (42): 

--. 

6.15.4 Gas displacement pumps offer reasonable poten- 
tial for preserving sample integrity because little of the 
driving gas comes in contact with the sample as the sample is 
conveyed to the surface by a positive pressure. There is. 
however, a potential loss of dissolved gasses or contamina- 
tion from the driving gas and the housing materials. 

i 

6.1.6 Bladder Aunps: 
6.1.6.1 Bladder pumps, also referred to as gas-opcratec 

squeeze pumps, a&st of a flexible membrane enclosed by i 
rigid housing Water enters the membrane through a check 
valve in the vessel bottom; compressed gas ipjected into the 
cavity between tbe housing and bladder forces the sample 
through a check valve at the top of the membrane and into ; 
discharge line (FG 7). Water is prevented from re-enterinl 
the bladder by the top check v&e. The process is repeated t( 
cycle the water to the sudaa. Samples taken loom depths a 
30.5 m (100 ft) have been reported. 

6.1.6.2 A variay of design modifications and material 
are available (43, 44). Bladder materials include neoprene 
rubber, ethylene propylene terpolymer eP.T.), nitrile, an 
the fluorocarbon Viton.3 A bladder made of TFE-fluo~ 
carbon is also under development (45). Automated samplin 
systems have been developed to control the time betwee 
pfessurktion cydes (46). 

6.1.6.3 Bladder pumps provide an adaptable sampler 
tool due primarily to the number of bladder shapes that 81 
feasible. These devices have a distinct advantage over &: 
displaament pumps in that there is no contact with ti 
driving gas. Disadvantages indude the large gas voluml 
required, low pumping rates. and potential contaminatic 
from many of the bladder materials, the rigid housing, ( 
both. 

6. i .7 Gar Dn-ven Pisron l-imps: 

I1 
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6. 1.7. I A simple and inexpensive example of a gas driven 
piston pump is a syringe pump (47). The pump (Fig. 8) is 
constructed from a 50 mL plastic syringe with plunger stem 
removed. The device is connected to a gas line to the surface 
and the sample passes through a check valve arrangement to 
a sampling container at the surface. By successively applying 
positive and negative pressure to the gas-line, the plunger is 
activated driving water to the surface. 

refrigeration just above freeZing (4T in wet ice) is often the 
best preservation technique available, but it is not the only 
measure nor is it applicable in all cases. There may be special 
cases where it might be prudent to include a moding 
thermometer in the sample shipment to verify the maximum 
and minimum temperature to which the samples were 
exposed. Inexpensive devices for this purpose art available. 

6.1.7.2 A double piston pump powered by compressed air 
is illustrated in Fig. 9. Pressurized gas enters the chamber 
between the pistons; the alternating chamber pressurization 
activates the piston which allows water entry during the 
suction stroke of the piston and forces the sample to the 
surface during the pressure stroke (48). Pumping rates 
between 9.5 and 30.3 L/hr (2.5 to 8 gal/hr) have been 
reported from 30.5 m (100 ft). Depths in excess of 457 m 
(1500 ft) are possible. 

6.1.7.3 The gas piston pump provides continuous sampIe 
withdrawal at depths greater than is possible with most other 
approaches. Nevertheless, contribution of trace elements 
from the stainless steel and brass is a potential problem and 
the quantity of gas used is significant 

6.1.8 Pa&r Pump Amngement: 
6.1.8.1 A packer pump atmngement provides a means by 

which two expandable “packers” isolate a sampling unit 
between two packers within a well. Since the hydraulic or 
pneumatic activated packers are wedged against the casing 
wall or screen, the sampling unit wih obtain water samples 
only from the isolated well portion. The packers are deflated 
for vertical movement within the well and inflated when the 
desired depth is attained. Submersible, gas lift, and suction 
pumps can be used for sampling The packers are usually 
constructed from some type of rubber or rubber compound 
(48,49, SO, 51). A packer pump unit consist& of a vacuum 
sampler positioned between two packers is illustrated in Fs 
10 (52). 

6.1.8.2 A packer assembly allows the isolation of discrete 
sampling points within a well. A number of different 
samplers can be situated between the packers depending 
upon the analytical specifications for sample testing. Vertical 
movement of water outside the well casing during sampling 
is possible with packer pumps but depends upon the 
pumping rate and subsequent disturbance. Deterioration of 
the expandable materials will occur with time with the 
increased possibility of undesirable organic contaminants 
contributing to the water sample. 

7.2 All bottles and containers must be specially pre- 
cleaned, pre-labelled, and organized in iachests (isolating 
samples and sampling equipment from the environment) 
before one goes into the field. otherwise, in any comprehen- 
sivc program utter chaos usually develops in the fidd or. 
laboratory. The time in the field is very valuable and should 
be spent on taking field notes, measurements, ‘and in 
documenting samples, not on labelling and organizing sam- 
pies. Therefotc, the sampling plan should ipdude dear 
instructions to the sampling personnel concerning the infor- 
mation required in the field data record logbook (notebook), 
the information needed on container labels for identifica- 
tion, the chain-ofcllstody protocols, and the methods for 
preparing field blanks and spiked samples. Example of 
detailed plans and doaunentatioa proceduxos have been 
published (14,53). 

7.3 The exact requirements for the volumes of sample 
needed and the number of containers to use may vary from 
laboratory to laboratory. This will depend on the specific 
analyses to be perform& the conantration levels of intertst. 
and the individual laboratory protocols The manager of the 
sampling program should make no assumptions about the 
laboratory analysesi He should discuss the analytical rcquixe- 
merits of the sampling program in detail with the laboratory 
coordinator beforehand. This is eqxially the case since 
some analm and prrstrvation measures must be performed 
at the laboratory as soon as possible after the samples arrive. 
Thus, appropriate arrangements must be made. 

7.4 There rue a number of exallent nferrnces available 
which list the containen and preservation techniques appx+ 
priate for water and soils (13, 14, 50, 54, 55, 56). The 
‘Handbook for Sampling and Sample Pzsetvation of Water 
and Wastewater” is an excellent reference and perhaps the 
most comprehensive one (14). Some of this information is 
summarized in Table l . 

7. Sample Containers and Preservation 

7.1 Complete and unequivocal preservation of samples, 
whether domestic wastewater, industrial wastes, or natural 
waters, is practically impossible. At best, preservation tech- 
niques only retard the chemical and biological changes that 
inevitably continue after the sample is removed from the 
source. Therefore, insuring the timely analysis of-a sample 
should be one of the forrmost considerations in the sampling 
plan schedule. Methods of preservation are somewhat lim- 
ited aod are intended to retard biological action, retard 
hydrolysis of chemical compounds and complexes, and 
reduce the volatility of constituents. Preservation methods 
are generally limited to pH control, chemical addition, 
refrigeration and freezing. For water samples, immediate 

7.5 Sample containers for traa organic samples require 
special cleaning and handling considerations (57). The 
sample container for purgeable organics consist of a screw- 
cap vial (25 to 125 mL) fitted with a TFE-flourocarbon faced 
silicone septum. The vial is sealed in the laboratory immedi- 
ately after deaning and is only opened in tbe field just ptior 
to pouring sample into it The water sample then must be 
sealed into the vial headspact free (no air bubble) and 
immediately cooled (4-C) for shipment Multiple Samples 
(usually about four taken from one large sample container) 
are taken because leakage of containers may cause losscS, 
may allow air to enter the containers, and may cause 
erroneous analysis of some constituents. Also, some andyseS 
are best conductad on independent protected Samples 
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7.6 Tie purgeable samples must be analyted by the 
iaboratoty wir+in 14 days after collection, unless they are to 
be analyzed for acrolein or acrylonitrile (in which case they 
are to be analyzed within 3 days). For samples for solvent 
extractions (extractable organics-ba~e neuttals, acids and 
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pesticides), the sample bottles are narrow mouth, screw cap 
qua,a bottles or half-gallon bottles that have been precleaned, 
rinsed with the extracting organic solvent and oven dried at 
IOS’C for at least I h. These bottles must be sealed with 
TFE-fluorocarbon lined caps (Note). Samples for organic 
extraction must be extracted within 7 days and analyzed 
within 30 days after extmction. Special precleaned, solvent 
rinsed and oven-dried stainless steel beakers (one for each 

‘monitoring well) may be used for transferring samples from 
the sampling device to the sample containers. 

NOTE-When collecting samples. the bottla should no1 bc overlillcd 
or prerinscd with sample bcforc filling becaux oil and other materials 
may remain in the bottle. This can cause erroneously high results. 

7.7 For a number of groundwater parameters, the most 
meaningful measurements are those made in the field at the 
time of sample collection orat least at an on-site laboratory. 
These include the water level in the well and parameters that 
sometimes can change rapidly with storage. A discussion of 
the various techniques for measuring the water level in the 
well is contained in a NCASI publication (5) and detailed 
procedures are outlined in a U.S. Geological Survey publica- 
tion (58). Although a discussion of these techniques is 
beyond the scope of this guide, it is important to point out 
that accurate measurements must be made before a well is 
flushed or only after it has had suficient time to recover. 
Parameters that can change rapidly with storage include 
specific conductance, pH, turbidity, redox potential, dis- 
solved oxygen, and temperature. For some of the other 

parameters. the emphasis in groundwater monitoring is or 
the concentration of each specific dissolved component, n0, 
the total concentration of each. Samples for these types o, 
measurements should be filtered through 0.45 pm mem. 
brane filters ideally in the field or possibly at an on-site 
laboratory as soon as possible. Analyses often requiting 
filtered samples include all metals. radioactivity parameters 

total organic carbon, dissolved orthophosphate (if needed) 
and total dissolved phosphorous (if needed) (13, 14). 1: 
metals are to be analyzed, filter the sample prior to acic 
preservation;.For TOC organ& the filter material should b 
tested to assurc that it does not contribute to the .TOC. The 
type or size of the filter to be used is not .well. understood. 
However, if results of metal, TOC or other parameters that 
could be effected by solids are to be compared, the same 
filtering procedure must be used in each case. Repeated 
analytical results should state whether the samples were 
filtered and how they were filtered. 

7.8 Shipment and receipt of samples must be coordinated 
with the laboratory to minimize time in transit. All samples 
for organic analysis (and many other parameters), should 
arrive at the laboratory within one day after it is shipped and 
be maintained at about 4% with wet ia. The best way to get 
them to the laboratory in good condition is to send them in 
sturdy insulated in che& (coolers) equipped with bottle 
dividers. 24-h courier scrvia is recommended, if personal 
delivery service is not practical. 
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TEST PIT AND TRENCH EXCAVATION 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this procedure is to provide general reference information and technical ’ 

guidance on the excavation of exploratory test pits and trenches. 

2.0 SCOPE 

These procedures provide overall technical guidance and may be modified by site-specific 

requirements for field exploratory trenches and test pits. Conditions which would make 

trench excavation difficult (such as a shallow water table), dangerous (presence of explosive 

materials or underground utilities) or likely to cause environmental problems (such as 

potential rupture of buried containerized wastes), will require modifications to the procedures 

presented herein and may prevent implementation of the exploratory excavation program. 

Furthermore, the costs and difficulties in disposing of potentially hazardous materials 

removed from the test pits may constrain their use to areas where contamination potential is 

low. Consequently, the techniques described herein are most applicable in areas of low 

apparent contamination and where potentially explosive materials are not expected to be 

present. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

Trench - Trench means a narrow excavation (in relation to its length) made below the surface 

of the ground. In general, the depth is greater than the width, but the width of a trench 

(measured at the bottom) is not greater than 15 feet. If forms or other structures are installed 

or constructed in an excavation so as to reduce the dimension measured from the forms or 

structure to the side of the excavation to 15 feet or less (measured at the bottom of the 

excavation), the excavation is also considered to be a trench (definition from Federal Register, 

Vol. 54 No. 209, Tuesday, October 31,1989,29 CFR Part 1926 Occupational Safety and Health 

Standards - Excavations; Final Rule) (see Attachment A). 
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Test Pit - A teat pit is a small excavation made below ground surface to characterize soil type 

and quality as well as determine the types of wastes buried. In general, a test pit is dug using 

a backhoe with dimensions measured as follows: 

Width - Typically two to three backhoe buckets wide __ 

Length - Typically five to 10 feet long - 

Depth - Typically to top of water table or one to two feet below base of fill material 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

Project Manager - It is the responsibility of the Project Manager to ensure that field personnel 

responaible for trench and test pit excavation are familiar with these procedures. It also is the 

responsibility of the Project Manager to ensure that all appropriate documents (i.e., Test Pit 

Logs) have been completely and correctly filled out by the field inspector. 

Field Team Leader - The Field Team Leader is responsible for the overall supervision of all 

test pit and trenching activities, and for ensuring that each test pit is properly and completely 

logged by the field inspector. It also is the responsibility of the Field Team Leader to ensure 

that all field inspectors have been briefed on these procedures. 

Field Inspector - The Field Inspector is responsible for the direct supervision of test pit and 

trenching activities. It is the Field Inspector’s responsibility to log each test pit, document 

subsurface conditions, complete appropriate forms, and to direct the test pit or trenching 

activities. 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

The procedures for test pit sizes, health and safety considerations, sampling, and backfilling 

are discussed in the following sections. Regulation for trench excavation, including trench 

sizes are given in the Tuesday October 31,1989 edition of the Federal Retister, 29 CFB Part 

1926, “Occupation Safety and Health Standards - Excavations; Final Rule” (see . 

Attachment A). 
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5.1 Test Pit Sizes 

Test. pits and trenches permit detailed exploration of the nature and contamination of in-situ 

materials, and the characteristics and stratification of near surface materials. The size of the 

excavation will depend on: 

- 

l Purpose and e&nt of the exploration. 
l Space limitations imposed by site conditions (i.e., proximity to buildings, utilities, 

etc.). 
l Contaminants present and the potential for release to the environment. 
l Stability of the materials being excavated. 
a Capabilities and limitations of the excavating equipment. 

Test pits normally have a width ranging fi-om two to ten feet or greater, depending on the 

objectives of the excavation and the equipment used. Test trenches are elongated test pits, 

usually three- to six-feet. wide and extending for any desired length. 

Standard equipment (i.e., backhoe) is readily available to excavate to depths of up to about 15 

feet. However, larger and deeper excavations may be required. Standard equipment can be 

used to excavate deeper than their nominal limits by stepping or benching the excavation. 

5.2 Health and Safety Considerations 

Care must be taken by all on-site personnel during every phase of the test pit or trench 

excavation operation to avoid possible chemical and physical hazards. Chemical hazards may 

occur from direct exposure &I excavated wastes or inhalation of volatilized materials. Physical 

hazards include the possible collapse of the trench or test pit, possible injury through violent 

contact with excavation equipment., or expl&ion or other forceful reaction upon contact with 

exposed drums or other wastes. 

All test pit. and trench excavation activities must be carefully detailed in the site-specific 

Health and Safety Plan which will specify all precautions to be observed relative to possible 

chemical or physical hazards associated with these operations. Respiratory and personal 

protective equipment to be worn by all on-site personnel involved in excavation operations 

also will be specified in this document.. 
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At locations where access is not restricted, a safety zone shall be established around the 

excavation. Additionally, personnel should, NOT under any circumstances, enter the 

excavation. Prior written approval and procedures documented in the Sampling and Analysis 

Plan and Health and Safety Plan, and approved by LANTDIV are required if entry into the 

excavation is to be considered. Additionally, a site Health and Safety OfEcer familiar with 

excavations shall be on +te and shall direct the entry procedures. _ ~ ’ 

5.3 Logainer and Sampling 

Test pits and/or trenches shall be logged and sampled by the Field Inspector. Soils shall be 

classified and described in accordance with the procedures given in SOP FlOO. Test Pit 

Records (see Figure 1) shall be legibly completed for all test pits. Samples shall only be 

collected from material in the equipment bucket, or from the pile of excavated materials. The 

excavation shall NOT be entered for the purpose of collecting samples. 

Backfilling of trenches and test pita is a normally accepted practice to reduce immediate site 

hazarda and minimize the potential for rainwater accumulation and subsequent contaminant 

migration. 

After inspection and completion of the appropriate test pit logs, backfill material should be 

returned to the pit under the direction of the field inspector. Any hazardous and/or waste 

materials which are not returned to the excavation BB backfill must be collected and properly 

disposed. If a low permeability layer is accidentally penetrated, or if a soil layer containing 

substantial quantities of contaminants is encountered, backfill material must consist of a soil- 

bentonite mix. The mix should be prepared in a proportion specified by the field inspector and 

should be covered by “clean” soil and graded to the original land contour. Where it is safe to do 

so, the backhoe bucket should be used to compact each one to two-foot layer of backfill as it is 

placed, to reduce settling and compaction. The test pit cover should be inspected and further 

regraded, if necessary after settling has occurred. 
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TEST PIT RECORD gzii' 

PROJECT: 
p--- CT0 NO.: TEST PIT NO.: 

COORDINATES: EAST NORTH: 

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: 
WEATHER: DATE: 

REMARKS: 

HNU = Photo Ionization Detector Reading 
OVA = Organic Vapor Analyzer Reading 
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DEFINITIONS 
Lab Class . = USCS (ASTM D-2487) or AASKTO (ASTM D-3262) 

Lab. 
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Lab. 

Moist 

0% 

-L 

Soil 
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lab Moist = Mois&e Content (ASTM D-2216) Dry Weight Basis 
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(Principal Constituents, Gradation, Color, Moisture Content, Organic 
Elevation 

Content, Plasticity, and Other Observations) ML1 
L 

A 1 

CONTRACTOR: BAKER REP:: . 

EQUIPMENT: - TEST PITNO.: WFFT 1 nF 1 



5.5 Test Pit Excavation Procedures 

The following procedures apply to the excavation and backfilling of a typical test pit. Note 

that if a subcontractor is procured to perform the test pit operations, the subcontractor must 

provide both an equipment operator and a supervisor: 
. 

l The positions of the test pits shall be located in the-field by the field team leader. 

l Utility clearance shall be obtained for all test pit locations prior to excavation. 
Contact appropriate Base personnel as well as MISS Utility WA, MD, DC) or ULOCO 
CW. 

MISS Utility (l-800-552-7601) 
ULOCO (1-600-632-4949) 

l Excavation equipment shall be thoroughly decontaminated prior to and after each test 
pit excavation. 

l A safety zone shall be established ,around the test pit location prior to initiation of 
excavation activities. 

l Excavation shall commence by removing 1iRs of no more than approximately 6 to 
12 inches of soil. 

l The field inspector shall log the test pit soils and record observations on a Test Pit 
Record (Figure 1). Additionally, the test pit cross-section shall be sketched in the Field 
Logbook with notable features identified. 

l If applicable, soil or waste samples shall be collected either from the backhoe bucket or 
from the pile of excavated materials following all appropriate SOPS (i.e., F002, F201). 

l Test pit depths (and water levels) may.be measured using an engineers rule (six foot) 
or a weighted measuring tape. Depths shall be measured from the ground surface. 

l Upon completion, test pita shall be immediately backfilled as described in Section 5.4. 

l Test pit locations shall be marked with five wooden stakes; one at each corner and one 
in the center. The test pit number shall be recorded on the centrally located stake. 

l If applicable, the test pit will be surveyed by a registered land surveyor or measured 
and referenced to nearby permanent site structures (i.e., buildings, curbs, fences, etc.). 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

The Quality Assurance Records that should be prepared include Test Pit Records and the Field 

Logbook. 
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PART 1928-WAENDEDJ 

sumrtkc-(Amend+dl - 
1. By revising the authority citation for 

subpart M of part 182.6 to read as 
follows: 

Authlty sea 107. Contract work Houra 
and Safety Shndardr Act (Co~m~ctkm 
Sdety Act) (40 us.c 3333; seca c 4 4 
OccupatIonal Safety snd Hedtb Act of 1970 
(29 tJ.!3.c 653.6s!k 8571; !kmuy of kbofr 
Order No. 12-71(38 FR 6754),8-76 (41 FR 
UOSS], or wu ((8 FR WM), aa applicable.. 
andfBCFRpar(1911. 

z By wvisfng subpart P of part 1928 to 
read as follows: 

!sub~P-Exavrtloc# 
5u 
w26650 Scope. rpplicstion. and d&&ions 

applicable to thir rubput, 
1928.651 General mquirementr 
1926.652 RequIremenu for protective 

ryrtems. 

Appiul&Absutsp.MP4oiltzl&Eattw 
2~ B to S&put P-Slop& and 

p$bEJeto subput P--TImbar SIlorlqJ 

Appandtr D (0 Subpart P--AlumLncua 
Hydraulk Sbodng tk ‘Ma&w 
Appdix E to Subpuf P-Akar~tivea to 
-b-==wl 
AppendixFtoSubputP4ectiooof 
Fmta3lvo systema 

Subpart P-Exawatiofm .- 

AUtbod~ SeG 1w. contract Worker Koull 
and Safety Standard8 Act (C~cubuction 
Safety Act) (40 US.C 333): Seca. 4. h b 
Occupat.io~l Safety and Heeltb Act of 1870 
(29 USC &!a 655.657): seuetary of Lahofr 
Order No. 12-n (38 FR 6754J. 6-76 (II FR 
ZOSQ). or 683 (48 FR ~38). u applicably. 
and 29 CFR part lQl1. 

(a) Scope and application. This 
subpart applies to all open cxcavationn 
made in the earth’s surface. Excavations 
are defined to include trenches 

(b) DefinXons applicable to this 
subporL 

Accepted engineeringpmctikes means 
those requirements which are 
compatible with standards of practice 
required by a registered pmfessional 
engineer. 

Aluminum hydraulic Shoring mews a 
presngineered shoring systeti 
comprised of aluminum hydraulic 

-~ cylindem (crossbraces) used in 
conjunction with vertical ralls (uprights) 
or horizontal rails (walers). Such system 
is designed, specifically to support the 

sidewalls of an excavation and prrvenl 
cave-ins. 

Bell-bottom pier hole means a type of 
rhaft or footing cxcavattoh the bottom 
of which is made larger than the cross 
section above to form a belled shape. 

Benching (Benching system) means a 
method of protecting employees from 
cave-lxu by excavatiq the sides of an 
excavation to form one or a series of 
horizontal levels or step* usually wfth 
vertical or nfiarvertical surfaces 
between levels. 

Cave-in meana the separation of a 
mass of soil or rock material from the 
aide of an excavatiou or the loss of soU 
frum under a trench shield or support 
system, and Ita sudden movement into 
the excava tioh either by falling or 
sliding, hi sufficient quantity so that it 
could entrap, bury, or othenvlse injum 
and immobilize a peon. 

Comperent person meanr one who is 
capable of identifying udrw and 
predictable hazards in the surroundings, 
or working conditfons which am 
umanitary, hazardour or dangerous to 
employees. and who has authorization 
10 take prompt Corrective measures to 
eliminate them. 

CIVSS bmces mean the horizontal 
members of a shoring system instaIled 
perpendkuhr to the sides of the 

. excavation, the ends of which bear 
agatnst either uprights or waler. 

Excavation meaxu any man-made cut, 
cavity, trench, or depression in an earth 
surface. formed by earth removal 

Faces or rides means the vertical or 
inclined earth surfaces formed as a 
result of excavation work 

Failure means the breakage 
displacement. or permanent deformation 
of a structural member or connection so 
as to reduce its structural integrity and 
its supportive capabilities. 

ffamrdous atmosphere means an 
atmosphere which by reason of being 
explorive. flammable. poisonoru 
corrosive. oxidizing, i&at@ oxygen 
deficient, toxic or ot.herwiK harmful 
may cause death, illness. or injury. 

Kickout means the accidental release 
or fatlure of a. mm brace. 

Protective 8yst.effl means a method of 
protecting employees from cavcitu 
frum material that could fall or roll from 
an excavation face or into an 
excavation. or from the collapse of 
adjacent struchues. Protective systems 
include support systems, eloping and 
benching systema. shield systema. and 
other rystems that provide the 
necessary pratectioa . 

Ramp means an inclined walking or 
working surface that is used to gain 
access to one point from another. and Is 
constructed from esrrh or from 

stn~ctuml matedalr such as steel or 
Wood 

%.!h 
m ir Mud l3vfeuionaf &gineerg 

ffamawww~tasr 
~aiiaotYiGi&ne in the rtite ivhere 
the work 1s to be Wrfomd. H0wever. a 
pmfessloaal engl;reer. regist&d In any * 
statafadeemedtobea”re&tered 
pmfes#i4mal e!mghedb 
meanlrtgofthl8stimdadwlMla ’ 
ab+ovtng designa foe %utmfactud . 
pmtectlve ayatema” ai %b@ated d&P 
tobu6edlnLutarsbte~-- 

Sheeting meam the membera of a - 
shoring system that retain the earth in 
p&ion and in turn art supported by 
oiher member of the shoring l yptem. 

SJGJd (Shield system] meana a 
structure that b l b!e to withstand the 
forces imposed ou it by a cav& and 
thereby protect employees witi the 
enlctuw. Shields can be pcrmancnt 
rtmturu or CM be des@ed to be 
portable and moved along u work 
progrewx Adc!itfoMny, abid& can be 
dtherpremanufa&redorjo#uiltin 
accerdance with i 1826452 (c](s) or 
(c)(41. Shield8 ~84 in tmchu M 
ygJl 

cg 
‘;‘d to u “trench bgxu” or I 

Slwnkg (Shoring system) mew a 
rtructure mu% as a metal hydxaulk 
mechanical or timber shoring system 
that suppori~ the ddes of an excavation 
and which k desIgned to ptevent cave- 
ha. 

Sidti See “Facea” . _ _ _ 
Sloping (Sloping system) means a 

method of protecting employee8 from 
cavcips by excavating to form sides of 
an excavation that are inclined away 
from the excavation w3 u to prevent 
cave-Ins. The angle of incline required to 
prevent a cave-in varies with 
differencem in such factors as the soil 
lyp4 en*nmental conditions of 
exposure. rind application of surcharge 
loads. 

Stable mck means natural solid 
mineral material that can be excavated 
with vertical sides and will remain 
intact while exposed. Unstable rock is 
considered to be stable when the roJr 
material on the side or sides of the 
excavation is recured against Caving-in 
or movement by rock bolta or by another 
protective system that has been 
designed by a registe& pmfesaional 
cngincer. 

sc~ctum~ ramp means a ramp built of 
s ted or wood usually used for vehicle 
access Ramps made of soil or’cock an 
not coosidend shuc!ural rampr 

Supporl system means a structkre 
ruch ar underpinn@ bradng. ur 
rhoring, which provides support to an 
adyent S~I-UC~IJDZ. undcrgmnnd 
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r-~l8tallattou oi the ride8 of nn 
Kcavatlon. 
Tabuldsd data meane t~blsr’end 

chartr approved by a -tared 

r::Mc:Y e$llY- 
r-. Zhach flnaa auavation) means a 

narrow excavaKoa (In rel~tioa to Its - 
length) mada bdow the rurfacc of tha 
groud I.0 gal@ Iha depth t greater 
ha the width, but the width of a trench 
(measured at the bottom) ta not greater 
than 15 feet (48 m). If fomu of other 
8tructurea~Am ill8ta.lled or con8tructed in 
aa excavation 80 as to reduce the 
dimension measured from the forms or 
rtn~ture to the ride of the excavation to 
15 feet (4.6 m) or It88 (measured at the 
bottom of the cxoavation), the 
excavation ia also oonstdered to be a 
tr8nch. 

Trench box. See 5bleld” 
TxsncA r&47! set “shield” 

.Up*ts mcane the vctioal mcmbcre 
of a trench shoring rystcm plaoed in 
contact with the earth and ueually 
po8Itionud sc that tndividual mctnbcre 
do not oontact ea& other. Uprighte 
placed ua that individual mcmbcre arc 
clcaely SpAceti tn CoatAct with or 
lnteroonncctcd to caoh 0th~~. arc often 
called “sheet.@” 

r -WC&W menas horizoatal men&m of a 

f 

wing syrtem plaocd parallel to the 
xavatloa face who00 eider bear 

againet the vertical mcmbcn of the 
shoring eyetem or earth. 

~iO26.851 cowfalv 
(a) Su&z encumbmnces. All rurfaca 

encumbrancce that arc located so ae to 
create a hezard to cmployeee ehall bc 
removed or suppork& as necceeaxy, to 
rafcguard cmployeca 

fb) Underground instalk7tions. (1) The 
estimated locati&~ of utility 
Lnstallatione. euch ae ecwer, telephona- 
fueL electric water line& or any other 
underground installations that 
reasonably may bc expected to be 
encountered during excavation work. 
shall bc determined prior to opening an 
excavation. 

(2) Utility compariiee or ownere shall 
be contacted within established or 
customary focal response timea advised 
of the proposed work and asked to 
establish the location of the utility 
underground installations prior to the 
start of actual excavation. When utility 
companies or ovmere cannot respond to 
a rcqueet to locate underground utility 
tnetaiiatione within U hours (unless a . 
longer period Ie required by stats or 
local law), or cannot establish the exad 

-- tion of theme inddlationr. tha 
.loyer may proceed, urovided the 

mployer doee eo with ceutiou end 
provided drcsction equipment or other 

acocptable meane to locate utility 
tnetallatione arc uecd. 

(3) When cxoavation opaatione 
approach Iha cetimatcd looation of 
undergnnmd tnetailatione. the exact 
location of the inetaUetlone ehall bc 
determined by eafa and acceptable 
meane 

(4) While the excavation ir open. 
underEpound inetallatione ehall bc 
protected eupportcd or removed ae 
necessary ta e&guard employceh 

(c]Accessand egress-(l)Shuctwd 
ramp& (I) stIucturel nmpe IhAt ue ueed 
solely by cmployece as a means of 
aoocee or egreee hm cxcavatione ehelI 
be designed by a competent pcreoa. 
Structuml ranp~ used for l cceu or 
cgrcee of cqtdpmcnt ehalI ba dae&ncd 
by a corn 

turAr 
tent person qualified in 

&%tntcted in acoordancc with tha 
&rigu and shall bc 

dMs 
(ii) Ramps and nUtWAy oonetructcd 

of two or more rtmduml mcmbcm ehall 
have the structural membere cwpccttd 
together to prevent dieplaocmmt 

(ii) StnuAuml member8 used for 
ramp8 and MfWAj’S ehatl bc of uniform 
thickness. 

(iv) Clcate or other appropriate mean8 
UMd t0 COtUZCt RlL.tWAy SbllCtUd 
members shall bc attached to the bottom 
of the runway or ehatl be rtt~ched in a 
manner to prevent tripping. 

(v) Structural rampe uead tn heu of 
etepe ehall be provided with cleats or 
other 8urfaca treatmente on the top 
surface to prevent clipping. 

(2) Meunr of eg.nmjhxn trench 
excavations. A stairway. ladder. mmp 
or other safe meam of cgraee nhall be 
located in trench excavatione that am I 
feet (122 m] or more in depth eo ar to 
rquim no more than 25 feet (7.62 m] of 
lateral travel for employees. 

(d) Exposure & vehicular tmfic 
Employece exposed to public vehicular 
traffic ehall be provided with, and ehall 
wear. wamfng vests or other e&able 
garments merked with or made of 
reflectocized or high-visibility material 

[e) &xpasure to fafling Iaads No 
employee shall be permitted underneath 
loadr handled by lifting or digging 
equipment Employees shall be required 
to stand away from any vehicle being 
loaded or unloaded to avoid being 
attuck by any spillage or felhg 
matetiale. Operators mayremein in the 
cabs of vehicles being loaded or 
unloaded when the vehicles UT 
equipped. in.accordance with 
i 1926BM(b)(6). to provide adqoate 
protection for the operator during 
loading and unloading operatiotu. 

(fJ Warning system for mobile 
‘equipment When mobile equipment ie 
operated adjacent to an excavation or 

when such quipmcnt ls rqutrcd to 
approach the edge of an excavation and 
the operator doa not have A clear and 
direct dew of the cdxe of the 
axuvatbn. A wrrn& ryetern shall b-e 
utUiscd auoh es barricades hand or 
meohankal signals, or atop Logs. If 
porrlblc the grade should be away from 
the excavation 

(g) Ifmordocu aftnosp~em-(l) 
Testing and confmls. In addition to the 
requlranmta set fortb In subparts D and. \, 

~Eoftht8part(29(=FR 192flY3-1926Aor] 
- to prevent exposure toharmful levels of 

atmoephcrlc ooatarninante and to assure 
accept~bh atmospheric conditione, the 
following requircmeate shall ~pplyz 

(i) Where oxygea defidenoy 
(atmoephcrce~oontein@ leer than 19.5 
percent oxyeea] or a hazardour 
atmoephcre 4ete or could teaeonably 
baexpActedtoad8twchuIn 
uccrVatiOMiIlLandfillM?A8Or 
otcaVrtiOM in UMS WhAR hAMdOUr 
eubetanoce are rtorcd ocarby. the 
atmosphcre8 fn the excavation shall be 
tested b&A employees alter 
WCAVAtiOM gmaIer than 4 feet (ti m) 
In depth 

(iij Adqtmts precautione ehall bc 
tien to prevent cmploycc expottm to 
AtmOlphW ccntainfna leu than 19.9 
peruat oxygen and other hazardous 
~tmoqherea. ‘Ihtrc precaution8 fndude 
providiag proper rcrpiratory protection 
or ventUion h acoordancc with 
subparteDe.ndEofthtepart 
rerpectiYely. 

(iiS) Adequate precaution ehan be.- 
teken ruch an providing ventilatioa to 
prevent employee cxpoeurc to an 
atmosphem containing a oonccntratioa 
of a 5emmeble gas in excess of 20 
percent of the lower flammable limit of 
the gar. 

(iv] wbcn .ccntrole arc used that arc 
intended to reduce the level of 
atmorphuic oontaminents to aoccptable 
levels, tceting shall be conducted AS 
often ae ncccesuy to ensure that the 
etmoephcre remsine raft. 

(2)Emugencyrescucequipmenr (i) 
Emergency rescue equipment. such ae 
breathing eppamtus. a safety hamesr 
end line. or a basket stretcher. shell be 
readily available where hezerdous 
atmospheric conditions exist or may 
reasonabty be e-ted todevelop 
during work in an excavation This 
equipment shall be attended when in 
use. 

(ii] Employees entering bell-bottom 
pier holes. or other eimilar deep end - 
confined footing excavations. shalt wear 
5 bemeu with a lifeline securely 
attached IO it The lifeline shall be 
separate &om any line used to handle 
materielr. and shall be indivtdually 

. 
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attended at all thata while tht tmdwtt ~rtwided to mottd tdwwa hxn &a 
wearing the lifeline Ir in the txca+&n 

(h) f+vtection fmm hasa& 
asociated with water atxzunufation. (1) 
Employee* ahall not wo* la 
cxcavationa in which them la 
accumalated water. or In acavatlona In 
which water ta ~ccumulatfq~eu 
adequate precautions have been taken 
to protect employees agafnst tha 
ha& posed by water accumulation 
The precautiona necessary to protect 
employees adequately vary with each 
situation, bat could in&da rpedal 
support or rkfeld systema to protect 
from cave-ins. water removal to conlzol 
the level of accumulating water, or we 
of a safety harness and lifeline. 

(2) If water ia controlled or prevented 
from accumulating by the use of water 
removal equtpment the water removal 
equipment and operations rh.aII be 
monitored by a competent penon to 
ensure proper operation 

(3) If excavation work Interrupt.8 the 
aatural dmfaagt of rurface water (ruch 
as’rtreams). dhersfon ditches, dikes, or 
other r&able meana rhaU be used to 
prevent surface water hrn entering the 
excavation and to provide adequate 
drainage of the area adjacent to the 
excavation Excavations subject to 
mnoffha heavy rati will require an 
inspection by a competent person and 
compliance with paragraphs (h)(l) and 
(-h)(Z) of thld wction. 

(i) St&lily of ar$ocent rtructurw. 
Whete the stability of adjointng ..__ 

(1) 

buildings, wails. or other rtnrchrres Ia 
endangered by excavation operations, 
rupport systems such a8 rhoring; 
bracing, or underpinning rhaII be 
provided to ensure the rtabilky of ruch 
struchves for the protection of 
cmployets. 

(2) Excavation below the tcvel of the 
base or footing of any fcundation or 
:elaining wall that could be reasonably 
expected to post a hazard to employeer 
shall not be permitted except when: 

[il A rupport syarem. ouch ar 
underpinning. Is provided to eaure the 
safety of employees and the rtability of 
the rtructure: or 

(ii) The excavation is la atable m& or 
(iii) A registered pmfersionnal engineer 

has approved the determination that the 
structure i6 sufficently removed from the 
excavation JO as to be unaffected by the 
excavation act&t@ or 

(iv) A registered professional engineer 
has approved the determination that 
such excavation work vfilJ noi pose a 
hazard lo employees: 

N (3) SidewaIks. pavemen& and 
pptienant. structure shall not be 

undermined unless a rupporl system or 
another method of pmkction L6 

-&aibIe coliapu of&b L 
111 l+vwon ofaqYh?i?sjiv~kx#s 

mck or roil. (11 Adequte protectfan 
hall be provided to protect einployees 
kum Iooae rock or roll that could pars a 
haumibyfaUngormUingfiumm 
excavation face. Such prWct&n ahaII 
consist of a4lng to remove low4 
matariak inrt&tioa of pWectiv0 
barricpdea at intarvak aa neceuary on 
the fai% to atop and wntaln falling 
mattrial: or other mans that prwide - 
equivalent prokctk 

(2) Employees rhan bs protected tmm 
excava ttd or other mattrlak tu 
equipment that wuId pose a hazard by 
falling or roUing into exa*atioah 
Protection shall be pmvfded by pladag 
and keeping mch materials or 
equipment at leaat 2 feer (AR m] lkm the 
e&t of excavationa, or by the uat of 
retaining devices that are au5den: to 
prevent mat&ala or equipment from 
faIllng or roUing Mo txcavatloa* Qc by 
a combination of both if necmary. 

*I Iwpec?i4nr. (1) MY m-b= 
of excavations. the adjacent artas, and 
protective ryrttmr rhaU bt made hy a 
competent person for evldenoa of a 
situation that could resalt fn possMe 
cavt-fed. !adIatha affdhlrt of 
protective ayrtetns. hazardoar 
atmospheres, or other hazardoar 
conditiou8. b lnsptction ddl bt 
conducted by the competent person 
piibr 16 the itiib7 work and aa needed 
thmlghout the aft. rIlrptctionr rhan 
also be made after every rainstorm or 
other hazard hcrtaring occurma= 
These inspections art only required 
when tmployet ex-powe can bt 
reasonably autidpated 

(2) Where the wmptknt~penon fiads 
evidence of a situation that wuld result 
in a possible cave-in, indicati~ of 
failure of protective ryrtenu, hazardoar 
atmorphtres, or other hazardour 
conditions, exposed tmployees shall be 
removed from the hazardour apea antiI 
the nectssary precautfo~ have been 
taken to ensure their raiety. 

(I) FaLlprotection (1) When 
employees or equipment are required or 
permitted to cmse over excavations. 
walkwaya or bridges wjtb standard 

~gwudmik ahaIl be pmvided. 
(2) Adequate bar&r physical 

pr+xtion shall be provided at all 
remotely located txcwationr All ntlla 
pits. rhafts, et& rha3.l be barricaded or 
covered. Upon completion of 
txplomtion and similar operation& 
temporary wellr. pita. thaha l tr shall 
be backfUccL 

(4 snarl den&?yau lif 
uwmtims. (1) Eedn empkyea In QI 
txarati~n rhaIl be protected from av+ 
Iar by an adequnte protective r~ntem 
dedgned En acwrdaaa with p-b 
(b)a(c)ofthhrectitmtxuptwilar 

(I] &cavatioaa are mada entirely In 
#able rock or 

(~1 Excavatbaa uebu than s feet 
(1521p) in depth and etioa of the 
ground by a-p&at pemoa provider 
no &dkatioaof~potentfrluve-h 

(2) Pmkctlvr systema shall have rhe 
capadty to reskst w&out faihm rI1 
Ioadathatareintaadedoramld ’ 
reawurrblykapectedtobeapp&or 
txanmitti to the nystesn. 

df&Q@andbGllcbing~rb9 
beKlw&daadcoMtmc&dtlytha 
empl 
awo ziul 

~~$kni.eni.&h$ tn 

parag& (b)(l); 0~~ h the altuaathr 
w=gwh lb1CQ or. fa the akmatk 
paragraph (b)(s), or, fa the llt~atfve, 
ww=ph (bMc). as fdtawr: 

(I) Option (+Mowabte 
wnj@nmtiamandrtoper (i) 
BcaTadalls ahau bt cl 
not rtttptr than one aIP 

atmangle 

horizontal to ona vtrtka!;&&jka 
mcasurtd from the horfzonti). aok 
the anploytr uses oat of tbt o*tr 
opffons Listed btlow. 

(ii) sloper rped6ed in partgraph- 
(b)(l)(i) of thfs m3ioIL 8halI bt 
cxcavaltci to form wnfigurationr that 
art in accordance with tht doper abawa 
forTLpeCroiIinAppendixBtotb!s 
rubparf 

(2) Option [2&-Detemination of 
siopm and cvnfigumtkm using 
Appendices A and B. Maximum 
allowable @loper. and allowable 
configum tioru for rlopiog and beoc&ng 
system* thaII be dekmined in 
accordance with the wnditioar and 
requiremenln set forth in appendiw A 
and B to this rubpart. 

(3) Option @)--Designr using other 
tnbuiated data. (i) Designa of aloping or 
benching rystema ahall be selected from 
and be in accordance with U&&ate4 
data. such ar tablea and charts. 

(ii) ‘Ihe tabulated data rhaIl be In 
written form and shall inch& l U of the 
fouowiq 

(A) Identification dt tht parameter 
that affect the selection of a rioping .9r 
benching ryswxn dmwn from mch dttw 

IB) fdentification of the litnib of use of 
the data. to include the magnitude and 
cmfigumtion of slopes determined to bt 
safe: 
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=f-- (Cj Eiplanatory information as may 
be neceraary to aid the user in making a 
correct selection of a pro&five system 
fmm the data. 

(ilf) At least one copy of the tabulated 
data which identiaes the reglstcnd 
professional engineer who l p 
data, shall be malntalned at tr 

ved the 
e jobsite 

during construction of the protective 
system. After that time the data may be 
stored off the jobaita, but a copy of the 
data shall be made available to the 
Secretary upon rqueat 

(4)option(+Designbyu~~lered 
prufessiond engfneer. (8 Slop@ and 
benching syrtema not utiuzing option 
(I) or Option (2) or Option (3) under 
paragraph (b) of this section shall be 
approved by a registered professional 
engineer. 

(ii) Designa shall be tn written form 
and shall &&de at least the following: 

(A) The magnitude of the slopes that 
were detqmined to be safe for the 
particular project; 

(B) The canfigurationa that wem 
determined to be safe for the particular 
project and 

(0) The identity of the registered 
profeaslonal engineer approving the 
design. 

(iii) At least one copy of the design 
_- shall be maintained at the jobsite while 

the slops fa being constructed. After that 
! time tlii design need not be at the 

jobsk but a copy shall be made 
available to the Secretaq upon request 

(c) Des&n of ruppofl systems, shield 
systems, and o~erprutective systems 
Designs of support system shield- ..- ‘- 
systems, and other protective systems 
shall be selected and constructed by the 
employer or his designee and shall be in 
accordance with the requirements of 
paragraph (c)(l); or. ln the alternative, 
paragraph (c)(P]: or. in the alternative, 
paragraph (c)(3); or, in the alternative. 
paragraph (c)(4) as follows: 

(1) CJp lion (lJ4esigns using 
appendices A C and D. Designs for 
timber shoring in trenches shall be 
determined in accordance wllb the 
conditions and requirements set forth in 
appendices A and C to this subpart. 
Designs for aluminum hydraulic shoring 
shall be in accordance with paragraph 
(c)(2) of this section. but If 
mantiacturer’a tabulated data cannot be 
utilized designs shall be ln accordance 
with appendix D. 

(2) Option (2)-Designs Using 
Manufacturer’s Tabulated Dato. (i) 
Design of supp6rt system& shield 
systems. or other protective aystenia 
that are drawn from manufachuer’r 

--A tabulated data shall be in accordance 
with all spe&fications. 
recommendations. and limitations 
issued or made by the manufacturer. 

(U) Deviation f?om the rpedficsflon~ ’ 
recommendatioos, and IimItations 
issued or made by the manufacturer - 
rhsll onIy be l Uowed after the 
manufacturer issues spedfic written . 
opprovaL 

(iii) Manufacturer’s spedficationh 
recommendatfons. and Imitations, and 
manufacturet’s approval to deviate from 
the rpedfications, recommendations, 
and limitations shall be in w-&fen focm 
at the j&site during constmction of the 
protective system. After that time thSs 
data may be stored off the jobs& but a 
copy shall bs made available to the 
si!cretary upon mqueat 

(3) Option (+Desi&s using otier 
t&&d datu (i) Designa of support 
rystems, shield systems. or ok 
protective systems shall be selected 
from and be in accordanca with 
tabulated data, such as tables and 
chart& 

(ii) The tabulated data shall be ln 
written form and include aU of the 
fouowing 

(A) Identification of the parameters 
that affect the selection of a protective 
system drawn fmm such daW 

(B) Identification of the limits of use of 
the data; 

(C) Explanatory information as may 
be necessary to aid the user in making a 
correct selection of a protective system 
fmm the data. 

(iii) At least one copy of the tabulated 
data, which Identifier the nzgistered 
professional engineer who approved the 
data, shall be maintained at the jobsite 
during consmctlon of the protective 
system After that time the data may be 
s’tored off the jobsite. but a copy of the 
data rhaU be made available to the 
Secretary upon request 

(4) Option (r)-Design by a registered 
professional engineer. (i) Support 
syat&ns, shield systems. and other 
protective ayrtems not utilizing Option 
1. Option 2 or Option 3. above. shall be 
approved by a registered professional 
engineer. 

(ii) Designs shall be in written form 
and shall include the following: 

(A) A plan Lndkating the tizer. types, 
and configurations of the malerisk to be 
used in the rotective system and 

(B) The ickntity of the registered 
pmfeasionsl engineer appmling the 
design 

(iii) At least one copy of the design 
shall be maintained a( the jobsite during 
construction of the protective system. 
After that time. the designmay bs 
stored off the jobaitc but s copy of the 
design ihall be made available to the 
Secretary upon requirt. 

(d) Muferiafs and equipment (I) 
Materials and equipment used for 
protective systems rhsll be free from 

. 

damage or defecta that might impair 
fhefr proper functloa 

(2) Manufactured materials and 
equipment used for protective systems 
shall be used and maintaIned in a 
manner that is conslatent with the 
recommendations of the manufacturer. 
md la a manner that will prevent 
employee exposure to hazatds. 

(3) When mate&I or qulpment that 
is wed for pmtectlve systems is 
damaged a competent penon shall * 
examine the material or quipment and 
evaluate its auNabUIty for continued use 
If the aunpetent person cannot assure 
the mate&I or qulpment is able to 
rupport the Intended loads or Is - 
othenvbe suitable for safe use, th& 
such mat&a! or equipment rhall be 
removed kom service. and shall be 
evaluated and approved by a registecrd 
ptmuf;ti*Ger before being 

(a) Inrtauotian und temuval of 
N&W+(l) G?nemL (I] Members of 
support systems shall be securely 
connected together to prevent +idiq 
Ml& H&outs, or other predxtable 

(u) Support systems shall be instalkd 
and removed La a manner that protects 
employee1 fim!acaveln& structural 
collapses, or.fmm berg atnxk by 
memben of the support system. 

(iu] IndividuaI membe.ra of support 
systems shall not be subjected to loads 
exceeding those which thou members 
were dcignedt6tHhStand. 

(iv) Before temporary removal of 
individual members begins. additional 
precautions shall be taken to ensure the 
rafety of employees. such as installing 
other rtructural members to carry the 
loads imposed on the support system. 

(v) Removal shall begin at and 
progress from. the bottom of the 
excavation Members shaU be released 
slowly so as to note any indication of 
possible failure of the remaining 
members of the structure or possible 
csvtln of the rides of the excavation 

(vi] Backfilling shall progress together 
with the removal of support systems 
from excavations. 

(2) Additional requirements for 
suppa~ systems for trench excavations. 
(i) Excavation of material to a level no 
greater than 2 feet (81 m) below the 
bottom of the members of a support 
system shall be permitted. but pnly if the 
system is designed to ieairt the forces 
calculated for the full depth of the 
‘trench. and there sre no indketio~ 
while Lhe tmmzb ir open of a possible 
loss of roil from behind or below the 
bottom of the support system. 

. 
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(ii) IlwAlIAtIoa of A mpp0t-t cyatcm 
ohaIbedoaeiycoo&natedrrtthths 
Quxvauon of trendl~ - - 

(f) Siopikg and benchkg 0ydem 
Emp!uyeea rhan nut ha permitted to 
work on the lacer of rloped or benched 
axcavattonr at levela above other 
employees except when employee8 rt 
the lower levelr are adquatdy 
protected from the hazard at falling, 
rolling, ur ali- material or qutpmen: 

(g) Shfefd iyrlemr--(l) Gururrl (i) 
Shield ryrtems &all not be rubjsted to 
loada e3usshg those which tbe ~yrtem 
wa8 designed to withstand. 

(ii) SIdeIda rhall be hteJled in a 
manner to restrfct lateral or other 
hazardous movement of the &&I in the 
event of the application of au&h 
lateral loa&. 

(iii) Employees ddl be protected 
fromthehaYvdafcave-hwhen 
entering or exit&g the area8 protected 
by rNel&. 

(iv] Emptoyees rba4 not be elIowed In 
8Nelda when rNe!ds am bel.ng EnstalL& 
removed, or moved vertically. 

(2) Aaiififfonaf requhmenf for rfu’eld 
sys&nr din trench excuvatians. 
Excwrtiow of earth material to a level 
notgreatfsthfuxtfeet(Blm)behwth3 
bottom of a rNeld &all be permitted, 
bat oxt!y if the oNeId 11 designed to 
resist the forces calculated for the full 
depth of the trench, and there are no 
Indicatiarta wNIe thei trench & open of a 
posrible loss of soil from behind or 
below the bottom of the rNekL 

AppendixAtoSubpartP --. ..- - 
Soil C&w$cation 

(a] Scope and applicolion--(l) Scope. This 
appudin deraiber a method of &sriMnn 
roil and rock deporita based on rite mh ” 
envfmnmental ccmditfow. and on the 
rfructure mui caupcmitkon of the rufh 
deposits. The upptndix cantah de6niUons. 
sets forth requiremcnfl. and dcrcribtr 
acceptable viirual and manual testa f&r UIC in 
darsifyiq rails. 

(21 Apprication Thl4 appendh applier 
when a doping or benching ryltem L 
derigned in accordmu with the 
rquirrmenb set forth in f l!xa&@](2) M 8 
method of pivfccfkon for emvloysu frcun 
cave-Inc. Thir appendix aha lpplies v&m 
Umber sboriq for exavatioa is rUgned u 
a method d rmtection from cave-tw in 

part 10za and when aluminum 
rhoring L duigned in l oco& with 
appeadix R Thk Appendix ~I.40 qpliea tf 
other protective ryatemr art dedgned ud 
relected for w from data prepared in . 
atxordmu vith fhe ruqulreubents KI fixfIt in 
f 192&8ycLdtberwofcheL~b 
p&k&d oo Lb4 um ot tha 8oil cl4icaUoo 
cyrtan ccl fortI3 in thin l pj7w.k 

@)D@UlkUTtWddlIU~UUk 
examrAe given below ue bed 0% In whole 
or In pal% the follouing American SoJety la 



botGnidmardvatkxrf&spdUngd 
ulataidhulthafac8dMexaTa~ead 

l miancuwitb-•p*htorubprtPof 
part== 

I21 Mcufi?lum auowubI8 #IoLe nb? 

(Ii) The l ctu8l slops shall ba ka steep 
than tba mudmum dlow8Me slopa rhm 

&alldetau&ethedegree~whi&t!m 
act4 dope must be cmluced below Q 
mudmum doable rlopa uxl dull mats 
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-. 
TAtlLE B-l 

tiAXIMUH__A_L-LOWABLE SLOPES N-W.- 

SOIL OR ROCK TYPE SOIL OR ROCK TYPE 

STABLEROCK . STABLEROCK . 
TYPE A TYPE A [21 [21 
TYPE f3 TYPE f3 
TYPE C TYPE C 

-CC MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SLOPES(H:V) 

FOR EXCAVATIONSLESSTHAN 20FEET 

VERT'tAL.# 
3/4 : 1 ; 

(45”) - 
(34 1 

1. Numbersshown in parentheses next to maximum allovable slopes are anglesexpressedin 
degreesfrom the horizontal. ilngtes have beenroundedoff. 

- 

2. A short-term maximum allovable slope of l/ZH:lV (63.) fs allowed in 

excavations in Type A soil that are 12 feet (3.67 m) or less in depth. 
Short-term maximum allovable slopes for excavations greater than 12 
feet (3.67 m) fn depth shall be 3/4H: 1V (513~). 

3. Sloping or benchingforexcavations greater than 20feetdeep shaTl be designed by a registered 
professional engineer. 

F&we 6-I 

Slope Qulfqpmtionl 

(AU rlopcs stated below are in the horizontal to vcrticrl ratio) 

B-I.1 &cavatibm made io 7&e A s&L 

L AlI rimple slope excavation 20 feet or Ierr in depth #hall have a mximum allow&bk dope of %A. 

E*cepUoo: Simple rlope sxcavstio~ whlcb are open U houn m leu @hart term) and which ~lt 12 kt or ku h depth rblll brw l 

maxiumm l llowabk rlape of $6~. 

. 



-. 

. 
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Uosupported VerticaUy Sided tower Portion-Maxim uraIFeetiaDepth 

AlI e~~cavationr mom then 8 feet but not more than 12 feet In depth which uompporced ratkAy dded lower potiona &all h4ve l 
maximum allowable rlope of IA end I maximum veticel ride of 3% feet 

U~upported Vertically Sided Luwer Portio~+h&imum 12 Feet in Depth 

AU excavatlonr 20 feet or lerr In dep& which have verticdy lided lower partiotu that vc tupported or shielded shall have l muimua~ 
allowable rlope of %A. The rupport or rhield ryatem murt l xteod at least 18 incha above the top of the vertiul side 

CL 
20’ Xax. I 

-in... 

Total height of vertical side 

supolled or Shielded vsrticsny sided Lowar fJodo0 _ . 
. 

i AJ.l~th d~@e dope. co&und do&. md vertically rlded lower mea exceveUo~ &I be la acard& WWI Ibe othir OpdOM 
permitted under 1 IQZMSZ@). 

B-1.2 Excavatlonr Made in Type B Soil 

1. &I rimple dopa excavations 20 fet or leta In depth Aall have a mubum rllowable rlope of 1% 



; 

simple Slope 

2 AU benched excavrtionr 20 feet or 1~ In depth rbrll have (I mudmum aXowrMe llop of IA and auxhun bsach dimcrulo~~ •~ 
fouowr 

This bench allowed in cohesive roil only. 

I t* ‘\ 
1-l 

/ 0 
Yax. \ 0 

Sin& Beach 

I 

i 

This bench 3ll*wrd in cohesive soil only 
, 

/ 
/ 

f 
20’ Xax . 

0 
/ 

, 

Multiple Bench 
3. All ~xc~vatio~r 20 feet or lera in depth which hevc VW%XII~ rided lower portions ahall be ihielded or supported to l hei& at leabt 18 

l&her .above the lop of (he htical rida. All rucb excavstlonr’rbal hare l maximum allowable rlope of LZ. 
, 



‘1 

/- 

! 
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t t 

20’ ax. 20’ ax. 

total height of vcrtic total height of vcrticrt side at side 

Vertically sided Lower pDrtfm 

4. Au other dopad ucwatfoM dld lx In rccordMu with the other optbIll peemined III i lsBaas& 

B-13 kclvationr Made In Typa C Soil 
L All timple dope l xcmrtioar 20 fact or lerr in depth ahall have a maximum l tlowabla &pa of l&d. 

Simple Slope 

L AU CXUM~~OM M feet or leaa ln depth which have vetica& aided lower portions aball ba ahicldad or ruppomd to l height at least 18 
Inches above the top of the vertical aide All ruch axcava~oru ahall have a maximum allowable slope of 1Hd. 

Supoort of spicld system 

20’ Hax. 

.  
.  

.  

Vertical Sided Lower Poctioa 

3. AU other doped exuvrtionr ahall ba in accor+cc with the other options pendmd’in I maus( 

B-1.4 Excavations Made in tayered Soti 
I. AlI e-vatku 20 feat oc lerr In depth made In layered aoil1 #hall have a maximum allowable elope for each layer l e Kt forth below- 
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C OVER A 
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4 OVBR B 

. . 

B OVER C 

2 All other doped rxuvntio~ rhnll b 4 rccordanc8 with the other optlonr petmhted la t 19fh8Wbl. 

Appeadix C to. Subpart P 

Timber Shor& for Thnche# 

(n) scope. nh l ppadix ConwM 
mformntIoa thnt can he unndthrlher rho&g 
ii provided u l uhod of pratactioa from 
uve-lm Ill bach.u tha do not l xcx& 20 

feet [hlm)lndepthlIIis~ppdLxmwtk .ysmnJ nut he deli&Ed In cecordaacc with 
‘used when design d timbmihocing 
protective ryatcmr L to k perfomed In 

the raquhlnwta @et for& in I loraa.. 
. d f  lg==w. 

l cuxdnnce with f  r926x52(cNl). Other (b] Wf Ckuificmtion la a&r to Iuc b 
tInher rhoring confi~tiopr otk mys~& dntnpNMentedhtbirnppeectI%thedtype 
of mpport rucb aa hydmdic lad pcwmak or tps In which the cxuvntion ta mrde ryrtsmr; and athar protectivr sysbma wch 
na dopIng ImAIng. rhle~ rind hedq mud trnt he determined wiq Ibe roil 



: ; 
- 

‘I ~~dttdtb~~ ~114md ret forth in rppendix A 
of subpart P of this part. 

In ‘Tiblcr C-2.3. C-3-z and C-33. and Table8 
C-21. G22 and G2.3 follow&g pamaraph 
(g] of the appendix Mach table pr%reni.a the 
minlmum dzer of timber members to u8e In 
a l hortog ryrtem, and sacb table containr 
data only for the particular rotl type in whkh 
the cxcavatlon or portion of the excavation Is 
made. ‘Che data am arranged to allow the 
uaec the flexibility to oelect from among 
rcverrl l ccaptable configuration8 of memben 

I baaed on varytug the bortzontal spacing of 
the crossbraces. Stable rock ir exempt from 
8boring requlremen(r and thereforr no data 
are mesented for this oonditioa 

(2j Lnlonnatiw conuming the baai8 of *e 
tabuh data and the lidtationr of the data is 
presented in 
and on the ta 

amgraph (d) of thir appendix. 
t ler themselva 

[3] InformatIon explatning the use of the 
tabular data t8 prerented in paragraph (e) of 
tbla appendtIc 

(4) &forIilatlon Illu8trating the we of the 
tJ&~$l= pm-4 io puagnPb (6 of 

(5) ti8cellMeou8 notatioM reg6rdiog 
Table8 C-I.3 throusb G34 uld Tabler CL21 
thrutlgh c-23 are &rented in paragraph [e) 
of thts Anwndk 

(d] &1; crnd cimifution~ of llic &U.-(I) 
Dimensions o/timbermembers. (I) The rizec 

-. -c of the timber me&en lilted in Tablu c-1.1 

( 
thmugh Gl.3 are taken from the National 
Bureau of Standards (NBS) report. 
“Recommended Tech&al ProvisSo~ for 
Gmstn~ction Practice in Shoring and Sloping 
of Trencher and Rxcavalloru.” In addition. 
where NBS did not rtcotnmend rped6c rize8 
of members, member 8izea are based on an 
aaalyslr of the rize8 required for UK by 
exirtinx code8 and on empirical aractice. 

(ii) The required dime&on8 of the 
member8 lirted In Table8 Cl.1 throunh Cl.3 
refer to actual dimension8 and not n&ha1 
dimenrionr of the timber. holoven wantina 
to use nominal rite shoring ak &ected to 
Table8 GZl tluougb G2.3 or have thlr 
cholcc under I 1%?8.632(c)(3]. and am 
referred to The Corn8 of Enrrinecm. The 
B-au of Reclamation or &ta from other 
acceptable 8ource8. 

(2) Limitation o~upplicatifx~. (i) It b not 
Intended that the timber rhoring tpecifkation 
apply to every rltuation that may be 
experienced in the field. These data were 
developed to apply to the situations that are 
most commonly experienced tn CUrrrnt 
trenching practice. Shoring systems for use to 
rltuations that are not covered by the data tn 
thin appendix murt be designed a8 specified 
In f  1928.652(c). 

(ii) When any of the following conditions 
are present. the members speciried in the 
tables are not contidered adequate. Either an 
alternate tipher rhoring sy8tem murt be . 

. designed or another tyke of protective ryrtem 
=- derigned in accordance with $1928652 

[A) When loads imvosed bv rtrncturea or 

I by stored material adjacent to the keoch 
weigh in excess of the load imposed by a. 
two-lo01 soil rurcharge. The term “adjacent” 

bortaontal dfrtance fmm the edge of the 
trench equal to the depth of the treoch 

@) When vertical loads imply on cross 
braces exceed a uo-pouod gravity load 
dirtrtbuted on a one-foot sect&n of Ibe center 
of the uoarbrace. 

(C) When sunzhqe kada am pmsent horn 
equipment weightng fat l xceaa of roIloa 
pomdr. 

(D) When only the lower porth nf 8 
trench IO rbored aud the remaMtg portton of 
the esmch la rloped or benched anler The 
8loped portion to rloped at an angle krs rteep 
than three horizontal to one vertical: or the _ 
member8 are selected from the tablcr for uaa 
at a depth wblcb 18 determind 6oom the top 
of the ov~all trench. and not from the toe of 
the rlowd portlou. 

(e) f&e oj T0bl-u. The members of tha 
shoring system that are to be wkcted usins 
thir information uc the cross braccr the - 
unriahtr. and the walea, where waiea am 
riqtired Miobnum sixes of members are 
SD&M for udc in different @Des of MIL 
fhero are rix tables of hfornaha two for 
each8oiltype.Theaolltypemuat6mtbe 
determined in accordanca wttb the Al 
classification ryrtem de&bed in l ppaodix 
A to subpart P of part 1~6. Ua@ &a 
appropriate table. the wktion of the alzc 
aod sprdog of the members ts then made. 
The selection Is based on the depth and 
wtdth of the trench wbera the member8 are to 
be but&d and, tn moat iautancer the 
relectioo Is also h8ed 00 the hahontd 
rpadng of the umsbraar Instances whare a 
choice of horizontal rpadng of croubnctng 
ls l vaflable. the horizontal rpadng of the 
cmtrbraccr muat be cheo by the user 
befgra the tltc of l oy member CIO ba 
determined, When the soil type. tie width 
and depth of the trench and the horizontal 
spacing of the crorrbraces are know-u the 
rise and vertical apadng of the crossbraces. 
the size and vertical spacing of tbe waler. 
end the r&e and horizontal apacing of the 
uprights can be read tmm the appropriate 
table. 

(6 Examples to Iilustmtc the Use of Tables 
c-l.xthIvughc1A 

(I) Ex4mpl.e 2. 
A trench dug in Type A loil ir 13 feet deep 

and five feet wide. 
From Table Gr.1. for acceptable 

arrangementa of timber can be wed 

Armngement #1 

Space 4x4 aorrbracer at rtx feet 
horizontally and four feet vertically. 

Wale8 an not reauind 
Space 3x8 uprights at rix feet horizontally. 

TJiaaia~ngement i8 commonly called ‘skip 

Ammgemenl *rz 

Space 4 x 8 cmrrbraces at eight feet 
horizontally and four feet vertically. 

Space 8 x 8 wale8 at four feet~vertically. 
’ Space 2x6 upright8 at four feet 
horizontally. 

Armngcment a3 ’ 

Space 8x8 crvrrbracer at 10 feet 
horizontally and four feet vertically. 

Space gx 10 waler at four feet venicrtty. 

.Spwe 2x8 uprIght at 6ve feet 
horizontally. 

Arrongcment Y 

space 6x6 crorrbncer rt 12 feet 
hotintally and four feet vertically. 

Space 10x10 waler at four feet vertically. 
Spaces 3x8 uprighta at rtx feet 

horizontally. 
(21 Ernmple 2 
A trench dug tn Type B soil tn 13 feet deep 

ind 6ve feet wide. From Table Cl.2 three 
l ccedtrble atrangements of members are . 
Iisted. 

Ammgemcnt LX. 

Space 6x6 crorrbracaa at rtx feet 
bor&ntaUy and 6ve feet vertically. 

Space 8x8 waler at five feet vertically. 
space 2x0 upfQht4 at hvo feet 

horixontally. 

Amaqpment r*2 
Space 6x8 wsrbnces at eight feet 

horizontally and five feet vertiullv. 
Space 16x10 Wale8 at five fmt ieftidy. 
SpMe 2X6 uprt&t8 at two feet 

borizoatally. 

Ammganenl ccl 

Space 8x8 crorabnccr at IO feet 
borkontdy sod five feet wtkdy. 

Space lOxl2 wale0 at five feet verthlly. 
Space 2x6 uptightr rt two feet vertically. 
(3) &ample 3. 
AthmzhdugtaTjpeCsoUtsDfeetdeep 

and Ive feet wide. 
From Table Cl.3 two acceptable 

l mmgemenu of memben can be used. 

Space 8x8 cro88bncer at rtx feet 
horirontallv and five feet vertically. 

Space 10;(12 wrles at 6ve feet ;erticaUy. 
Position 2x6 upright8 as closely together 

as posriblc 
U water must be retained use rpecial 

tongue and groove upright8 to form tight 
sheeting. 

Armngem+ =Z 

Space 8x10 crossbraur at l tght feet 
horizontally and five feet vertically. 

Spaca 12x 12 wales at five feet vertically. 
Position 2x6 upright8 in a.clore sheeting 

configumtion unlerr water prestunr mu8t be 
resisted Tight rheeting murt be used where 
water must be retained 

(4 1 fiomple 4. 
A w&h dug in Type C soil is 20 feet deep 

and 11 feet wide. The 8ir.a and rpactng of 
members for the rection of trench that is over 
15 feet in depth ir determined u8ingTable G 
1.3. Only one arrangement of members ir 
provided. 

Space 6% 10 cro88bracer at six feet 
horizontrlly and five feet vertically. 

Space 12x12 wales at five feet vertically. 
Use 3 x 6 tight rheeting. 
Use of Tables C23 through G2.3 would 

k4ow the same procedurer. 
[g) Yoles for 011 Tables. 
1. Member size8 at spacings other than 

indicated 8r-z to be determincd as specified in 
1 192M32(cj. “Design of Protective Systems.” 
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2 )4bm c0ndin0t~ are raturatcdof 2 AU apadng fndlcated ir a10awJnd center aIdI oot axOCCd U Incba Mudrilla~~ . 
rubfnegd uu 7lghc !3lIa Tight shhcc~ to cutter. r&a dut u* buMkd at the toe d the 

refen to the UM of rpedauy4&d tlilber ’ 4. Waler to be inltaued with greater tredolda 

planh (e.8.. tongue and groove) at leut three dhensioo hork0ata.l ~Thscb~~~Y~wdhUeuoforin 

&her thkk rtcel rheet pU& or ddlu LUcheverUuldirtclncc~mCheatnter Of .~~~~~~~~btWxa 

cotutruction that when drhu or phcad in the lowert croubrau to the bottom of the 7.%umantdcroubncnwhea&e 

porkion pmvtde a tight wan b rerlrt tbr trench exceeds two and one-half fta vctikd rpaclng of uoubraur Is four f-L 

Irteml pcetrum of water and to prevent ihe 
uprighta ~hnll k firmly embedded or a pha the topcrombnca no more rhaa two 

lorr of backfill matertat Close Sheeting refen 
mudslu hn k d Whm‘uprighta aN featbdoutbtopofrhetreaAWhenth~ 

to the placement of planks otde-byrfde 
embedded. the vet-&xl dictmce from ti rrrtlul8padqof cmubncer la tin feet. 

allowlng aa little rpace as posrlble between 
center of the lowert croubmca to the bottom au the lop uo&fmu no more thul2s feet 

them. 
of the trench #hall not cxcwd ~6 Lochs* cl owdnbpofthetmuh 

When mu&llL are used. the vedcd distance mu#aco#uu-a4 

f’ 

. 



TIMBER‘TRENCH SHORING -- MINIMUM TIMBER REQUIREMENTS * 
'. 

DEPTH 
OF 

TRENCH 
(FEET) 
A 

5'. 

TO 

13 

10. 

TO 
. 

15 

,15 

TO 

20 * 

OVER 
20 

c 

I 

HOR Ii!. 
SPAC ING 

SOIL TYPE A Pa - 25 x H + 72 ptf (2 ft Surcharge) 

UpRI@TS 

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE HORIZONTAL SPACING 

12 1 4X6 6X6 1 6X6 4 1 8X8 4 2X6 
lot 

UP TO I 
)X6 

I 

SEE NOTE 1 
0 

I 

* Mixed oak or equlvalent with a bending strength not less than 850 psi. I. - . a . 
** bbnufactured members of equivalent strength may by substitutea for nooar 

-. 

I 4 
I 



TABLE C- 1.2 

TIMBER TRENCH SHORING -- MINIMUM TIMBER REQUIREMENTS * 

SOIL TYiE B P 
n 

- 45 X H + 72 psf (2 ft. Surcharge) 

DEPTk 
OF 

IREKCH 
(FECT) 

HORIZ. 
SPAC f  NC 

(FEET) 

RENCi 
UP TO 

9 12 1s (FEET) (IN3 

6X6 6X6’ 5 6X8 
UP TO 

6X6 
5 

TO . 
UP TO 

I .  

6X8 6x8:: s 8X10 

6X8 6X8 10 S IOXIO 

I 

2X6 

UP TO 
IO 

see 
Nolc 

up bTO 

UP TO 
a 

10 

6X6 IO 

2X6 

2X6 
l 

TO 

I5 

UP TO 
10 

SCC 
Note I 

UP TO 
6 6x8 I 6X8 8X8 8X8! 5 8x10 

bX8 8X10 5 lox12 

I5 
UP TO 

TO 
UP TO 

10 

see 
i-fotc I 

SEE NOTE I 

8x10 NIX10 5 12x12 

I 1: 
A 

20 

oVER 
20' 

* Mixed oak or cqulvalent uith n bending strength not leer than 850 psi. 
** MunufacLurcd members of equivalent strength may by eub@tituttd for uood. 
. 



TAEiE C-l. 3 

TIMBER TRENCH SHORING -- MINIMUM TIMBER REQUIREMENTS * 

SOIL TYPE C P -8OXH + 
a 

72 psf (2 ft. Surcharge) 

8x10 10x1’0 5 

Sea 

- _ 
UP TO 

IS 6 8X10 8x10 8x10 8X10 10X10 5 12x12 5 . 

See 

Sae 

IVER 
20 

’ SEE NOTE I 

* Mixed Oak or equlvolent with a bending strength not lass than 850 psi. 
** Mnnufdctured membera of equivalent strength may be subetftutcd for wood. 



TABLE C-2.1 

. 
TIMBER TRENCH SHORING -- MINIMUM TIMBER REQUIREMENTS * 
SOIL TYPE A P 

a 
- 25 X H t 72 psf (2 ‘ft. Surc’harge) 

I 

rRENCH HORIZ. L WIDTH OF TRENW) VERT. 
(FEET) SPACING UP TO UP TO UP TO UP TO UP TO SPACING 

VERT. NAXIMUM ALLOWABLE HORIZONTAL SPACING 

(FEET) 4 
SIZE SPACING (FEET) 

6 9 12 IT (FEET) ’ mm CLOSE 4 5 6 8 
UP TO 

i 
4x4 4x4 

Not 
. 6 4x4 4x4 

Not’ 
4X6 4 Req ‘d Req ‘d 4X6 

UP TO 

TO’ 8 4x4 4x4 4x1 4X6 4X6 4 Not Req d Not Req d 4X8 

* UP TO 
10 10 4X6 4X6 4X6 6X6 6X6 4 8X8 4 4X6 , 

UP TO 
I2 4X6 4X6 4X6 6X6 6X6 4 8X8 4 4X6 

UP TO 
IO 6 4x4 4x4 4x4 6X6 4X6 4 Not 

Req d 
Not Req d 4x10 

UP TO 
T.Q 8 4X6 4X6 4X6 6X6 iX6 4 6X8 4 4X6 

UP TO 
IO 6X6 6X6 6X6 6X6 iX6 4 8X8 4 4X8 * 

I5 UP TO 
12 6X6 6X6 6X6 6X6 6X6 4 8X10 4 4X6 4x10 

JP TO 
15 6 6X6 6X6 6X6 6X6 6X6 4 6X8 4 3X6 

UP TO 
TO’ 8 

6X6 hX6 6X6 6X6 6X6 4 8X8 4 3X6 4x12 
I 1 

UP TO 
20 10 6X6 6X6 ‘6X6 6X6 dX8 4 8X10 4 3X6 

UP TO 
12 6X6 6X6 6X6 6X8 6X8 4 8X12 4 3X6 4X12 

DVER 
20 

SEE NOTE I 

* Douglas fir or equivalent with a bending strength not less than 1500 Pai- 
,** Manufactured member8 of equivnlent strength WY be substituted for wml- 

. =. 
, 

I’ 



. . . . ._,A. c- . 
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TABLE C-2.2 

TIMBER TRENCH SHORING -- HINIMUH TIKBER REQUIREMENTS * 
SOIL TYPE B P - 45 X H ? 72 psE (2 ft. Surcharge) 

a 

)I0 OF ME MBERS ** 

IZONTAL SPACING 
w 

SIZE 
WQ 

6X8 

DEPTH 
OF 

TRENCH 

(FEET) 

8X8 2 JX6 9AO 

8x10 5 4X8 

'8X8 

LOXlO 

10x12 

5 3X6 4x10 

5 3X6 4x10 

5 3X6 4x10 

8x10 

10X12 

12x12 

5 14x6 1 - t 1 

5 4X6 

5 4X6 

jtORI2, 
SPACING 
(FEET) 

W 

UP TO 
4 

UP TO 
6 4X6 =I?- 5 

TO 

10 

UP TO 
ix6 i6X6 i 5 4X6 16x6 4X6 

4X6 
UP TO 

10 16X6 4X6 6X6 6X8 5 
See 
Note 1 

6X6 6X6 k 6X8 6X8 

UP TO 
6 

UP TO 
8 

UP TO 
IO 

See 
Note I 
UP TO 

6 

6X6 

6X8 

6X8 

IO 

TO 

.I5 

8X8 

8X8 6X8 18x8 

6X8 6X8 

6X8 .6X8 3 8X8 8X8 

6X8 6X8 

6X8 

BX8 

IS 

TO 

20 

OVER 
.20 

UP TO 
8 

UP TO 
IO 

See 
Note I 

8X8 8X8 5 . I I. I I I 
SEE NOTE 1 

* Douglas fir or equivalent with a bending strength not less than 1500 psi. 
** Manufactured member6 of equivalent strength may be rubstituted for wood... 



, 

DEPTH 
OF 

RENCH 
FEET) 

TO 

TO 

15 

TO 
. 

20 

UER 
20 

TABLE C-2.3 

TIMBER TRENCH SHORINC -- MINIMUM TIMBER REQUIREMENTS * 

SOIL TYPE’C P 8 - 8d X H + 72 paf (2 ft. Surcharge) 

VERT. VERT. 

‘UP .TO .UP TO SPACING SIZE SPACINi 
12 1s (FE~JII~~ (FEET) 

r* 
UPRIGHTS - 

MAJtIMUM ALL01 

c, 

2P TO 
6 8X8 8X8 8X8 

See 
lotc I 

See 
Sate I 

iee 

late 1 * 

SEE NOTE 1 

6X6 1 8X8 1 5 J 8X8 1 5 

8X’s 1 8X8 1 5 110X10 1 S 

8X8 I 8X8 I 5 I 10x12 I 5 

8X10 8X10 5 10x12 5 4X6 

3x6 
,3X6 

3X6 

4X6 

4X6 

* Douglos fir or equivalent with LI bendins aktength not leaa than 1500 pal. 
-** Manufactured members of equivalent ettepgth mry bd rubstitutrd for wood. . 

- . . 

-amC441WS4 

i 
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axperkaced la eweat tread@ practi= 
Shodag r)rtemr for uw in rituatioru that M 
not covered by the data tn &la l ppendtu must 
be otherwlsa dertgned as apcdfiad in 

Table D-12 Fhd vertical rbom and t In& 
diameter cyllnda(wW *pedal ovenleever 
•~ derignated by footnote *2) *pa& ss f~ 
0~ horizonlelty and 4 feet 0-c ver(luUy. 

plywood (Per footnote (&PI to the D-1 Table) 
rhould bc used behind the shores. (sn 
Flgwcr 2 & 3 fOr typical lartallationr) 

(a) scope. Thlr appeadix ca8talns 
hfomaUoa that ua be wed when rlwalauat 
hydra& rho- lr pmvida&fil a mathod of 
protectioa againat cave-&la la4renclle4 that 
do not exceed M feet (aim) In depth. Thhtr 
appendix mrut be used when design of the 
ahaiaum bydraullc protective ryrtem cannot 
ba performed in l daaca with 
t 1926.6s2(c#2]. 

(b] WI Clasificxtioion la order to w data 
pmcakd in thla appendk the sol1 type or 
typo & which the excavatiaa Ir made must 
first be determined wing the toll 
cla8rificMion method sat fo& in appendix A 
ofNbparlPofpartls2b 

(c] heunfatifw of Informath 
tafonaalioa lr presented in several forma aa 
foUowr 

(1) Morrrution lr presented ln tabular form 
in Tablee D-1.1, D-IA D-13 and E-IA Each 
table presentr the maximum vertica) and 
hmimatal8padaga lhat may be wed with 
vuioua alum&um member rlzar and various 

. hydraulic cylinder #k-es. Each table coatabu 
&tAoalyf0?ttxparucuhrwutypelnwbt& 
the excevatkm or portloa of the excavrtion Ir 
mada. Tabka D-l.1 and D-12 are for verticPl 
abcm la Tvpu A and B roil. Tablea D-1.2 
and m-4 are for horizontal waler ryctemr h 
TypesBandCmL 

(2) fnfonnation concerning the baslr of the 

mz* 
tabular data and the limitationa of the data ir 
pmeated in paragraph (d) of tbtr appendk 

t. 
(3) lafonnatioa explaining the UK of the 

tabular data h presented in paragraph (e) of 
tbh appendix. 

(4) lafomatlon Ulw~ating the use of the 
tabular data la pmeated to paragraph (fj of 
thlrappendk - 

(5) Miecellaneow notations (footnotes) 
regarding Table D-l.1 tbmugb D-1.4 are 
presented Lo paragaph b) of thir appendix. 

(6) nsurr* illurtradng typical instalfrtionr 
of hydraulic rhoring. are included just prior to 
the Tabler. The Ulurtrations page is entitled 
“Ahinum Hydraulic Shoring. Typical 
Installationa.” 

(d) Basis and limitdons of the data. 
(1) Vertical shore railr and horizontal 

waler am there that meet the Section 
Modulur requirements in the D-1 Tables. 
Aluminum material ir 6081-n) or material of 
equivalent strength and properties. 

(2) Hydraulic cylinders rpectficationr. (i) t- 
inch cyliaden rhall be a minimum 2.tncb 
inside diameter with a minimum safe working 
capacity of no Iem than l&W0 poundd axial 
comprerrive load II maximum extension 
Maximum extension ta to include full range of 
cylinder extenlionr as recommended by 
product mnnufaturer. 

(ii) 24ncb cylindem ahall be a axiaimum 3- 
inch truide diameter with I rafe woa 
capacity of not leu than 3o.W pounds axtal 
compnrrive load at extensions as 
recommended by product manufactunr.’ . 

(3) Limitation of application. 
(i) It ir not intended that the aluminum 

-6 hydraulic apeci fiution apply to every 
i rituation that may be experienced in the 

field. There data were developed IO apply to 
the situalioru thal am most commonly 

1 lszaasqcl. 
Iit1 Wbea any of the followinn condilionr ai ksaat. thi membrm 8peciSed la the 

Tables an not conaidered l deguatt In thir 
use, an alternative aluminum hydraulic 
ohoring mystem or other type of pmtective 
rystem muat be derlgned fn accordance with 
fl- 

(A) when vemcal lol6 hapored 00 uou 
braccc exceed a loo Pound gravity load 
dlrtributed on a one foot section of the center 
of the hydra&c cytiader. 

(B) wh4!0 rurchPge loads are pmsent &Mll 
quipment weighing Ln cxccII of ao#r) 
pouadr. 

(c) Who only the lower pwtloa or l 

trencbhahoredaadtheceawtaQportiouoC 
tha trench C rloped or beached aalesc Ihe 
rloped portion Ia sloped at an angle lau rteep 
than three bortzoatal to one rcrtiuk or tbr 
members are sekted from the tablu for me 
at a depth which ta determined from the top 
oftheove&tzenchandnot~mtbetoeof 
the aloped portlon 

(cl Use of fabk D-U. D-U D-13 and 
D-l.* l%a mea&en of the 8hoftq ryrtem 
that are lobe Mlected wiagtblr inlamrnaa 
are the hydraulic yliadera aad either the 
vutkal Aam or the borhatal walea When 
a wdu ryrtem Ia wed the vertlul tinher 
rbeetlng to be used Ir rlro hcted hm 
thesa tabttr Tba Tablet D-l.1 aad D-12 for 
verlicalahomutusedIaQpeAandBso4Ilr 
that do not require sbteting. Type B &s that 
may squire rheetiag, and Type C soila that 
alwayr mph-e sheeting are found in the 
horizontal waIe Table. 0-U and LM.4. The . 
MU type muat first be determ&ed in 
accordance with the MU dauiFiutio0 
rydem desuibed in appcadix A to subput P 
of palt 1828. Using the l ppmpriate table the 
relection of the rize and spacing of the 
membem ia made. The #election ir based on 
the depth md width of tbe trench where the 
membem are to be heaIM. la these tablea 
the vertkal spacing ir held con.slaat LI four 
feet on center. The tables rbow he maximum 
borirontal spacing of cylinden l Uowed for 
each rize of wale in the waler system tables. 
and tn the vertical shore tables. the hydraulic 
cylinder horizontal spacing ir the rame as the 
vertical rhore apacing. 

(q Example to IhstmLe Lhe use of the 
Tobk 

(11 Example 1: 
A tread dug In Type A soil ir 6 feet deep 

and 3 feet wide. From Table f&1.1: Fmd 
vertical rhorer and 2 trick diameter cylindln 
spaced 6 feet on center (0.~) horizonMy and 
4feeloncenter(o.c) vertjuUy.(See Fiic 
I& 3 for typical inrtallations.) 

(2) Example Z 
A trench tr dug in Type B soil that doer not 

reqqim rheeting. 13 feet deep utd S feet wide. 
From Table 0-12 find vertical shores l d 2 
inch diameter cylinders rpaced &S feet 0-e 
horizontally and 4 feet o.c vetically. (See 
figurer 1.5 3 for typIcal in8taUationr.) 

(3) A trench is dug in Type B roil tbrf doer 
not require sheeting, but doer experience 
some minor raveling of the mnch (ace. The 
trench ia 18 feet deep and 9 feet wide. From 

14) Example r: A tomb ir dug in ~~OUSIY 

disturbed Type 8 4. with dtaractertstiu of 
a Type C aoiL d will r+qoirr sheeting. T&e 
trench is 16 feet deep and l2 feet wide. g foot 
borirontrl rpclq between cylinders ie 
derlred for working 8pace. From Table &I& 
Find horizontal wde with a 8ecUoa mod~Iw 
of 14.0 rpaced at 4 feet o.c vutiuUy and 3 
inch diameter cyund4e apaced et 0 feet 
maximum ac lmxlzoatauy. sxu ttah?r 

‘rheedag I8 required l t ClorC 8padag 
vettkally. (Bee Figure 4 for typlul i 
IMtrll~tJO~) 

(s)ExampleSeAwnchlsdugtn~C~. 
rotI. B feet deep and 4 feet wide. Horizontal 
cylinder rpadag la exceu of 8 feet la deshd 
for wo&ng rpaoh From Trb& IHAz Flad 
borimauIwalewtth~m3cUanmodulusof7l) 
uidttmchdhmeteryUadarrplced~t&s 
feet oc. bofkoatAtty. or. End barkorltal wab 
Whb~l4.OWthllll0dUl~mdSlacb 
diameter cyitader rp4Ced at 10 feet 0.c 
borlzoatauy. Both wata M rpaced 4 fed 0.a 
vatlcdly. 3x22 limber lheenag ir required 
at doso rpadng vertkdly. (See m 4 for 

typlcalladanrttan) 

[e) Faatwaa andpw.dntua j” robla 
n-L& D-13 D-L& a&D-L& 

(I) For l ppliutiooa other than tborc listed 
in the tablea refer to f  lassz(c)(2] for IW 
of maa&cturer’r tabulated da& For tzencb 
depths In exceu of to feet refer to 
i1~Wcl(tI~d Iw26.WcX3). 

(2) 2 iadt dhmeter cyhden. at tbh width 
shal’ have rtructural rteel tube 
(3Jxuxalms] over8leeves. or structural 
ovenleev.es of manufacture0 apecifiution. 
extending the fidL collapsed length 

(3) Hydraulic qliiden uprcitiiu (i) 2 inch 
cyiinden rball be a minimum t-inch tnside 
diameter with l uk working capacity of not 
less tban IROOO pounds axial compressive 
load at maximum extension Maximum 
extension ia to. include full range of cylinder 
l xtctuionr an recommended by product 
manufacturer. 

(ii) 3-&h cylinders shall be a minimum 3- 
inch inside diameter with a ufe work 
capacity of not Iesc than 30.020 pcuads axhl 
compmrive load at maximum extension. 
Maximum extension ir to include full range of 
cylinder txtenriona II recommended by 
product manufaclumr. 

(I) AII spacing indicated ir mearumd 
center to center. 

(5) Vertical shoring rails IhaU have a 
minimum Kction modulur of 0.40 in& 

(6) Wbea vertiul shores am used. there . 
must be a minimum of three abom spaced 
equ8Uy. horirontally. in a group 

(7) PItwood rhaU be 1.125 in thick 
aofrwocd or 0.75 inch. thick. 14 ply. uctic 
white bii (Fiiand form). Please note that 
plywood is not intended aa a I- 
member. but only for prevention of local 
raveling (sloughing of the trrnch face) 
between rhom. 
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(al ses appendix c for tlmba 
rpedficaaoor 
_[e) Waler are calculated fbr atal& mpui 

COlldltiOM. 

(IO) SW rppdlx D. itom (dj, for bmlr ml 
limttationm of tha data. 
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-. . ALlJMINtiM HYDRAULIC SHORING 

TYPICAL INSTALLATIONS 

FIGURE NO. 1 _ FIGURE NO. 2 
vmwaLruvw 
l-l?-- /I x 

VERTICAL 
SPACtUC 

p2’ XIX. -- 

- .+ : I  --_ .-  

FIGURE NO. 3 
kUf7ENO.4 
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2’ MAX./ 
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VLRT 
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TABLE D-l.1 
ALUMINUM,HYDRAULIC SHORINCI 

VERTICAL SHORES 
FOR SOIL TYPE A 

HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS 

DEPTH 
OF 

TRENCH 

FEET) 

a OVER 
5 

‘UP TO 
10 

,; OVER 
IO 

UPTO 
15 

OVER 
15 

UPTO 
I 20 

MAXIMUM 
HORIZONTAL 

SPAClNG 

F=T) 

8 

8 

7 

MAXIMUM 
VERTICAL 
SPACING 

(f--O 
, 

I. 
‘, 

** 

4 

WIDTHOFT'RENCH (FEET) ’ * 

UPTO OVER 8 UP OVER 12 UP 
TO12 TO 15 

2 INCH 2 INCH 3 INCH 
DIAMETER DIAMETER DIAMETER 

NOTE (2) 

OVER 20 NOTE (1) . 

Footnotes IO rabies, and general notes on hydraulic shoring, arc round in Appendix D, Item (g) 
Note (1): See Appendix D, Item (g) (1) . . 
tiotc (2): See Appendix D, Item (g) (2) 

: 

!! 
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TABLED - 1.2 
ALUMINUM HYDRAULIC SHORING . 

VERTICAL SHORES 
- FOR SOIL TYPE B 

I 

6.5 4 2 INCH 2 INCH ’ 3 INCH 
DIAMETER DIAMETER DIAMETER 

NOTE (2) 

3.5 

- 
HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS 

DEPTH 
OF 

TRENCH 

FEET) 

OVER 
5 

UPTO 
IO 

MAXIMUM 
HORIZONTAL 

SPACING 

mm 

s 

MAXIMUM 
VERTICAL 
SPACING 

WET) 

WIDTHOFTRENCH(FEET) ’ 
I 

UPTOS OVER 8 UP OVER 12 UP 
TO 12 TO 15 

OVER 
10 

, UPTO 
15 

* OVER 
15 

‘UP TO 
20 

OVER 20 NOTE(l) 
-- . - 

Foorntks to tab&, and general notes on hydraulic shoring; arc found in Appendix D, Item (8) s 
Now (1): See Appendix D, Item (g) (1) 
Note (2): See Appendix D, Item (g) (2) 



TABLED - 1.3 
ALUMINUM HYDRAULIC SHORING 

WALER SY,STEMS 
FOR SOIL TYPE B I 

DEPTH 
OF 

~-RENCH 

(FEET) 

WALES HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS TIMBER UPRIGHTS 

WIDTH OF TRENCH (FEET) MAX.HORlZ$PACWG 

+ (ON CENIER) * 

VERTICAL SECTION UPTO 
SPACING MODULUS OVER8UPTO12 OVER 12UPTO15 

- 2Fr. 3FT 

HORZ CYLINDER HORIZ. CYLINDER HOR12 CYLINDER - 
FEE-0 (IN’) SPACING DIAMETER SPACING DIAMETER SPACING DIAMEIER 

OVER 
3.5 8.0 2 IN 

2 IN 
8.0 NOTE(Z) *a0 3 IN 

. 
5 4 2 1N 

7.0 9.0 UPTO 2 IN 9.0 NOTE(Z) 9.0 31N - -, 3x12 

10 14.0 12.0 31N 12.0 31N 12.0 31N 

OVER 3.5 6.0 2 IN 6.0 
21N 

NOTE(Z) 6.o 3 IN 

10 4 - 
7.0 8.0 3 IN 8.0 8.0 

3x12 m 
UPTO 3 IN 3 IN 

15 14.0 10.0 3iN 10.0 3 IN 10.0 3 IN 

2 IN 

. 

’ OVER 3.5 5.5 2 1N 5.5 NOTE(Z) 5.5 31N 

15 UPTO 4 7.0 6.0 3IN 6.0 31N 6.0 ‘3lN 3x12 - - 

20 14.0 9.0 3 IN 9.0 3 IN 960 3 IN 

O’jER 20 NOTE(I) 

, 

Footnores IO tables, and geenet notes on hydraulic shoring, arc found in Appendix D, km (g) 
NOICS (1): SCC Appendix D, item (6) (I) a. 
Norcs, (2): SCC Appendix D, Item (6) (2) 

l Consul product manufacturer andlot qualified cnginecr for Section Modulus of available wales.’ 
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TABLED - 1.4 
ALUMINUM HYDRAULIC SHORING 

WALER SYSTEMS 
FOR SOIL TYPE C, 

’ OVER , 3,s 8.0 2 IN 6.0 
2 IN 

NOTEQ) 6.o 3 1N 
. 5 4 2 IN 

i.0 6.5 2 IN 6.5 NOTE(Z) 6.5 3 IN 3x12 - UPTO - 

10 14.0 10.0 3 IN 10.0 , 3 IN 10.0 3 IN I 

OVER 
IO 

UPTO 

15 

OVER 

I5 
UPTO 

20 

OVER 20 

4.0 2 1N 4.0 
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NOTE (1) 
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Notes (2): Set Appendix D, hem (g) (2) 
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Figure 2. Pneumatic/hydraulic Shoring 
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Figure 3. Trench Jacks (Screw Jacks) 
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Figure 4. Trench Shields 
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WATER LEVEL, WATER-PRODUCT LEVEZ MJMSUREMENTS, AND 
WELL DEPTH MEASUREMENTS 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this procedure is to describe the method Of detekini~g groundwater levele and 

product levels, if present, in groundwater monitoring wells, Thie procedure also d&&ibes- -’ - 

determining the depth of a well. 

2.0 SCOPE 

The methods described in this SOP generally are applicable to the measurement of water 

levels, product levele, and well depths in monitoring welle and piezometers. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

None. 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

Project Manager - The Project Manager is responsible for ensuring that project-specific plans 

are in accordance with these procedures, where applicable, or that other approved procedures 

are developed. 

Field Team Leader - The Field Team Leader is responeible for ensuring that these procedures 

are implemented in the field, and for ensuring that personnel performing these activities have 

been briefed and trained to execute these procedures. 

Sampling Personnel - It is the responsibility of the sampling personnel to follow these 

procedures or to follow documented, project-specific procedures ae directed by the Field Team 

Leader and/or the Project Manager. The sampling personnel are responsible for the proper 

acquisition of water level, water product level, and well depth measurements. 
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5.0 PROCEDURES 

Calculations on water level and water-product level measurements collected from a 

monitoring well give an indication of: 

l The horizontal hydraulic gradient (i.e., the direction of groundwater flow-and the’. 
potential rate of movement [magnitude] in the horizontal plane). I . 

l The vertical hydraulic gradient, if well nests are used (i.e., the direction of 
groundwater flow and the potential rate of movement in the vertical plane). 

l Product thicknesses (either floating or sinking product). 

This information, when combined with other site specific information such as hydraulic 

conductivity or transmissivity, extent of contamination, and product density, may be used to 

estimate contaminant movement or source areas, etc. 

Well depth is one of the factors used to determine the zone that a well monitors. Well depth 

also is used in the calculation of purge volumes as discussed in SOP F104, Groundwater 

Sample Acquisition. 

The following sections briefly discuss the procedures for measuring water levels, product 

levels, and well depth. For all of the procedures discussed, it is assumed that the measurement 

will be taken from the top of the steel protective casing, and that horizontal and vertical 

control is available for each well through a site survey, such that measurements may be 

converted to elevations above Mean Sea Level (MSL) or some other consistent datum. 

5.1 Water Level Measurement 

Water levels in groundwater monitoring wells shall be measured from the top of the protective 

steel casing, unless otherwise specified in the project plans, using an electronic water level 

measuring device (water level indicator). Water levels are measured by lowering the probe 

into the well until the device indicates that water has been encountered, usually with either a 

constant buzz, or a light, or both. The location on the electric cord against the measuring point 

~surveyea on the top of the ateel casing is marked. The water level is recorded to the nearest 

foot (rounding down) using the graduated markings on the water level indicator cord. The 

water level then is measured off the cord to the nearest 0.01 foot using an engineers scale. The 
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measurements are combined (feet plus huudreths of a foot) to yield a measurement of the 

depth to water below the top of the steel casing. This measurement, when subtracted from the 

measuring point elevation, yields the water level elevation. 

Groundwater levels shall always be measured to the nearest 0;Ol foot. However, reporting of 

water level elevations depends on the accuracy of the vertical control (typically either 0.1 or .- 

0.01 foot). 

5.2 Groundwater-Product Level Measurements 

The procedure for groundwater product level measurement is nearly identical to that for water 

level measurements. The only differences are the use of an interface probe that detects both 

product and water, and the indication signal given by the measurement device. Typically, 

encountering product in a monitoring well is indicated by a constant sound. When water is 

encountered, the signal becomes an alteruating on/off beeping sound. This allows for the 

collection of measurements for both the top of the product layer in a well and the 

water/product interface. 

The apparent water table elevation below the product level will be determined by subtracting 

the “depth to water” from the measuring point elevation. The corrected water table elevation 

will then be calculated using the following equation: 

.-c = WTE, + (Free Product Thickness x 0.80) 

Where: 

mc = Corrected water table elevation 

ma = Apparent water table elevation 
0.80 = Average value for the density of petroleum hydrocarbons. Site-specific data 

will be used where available. 

5.3 Well Depth Measurements 

Well depths typically are measured using a weighted measuring tape. The tape is lowered 

down the well until resistance is no longer felt, indicating that the weight has touched the 

bottom of the well. The weight should be moved in an up and down motion a few times so that 

obstructions, if present, may be bypassed. The slack in the tape then is collected until the tape 
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is taut. The well depth measurement is read directly off of the measuring tape, at the top of 

the steel casing, to the nearest O.Ol-foot and recorded in the field logbook. 

5.4 Decontamination of Measuring Devices 

Water level indicators, interface probes and weighted measuring tapes that come in contact 

with groundwater must be decontaminated using the following steps after use in each well: 

l Rinse with potable water 

l Rinse with deionized water 

l Rinse with: 

) Methanol or acetone (EPA Region D 
) Methanol or acetone (EPA Region II) 
) Methanol (EPA Region IID 
) Isopropanol (EPA Region IV) 

l Rinse with deionized water 

y=- 
Portions of the water level indicators or other similar equipment that do not come into contact 

with groundwater, but may encounter incidental contact during use, need only undergo 

potable water and deionized water rinses. 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

The field logbook ahall serve as the quality assurance record for water, product level or well 

depth measurements. 

7.0 REFERENCE 

U. S. EPA, 1991. Standard Operating Procedures and Qualitv Assurance Manual. 

Environmental Compliance Branch, U. S. EPA, Environmental Services Division, Athens, 

Georgia. 
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PHOTOIONIZATION DETECTOR (PID) 
HNu MODEL PI 101 and DL 101 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this SOP is to provide general reference inforkation for using the .mu Model, 

PI 101 or DL 101 photoionization detector @‘ID), or an equivalent or similar inztrumexi~ in the - 

field. Calibration and operation, along with field maintenance will be included in this SOP. 

2.0 SCOPE 

This procedure provides information on the field operation and general maintenance of the 

HNu (PID). Application of the information contained herein will eneure that this type of field 

monitoring equipment will be used properly1 Review of the manufacturer’e instruction 

manual is necessary for more complete information. 

A 
These procedures refer only to monitoring for health and safety. The methods are not directly 

applicable to surveillance of air quality for analytical purposes. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

Ionization Potential - In this caze, a numeric equivalent that expresses the amount of energy 

needed to replace an electron with a photon. This energy is further defined in terms of electron 

volts (eV). 

pID - Photoionization Detector 

pDm - part8 per mill ion: p& of vapor or gas per million parts of air by volume. 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

Project Manager - The Project Manager L responsible for ensuring that project-specific plans 

are in accordance with these procedures, where applicable, or that other approved procedures 

. are developed. The Project Manager ie responzible for selecting qualified individuals for the 

monitoring activities. 
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Pro+t Health and Safety Officer (PHSO) - The Project Health and Safety Officer is 

responsible for developing a site-specific Health and Safety Plan (HASP) which specifies air 

monitoring requirements. 

Field Team Leader - It is ‘the responsibility of the Field Team Leader to implement these. ; 

procedures in the field, and to ensure that the Field Investigation Personnel performing air - 

monitoring activities, have been briefed and trained to execute, these procedure8 before the 

dart of site operations. 

Site Health and Safety Of&er (SHSO) - The SHSO is responsible for ensuring that the 

specified air monitoring equipment is on site, calibrated, and UBed correctly by the Field 

Personnel. The SHSO will coordinate these activities with the Field Team Leader. 

Field Investigation Personnel - It is the responsibility of the Field Investigation Personnel to 

follow these procedures or to follow documented project-specific procedures as directed by the 

Field Team Leader/Site Health and Safety Officer. The Field Investigation Personnel are 

responsible for documenting all air monitoring results in both the Field Logbook and the daily 

Realtime Air Monitoring Log during each field investigation. 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

The HNu utilizes the principle of pho@ionization whereby contaminant molecules enter the 

ion chamber and electrons are displaced by ultraviolet photons producing positive ions. These 

displaced positive ions are in turn collected on a special electrode. As the positive ions collect 

on the electrode, they create an electrical current which is amplified and displayed on the 

meter a8 a concentration in parts per million (ppm). 

The HNu is only effective for contaminants that have ionization potentials (IP) of less than or 

equal to the electron volt (eV) capacity of the lamp (i.e., methane, having an IP of 12.98 eV, 

will not be detected at a lamp potential of 11.7 eV). The standard lamp is 10.2 eV with optional 

lampe of 9.5 eV and 11.7 eV, respectively. For the PI 101 the span settings should be as 

follows: 1.0 for 9.5 eV lamps; 9.8 for 10.2 ev lamps; and 5.0 for 11.7 eV lamps. During 

calibration, these span settings will be adjusted as necessary, using the span control knob. 
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The following subsections will diacm HNu calibration, operation, and maintenance. These 

sections, however, should not be used as a eubatitute for the manufacturer’s instruction 

manual. 

5.1 Calibration 

For calibration purposes, the following items will be needed: 

0 *Gas cylinder containing 95 to 100 parts per million (ppm) of isobutylene, balance in 
air. 

l A 0.30 liters per minute regulator. 
l Connector tubing. 
l Screwdriver set. 
l Calibration Gas Humidifier (for high humidity environments). 
l Photoionization Detector @ID) Calibration Form. 

*Note: Do not rely on accuracy of rated concentration when cylinder content drops to <200 
psi. 

Prior to each use, make sure that the battery is fully charged, the ultraviolet lamp is working, 

and that the fan is operating and drawing air into the probe (fan operates at approximately 

100 cc/minute). Procedures for completing these preliminary activities are given in the 

manufacturer’s instruction manual. 

PI 101 

To calibrate the HNu PI 101, the steps provided below should be followed. For an itemized 

description of the calibration process, refer to Section 3-5 in the manufacturer’s instruction 

manual. 

l Turn the function control awitch to the standby position and zero the instrument by 
turning the zero adjustment knob to align the indicator needle with zero on the 
readout meter. 

l Set the range on the HNu and allow the instrument to warm up a few minutes before 
calibrating. Choices for range are ,O-20,0-200, and O-2,000 ppm, respectively. Range 
choice must take into account the concentration of the calibration gas If you have to 
zero the instrument in the desired range, record background if present. 

l Calibrate the HNu PID to benzene equivalenta using a concentration of 100 ppm 
isobutylene a6 the calibration gas. For example, if you are using the 10.2 eV probe, 
your range should be set on the O-200 scale, and calibrated to 56 ppm (i.e., adjust span 
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so that the instrument reads 56 units with 100 ppm isobutylene connected). Using the 
11.7 eV probe the PID should read 65 units with 106 ppm of isobutylene. 

l Attach tubing to the regulator (use the Calibration Gas Humidifier in high humidity 
environments). 

l Attach the free end of the tubing to the probe and turn on the calibration gas. .* 

l If the reading on the meter is not *5 percent of the concentration of the calibration 
gas, adjust the span setting knob until the meter reads accordingly. If after adjusting 
the span setting knob the readout meter is still not responding, refer to the 
manufacturer’s instruction manual. Also, when the HNu is calibrated it should 
respond to a minimum of SO percent of the concentration of the calibration gas within 
three seconds after introduction of that gas. If proper calibration cannot be obtained, 
internal calibration may be required. Note, only qualified personnel should perform 
internal calibrations. 

l Record the calibration on the “Photoionization Detector (PID) Calibration Form”. 

DL 101 

To calibrate the HNu DL 101, the steps provided below should be followed. For an itemized 

description of the calibration process, refer to Section 4.4 in tbe manufacturer’s instruction 

manual. 

0 

0 

Note: 

Press and release the POWER button on the keypad and wait for the screen to stabilize 
then press the CALlBRATE key until “Calibrate?” appears. At this point press the 
ENTER key until ‘ElecZero? Yes” appears on the screen in which case you will press 
the ENTER key, again, to confirm the electronic zero. 

The display will now read “CE/ENT/EXIT Cone = - ppm” which requires the 
concentration of the calibration gas (noted on the side of the calibration gas bottle) to 
be entered on the keypad. The display will prompt you to “Attach gas to probe and 
/ENTER/” so attach tubing to probe (use the calibration gas humidifier in high 
humidity environments), open valve, and press ENTER key. Press ENTER again 
when ‘Press ENTER when Ready: xxx ppm” appears on screen. This will cause 
‘%alibrating...Please Wait” to appear on screen. 

This calibration is effective when the instrument is in the Survey Mode, which is the 

default mode. For calibrations other the one described, or if proper calibration cannot 

be obtained, refer to the manufacturer’s instruction manual. 

For calibrations using an alternate gas or span values, refer to Section 4.5 of the 
manufacturer’s instruction manual. 
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l Record the calibration on the ‘Photoionization Detector @‘ID) Calibration Form” 
which accompanies each HNu. 

5.2 Operation 

PI 101 

Note: IMPORTANT - The HNu should be “zeroed” in a f+eeh air environment if at all 

possible. If there is a background concentration, it must be documented and then 

zeroed out. 

l Prior to each uBe of the HNu, check that the battery is fully charged by turning the 
dial to BAlT and making Bure that it ie within range. Also make sure that the 
ultraviolet lamp and the fan are working properly. 

l Select your desired range. HNu ranges coneiets of a O-20, O-200, and O-2,000 ppm, 
respectively. Consult with the Field Team Leader for more information when choosing 
the appropriate range, however, in most instances the range will be set initially at O- 
20. 

l When J3Nu is used intermittently, turn knob to STANDBY to help in extending the 
life of the W lamp when operating in a low humidib environment. Otherwise, leave 
the knob set to the range desired 80 that the W lamp will “burn off any accumulated 
moisture. 

Note: When using the PI 101 HNu, make sure that the probe does not contact water or soil 

during sampling. This will cause erroneous readings and will possibly damage the 

instrument. 

DL 101 

The DL 101 is designed to default to the survey mode when initially powered up, therefore 

once the calibration has been completed, the instrument is ready to go. Within the survey 

mode eeveral options are available, briefly these options include: 

(1) The Site Function 

The Site function aeeigne a number to a cite that is being analyzed. Rese the Site Key on the 

keypad to enter a specific site number, or press the gray button on the rear of the probe to 

increment a site number. 
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(2) Logging Data 

The Log function stores data in memory. To log data, press the Log key on the keypad or the 

Log button on the back of the probe. “Log” will appear in the upper right comer of the display : 

when activated and disappears when not activated. To turn logging off, press either’the Log : 1 

key on the keypad or the red Log button on the rear of the probe. 

Note: 

z- 

5.3 

. The DL 101 allows for the interchanging of different voltage lamps, however, refer to 
the manufacturer’s instructions before attempting to change the lamp. 

The DL 101 also offers three other modes of operation, the Hasardoua Waste Mode, the 
Industrial Hygiene Mode, and the Leak Detection Mode. Each of these modes 
increases the range of capabilities for this instrument which is covered in detail in the 
manufacturer’s instruction manual. 

When using the DL 101 HNu, make sure that the probe does not contact water or soil 

during sampling. This will cause erroneous readings and will possibly damage the 

instrument. 

Interferences and Potential Problems 

A number of factors can affect the response of the PI 101 HNu and DL 101 HNu. 

l High humidity can cause lamp fogging and decreased sensitivity. This can be 
significant when soil moisture levels are high, or when monitoring a soil gas well that 
‘is accessible to groundwater. 

l High concentrations of methane can cause a downscale deflection of the meter. 

l High and low temperature, electrical fields, PM radio transmission, and naturally 
occurring compounds, such as terpines in wooded areas, will also affect instrument 
response. 

5.4 Maintenance 

The best way to keep an HNu operating properly is to keep it as clean as possible. HNu’s .- 

should be decontaminated and wiped down after each use. 
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Corrective Maintenance 

l The ultraviolet lamp should be periodically cleaned using a special compound supplied 
by HNu Systems, Inc. for the 10.2 eV lamp, and a chlorinated solvent such as l,l,l- 
trichloroethane for the 11.7eV lamp. Consult the manufacturer’s instruction manual 
for specific cleaning instructions. 

l The ionization chamber can be periodically cleaned with methyl alcohol and a swab. I 

Note: W lamp and ion chamber cleaning is accomplished by following the procedures 

outlined in Section 5.2, however, this should only be performed by trained personnel. 

l Documenting the HNu’s observed symptoms and then referring to the manufacturer’s 
instruction manual section on troubleshooting (Section 6.0) also can be employed. If 
this does not work, the Field Team Leader should be consulted for an appropriate 
course of action. 

Repair and Warranty Repair - HNu’s have different warranties for different parts, so 

documenting the problem and sending it into the manufacturer assists in expediting repair 

time and obtaining appropriate warranty service. 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Quality assurance records will be maintained for each air monitoring event. The following 

information shall be recorded in the Field Logbook and the daily Realtime Air Monitoring 

Logs that accompany the HNu. 

l Identification - Site name, location, CT0 number, activity monitored, (surface water 
sampling, soil sampling, etc.) serial number, time, resulting concentration, comments 
and identity of air monitoring personnel. 

l Field observations - Appearance of sampled media (if definable). 

l Additional remarks (e.g., the HNu meter had wide range fluctuations during air 
monitoring activities). 

7.0 REFERENCES 

.HNu Systems, Inc. Instruction Manual. Model PI 101,1986. 

HNu Systems, Inc. Operator’s Manual. Model DL 101,199l. 
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SAMPLE PRESERVATION ANDHANDLING 

1.0 PURPOSE 

This SOP describes the appropriate containers for samples of particular matrices, and the 

steps necessary to preserve those samples when shipped off site for chemical analysis. 

2.0 SCOPE 

Some chemicals react with sample containers made of certain materials; for example, trace 

metals adsorb more strongly to glass than to plastic, while many organic chemicals may 

dissolve various types of plastic containers. It is therefore critical to select the correct 

container in order to maintain the integriw of the sample prior to analysis. 

Many water and soil samplea are unstable, and may change in chemical charackr during 

shipment. Therefore, preservation of the sample may be necessary when the time interval 

between field collection and laboratory analysis is long enough to produce changes in either 

the concentration or the physical condition of the constituent(s). While complete and 

irreversible preservation of samples is not possible, preservation does retard the chemical and 

biological changes that may occur after the sample is collected. 

Preservation techniques are usually limited to pH control, chemical addition(s), and 

refrigeration/freezing. Their purposes are to (1) retard biological activity, (2) retard 

hydrolysis of chemical compounds/complexes, (3) reduce constituent volatility, and (4) reduce 

adsorption effects. 

Sample container and preservation requirements for the CLEAN Program are referenced in 

NEESA 20.2-047B and are provided in Attachment A of this SOP. Note that sample container 

requirements (i.e., volumes) may vary by laboratory. 
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3.0 DEFINITIONS 

,-/I 

HCl - Hydrochloric Acid 
H#Od- Sulfuric Acid 
HNOa -Nitric Acid 
NaOH - Sodium Hydroxide 

Normalitv (N) - Concentration of a solution expressed aa equivalents per liter, where an 

equivalent is the amount of a substance containing one mole of replaceable hydrogen or its 

equivalent. Thus, a one molar solution of HCI, containing one mole of H, is “one-normal,” 

while a one molar solution of HzS04 containing two moles of H, is “two-normal.” 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

Project Manager - The Project Manager is responsible for ensuring that project-specific plana 

are in accordance with these procedures, where applicable, or that other, approved procedures 

are developed. The Project Manager is responsible for development of documentation of 

procedures which deviate from those presented herein. 

Field Team Leader - It is the responsibility of the Field Team Leader to ensure that these 

procedures are implemented in the field and to ensure that personnel performing sampling 

activities have been briefed and trained to execute these procedures. 

Sampling Personnel - It is the responsibility of the field sampling personnel to initiate sample 

preservation and handling.. 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

The following procedures discuss sample containerization and preservation techniques that 

are to be followed when collecting environmental samples for laboratory analysis. 

5.1 Sample Containers 

For most samples and analytical parameters either glass or plastic container8 are satisfactory. 

In general, if the analyte(s) to be measured is organic in nature, the container shall be made of 

glase. If the analyte(8) is inorganic, then the container shall be plastic. Containers shall be 
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kept out of direct sunlight (to minimize biological or photosxidation/photolysie of 

constituents) until they reach the analytical laboratory. The sample container shall have 

approximately five to ten percent air space (Wlage”) to allow for expansionlvaporization ifthe 

eample ie heated during transport (one liter of water at 4°C expand8 by 15 milliliter8 if heated 

to 130°F/55”C); however, head space for volatile organic analyses shall be omitted. 
- 

The analytical laboratory shall provide aample containers that have been certified c&a.n 

according to USEPA procedures. Shipping container8 for samples, conatiing of eturdy ice 

cheets, are to be provided by the laboratory. 

Once opened, the sample container muat be used- at once for storage of a particular sample. 

Unused, but opened, containers are to be considered contaminated and muet be discarded. 

Because of the potential for introduction of contamination, they cannot be reclosed and saved 

for later u8e. Likewise, any unused container8 which appear contaminated upon receipt, or 

which are found to have loose cap8 or missing liner8 (if required for the container) shall be 

diecarded. 

General sample container, preservative, and holding time requirement8 are listed in 

Attachment A. 

5.2 Preservation TBchniques 

The preservation techniquea to be used for various analytes are listed in Attachment A. 

Reagents required for sample preservation will either be added to the sample container8 by 

the laboratory prior to their shipment to the field or added in the field using laboratory 

supplied preservatives. In general, aqueous samples of low concentration organic8 (or soil 

samples of low or medium concentration organica) Lue cooled to 4°C. Medium concentration 

aqueous samples and high hazard organic8 samples 8re not preserved. Low concentration 

aqueous samples for metals are acidified with HN03, while medium concentration and high 

hazard aqueous metal samples are not preserved. Low or medium concentration soil samples 

for metal8 are cooled to 4”C, while high haxard samples are not prec+erved. Unle88 documented 

otherwise in the project plans, all sample8 shall be considered low concentration. All sample8 

preserved with chemical8 shall be clearly identified by indicating on the sample label that the ’ 

sample is preserved. 
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5.3 Sample Holdiw Times 

The elapsed time between sample collection and initiation of laboratory analyses must be 

within a prescribed time frame for each individual analysis to be performed. Sample holding 

times for routine aample collection are provided in Attachment-A. 

I 

6.0 SAMPLE HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION 

After collection, the outside of all sample containers will be wiped clean with a damp paper 

towel; however sample handling should be minimixed. Personnel should use extreme care to 

ensure that samples are not contaminated. If samples are placed in an ice chest, personnel 

should ensure that melted ice cannot cawe sample containers to become submerged, aa this 

may result in sample cross-contamination. Sealable plastic bags, (zipper-type bags), should be 

used when glass sample containers are placed in ice chests to prevent cross-contamination, if 

breakage should occur. 

n =- Samples may be hand delivered te the laboratory or they may be shipped by common carrier. 

Relevant regulations for the storage and shipping of samplea are contained in 46 CFR 

261.4(d). Parallel state regulations may also be relevant. Shipment of dangerous goods by air 

cargo is also regulated by the United Nationalinternational Civil Aviation Organization 

(UN/lCAO). The Dangerous Goods Regulations promulgated by the International Air 

Transport Association (IATA) meet or exceed DOT and UN/ICAO requirements and should be 

used for shipment of dangerous goods via air cargo. Standard procedure for shipping 

environmental samples are given in Attachment B. 

7.0 REFERENCES 

American Public Health Association, 1981. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water 
and Wastewater. 15th Edition. APHA, Washington, D.C. 

USEPA, 1984. “Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures for the Analysis of Pollutants under 

Clean Water Act.” Federal Reaiiater, Volume 49 (209), October 26,1984, p. 43234. 

USEPA, 1979. Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes. EPA-600/479-020. 

USEPA EMSL, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
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USEPA, Region IV, 1991. Environmental Compliance Branch Standard Operating 
Procedures and Quality Assurance Manual. Athens, Georgia. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

REQUIRED CONTAINERS, PRESERVATIVE TECHNIQUES AND HOLDING TIMES 

Parameter 

Volatiles by 
GC/MS and GC 

PCDlPwticides 

Extractable 
Organics 

Metals(a) 

Mercury 

Cyanide 

3hromium 
‘Hexavalent) 

EPA Document SW-846 (3rd Ed.) Contract Laboratory Protocol 

Holding Time(r) Holding Time@) 

Container Preservative Container Preservative 

Soil Water Soil Water 

Water - 40 n&glasa Cool to 4’C 14 daya 14 days Water - 40 mL glaaa 4 days corm. HCl 10 days 10 days 
vial with Teflon- vial withTeflon- Cool to 4°C 

lined septa lined septa 

Soil-glass with Soil-glaee with 
Teflon-lined aepta Teflon-lined septa 

G, Teflon-lined lid Cool to 4°C Extract within Extract within G, Tefion-lined lid Cool to 4°C Extract within Extract within 

7 days, analyze 7 days, analyxc 10 dwh 5 dw% 
40 days 4Odays analyxe 40 days analyze 40 dayn 

G, Teflon-lined lid Cool to 4% Extract within Extract within G, Teflon-lined lid Cool to 4’c Extract within Extract within 
7 days, analyxe 7 days, analyxe 10 hf+, 6 dam 

40 days 40 days analyxe 40 days analyxe 40 &pa 

P,G HN03topH c2 6 months 6 months p, a HNOatopH <2 180 daya 160 daya 

P,G HNOI topH c2 28 days 28 days P,Q HNO, topH <2 26 dayr 26 daya 

P,G NaOH to pH > 12 14 days 14 days P,G NaOH to pH > 12 .14 days 14dafi 

Cool to 4c Coolto4T 

Add 0.6 g ascorbic Add 0.6 g ascorbic 
acid If residual acid if r&dual 

chlorine present chlorine present 

P,G HNOstopH <2 24 hrs. 24 hm. P,G HNOIltopH <2 24llm. 24hxs. 

(1) From date of aample collection in field. 

(2) From dato ofeamplo rocoipt ot labor&or-y. 

(3) Dissolved metals (liquid) muat be field filtered prior to preeervation. 

Note: Check with laboratory for specific volume requirements. 
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ATTACHMENTB 

SAMPLE SHIPPING PROCEDURES 

Introduction 

Sample8 collected during field investigations or in response to a hazardous material8 incident 

muet be classified by the project leader, prior to chipping by air, a8 either environmental or 

hazardous material8 samples. The guidance for complying with U.S. DOT regulation8 in 

shipping environmental laboratory samples is given in the “National Guidance Package for 

Compliance with Department of Transportation Regulations in the Shipment of 

Environmental Laboratory Samples.” 

Pertinent regulation8 for the shipping of samples is given in 40 CF’R 261.4(d). Sample8 

collected from process waetewater 8tream8, drums, bulk 8torage tanks, Soil, sediment, or water 

samples from are&8 suspected of being highly contaminated may require shipment a8 

dangerous goods. Regulation8 for packing, marking, labeling, and 8hipping of dangerous 

good8 by air transport are promulgated by the United Nation8 International Civil Aviation 

Organization (UN/ICAO),which is equivalent to IATA. 

Environmental eamplesBhal1 be packed prior to shipment by commercial air carrier using the 

following procedures: 

1. Select a sturdy codler in good repair. Secure and tape the drain plug (inside and 
outside) with fiber or duct tape. Line the cooler with a large heavy duty plastic bag. 
This practice keep8 the inside of the cooler clean and minimize8 cleanup at the 
laboratory after Bamples are removed.. 

2. Allow &cient headepace (ullage) in all bottle8 (except VOA8) to compensate for any 
pre88ure and temperature change8 (approximately 10 percent of the volume of the 
container). 

3. Be 8ure the lid8 on all bottle8 are tight (will not leak). In many region8 custody seals 
are also applied to sample container lids. The reason for this practice is two-fold: to 
maintain integrity of samples and keep lid on the container should the lid loosen 
during shipment. Check with the appropriate regional procedure8 prior to field work. 
In many ca8e8, the laboratory manager of the analytical lot to be used on a particular 
project can also provide this information. 

4. It is good practice to wrap all glass container8 in bubblewrap prior to placing in plastic 
bags. 



5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Place all bottles in separate and appropriately sized polyethylene bags and seal the 
bags with tape (preferably plastic electrical tape, unleee the bag ia a zipper-type bag). 
Up to three VOA bottles, separately wrapped in bubblewrap, may be packed in one 
plastic bag. 

Optionally, place three to eix VOA vials in a quart metal can and then fill the can with 
vermiculite. - . , 
Place two to four inches of vermiculite (ground corn cob, or other inert packing 
material) in the bottom of the cooler and then place the bottles and cans in the cooler 
with su&ient space to allow for the addition of more vermiculite between the bottles 
and cana 

Put frozen “blue ice” (or ice that has been placed in properly eealed, double-bagged, 
heavy duty polyethylene bags) on top of and between the samples. Fill all remaining 
space between the bottles or cans with packing material. Fold and securely fasten the 
top of the large garbage bag with tape (preferably electrical or duct). 

Place the Chain-of-Custody Record and the Request for Analysis Form (if applicable) 
into a plastic bag, tape the bag to the inner side of the cooler lid, and then close the 
cooler and securely tape (preferably with fiber tape) the top of the cooler unit. Wrap 
the tape three to four times around each side of the cooler unit. Chain-of-custody seals 
should be afliied to the top and sides of the cooler within the securing tape so that the 
cooler cannot be opened without breaking the seal. 

10. Each cooler (if multiple coolers) should have ite own Chain-of-Custody Record 
reflecting the samples shipped in that cooler. 

11. Label according to 40 CFR 261.4(d). The shipping containers should be marked “THIS 
END UP,” and arrow labels which indicate the proper upward position of the container 
should be affixed to the container. A label containing the name and address of the 
shipper and laboratory shall be placed on the outside of the container. It is good 
practice to secure this label with clear plastic tape to prevent removal during shipment 
by blurring of important information should the label become wet. The commercial 
carrier is not required to sign the COC record as long as the custody seals remain 
intact and the COC record stays in the cooler. The only other documentation required 
ie the completed airbill, which is secured to the top of the shipping container. Please 
note several coolers/shipping containers may be shipped under one airbill. However, 
each cooler must be labeled as “Cooler 1 of 3, Cooler 2 of 3, etc.“, prior to shipping. 
Additionally it is good practice to label each COC form to correspond to each cooler 
(i.e., 1 of 3,2 of 3, etc.). 
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A timely process for disposing of investigation wastes may be: 

1. LANTDIV would assist the team management in obtaining the necessary EPA 

generator numbers. 

2. Team personnel would not sign the required manifests as generators of cite 

investigation wastes; this remains the responsibility of LANTDN or the facility. 

3. The team management and LANTDIV would jointly identify authorized, permitted 

facilities for proper treatment, storage and/or disposal of wastes. However, L,ANTJIN 

would make the final determination on disposition. 

6.0 QUALITYASSURANCERECORDS 

f-- Quality Assurance Records shall consist of, at a minimum: 

l Container logs recorded during the site investigation 

l Weekly storage inspection reports, if applicable 

a Analytical results from applicable environmental samplee 

l Mainfests and similarly regulated documents 

7.0 REFERENCES 

Federal Register. 40 CFR Parts 261,263, and 761. 
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CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this SOP is to provide information on chainsfcustody procedures to be used 

under the CLEAN Program. 

2.0 SCOPE 

This procedure describes the steps necessary for transferring samples through the uae of 

Chain-of-Custody Records. A Chain-of-Custody Record is required, without exception, for the 

tracking and recording of samples collected for on-site or off-site analysis (chemical or 

geotechnical) during program activities (except wellhead samples taken for measurement of 

field parameters, SOP FlOl). Use of the Chain-of-Custody Record Form creates an accurate 

written record that can be used to trace the possession and handling of the sample from the 

moment of its collection through armlyeis. This procedure identifies the necessary custody 

records and describes their completion. This procedure does not take precedence over region- 

specific or site-specific requirements for chain-of-custody. 

.-. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

Chain-of-Custodv Record Form - A Chain-of-Custody Record Form is a printed two-part form 

that accompanies a sample or group of samples ascustody of the sample(s) is transferred from 

one custodian to another custodian. One copy of the form must be retained in the project file. 

Custodian - The person responsible for the custody of samples at a particular time, until 

custody is transferred to another person (and BO documented), who then becomes custodian. A 

sample is under one’s custody if: 

0 It is in one’s actual possession. 
l It is in one’s view, after being in one’s physical possession. 
l It wa8 in one’s physical possession and then he/she locked it up to prevent tampering. 
l It is in a designated and identified secure area. 

./- 
Sample - A sample is physical evidence collected from a facility or the environment, which is 

representative of conditions at the point and time that it was collected. 
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4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

Project Manager - The Project Manager is responsible for ensuring that project-specific plans 

are in accordance with these procedures, where applicable, or that other, approved procedures 

are developed. The Project Manager is responsible for development of documentation of - 

procedures which deviate from those presented herein. The Project Manager is responsible for 

ensuring that chain-of-custody procedures are implemented. The Project Manager also is 

responsible for determining that custody procedures have been met by the analytical 

laboratory. 

Field Team Leader - The Field Team Leader is responsible for determining that chain-of- 

custody procedures are implemented up to and including release to the shipper or laboratory. 

It is the responsibility of the Field Team Leader to ensure that these procedures are 

implemented in the field and to ensure that personnel performing sampling activities have 

been briefed and trained to execute these procedures. 

Sampling Personnel - It is the responsibility of the field sampling personnel to initiate chain- 

of-custody procedures, and maintain custody of samples until they are relinquished to another 

custodian, the sample shipper, or to a common carrier. 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

The term “chain-of-custody” refers to procedures which ensure that evidence presentid in a 

court of law is valid. The chain-of-custody procedures track the evidence from the time and 

place it is fust obtained to the courtroom, as well as providing security for the evidence as it is 

moved and/or passed from the custody of one individual to another. 

Chain-of-custody procedures, recordkeeping, and documentation are an important part of the 

management control of samples. Regulatory agencies must be able to provide the chain-of- 

possession and custody of any samples that are offered for evidence, or that form the basis of 

analytical test results introduced as evidence. Written procedures must be available and 

followed whenever evidence samples are collected, transferred, stored, analyzed, or destroyed. . 
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5.1 Sample Identification 

The method of identification of a sample depends on the type of measurement or analysis 

performed. When in-situ measurements are made, the data are recorded directly in bound 

logbooks or other field data records v+th identifying information. 

Information which shall be recorded in the field logbook, when in-situ measurements or 

samples for laboratory analysis are collected, inchrdes: 

Field Sampler(s); 
CT0 Number; 
Project Sample Number; 
Sample location or sampling station number; 
Date and time of sample collection and/or measurement; 
Field observations; 
Equipment used to collect samples and measurements; and, 
Calibration data for equipment used. 

- Measurements and observations shall be recorded using waterproof ink. 

5.1.1 Sample Label 

Samples, other than in-situ measurements, are removed and transported from the sample 

location to a laboratory or other location for analysis. Before removal, however, a sample is 

often divided into portions, depending upon the analyses to be performed. Each portion is 

preserved in accordance with the Sampling and Analysis Plan. Each sample container is 

identified by a sample label (see Attachment AL Sample labels are provided, along with 

sample containers, by the analytical laboratory. The information recorded on the sample label 

includes: 

l Project - Contract Task Order (CTC) Number. 

l Station Location -The unique sample number identifying this sample. 

l Date - A sixdigit number indicating the day, month, and year of sample collection 
(e.g., 12/21/85). 

l Time - A four-digit number indicating the 24hour time of collection (for example: 0954 . 
is 9:54 am., and 1629 is 4:29 p.m.). 

l Medium -Water, soil, sediment, sludge, waste, etc. 
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l Sample Type - Grab or composite. 

l Preservation - Type and quantity of preservation added. 

l Analysis - VOA, BNAs, PCBs, pesticides, metals, cyanide, other. 

l Sampled By - Printed name of the sampler. 

l Remarks - Any pertinent additional information. 

Using only the work assignment number of the sample label maintains the anonymity of sites. 

This may be necessary, even to the extent of preventing the laboratory performing the 

analysis from knowing the identity of the site (e.g., if the laboratory is part of an organization 

that has performed previous work on the site). 

5.2 Chain-of-Custody Procedures 

After collection, separation, identification, and preservation, the sample is maintained under 

chain-of-custody procedures until it is in the custody of the analytical laboratory and has been 

stored or disposed. 

5.2.1 Field Custody Procedures 

l Samples are collected as described in the site Sampling and Analysis Plan. Care must 
be taken to record precisely the sample location and to ensure that the sample number 
on the label matches the Chain-of-Custody Record exactly. 

l The person undertaking the actual sampling in the field is responsible for the care and 
custody of the samples collected until they are properly transferred or dispatched. 

l When photographs are taken of the sampling as part of the documentation procedure, 
the name of the photographer, date, time, site location, and sits description are entered 
sequentially in the site logbook as photos are taken. Once developed, the photographic 
prints shall be serially numbered, corresponding to the logbook descriptions; 
photographs will be stored in the project files. It is good practice to identify sample 
locations in photographs by including an easily read sign with the appropriate 
sample/location number. 

l Sample labels shall be completed for each sample, using waterproof ink unless 
prohibited by weather conditions, e.g., a logbook notation would explain that a pencil 
was used to fill out the sample label if the pen would not function in tieexing weather. 
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5.2.2 Transfer of Custody and Shipment 

Samples are accompanied by a Chain-of-Custody Record Form. A Chain-of-Custody Record 

Form example is shown in Attachment B. When traxmferring the posaeseion of samples, the 

individual(e) relinquishing and receiving will sign, date, and note the time on the Record. This 

Record documents sample c&ody transfer from the Bampler, often through another person, to , . 

- the analyst in the laboratory. The Chain-of-Custody Record is filled out as given below1 

0 

0 

0 

Enter header information HX”C number, samplers, and project name). 

Enter sample specific information (sample number, media, sample analysis required 
and analytical method grab or composite, number and type of trample containers, and 
date/time sample was collected). 

Sign, data, and enter the time under “Relinquished by” entry. 

Have the person receiving the sample sign the “Received by” entry. If shipping 
samples by a common carrier, print the carrier to be used in this space (i.e., Federal 
Express). 

If a carrier ie used, enter the airbill number under “Remarka,” in the bottom right 
corner; 

Place the original (top, signed copy) of the Chain-of-Custody Record Form in a plastic 
zipper-type bag or other appropriate sample shipping package. Retain the copy with 
field records. 

Sign and date the custody seal, a l- by 3-inch white paper label with black lettering 
and an adhesive backing. Attachment C is an example of a custody seal. The custody 
seal is part of the chain-of-custody process and is used to prevent tampering with 
samples after they have been collected in the field. Custody seals ,shall be provided by 
the analytical laboratory. 

Place the seal across the shipping container opening 80 that it would be broken if the 
container wa6 to be opened. 

Complete other carrier-required shipping papers. 

The cuetody record is completed using waterproof ink. Any corrections are made by drawing a 

line through and initialing and dating the change, then entering the correct information. 

Erasures are not permitted. 

Common carriers will usually not accept responsibility for handling Chain-of-Custody Record 

Forms; this necessitates packing the record in the sample container (enclosed with other 
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documentation in a plastic zipper-type bag). A8 long a8 ‘custody forms are sealed inside the 

sample container and the custody seals are intact, commercial carrier8 are not required to sign 

the custody form. 

The laboratory representative who accepts the incoming sample shipment signs and date8 the 

Chain-of-Custody Record, completing the sample transfer process. It is then the laboratory’e. 

responsibility to maintain internal logbook8 and custody records throughout sample 

preparation and analysis. 

6.0 QUAIJTY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Once samples have been packaged and shipped, the COC copy and airbill receipt become8 part 

of the Quality Assurance Record. 

7.0 REFERENCES 

- .- 1. USEPA. User’8 Guide to the Contract Laboratory Program. Office of Emergency and 

Remedial Response, Washington, D.C. (EPA/54O/P-91/002), January 1991. 
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ATTACHMENTA 

EXAMPLE SAMPLELABEL 

Baker Environmental Inc. 420 Rouser Road Airport Office Park, Bldg. 3 

Coraopolis, PA 15108 

Project: 19026~SBN CTONo.: 0026 

Sample Description: Groundwater 

Date: 09/17/92 Sampler: ABC 

Time: 0944 

Analysis: TAL Metals (CAP) Preservation: HNO.9 

Project Sample No.: CAX-GW-04 

Note: Typically, sample labels are provided by the analytical 
laboratory and may be used instead of the above. However, 
samplers should make sure all pertinent information can be 
atfixed to the label used. 
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EXAMPLECHAIN-OF-CUSTODYRECORD 



iaker Environmental Inc 
420 Rouser Road, AO$ Building 3, C&aopolis, PA 15108 

CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY RECORD 1 
I 

PROJECT NO.: 

SAMPLERS (SIGNATURE): 

m$yN DATE TIME COMP GRAB STATION LOCATION 

I I I 
:tELfNQUISHED BY (SIGNATURE): DATEtI’IME: RECEIVED BY (SIGNATURE): 

I 

lELlNQUISHED BY WGNATUIW: I DA~ME: I RECENED BY (SIGNATURE): I 

I 

UXLINQUISHED BY (SIGNATURE): DA-E: RECEIVED FOR LABORA’IWY 

I 

BY (SIGNATURE): 

RELINQUISHED BY (SIGNATURE): FtECElVED BY (SIGNATURE): 

XELXNQUISHED BY (SIGNATURE): RECEIVED BY (SIGNATURE): 

DATEAWEz 1FtEMA.W: 
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EXAMPLE CUSTODY SEAL 



-- 

ATTACHMENTC 

EXAMPLE CUSTODY SEAL 

:, - 
I- 

I I --- 
Date 

Signature I sigllatrue I 

I CUSTODY SEAL I CUSTODY SEAL I 
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JXELD LOGBOOK 

1.0 PURPOSE 

This SOP describes the process for maintaining a field logbook. 

2.0 SCOPE 

The field logbook is a document which records all major on site activities conducted during a 

field investigation. At a minimum, the following activitiea/eventa shall be recorded in the 

field logbook by each member of the field crew. 

l Arrival/departure of site workers and vi&or8 
l Arrival/departure of equipment 
l Sample pickup (sample numbers, carrier, time) 
0 Sampling activities 
l Start or completion of boreholes, monitoring wells, or sampling activities 
l Health and safety issues 

The field logbook is initiated upon arrival at the site for the start of the first on site activity. 

Entries are made every day that on site activities take place. At least one field logbook shall 

be maintained per site. 

The field logbook becomes part of the permanent site file. Because information contained in 

the field logbook. may be admitted as -evidence in legal proceedings, it is critical that this 

document is properly maintained. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

Field lopbook - The field logbook is a bound notebook with consecutively numbered pages. 

Upon entry of data, the logbook requires the signature of the responsible data/information 

recorder. 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Field Team Leader is responsible for maintaining a master field logbook for the duration, 

of on site activities. Each member of the sampling crew is responsible for maintaining a 

complete and accurate record of site activities for the duration of the project, 
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5.0 PROCEDURES 

The following sections discuss some of the information which must be recorded in the field 

logbook. In general, a record of all events and activities, ae well as other potentially important 

information shall be recorded by each member of the field team. - . 
’ - 

5.1 Cover 

The inside cover or title page of each field logbook shall contain the following information: 

l Contract Task Order Number 
l Project name and location 
l Name of Field Team Leader 
l Baker’s address and telephone number 
l Start date 

l If several logbooks are required, a sequential field logbook number 

-.. / 
It is good practice to list important phone numbers and points of contact here. 

5.2 Dails Entries 

Daily entries into the logbook may contain a variety of information. At the beginning of each 

day the following information must be recorded by each team member. 

l Date 
0 Starttime 
e Weather 
l All field personnel present 
l All visitors present 
l Other pertinent information (i.e., planned activities, schedule changes, expected 

visitors, and equipment changes1 

During the day, an ongoing record of all site activities should be written in the logbook. The 

master logbook kept by the field team leader need not duplicate that recorded in other field 

logbooks, but should summarize the information in other books and, where appropriate, 

reference the page numbers of other logbooks where detailed information pertaining to a 

subject may be found. 

-n 
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Some specific information which must be recorded in the logbook includes: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Equipment used, equipment numbers, calibration, field servicing 
Field measurements 
Sample numbers, media, bottle size, preservatives, collection methods, and time 
Test boring and monitoring well construction information, including boring/well 
number and location 
Sketches for each sample location including appropriate measurements if required. 
Photograph log 
Drum log 
Other pertinent information 

. 

All entries should be made in indelible ink; all pages numbered consecutively; and all pages 

must be signed or initiated and dated by the responsible field personnel completing the log. 

No erasures are permitted. If an incorrect entry is made, the entry shall be crossed out with a 

single line, initialed, and dated. 

5.3 Photomaphs 

If photographs are permitted at a site, the record shall be maintained in the field logbook. 

When movies, slides or photographs are taken of any site location, they are numbered or cross- 

referenced to correspond to logbook entries. The name of the photographer, date, time, site 

location, site description, direction of view and weather conditions are entered in the logbook 

as the photographs are taken. Special lenses, film, or other image-enhancement techniques 

also must be noted in the field logbook. Once processed, photographs shall be serially 

numbered and labeled corresponding to the field logbook, entries. Note that it may not be 

permitted to take photographs at all Activities; permission must be obtained from the 

LANTDIV EIC and the Activity responsible individual. 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Once on site activities have been completed, the field logbook shall be considered a quality 

assurance record. 

7.0 REFERENCES 

None. 
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DECONTAMINATION OF DRILLING RIGS AND 
MONITORINGWELLMATERIALS 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this SOP is to provide a general reference regarding. the proper 

decontamination of drilling rigs and monitoring well materials used in the performance of 

field investigations. 

2.0 SCOPE 

This procedure addresses drilling equipment, test pit equipment (i.e. backhoe) and monitoring 

well material decontamination and should be cormulted during the preparation of project- 

specific plans. This procedure does not pertain to personnel decontamination, or to chemical 

sampling or field analytical equipment decontamination. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

Decontamination - Decontamination is the process of removing or neutralizing contaminante 

which may have accumulated on field equipment. This process ensures protection of personnel 

from penetrating substances, reduce8 or eliminatzs transfer of contaminants to clean areas, 

prevent8 mixing of incompatible substances, and minimizes the likelihood of sample cross- 

contamination. 

4.0 RESPONSIRIXJTIES 

Project Manager - It is the responsibility of the Project Manager to ensure that project-specific 

plans are in accordance with these procedures. Documentation should be developed for areas 

where project plane deviate from these procedures. 

Field Team Leader - It is the responsibility of the Field Team Leader to ensure that these 

procedures are implemented in the field. The Field Team Leader is responsible for ensuring 

the field personnel overseeing decontamination activities, and personnel conducting the 

activities have been briefed and trained to execute these procedures. 
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Drilling Inspector (Site Geologist, Rig Geologiet etc.) - It ie the responeibility of the drilling 

inspector to ensure that the drilling subcontractor follow8 these, or other project-specific 

procedure8 as directed by the Field Team Leader. 

5.0 PROCEDURE 

The various drilling equipment and material8 involved with test boring, test pit excavation, 

subsurface soil sampling, and monitoring well construction muet be properly decontaminated 

to ensure that chemical analyeie result8 reflect actu8.l concenbation8 present at sampling 

locations. These procedure8 will minimize the potential for cro88 contamination between 

sampling location8 and the transfer of contamination off site. 

5.1 Equipment . 

All drilling equipment involved in field sampling activitiee ahall be decontaminated prior to 

drilling, excavation, or sampling activities. Such equipment includes drilling riga, backhoes, 

augers, downhole tools, well casinge, and 8creen8. Split+oon Boil samplers and other similar 

soil sampling device8 shall be decontaminated according to the procedure8 given in SOP F502. 

5.2 Decontamination Procedures 

Prior to drilling, or leaving the site, large equipment not directly utilized for sampling will be 

decontaminated by steam-cleaning in a designated area. The decontamination procedure 

consists of steam-cleaning the equipment, using potable water a8 the steam 8ource, to remove 

visible signs of soils or wastes, and allowing the equipment to air dry. If necessary, the 

equipment may be cleaned with a scrub brush and alconox/liquinox-water solution prior to 

Bteam cleaning to remove visible sign8 of contamination. 

The steam cleaning area will be designed to contain decontamination wastes and waste 

watere, and can be a limed, excavated pit or a bermed concrete or asphalt pad. For the latter, a 

floor-drain must be provided which ie connected to a holding tank. A shallow, above-surface 

tank may be used or a pumping system with discharge to a waste tank may be installed. 
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At certain sites, due to the type of contaminants or proximity to residences, concerns may exist 

about air emissions from steam cleaning operations. These concerns can be alleviated by 

utilizing one or more of the following practices: 

l Locate the steam cleaning area on site to minimize potential impacts. 
-. ._ _ 

l Enclose steam cleaning operations. For example, augers and drilling rods can be 

steam cleaned in drums. Tarpaulins also can be placed around the ateam cleaning 

area to control emissions. 

For a given project, the location of the steam cleaning area will be identified in the Sampling 

and Analysis Plan. 

- 5 

Decontamination wastes will be collected and contained unless otherwise directed by 

LANTDIV. The eventual disposition of these wastes will be determined on a project-specific 

basis, but may include on-site treatment and/or transport off site to an approved 

treatment/disposal facility. 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Rinsate samples may be collected from steam-cleaned equipment as quality assurance records. 

The frequency of rinsate samples from either drilling tools or well casings/screens shall be 

specified in the Sampling and Analysis and Quality Assurance Project Plans for a given 

project, ,as appropriate. Documentation in the field logbook also shall serve as a quality 

assurance record of decontamination activities. 

7.0 REFERENCES 

None. 
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DECONTAMINATION OF CHEMICAL SAMPLING AND 
FIELD ANALYTICAL EQUIPMENT 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this SOP is to provide a general methodology and protocol, and to reference 

information for the proper decontamination of field chemical sampling and analytical ’ _’ 

equipment. 

2.0 SCOPE 

This procedure applies to all field sampling equipment including, but not limited to, split- 

barrel soil sampler8 (split-spoons), bailers, beakers, trowels, filtering apparatus, and pumps. 

This procedure should be consulted when decontamination procedures are being developed a8 

part of project-8peciGc plans. Additionally, current USEPA regional procedures and 

decontamination guidance as well as state guidance should be reviewed. 

3.0 DEFINITIONS 

Decontamination - Decontamination is the process of removing or neutralizing contaminant8 

which may have accumulated on field equipment. This process ensures protection of personnel 

from penetrating 8UbBtanCe8, reduce8 or eliminate8 transfer Of COniaminant8 ti Clean area8, 

prevents mixing of incompatible 8UbstanCe8, and minimize8 the likelihood of sample croBs- 

contamination. 1 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

Project Manager - It ia the re8pOnBibility of the Project Manager to ensure that project-specific 

plan8 are in accordance with these procedures. Documentation should be developed for area8 

where project plan8 deviate from these procedures. 

Field Team Leader - It is the responsibility of the Field Team Leader to ensure that these 

procedure8 are implemented in the field. The Field Team Leader is responsible for ensuring 

field personnel performing decontamination activities have been briefed and trained to 

execute these procedures. 
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Sampling Personnel - It is the responsibility of field sampling personnel to follow theee 

procedures, or to follow documented, project-specific procedures a8 directed by the Field Team 

Leader. 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

In order to ensure that chemical analysis results reflect actual concentrations present at 

sampling locations, sampling equipment muat be properly decontaminated prior to the field 

effort, during the sampling program (i.e., between sampling locations) and at the conclusion of 

the sampling program. .This will minimize the potential for croascontamination between 

sampling locations and the transfer of contamination off site. 

Preferably, sampling equipment should be dedicated to a given sampling location. If this is 

not possible, equipment must be decontaminated between sampling locations. Sampling 

personnel also muat use disposable gloves and change them between sampling locations. 

5.1 Sampling Equipment Decontamination Procedures 

Soil and sediment sampling equipment including, but not limited to trowels, beakers, dredges, 

etc., shall be decontaminated using the following USEPA Region procedures. 

The following sections summarize decontamination procedures for USEPA Regions I through 

IV for overall comparison. Each region should be contacted prior to initiation of sampling 

activities to assure that the most recent, accepted decontamination procedures are used. 

USEPA Region I 

Prior to uze, all sampling equipment should be carefully cleaned uing the following 

procedure: 

1. A dilute hydrochloric acid rinse 
2. Deionized water rinse 
3. Methanol or acetone rinse; and, 
4. Distilled, organic-free water rinse. 
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For badly contaminated equipment, a hot water detergent wash may be needed prior to the 

rinse procedure. Additionally, a hexane rinse also may be needed, prior to the final distilled 

water rinse, when sampling for low-level organic pollutants. 

USEPA Region II 

Prior to use, all sampling equipment will be decontaminated using the following procedure: 

1. Low-phosphate detergent wash (i.e., Alconox or Liquinox) 
2. Tap water rinse 
3. 10 percent nitric acid solution rinse 
4. Tap water rinse 
5. Methanol followed by a hexane or an acetone rinse 
6. Analyte-free deionized water rinse 
7. Air dry 
8. Wrap in aluminum foil, shiny side out, for storage or transport 

If the samples will not be analyzed for metals, then steps 3 and 4 may be omitted; if samples 

will not be analyzed for organica, then step 5 may be omitted. All solvents must be pesticide- 

grade. 

USEPA Reaion III 

Prior to use, all sampling equipment will be decontaminated using the following procedure: 

1. Potable water rinse 
2. Alconox or Liquinox detergent wash 
3. Scrubbing, as necessary 
4. Potable water rinse 
5. 10 percent nitric acid rinse 
6. Distilled-deionized water rinse 
7. Methanol or hexane rinse 
8. Distilled-deionized water rinse 
9. Air dry 

USEPA Region IV 

The general decontamination procedure for Region IV is similar to that for Regions II and III. 

However, there may be some specialized procedures applicable to certain types of field 

equipment such as equipment used for the collection of samples for analysis of trace organic 

compounds, automatic wastewater sampling equipment, sampling tubing, and miscellaneous 
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equipment (i.e., pumps, hand augers, etc.). The most current version is “Standard Operating 

Procedures and Quality Assurance Manual,” USEPA Region IV, -Environmental Services 

Division, Environmental Compliance Branch (see Appendii B in February 1,199l version). 

5.2 Field Analytical Eaubment Decontamination .- 

Field analytical equipment which may come in direct contact with the sample or sample 

media, including, but not limited to water level meters, water/product level meters, pH or 

specific ion probes, specific conductivity probes, thermometers, and/or borehole geophysical 

probes must be decontaminated before and after use, according to the procedures outlined in 

Section 5.1, unless manufacturers instructions indicate otherwise. Probes that contact water 

samples not used for laboratory analyses may be rinsed with distilled water. Probes which 

make no direct contact (e.g. HNu or OVA probes) will be wiped clean with clean paper towels 

or an alcohol-saturated cloth. 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 
- 

r 

Decontamination procedure8 are monitored through the collection of equipment rinsate 

samples and field blanks. Collection of these samples shall be specified in the project-specific 

Sampling and Analysis and Quality Assurance Plans following the requirements of 

NEESA 20.2-047B. Documentation recorded in the field logbook also shall serve as a quality 

assurance record. 

7.0 REFERENCES 

NEESA 20.2-047B. Sampling and Chemical Analysis Quality Assurance Requirements for 

the Navy Installation Restoration Program. Naval Energy and Environmental Suppo~ 

Activity. Port Hueneme, CA. June 1988. 

U. S. EPA Office of Waste Program Enforcement. RCRA Ground Water Monitoring Technical 

Enforcement Guidance Document (TEGD). OSWER Directive 9950.1. 1986. 
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U. S. EPA. Standard Operatinp Procedures and Quality Assurance Manual. Environmental . 

Compliance Branch, U. S. EPA Environmental Services Division, Athens, Georgia. 1991: 
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Micham, J. T., R. Bellandi, E. C. Tifft, Jr. *‘Equipment Decontamination Procedures for 

Ground Water and Vadose Zone Monitoring Programs: Statue and Prospects.” in Ground 

Water Monitorinv Review. Spring 1989. 
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HANDLING OF SITE INVESTIGATION GENERATED WASTES 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The objective of this SOP is to provide general reference information on the control and 

responsibilities of wastes typically generated during field investigations. The descriptions : 

herein are general in nature and do not apply to a specific handling scheme. 
.- 

Prior to designing 

a handling scheme as part of a site investigation and during actual management of materials, 

the Project Manager, Site Manager and a disposal specialist must consult on the appropriate 

procedures; these procedures must then be recorded in the project documents. 

2.0 SCOPE 

The procedures described here apply to sites being investigated under both the Underground 

Storage Tank (UST) Program and the Installation Restoration (IR) Program of Navy CLEAN. 

This SOP generally is applicable to all of the usual wastes generated during site 

investigations. Proper segregation and on-site storage of wastes are necessary until the 

identification and final disposition of those wastes is completed. The field investigation team 

will containerize or secure the waste appropriately during the site studies. After the 

laboratory analyses have been received (usually some weeks later), Baker will identify which 

wastes will require special disposal and assist LANTDIV in arranging and managing that * 

disposal. 

Since the final disposition of materials will usually not be known until after the field teams 

have been released from the site, the division of responsibilities for that disposition will be 

established by negotiation of the contingencies with LANTDIV. LANTDN may expect, 

however, that facility personnel should be responsible for additional handling procedures such 

as labeling, storing, and transferring materials into proper containers, if necessary. 

Time constraints and the final disposition (on site or off site) will be determined based upon 

the identification of the waste. Project and site conditions may require development of a 

Contaminated Materials Handling Plan that delineates the potential disposition of site 

investigation wastes, in the event off-site disposal is required. 
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3.0 DEFTNITIONS 

Health and Safety (HAS) Waste - HAS waste material ie generated during a site inveetigation 

from discarded personal protective gear potentially contaminated during site activities. 

Typically, this include8 protective suits, gloves, boots, spent respirator cartridges, and similar 

items. 

Bv-products : Substances (for example, pumped water or excavated soil) generated during a 

sampling event or Borne other site activity in exce88 of analytical requirements. This include8 

soil cuttings, development and decontamination water, carcass88 of field parameter samples, 

and so forth. 

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

LANTDIV - LANTDIV or the facility must ultimately be responsible for the final disposition 

of site wastes. As Buch, a LA.NTDI’V representative will usually prepare and sign waste 

disposal manifests as the generator of the material, in the event off-site disposal is required. 

However, it may be the responsibility of Baker, depending on the contingency discussion8 

during execution of the investigation to provide assistance to LAN’I’DIV in arranging for final 

disposition and preparing the manifests. 

Proiect Manager - It is the responsibility of the Project Manager to work with the LANTDIV- 

EIC in determining the final disposition of site investigation wastes. The Project Manager 

will relay the- results and implication8 of the chemical analysis of the waste or associated 

material, and advise on the regulatory requirements and prudent measuTe8 appropriate tc the 

disposition of the material. The Project Manager also is responsible for ensuring that field 

personnel involved in site investigation waste handling are familiar-with the procedure8 to be 

implemented in the field, and that all required field documentation has been completed. 

Field Team Leader - The Field Team Leader is responsible for the on-site supervision of the 

waste handling procedures during the 8ite investigations. The Field Team Leader also is 

responsible for ensuring that all other field personnel are familiar with these procedures. 
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5.0 PROCEDURES 

Field investigation activities often result in the production or movement of potentially 

contaminated materials that must be properly managed to protect the public and the 

environment, a8 well a8 to meet legal requirements. For the purpose of this SOP, 

contaminated materials are any by-products or HAS materials from a field investigation that 

are known or suspected to be contaminated with hazardous substances. 

The Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) shall, in most cases, include a description of control 

measures for contaminated materials. Th 1s portion of the SAP may consider types of 

contamination, estimates of the amount of waste materials generated by site activities, 

storage and, possibly, disposal methods. As a general rule, it is preferable to select 

investigation methods that minimize the generation of wasto materials. All site investigation 

waste materials shall be containerized or secured in a manner appropriate to site conditions 

until sample analyses have been received. 

J- 

5.1 

_ _ .:.:::. . . . . . . _. . . _. .:. -r:.+...: .+r’.,: < .. . :. :..::- ‘.C.>S .: . . .. .,: _.,. . , .,. _.. . . 

Sources of Waste Materials 

The sources of waste material depend on the site activities planned for a project. The following 

types of activities (or sourceti), typical of site investigations, may result in the generation of 

waste material which must be properly handled: 

. 
l Drilling and monitoring well construction 

l Monitoring well development 

l Groundwater sampling 

l Aquifer pump tests 

a Heavy equipment decontamination 

l Sampling equipment decontamination 

0 Personal protective equipment 

Prior to initiation of site activities, the expected sources, media, quantities and potential 

contaminants from the investigation should be estimated, as well as the probable method of 

containerizing or staging of these materials. 
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6.2 Initial Handling of Waste Materials 

The initial handling of waste materials generated by on-site activities will include 

containerization, labeling and storage. Specific procedures for materirils handling will be 

developed for each project and discuaeed in the Project Work Plan. . 

5.2.1 Containerization 

Waste solids (for example, equipment and soil), liquida (for example, decontamination fluids, 

and development and pu.?ge water) and personal protective clothing. may be placed in 55- 

gallon steel drums meeting U.S. Department OfTransportation standards, or other approved 

containers. Waste materials should be segregated to minimize disposal quantities of 

hazardous materials. To !&is end, soils from a particular boring will be placed in a single set of 

containers for that boring. Development and purge water from a given well may be placed in 

the same set of containers; however, water from different wells should be placed in different 

‘,:... ‘1. : :. .. Containers. 
. :._ ..: . .- L- .:2&I / ,._.; : 1. : . : .:. .’ ,.-. ..I;. .: c..-;., :, . . . . - . . . ‘:,-< ..;:.:ry..~ ,.-- 

. . . :_. 
a@- 

Polyethylene or other suitably compatible liners will be used in containers for liquid, and 

may be used in containers for aolide. The containers are to remain closed except when filling, 

emptying or sampling. The container lid shall be securely attached at the end of each work 

day and when the container is completely filled. 

5.2.2 Labeling 

Containers will be consecutively numbered and labeled by the field team during the site 

investigations. Container labels shall be legible and of an indelible medium (waterproof 

marker, paint stick, or similar means). Information shall be recorded both on the container lid 

and its side. Container labels shall include, aa a minimum: 

l LANTDIV CT0 (number) 

0 Project name 

l Drum number 

l Date 

0 Source 

0 Contenta 
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If samples repreeentative of the containerized materiale have been collected during the site 

investigation (for example, a groundwater collected for laboratory analysis upon completion of 

purging), the appropriate sample number shall be recorded on the Container Log (Section 

5.2.3) to facilitate determination of the disposition of each container. 
_ . : - 

If laboratory analyses reveals that containerized materiale are hazardous,or contain PCBs, 

additional labeling of containers may be required. The project management will aesiet 

LANTDIV in additional labeling procedures if necessary after departure of the field team &om 

the facility. These additional -labeling procedures will be .based upon the identification of 

material present; EPA regulations applicable to labeling hazardous and PCB wastes are 

contained in 40 CFB Parts 261,262, and 761. 

5.2.3 Container Log 

:: i ; 

/cc 

-X ;, A con+&nw:.bg &all’ de &i&&&j iti the -sib logb&~~‘~‘~~‘~~n~~e; log &aif$&& the 

same information as the container label, as discussed in Section 52.2, plus any additional 

remarks or information. Such additional information may include the identification number 

of a representative laboratory sample. 

.- . 

6.3 Container Storage 

Containere of site investigation wastes.shall be stored in a specially designated, secure area 

(usually, a small, fenced area on-site with a locking gate), or an area specified by LANTDN or 

the facility, until diepoeition ie determined. All containers shall be covered with plastic 

sheeting to provide protection from weather. 

If the laboratory analyees reveal that the containers hold hazardous or PCB waste, 

additionally required storage security may be implemented; in the absence of the 

investigation team, these will be the responsibility of LANTDN or the facility, as confirmed 

by the contingency discussions. 

- r 

Baker will aesist LANTDIV in devising the storage requirements, which may include the 

drums being staged on wooden pallets or other structures to prevent contact with the ground 

and being staged to provide easy access. Weekly inspections by facility personnel of the 
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temporary storage area may also be required. These inspections may assess the structural 

integrity of the containers and proper container labeling. Also, precipitation that may 

accumulate in the storage area may need to be removed. These weekly inspections and any 

necessary precipitation removal shall be recorded in the site !ogbook. 

5.4 Container Dispohtion _ . 

The disposition of containers of site investigation generated wastes shall be determined by 

LANTDIV, with the assistance of Baker, as necessary. Container disposition shall be based on 

quantity of materials, types of materials, and analytical results. If necessary, specific samples 

of contained materials may be collected to identify further characteristics which may affect 

disposition. Typically, container disposition will not be addressed until after receipt of 

applicable analytical results; these results. are usually not available until long after 

completion of the field investigation at the facility. 

Actual disposal methods for-contaminated materials disturbed during a site investigation are 

the same as for other PCB or hazardous substances: incineration, landfilling, treatment, and 

so forth. The responsibility for disposal must be determined and agreed upon by all involved 

parties during negotiations addressing this contingency. 

The usual course will be a contractor specialist retained to conduct the disposal. However, 

regardless of the mechanism used, all applicable Federal, state and local regulations shall be 

observe’d. EPA regulations applicable to generating, storing and transporting PCB or 

hazardous wastes are contained in 40 CFB Parts 262,263, and 761. 

Another consideration in selecting the method of disposal of contaminated materials is 

whether the disposal can be incorporated into subsequent site cleanup activities. For example, 

if construction of a suitable on-site disposal or treatment structure is expected, contaminated 

materials generated during the site investigation may be stored at the site for 

treatment/disposal with other site materials. In this case, the initial containment (drums or 

other containers) shall be evaluated for use as long-term storage. Also, other site conditions, 

such as drainage control, security and soil types must be considered, in order to provide proper 

storage. 
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A timely process for disposing of investigation wastes may be: 

1. UNTDlV would assist the team management in obtaining the necessary EPA 

generator numbers. 

2. Team personnel would not sign the required manifests as generators of site 

investigation wastes; this remains the responsibility of LANTDlV or the facility. 

3. The team management and LANTDIV would jointly identify authorized, permitted 

facilities for proper treatment, storage and/or disposal of wastes. However, LANTDIV 

would make the final determination on disposition. 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

Quality Assurance Records shall consist of, at a minimum: 

l Container logs recorded during the site investigation 

l Weekly storage inspection reports, if applicable 

l Analytical results from applicable environmental samples 

l Mainfests and similarly regulated documents 

7.0 REFERENCES 

Federal Register. 40 CFR Parts 261,263, and 761. 
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